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Blastic Plasmacytoid Dendritic Cell Neoplasm:
Report of a Case Presenting With Lung and
Central Nervous System Involvement and
Review of the Literature
Zhuang Feng, MD, PhD; Jun Zhou, MD; Gail Bentley, MD

Blastic plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasm (BPDCN) is a rare hematopoietic malignancy with almost
invariably cutaneous involvement and poor prognosis. We report a case of BPDCN in a 58-year-old man
who presented with skin, lymph node, bone marrow, peripheral blood, lung, and central nervous system
involvement. To the best of our knowledge, central nervous system (CNS) involvement as initial presentation has not been reported since the latest World Health Organization (WHO) classification of tumors of
the hematopoietic and lymphoid tissues in 2008. Review of the literature was performed on BPDCN cases
published in 2008-2013 in PubMed. The major clinical, histopathologic, immunophenotypic, and cytogenetic
aspects of the disease were discussed. Dermatologists and dermatopathologists should be aware of this rare
disease for which nearly half of the patients present with only cutaneous lesions at diagnosis, as it may allow
for early diagnosis and appropriate treatment.

INTRODUCTION
Blastic plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasm (BPDCN)
is a rare hematopoietic malignancy. The recognition and
nomenclature of BPDCN has been dramatically evolving.
BPDCN was first described by Adachi et al. in 1994 as a
CD4+CD56+ cutaneous lymphoma. The World Health Organization (WHO) classification of tumors of hematopoietic
and lymphoid tissue in 2001 named it as blastic natural killer
(NK)-cell lymphoma due to its CD56 expression.1 Later,
the European Organisation for Research and Treatment
of Cancer (EORTC) classification of cutaneous lymphoma
renamed it as CD4+CD56+ hematodermic neoplasm in
2005.2 BPDCN was first suggested of dendritic cell origin
by Lucio et al. in 1999. More recently, it was confirmed as
a tumor of precursor plasmacytoid dendritic cells (PDCs)
(Chaperot et al., 2001; Chaperot et al., 2004). PDCs produce
type 1 interferon (IFN1) and play an important role in the
modulation of innate and adaptive immunity. PDCs are
produced in the bone marrow and account for less than
0.1% peripheral blood mononuclear cells. When immune
response is activated, PDCs can be recruited into lymph
nodes, tonsils, spleen, and mucosa-associated lymphoid
tissue.3 PDCs generally are not identified in skin and subcutaneous tissue, and how cutaneous involvement almost
invariably occurs in BPDCN is unclear. In 2008, the latest
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WHO classification renamed it as BPDCN as a distinct entity
under the category of myeloid neoplasm.4 The etiology of
BPDCN is not, but it has been suggested to be associated
with acute myeloid/myelomonocytic leukemia (Petrella et
al., 2005; Herling et al., 2007).
The literature of formerly called blastic NK-cell lymphoma published prior to 2008 may be heterogeneous
because CD56 can be expressed in other hematopoietic
lineages, including true NK lymphoma and acute myeloid
leukemia with monocytic differentiation. In addition,
markers recently developed for PDCs, including CD123
(the interleukin-3 receptor), blood dendritic cell antigen 2
(BDCA2/CD303),5 and T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 1 (TCL1)
and CD2-associated protein (CD2AP),6 were rarely tested
in the literature published prior to 2008. In this article, we
report a case of BDPCN presenting with skin, lymph node,
bone marrow, peripheral blood, lung, and central nervous
system involvement and have reviewed the literature since
the latest WHO classification of tumors of hematopoietic
and lymphoid tissue in 2008 to delineate the characteristics
of the disease.

METHODS
Light microscopy slides were prepared from paraffinembedded tissue sections and stained with routine hema-

Figure 1: (A) Bone marrow core biopsy showing a hypercellular marrow with diffuse infiltrate of tumor cells (H&E 400x). (B)
Bone marrow aspirate smear showing infiltrate of tumor cells with high nuclear cytoplasmic ratio, irregular nuclei, finely dispersed
chromatin, prominent nucleoli, grey-blue agranular cytoplasm with a clear intracytoplasmic vacuole and pseudopodia-shaped
cytoplasmic extension (Wright-Giemsa stain 1000x under oil immersion).

toxylin and eosin after fixation in 10% neutral buffered
formalin. Immunohistochemical analyses were performed
on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections using
the avidin-biotin-peroxidase method and antibodies to CD3,
CD4, CD5, CD8, CD10, CD20, CD43, CD45, CD56, CD57,
CD68, and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TDT).
CD123 was performed by Mayo Clinic. Three-color flow
cytometric analysis (FACScan, Becton Dickinson, Mountain
View, CA) was performed on fresh cell suspension and
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using antibodies to CD2, CD3,
CD4, CD5, CD7, CD13, CD16, CD19, CD56, CD57, and TDT.
In situ hybridization for Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), encoded
small mRNAs (EBER) were performed. Cytogenetic studies
were performed with standard protocols. Q banding was
used for chromosome identification and karyotypes were
defined according to the International System for Human
Cytogenetic Nomenclature. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis was performed using LSI TCR alpha/
delta dual color break-apart DNA probe (Vysis, Downers
Grove, IL). The LSI TCR alpha/delta probe was a mixture
of two probes that hybridize to the opposite sites of 14q11.2
with spectrum green on the telomeric side and spectrum
orange on the centromeric side of the breakpoints. Gene
rearrangement studies of the joining (J) region of the B-cell
immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) and/or the T-cell receptor (TCR) gamma chain were analyzed utilizing polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) amplification to detect the presence of
monoclonal populations which were visualized as a discrete
band in the range of 160 base pairs (bp) to 190bp for the
TCR gamma region and 75bp to 150bp for the JH region
of the IgH, respectively. Literature review was conducted
by searching PubMed (U.S. National Library of Medicine)
with the following keyword “blastic plasmacytoid dendritic
cell neoplasm”.

CASE REPORT
A 58-year-old man presented with a two-week history
of generalized weakness, fatigue, and dyspnea on exertion
in December 2009. On examination, the patient had a 5 cm
soft, non-tender, purplish-red nodular skin lesion on the
right forearm that grew larger over the past couple of weeks.
There were also multiple small purplish papular lesions on
the face, back, and left shoulder. Bilateral cervical multiple
enlarged lymph nodes were present. Upon admission, he
had anemia and thrombocytopenia with white blood cell
5,400/ul, hemoglobin 10.1 g/dl, and platelets 84,000/ul.
Bone marrow core biopsy showed a markedly hypercellular
marrow that was diffusely replaced by medium-sized blasts
with high nuclear cytoplasmic (N:C) ratio, scant pale cytoplasm, irregular nuclear contour, and prominent nucleoli
occupying more than 90% of marrow space (Figure 1A).
Few mitotic figures were also noted. Bone marrow aspirate
smears showed a predominance of blasts with high N:C
ratio, grey-blue agranular cytoplasm with a clear intracytoplasmic vacuole, pseudopodia-shaped cytoplasmic extension, finely dispersed chromatin, and prominent nucleoli,
comprising more than 90% of the cells (Figure 1B). By immunohistochemistry (IHC), the blasts were positive for CD2
(weak), CD4 (strong), CD56, CD43, CD68 (weakly positive),
and CD45 (weak non-specific staining) but were negative
for CD1a, CD3, CD8, CD20, CD117, TDT, myeloperoxidase,
lysozyme, and TIA-1. Immunophenotypic analysis of bone
marrow by flow cytometry identified 89% CD45-positive
cells with expression of CD4, CD56, TDT and cytoplasmic
CD3, partial expression of CD2, CD5, and CD7, but negative for surface CD3, CD13, CD16, CD19, and CD57. CT
thorax showed a 4.8 x 8.5 cm consolidation within the right
lower lung and multiple enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes.
Transbronchial lung biopsy showed lung parenchyma in-
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Figure 2: (A) Skin punch biopsy showing a superficial and deep dermal predominantly perivascular infiltrate of tumor cells (H&E
20x). (B) Skin biopsy showing dense infiltrate of tumor cells with irregular nuclei, fine chromatin, and prominent nucleoli (H&E 500x
under oil immersion). (C-D) Tumor cells showing positivity for CD4 (C) and CD56 (D) (IHC 500x under oil immersion).

volved by the same tumor cells. Fine needle aspiration of
subcarinal lymph node showed infiltrate of the tumor cells.
CSF showed detection of CD4+CD56+ tumor cells comprising 32% of CD45-positive cells by flow cytometry. Peripheral
blood smears showed circulating blasts. Cytogenetic analysis showed normal male karyotype 46, XY.20 FISH analysis
showed no translocation affecting TCR A/D constant region. Gene rearrangement studies of TCR gamma and JH
of IgH were negative. Serological studies showed that the
patient was positive for EBV VCA IgG (3.30; reference range
0.00-1.09) and negative for EBV VCA IgM (0.13; reference
range 0.00-1.09). The patient was diagnosed with BPDCN
and treated with CHOP (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin,
vincristine, and prednisone) chemotherapy for six cycles,
as well as intrathecal therapy. The patient achieved only
partial remission and subsequently was treated with ICE
(ifosfamide, carboplatin, and etoposide) chemotherapy for
two cycles. While waiting for bone marrow transplantation
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(BMT), the patient had a relapse of the disease with newly
developed multiple 1-1.5 cm slightly raised red lesions on
the extremities in August 2010. Skin punch biopsy showed
a superficial and deep dermal predominantly perivascular
infiltrate of tumor cells with irregular nuclei, fine chromatin,
and prominent nucleoli. By IHC, the tumor cells were positive for CD4 and CD56 but negative for CD3. The patient
was treated with BEAM (carmustine, etoposide, cytarabine,
and melphalan) chemotherapy, along with targeted radiation for the skin lesions, but showed only partial response.
The patient then received matched related donor allogeneic
peripheral blood stem cell transplantation (SCT) in August
2010. In January 2011, the patient had another relapse of
the disease with new skin lesions. By IHC, skin punch biopsy showed the tumor cells were positive for CD4, CD43,
CD56, and CD123 and negative for CD3, CD5, CD8, CD20,
CD57, CD68, and TDT (Figure 2A-2D). EBER by in situ
hybridization was negative. Complete blood count showed

pancytopenia. The patient was given high-dose cytosine
arabinoside (ara-C) chemotherapy and attained clinical remission. Unfortunately the disease relapsed again in April
2011 with multiple new skin lesions and 80% blasts in the
peripheral blood. Due to resistant/refractory to treatment,
comfort and supportive measures were given to the patient.
The patient died of the disease 17 months after diagnosis.

cutaneous disease only and patients with both cutaneous
and extracutaneous diseases.15 Initial staging results did not
affect survival.7,15 Therefore, even though BPDCN presents
with only cutaneous diseases in almost half of the cases, it
has been suggested these patients should also be treated
with initial aggressive therapy.

DISCUSSION

Due to its rarity and dramatically evolving recognition,
no standard treatment is available, and patients usually
receive multiple regimens. First-line treatments are variable, including palliative care, monochemotherapy, nonHodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL)-type, acute myeloid leukemia
(AML)-type and acute lymphoblastic lymphoma (ALL)type, radiation therapy, and BMT/SCT. Previous studies
on formerly called blastic NK-cell lymphoma/agranular
CD4+CD56+ hematodermic neoplasm demonstrated that
CHOP/CHOP-like regimen was inadequate; AML-type
regimen was associated with a poor prognosis; and hyperCVAD regimen was associated with a favorable prognosis.16
Dalle et al. showed that, when used as first-line therapy,
CHOP/CHOP-like regimens and radiation therapy had a
mean relapse free survival of five and five and a half months
respectively compared to 25.3 months with BMT.7 In a recent retrospective study of 39 BPDCN patients (Roos-Weil
et al., 2013), allogeneic SCT in first remission was associated with favorable survival, while age, donor type, stem
cell source, and chronic graft versus host disease (GVHD)
had no significant impact on outcomes. In a case series of
six BPDCN patients (Dietrich et al., 2010), two patients
without allogeneic SCT died rapidly of the disease at six
and 13 months after first-line treatment; two patients with
allogeneic SCT in active disease achieved CR but relapsed
at six and 18 months after transplantation; and two patients
with allogeneic SCT in remission remained disease free at
57 and 16 months after SCT. The authors suggested that
allogeneic SCT in first CR should be considered in patients
up to 70 years of age. Dalle et al. showed that survival of
patients with BMT was significantly higher (31.3 months
vs. 12.8 months) than those without BMT.7 Ham et al. (2012)
reported a 26-year-old patient who was treated with AMLtype chemotherapy followed by allogeneic SCT in first
CR-achieved long-term disease free survival at 30 months
after diagnosis. Jegalian et al. indicated that BPDCN was
less aggressive in pediatric patients than in adult patients.
Of the total 25 pediatric patients, all three patients who
received AML-type therapy were dead at the time of clinical follow-up. In contrast, among 14 patients who received
ALL-type therapy, only one patient who presented with a
12 cm ulcerated cutaneous lesion died of therapy related
infectious complications. The authors suggested that, for
pediatric patients, high-risk ALL-type chemotherapy should
be used as first-line treatment, and SCT may be reserved for
those with relapse of disease or on their second remission.10
Interestingly, Dohm et al. (2011) reported a patient after
allogeneic SCT developed fulminant leukemic progression

Clinical Features

Since BPDCN was classified as a distinct entity by WHO
in 2008, more than 200 cases that meet the new diagnostic
criteria have been reported in the literature.4 BPDCN is a
rare hematopoietic malignancy without known predisposing factors. It has a male-to-female ratio of 2.6-2.7:1.3,7,8 Most
patients are elderly with a median age of 62-67 years at the
time of diagnosis.3,7-9 Pediatric cases as young as 4 years
of age10 and a unique congenital case of a 3-day-old baby
(Yang et al., 2012), although much less common, have been
reported. The diagnosis is generally based on skin biopsy.
BPDCN usually presents with solitary, multiple, or generalized skin or subcutaneous lesions in the presence or absence
of systemic involvement such as peripheral blood, bone
marrow, and lymph nodes.4 The skin lesions can be macules,
papules, plaques, or nodules and range in size from 0.5 to 12
cm with a median size of 3 cm at diagnosis.8,10 Ulceration is
not a feature, although Jegalian et al. reported a 12-year-old
female patient presenting with a 12 cm ulcerated cutaneous
lesion died from infectious complication six months after
diagnosis.10 In the largest case series since 2008 by Dalle
et al., all 47 patients had cutaneous involvement (100%) at
diagnosis, with 40% as solitary lesion, 38% as multiple lesions affecting one or two areas, and 21% as disseminated
skin disease.7 Systemic involvement at diagnosis usually
occurs in bone marrow (48%-68%), peripheral blood (33%73%), and lymph nodes (24%-41%).7-9 Initial presentation
at uncommon sites including maxilla, breast, kidney, liver,
spleen, and lung has been reported in very rare cases.10,11
To the best of our knowledge, our patient is the first case
presenting with CNS involvement since the latest WHO classification in 2008. By literature studies, no cases with CNS
involvement at diagnosis were reported, although relapse
in the CNS was documented in few cases.12,13 Nearly half of
BPDCN patients (35%-48%) presented with only cutaneous
disease at diagnosis.7-9 Nonetheless, systemic involvement
eventually develops with progression of the disease. Leukemic disease without cutaneous involvement at presentation,
albeit rare, has been reported.8,12,14 Although response occurs
after treatment, relapse invariably occurs, and fatal outcome
occurs rapidly. Complete remission (CR) after initial treatment was seen in 47%-68% patients with a mean relapse-free
period of 12.6 months (range 2-42 months).7-9 BPDCN has
an aggressive course and a poor prognosis with a mean
survival of 16.7 months.7 In an Austrian study of 33 patients,
there was no difference in survival between patients with

Treatments
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Table 1: Summary of the immunophenotypic profiles of BPDCN
Antibody

Expression

Reference

CD2

variable, + in 33%-51%

8,9,15

CD3

-; rare cases cytoplasmic CD3+

11,18,20

CD4

+ (80%-100%)

4,6,14,15,17,21-23

CD5

-; one case +

19

CD7

-; a few cases + (subset or focal)

10,11

CD33

-; rare cases +

8,13

CD43

+ (96%)

4,6,14,15,17,21-23

CD45RA

+ (dim)

4,6,14,15,17,21-23

CD56

+ (75%-100%)

6,14,15,17,21-23

CD68

variable, + in 52%-85%, cytoplasmic
dots in some cases

8-10,15

CD34

-; rare cases +

4

CD117

-; rare cases +

4

TdT

variable, + in 14%-63%

9-12, 15

CD123

+ (75%-100%)

6,14,15,17,21-23

TCL1

+ (82%-100%)

6,14,15,17,21-23

BDCA2/CD303

+ (50%-100%)

6,14,15,17,21-23

CD2AP

+ (45%-95%)

6,14,15,17,21-23

BCL11A

+ (83%-100%)

6,14,15,17,21-23

CLA

+ (90%-100%)

6,14,15,17,21-23

CD19, CD20, CD22, CD79a, PAX5

-

4,7-10

EBER

-

4,7-10

MPO, Lysozyme

-

4,6,14,15,17,21-23

S100

variable, + in 75% children, + in 16%25% adults

3,8,10

Table 1: Summary of the immunophenotypic profiles of BPDCN, or blastic plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasm. BPDCN; BDCA2/
CD303, blood dendritic cell antigen 2; TCL1, T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 1; CD2AP, CD2-associated protein; CLA, cutaneous
lymphocyte antigen; BCL11A, B-cell lymphoma/leukemia 11A; MPO, myeloperoxidase; TdT, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase;
EBER, EBV-encoded nuclear RNA.

during extracorporeal photopheresis for GVHD. Whether
extracorporeal photopheresis stimulates malignant transformation of PDCs remains to be determined, but careful
clinical selection of GVHD treatment might be warranted.

Morphology

Histopathologically, BPDCN in the skin is characterized by a diffuse infiltrate of medium-sized blasts with high
N:C ratio, scant cytoplasm, finely dispersed chromatin, and
prominent nucleoli in the dermis underlying a Grenz zone
without epidermotropism present. Cota et al. showed that
the typical blasts were seen in 44% of skin biopsy specimens
of BPDCN, with the majority (56%) of cases presenting as
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a rather pleomorphic infiltrate with admixed blastoid cells
in the background.15 On bone marrow aspirate smears, the
blasts have scant agranular cytoplasm with eccentrically
located nucleus and perinuclear hof.4 On cytology preparation, the blasts have round to oval nuclei, finely dispersed
chromatin, prominent nucleoli, scant pale-blue agranular
cytoplasm, occasional cytoplasmic microvacuoles, and
pseudopodia-shape cytoplasmic extension.8,13

Immunophenotype

The immunophenotypic profiles of BPDCN are summarized in Table 1. BPDCN characteristically expresses
CD4, CD56, CD43, CD45, and PDC-associated antigens

Table 2: Summary of the specificity of immunohistochemical profiles of BPDCN vs. myeloid leukemia cutis
BPDCN %

Myeloid leukemia cutis %

CD123

75-100

9-17

TCL1

82-100

9-17

BDCA2/CD303

50-100

3

CD2AP

45-95

4

BCL11A

83-100

25

CLA

90-100

78

CD4

80-100

9-61

CD56

75-100

52

MPO

0

30-67

Table 2: Summary of the specificity of immunohistochemical profiles of BPDCN versus myeloid leukemia cutis.6,14,15,17,21-23

such as CD123, TCL-1, BDCA2 (CD303) without expression
of T-cell, B-cell, and NK-cell or myelomonocytic lineage
specific markers, although expression of CD2 and CD7 is
not an uncommon finding.4 CD4-negative cases9,14,15 and
CD56-negative8-10,15 cases have rarely been reported in case
reports. Despite CD123 and TCL1 being generally positive
in BPDCN, CD123-negative and TCL1-negative cases were
reported.8,14,15,17 BPDCN also expressed BDCA2, CD2AP,
BCL11A (B-cell lymphoma/leukemia 11A), and CLA
(cutaneous lymphocyte antigen).9,10,14,15 TDT-positive and
HLA-DR-positive cases were not uncommon.9-12,15 TDT was
expressed in 14%-64% of cases.9,10,15 Interestingly, our case
showed that TdT was expressed in bone marrow by flow
cytometry but not expressed in skin by IHC. Khoury et al.
demonstrated that the level of TdT expression by IHC was
higher in lymph node than in skin.18 These findings may
suggest different patterns of TdT expression in various involved tissues and potential association with various stages
of the disease. CD2 was aberrantly expressed in 33%-52% of
cases.8,9,15 CD5 expression was extremely rare and reported
in a single case on bone marrow specimen.19 We speculate
that the partial expression of CD5 in our case is either an
aberrant expression or may represent neoplastic PDCs undergoing cell fate conversion to lymphoid phenotype. CD7
was expressed in a few cases, occasionally in the form of
subset or focal positivity.10,11 BPDCN was generally negative for CD3, CD20, CD34, CD117, myeloperoxidase, and
EBV.8-10,14,15 Rare cases were reported to express cytoplasmic
CD3.11,18,20 CD34 and CD117 were expressed in rare cases
(Adams et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011). CD33 is generally
negative,9 but rare CD33-positive cases were reported.8,13
CD68 was expressed in quite a few cases, and in some cases,
in the form of cytoplasmic dots.8-10 In three case series, CD68
positivity was 53%-86%.8,9,15 Focal positivity of S100 was
reported in three-fourths of pediatric cases (75%) and may
represent a favorable prognostic factor,10 whereas S100 was
expressed in 17%-25% of adult patients.3,8 Hashikawa et al.
showed 8 out of 15 (53%) skin biopsy specimen-expressed

CXCL12, which was associated with high leukemic change
and poor prognosis.8 EBV antigens/EBV-encoded nuclear
RNA (EBER) and T-cell/B-cell gene rearrangement were
consistently negative.8-10

The Specificity of PDC-Associated Antigens

The diagnosis of BPDCN is largely based on the PDCassociated antigens such as CD123, TCL1, BDCA2, and CLA,
but most of these markers have been shown to be expressed
by other lesions as well. The specificity of PDC-associated
antigens is summarized in Table 2.6,14,15,17,21-23 Benet et al.
showed that CD123 and CD303 (BDCA2) were expressed in
11 out of 123 (9%) and 4 out of 124 (3%) myeloid leukemia
cutis (LC) cases, respectively.21 Vitte et al. reported that, in
42 chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML) patients with
skin involvement, 45%-50% of the skin lesions expressed
CD123, CD303 (BDCA2), and TCL1, indicating the association of BPDCN with myelodysplastic/myeloproliferative
neoplasms such as CMML.23 Cronin et al. revealed that
CD123 was expressed in 4 out of 23 (17%) of myeloid leukemia cutis (LC) and 10 out of 12 (83%) of BPDCN cases, while
TCL1 was expressed in 2 out of 23 (9%) of LC and 9 out of
11 (82%) of BPDCN cases.17 In a study by Petrella et al. of 29
formerly called agranular CD4+CD56+ hematodermic neoplasms (HN) cases and 18 myelomonocytic leukemia cutis
(LC) cases, TCL1 was expressed in 26 out of 29 (90%) of HN
and 3 out of 18 (17%) LC cases, while CLA was expressed in
26 out of 29 (90%) of HN and 14 out of 18 (78%) of LC cases.22
CLA as a skin lymphocyte homing molecule is rather nonspecific for BPDCN, and has been reported to be universally
expressed in myeloid LC and cutaneous T-cell lymphoma
(Campbell et al., 2010; Sachdev et al., 2012). Marafioti et al.
showed that CD2AP was expressed in 35 out of 37 (95%) of
formerly called CD4+CD56+ HN and 1/24 (4%) of LC cases,
but not expressed in 24 CML, CMML, B-ALL, and T-ALL
cases. In contrast, BCL11A was expressed in 39 out of 39
(100%) HN, 6 out of 24 (25%) LC, 1 out of 7 (14%) CML, 3
out of 5 (60%) CMML, 7 out of 7 (100%) B-ALL, and 4 out
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Table 3: Summary of the most frequent genomic alterations in BPDCN
Change

Chromosome

Cytoband

% of patients

Candidate genes

Loss

13

q12.11-q34

50-78

RB1

Loss

12

p13.2

50-67

CDKN1B, ETV6

Loss

9

p21.3

50-66

CDKN2A, CDKN2B, MTAP

Loss

9

q34

50-55

NOTCH, TRAF2, CARD9

Loss

5

q23.1-a35.2

21-44

SMAD5, MSH3, MCC, APC

Loss

15

q11.2-a26.3

33-36

CYP1A1

Loss

3

p22.2-p21.1

29

PTPN23

Loss

19

p13.4-p13.2

22-29

CDKN2D, PRKCSH

Loss

17

p13.3-p11.2

22

TP53

Loss

7

p22.3-p22.1

21

MAD1L1

Loss

6

q23.3-q27

11-21

PARK2

Table 3: Summary of the most frequent genomic alterations in BPDCN. Adapted from ref. 25. BPDCN, blastic plasmacytoid
dendritic cell neoplasm; CDKN, cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor; MTAP, methylthioadenosine phosphorylase; TRAF2, tumor
necrosis factor receptor-associated factor 2; CARD9, caspase recruitment domain; RB1, retinoblastoma tumor suppressor gene;
CYP1A1, cytochrome P450 family 1 subfamily a polypeptide 1; PRKCSH, protein kinase C substrate 80K-H; PTPN23, proteintyrosine-phosphatase-n23; MCC, mutated in colorectal cancer; APC, adenomatous polyposis coli tumor suppressor gene; PARK2,
Parkinson protein 2; MAD1L1, mitotic arrest deficient-like 1; TP53, tumor protein 53.9,12,24,25

of 5 (80%) T-ALL cases.6 Therefore, it has been suggested
that immunophenotypic analysis using a panel of antibodies
including CD4, CD56, and at least 2 PDC-associated antigens
(such as CD123, TCL1, BDCA2, CD2AP, and BCL11A), as
well as specific markers to rule out other lineages, should
be performed to confirm the diagnosis.

Genetics

Genetic studies are limited for BPDCN, and no defining recurrent genetic abnormalities have been identified.
BPDCN was shown to be associated with normal karyotype8,10,11,17 and variable genomic changes by conventional
cytogenetic analysis, comparative genomic hybridization
(CGH) and PCR.9,12,24,25 The most frequent genomic alterations in BPDCN are summarized in Table 3.9,12,24,25 Lucioni
et al. showed deletion of 9p21.3 containing CDKN2A (encoding p16-INK4a) and CDKN2B was found in 14 out of 21
(66.6%) patients and represented a worse prognosis factor
(median overall survival of 11 months for homozygous
loss versus 26 months for hemizygous loss).9 Interestingly,
Petrella et al. (2012) reported an 82-year-old male patient
had normal karyotype on bone marrow specimen by conventional cytogenetic analysis; losses of chromosome 6, 12
(CDKN1B and ETV6), and 13 on skin biopsy specimen and
additional losses of chromosome 2 and 5 on bone marrow
specimen by CGH; loss of 2p, 5q, 12p (ETV6), and 13q but
not 17 (TP53) on bone marrow specimen; and loss of ETV6
on snap-frozen skin sections by FISH analysis, suggesting
that the difference in CGH results between skin and bone
marrow specimens may reflect genomic alterations as-
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sociating with progression of the disease. Other sporadic
genomic aberrations include loss of 1p31.3-33 (containing
CDKN2C/p18) and gain of 16p/q, loss of 6q and 7p, t(1;6),
t(9;22), t(11;19)(q23;p13.3), trisomy 7, gain of 9p24 and loss
of 11q22, and loss of Y. Jardin et al. showed that TET2 (ten
eleven translocation 2) and TP53 mutation were seen in 54%
and 38% of BPDCN patients by using PCR.12 Additionally,
Wiesner et al. demonstrated that expression of cell cycle
inhibitor p27 KIP1 (encoded by CDKN1B) and p16 INK4a
(encoded by CDKN2A) was downregulated in tumor cells.25
These findings suggest that loss of tumor suppressor genes
such as CDKN1B, CDKN2A, ARF, CDKN2B, RB1, and TP53,
and resultant functional loss of cell cycle checkpoint controlling proteins, may lead to dysregulation of G1/S transition
of the cell cycle and tumorigenesis.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case of
BPDCN with central nervous system involvement as initial
presentation since the latest WHO classification in 2008.
Dermatologists and dermatopathologists should be aware of
this rare disease for which nearly half of the patients present
with only cutaneous lesions at diagnosis. The diagnosis of
BPDCN is generally based on the skin biopsy and immunophenotypic analysis. High-dose chemotherapy followed
by allogeneic SCT in first remission has been suggested to
provide durable remission and favorable survival.
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The Supply of Hematology/Oncology Specialists
Genevieve F. Maronge, MD; Paragi Gururaja Ramnaryan, MD, MPH;
Perry G. Rigby, MD

National hematology and oncology organizations and experts in the field, predict a shortage of hematology/
oncology specialists in the United States. Four types of hematology/oncology graduate medical education
programs picked to represent direct patient care specialists are presented as physician supply in quantitative
data proportional to the averages of the United States in this paper. The hematology/oncology physician
production in Louisiana is similar to the average of all programs in the United States. The complexities of
having several hematology/oncology graduate medical education programs, along with other specialists, make
physician supply more difficult to predict. The patient care demand will rise gradually as the population
increases and aging of the population ensues. Technology proliferates, and reform adds patient numbers.
As the US shortage of hematology/oncology specialists occurs, the state of Louisiana is tracking the United
States in supply and will show the shortage in the same way, same timing, and for the same reasons.

INTRODUCTION
There is a perpetual discussion and debate on the
subject of physician shortage and particular attention paid
to that of primary care.1,2 The shortage in specialists’ fields
is beginning to gain recognition, however.3 This is quite
relevant to the subspecialty of hematology/oncology in
that cancer is a disease growing as the population increases
and ages, and it requires a delicate and skillful approach to
diagnosis and therapy, with lethal potential to the patient
experiencing it. If we consider that the numbers of cancer
deaths are decreasing over time,4 along with increases in
technology, we can infer that cancer care is improving. This
does not indicate a decrease in patients or visits, however,
as there are more patients surviving and living with cancer, requiring more physicians. It is therefore vital that we
assess our physician supply and how demand will be met
now and in the future.
Is there a shortage of physicians in the United States
as a whole, what kind, and how is this assessed? Graduate
Medical Education (GME) programs are ultimately the supply line of physicians to renew the provision of healthcare,
and these vary in size, type, and location. It is probable that
they are not increasing the production of specialists fast
enough as it relates to population change.5 The demand
is impacted by a population that is dynamic by growth
and aging and complicated by technology and constant
advancements in standards of care. Healthcare reform is
an additional variable that is particularly relevant in this
political climate.
Quantitating a shortage of hematologists and oncolo-
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gists is not a straightforward task and includes a number
of factors, like number-per-population, number-per-cancer
patients and cancer survivors, the geographic distribution
among the states and rural and urban area, and the number
of hematologists/oncologists in academics versus nonacademic settings (in a field dependent on active research),
cancer center locations and utilization, waiting time for
appointments and visits, and quality of care in a setting
where demand may outweigh supply.6,7 Certainly there is
a fraction of the cancer-patient population that suffer if they
are delayed in receiving attention due to long wait times and
delayed appointments, as well as other potential barriers,
i.e., finance, transportation, and resources.

METHODS
A straightforward approach to begin an examination
is to identify supply and demand. We used data from the
2010 AMA masterfile and the 2012 edition of Physician
Characteristics and Distribution from the Division of Survey
and Data Resources to examine the supply.8 Figure 1 demonstrates the supply of hematology/oncology specialists as
it relates to the population in the United States as compared
to Louisiana. We evaluated four specialty programs that
provide medical care to cancer patients: medical oncologists, hematology alone, hematology/oncology, and oncology alone, as well as pediatric hematology/oncology. This
demonstrates that Louisiana is comparable to the United
States overall in supply.
We then examined the demand. The demand is represented by the current utilization patterns and delivery sys-

supply be addressed by increasing
physicians. GME is the direct source of
practicing physicians in the US caring
for cancer patients. To become a hematologist/oncologist requires completion of medical school, followed
by a residency training program and
then a fellowship in that specialty.
We analyzed the residency feeder
programs and trends over the last 15
years as shown in Figure 2, lacking
sustained growth. Table 1 shows data
from the AMA master file and the US
Census Bureau from 2010 illustrating
there are about 10,000 physicians in
the adult care of hematology/oncology patients and approximately two
physicians for every 100,000 people. In
Louisiana, there were 146 adult hematology/oncology specialists, in equal
Figure 1: The supply of hematology/oncology specialists comparing the United States to
proportion to that of the United States.
Louisiana, related to a proportion of a population.
Table 2 shows the total hematology/
oncology fellows in the US in 2011 per
the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) data
resource book. There are 1,570 fellows
currently training in adult hematology/oncology. There are 637 fellows
who complete their training and are
added to the oncology workforce annually after completion of five to six
years of post-graduate training.
The number of practicing hematology/oncology physicians in the
United States who are trained in a
GME program in Louisiana and the
number who remain in Louisiana
after training is also relevant, shown
in Table 3 with a net retention of 41%.
Figure 2: The residency feeder programs and trends over the last 15 years.
The number of specialists practicing
in Louisiana currently who did not
tems. This is overall complex and difficult to define and has
train in Louisiana is 77, so this adds another dimension to
been done by a number of methods, but regardless of variexamining needs and sources. This begs the question: how
ous methods, we found there is a consensus as illustrated
many hematology/ oncology doctors will be training in
by the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC)
Louisiana in the next 10 years, and how many will practice
9
2008 workforce report. The findings were “under any set
in Louisiana? Likely, trends will continue, but increase is
of plausible assumptions, the United States is likely to face
uncertain.
a growing shortage of physicians…” They also published
Incidence rates of cancer in the United States and Louia report in 2011 summarizing recent publications and sumsiana are integral to this analysis. Figure 3 shows a map of
maries around the country from 33 states and six national
the incidence rates in the United States in 2008 per state as
organizations, as well as 22 different specialties that have
observed from Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results
10
all reached this same conclusion.
Program (SEER) data. Specifically noted is that Louisiana
is higher compared with most of the country, with an inciRESULTS
dence of 468-487 cases per 100,000 people. So compared to
the country as a whole, Louisiana has comparable numbers
Replacement of Physicians and Increasing Supply
of hematologists/oncologists; however, there is a higher
One answer to this growing demand is that short
incidence of cancer overall.
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Table 1: Data from the AMA master file and the US Census Bureau for 2010
US
Type of practicing specialty

Louisiana

N

100k population

N

100k population

Hematologist

1,512

0.49

21

0.46

Hematologist/Oncologist

4,275

1.38

58

1.28

Oncologist

4,268

1.38

67

1.48

Pediatric-Hematologist/
Oncologist

1,255

0.41

18

0.40

TOTAL

11,310

3.66

164

3.62

Table 2: The total hematology/oncology fellows in the United States in 2011 per the ACGME Data Source Book
Total Hematology & Oncology Residents/Fellows in the United States
Specialty

N

Hematology

32

Hematology & Oncology

1,450

Oncology

97

Pediatric - Hematology & Oncology

400

Total

1,979

Table 3: The practicing hematology/oncology physicians in the United States who are trained in Louisiana, 2004-2012
Retention of hematology/oncology fellows in Louisiana

N

Total hematology/oncology physicians trained in a Louisiana GME program

135

Total hematology/oncology physicians trained in a Louisiana GME program & practicing in state as
hematologist/oncologist (direct patient care)

55

% retention

41

The analysis of SEER data for Louisiana (Figure 4) in a
breakdown by parish shows that many areas have a higher
incidence than that illustrated for Louisiana as a whole.
There are also a number of rural areas in Louisiana where
it is illustrated there is a high incidence of cancer without
hematology/oncology practices in those vicinities, bringing up the issue of access to care. Other complexities and
challenges of this situation include a high percentage of
impoverished and underserved, lower socioeconomic status,
and lower health literacy, making the task of delivering care
even greater.

DISCUSSION
The surprise is that Louisiana hematology/oncology
physicians are quantitatively proportional to the average
of the United States, despite the displacements and distractions of Hurricane Katrina.11 Loss of physicians was early,
and replacement was gradual. Production from supply is
somewhat less than half of practicing physicians in Louisi-
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ana, comparing recruitments. GME programs in the state
had not reconstituted until after Katrina, which closed one
program for several years (Louisiana State University School
of Medicine in New Orleans). Recruitment of types of hematology/oncology specialists, distribution and geography is
also similar to corresponding US characteristics.
The comparison of individual states data to the US
averages is perhaps the best marker of the present quantitative requirement. If the prediction of hematology/
oncology specialist’s shortage in the United States is actual,
then Louisiana is also likely to experience a shortage. The
characteristic of programs and physician mobility means
recruitment across boundaries increases competition. Many
changes occurring presently and simultaneously in specialty
GME programs, not just hematology/oncology, increase
complexity and hide unintended consequences. Expansion of hematology/oncology specialty programs should
be considered in future planning to alleviate impending
shortages, especially since the production time is many
years in duration.

Figure 3: Map of the
incidence rates of cancer for
Louisiana.

Figure 4
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CONCLUSION
GME programs in hematology/oncology should
consider future expansion to offset a national shortage of
practicing specialists, variable in individual states. Other
measures improving practice efficiencies, educational
programs, and distribution characteristics should also be
explored. Matching individual state GME and practice and
targeting US average proportions are measures to begin to
focus on. Planning directions for cancer care and blood
diseases should include GME increases, as well as recruitment, distribution, and physician quality.
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Treatment of Submucous Cleft Palate With
Selective Use of the Furlow Z-Palatoplasty
Michael H. Moses, MD; Mark W. Stalder, MD; David T. Pointer Jr., BS;
Ryan Wong, MD; Charles L. Dupin, MD; Hugo St. Hilaire, MD, DDS

Purpose: Submucous cleft is an uncommon entity that can be complicated by functional abnormalities, specifically velopharyngeal incompetence (VPI), secondary to abnormal palatal muscular insertion. This study
aims to characterize our experience using the Furlow Z-palatoplasty for the treatment of VPI in patients
with submucous clefts.
Methods: A retrospective chart review was conducted looking at 24 patients diagnosed with symptomatic
submucous clefts between 2000 and 2007 at Children’s Hospital of New Orleans. Demographics such as
age, gender, diagnosis, need for surgical correction, type of operation, complications, presence of genetic
syndromes, need for secondary surgery, and need for myringotomy tubes were examined.
Results: The average age at initial surgery for the entire study population was 6.2 years. The success rate of
our Furlow procedure was 66.7%, with 33.3% requiring secondary pharyngeal flaps. The genetic syndromic
patient population had an average age at initial surgery of four years and experienced a lower primary success rate of 50%. The non-syndromic patient population had an average age at initial surgery of 7.3 years,
with an 85.7% primary success rate.
Conclusions: Our data supports the notion that Furlow Z-palatoplasty is an effective procedure in the treatment of submucous cleft palate with VPI, frequently without the need for secondary surgical procedures in
the majority of patients, particularly those patients without syndromes.

INTRODUCTION
First described by Roux more than 100 years ago,
submucous cleft is an uncommon condition that is defined
by the presence of three anatomical features: bifid uvula,
palatal muscular diastasis, and notching of the hard palate.1-3 Kaplan further described the “occult submucous cleft”
when he found that the same functional problem can occur
in the presence of abnormal muscular insertion without
the presence of the classic triad.4 These similar conditions
both can result in velopharyngeal incompetence (VPI) due
to the abnormal insertion of the palatal musculature onto
the hard palate instead of forming a continuous muscular
sling across the midline.
True submucous cleft occurs uncommonly, with incidence reports ranging from 1:1,200 to 1:20,000.3-9 Also, the
incidence of submucous cleft in patients demonstrating VPI
has been reported to be between 27% and 62%.4,10 Due to
the relative scarcity of these patients, there is a paucity of
literature addressing this condition, and its diagnosis and
treatment remain a challenge for the physicians that care

for these patients.
In the setting of submucous cleft with associated VPI,
numerous procedures have been employed for surgical
correction, including pharyngeal flaps, V-Y pushback
palatoplasty, minimal incision palatopharyngoplasty, and
Furlow Z-palatoplasty.3,9,11-13 A consensus approach to
treatment remains elusive, however. At our institution, for
patients who are unresponsive to speech therapy, the Furlow Z-palatoplasty is used for initial surgical management.
Pharyngeal flaps are reserved as secondary procedures for
patients in whom the initial Z-palatoplasty is unsuccessful.
The purpose of this study is to report our experience
using the Furlow Z-palatoplasty for primary correction of
VPI in the submucous cleft population. The efficacy of this
procedure was characterized based on subjective improvements in speech and the need for secondary procedures.

METHODS
A retrospective chart review was conducted for those
patients diagnosed with submucous cleft that were seen
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Patients were evaluated before and after surgery by
the speech pathologists on our multi-disciplinary team.
Assessments were made on each follow-up visit to evaluate correction of VPI and to determine whether the patient
would require further surgical correction. Nasal escape,
compensatory substitutions, volume/pitch changes, nasal
resonance, tongue placement, oral-nasal balance, and articulation were all assessed.

RESULTS

Figure 1: This schematic illustrates the basic concept of a
z-plasty, whereby local tissue flaps are juxtaposed in such a
manner as to lengthen the original AB tissue segment.

by the Children’s Hospital of New Orleans Craniofacial
and Cleft Team between 2000 and 2007. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board. Operative
notes and charts were reviewed for data regarding the patients’ age, gender, diagnosis, type of operation, need for
myringotomy tubes, subsequent complications, length of
follow-up, need for secondary procedures, and presence of
genetic syndromes. In addition, speech therapy notes were
carefully reviewed to track changes in patients’ speech patterns before and after surgery.

SURGICAL PROCEDURE
The classic Furlow Z-palatoplasty, as described for
overt cleft palates, was used for primary surgical management in this series.14-15 Double opposing z-plasties were
designed on the oral and nasal surfaces of the soft palate.
The levator and tensor musculature were elevated with a
posteriorly based flap that included the nasal mucosa on the
right side and oral mucosal on the left side. The interdigitating z-plasties were then closed, restoring the integrity of
the palatal muscular sling and effectively lengthening the
soft palate.
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A total of 24 patients with the diagnosis of submucous
cleft palate were treated by our team during the period
of time included in this study (Figure 1). Seventeen of the
24 patients required surgical intervention to correct their
submucous cleft due to the presence of velopharyngeal incompetence. Fifteen of those 17 patients underwent Furlow
Z-palatoplasty. Five of those 15 patients later required a
secondary pharyngeal flap for persistent VPI, yielding a 67%
success rate for correction of VPI by Furlow Z-palatoplasty
in this group. The other two surgical patients underwent
a primary pharyngeal flap, as it was felt that a Furlow Zpalatoplasty would have been unsuccessful due to their
individual palatal anatomic idiosyncrasies.
The average age at surgery for all 17 surgical patients
was 6.2 years, and this group was followed on average
for 3.75 years after their initial procedure. Seven of the 24
patients with submucous cleft did not require surgical correction of any kind, as their condition improved with speech
therapy alone.
Eleven of the 24 patients had previously been diagnosed
with a genetic syndrome (Figure 2). Eight of these 11 patients
had VPI that required surgical correction with the Furlow
procedure, which provided adequate oral-nasal balance in
four of the eight patients, for a 50% success rate in this subgroup. The other four patients demonstrated persistent VPI
and required a secondary pharyngeal flap to successfully
improve their speech. The average age at surgery for the 11
syndrome-associated patients was four years.
Among the 13 non-syndromic, submucous cleft palate patients, seven had sufficient VPI to require a primary
Furlow Z-palatoplasty (Figure 3). Six of these 7 cases (86%)
resulted in functional oral-nasal balance, with only one
(14%) requiring secondary pharyngeal flap for persistent
VPI (Figure 4). The average age at surgery for this group
was 7.3 years.
Eustachian tube dysfunction and treatment were also
analyzed in our submucous cleft population. Thirteen of the
24 (54%) patients required placement of pressure equalizing
(PE) tubes by an otolaryngologist. Nine of the 11 syndromic
patients (82%) ulitmately required PE tube placement, compared with only 4 of the 13 non-syndromic patients (31%).

DISCUSSION
Dysfunction of the velopharyngeal sphincter from

Figure 2: This schematic illustrates the steps involved in the Furlow Z-palatoplasty repair of submucous cleft palate, the purpose of
which is to recreate anatomically appropriate attachments of palatal musculature, and to lengthen the palate.
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Figure 3: This schematic illustrates the steps involved in
pharyngeal flap repair of submucous cleft palate. This repair
is not an anatomic repair but rather, reduces the size of the
opening between the oral and nasal cavities to reduce the
symptoms of velopharyngeal insufficiency.

18 J La State Med Soc VOL 166 January/February 2014

obvious abnormalities of the pharyngeal wall are readily
seen and diagnosed early. However, submucous cleft palate is a relatively rare variant of palatal cleft. Due to the
subtle anatomic variations associated with this condition,
it may not be recognized on routine well child exams, and
diagnosis is often delayed until the child is older, at which
time VPI, compensatory corrections, and articulation errors
may already be present.11 There have been many attempts to
account for this inconsistency, and a number of approaches
for evaluation of VPI have been outlined in the literature.
Bunke et al. utilized multiple techniques, including detailed intraoral exams, subjective speech evaluations, flow
studies involving simultaneous intranasal and intraoral
pressure measurements, and lateral cephalometric X-rays.26
Videonasendoscopy and videofluoroscopy have also been
described as effective diagnostic modalities. 9,11 At our
institution, the degree of VPI is established by subjective
speech evaluation performed by a speech pathologist and
the plastic surgeon. We also use nasopharyngeal endoscopy
to further characterize patients with equivocal evaluations.
In these patients, it is important that language be sufficiently
developed to permit proper assessment of oral-nasal balance
so that effective characterization of VPI can be achieved.
In conjunction with the inconsistencies that exist regarding diagnosis of submucous clefts, debate remains regarding
the optimal timing of surgical treatment, and a number of
approaches have been reported. In his experience, Calnan
advocated treatment similar to that of an overt cleft palate
(assuming the diagnosis is made in time), with correction
at about one year of age.2 Porterfield advocated repair of all
patients at 16 to 18 months of age.16 There have also been
several studies that reported no correlation at all between
age at surgery and successful postoperative outcomes,
raising further questions about the need for and timing of
surgical intervention.13,17 Ultimately, most authors recommend waiting until speech has adequately developed so
that appropriate evaluation of VPI may be performed before
considering surgical correction.5,9,11,13,17
A variety of operative procedures have been described
for the surgical treatment of submucous clefts. Calnan
reported improvements in speech using a procedure that
employed VY retroposition and lengthening of the velum.2
Kaplan used the combination of a VY pushback with a superiorly based pharyngeal flap and also reported improvements in speech in that patient series.4 In his review of 22
submucous clefts, Cleveland suggested the necessity of a
pharyngeal flap to achieve successful correction of speech.19
Porterfield also suggested the combination of a primary
pharyngeal flap in conjunction with a palatal procedure in
the primary correction of submucous clefts.19 However, this
procedure is not without risk for significant complications,
including airway obstruction, bleeding, flap dehiscence, persistent oral-nasal imbalance, and obstructive sleep apnea.20-25
In contrast, there is significant evidence that palatoplasty
alone is adequate treatment for VPI.11
Similar to other reported protocols, at our institution
patients with marginal insufficiency are treated with an

Figure 4: (Left) Patient with submucous cleft palate and VPI requiring Furlow Z-palatoplasty. (Right) The same patient after Furlow
Z-palatoplasty.

interventional trial of speech therapy for 6 to 12 months.26
In those patients for whom surgery is indicated, the Furlow
Z-palatoplasty is used as our primary repair procedure.13
The Z-palatoplasty offers the advantage of directly correcting the dysfunctional anatomy, creating a functional velar
musculature while simultaneously lengthening the palate,
and avoids undermining the mucosa of the hard palate. Our
patients are followed closely after the procedure and only
undergo secondary pharyngeal flap if it is clear that there
is persistent or recurrent VPI.
The patients in our series experienced a 67% success
rate for correction of VPI with primary Z-palatoplasty, 33%
of the patients ultimately required a secondary pharyngeal
flap. Interestingly, when we stratified our patient population to account for association of genetic syndromes, we
noticed a higher rate of failure in the syndromic (50%) when
compared to non-syndromic patients (14%). The average
age at surgery (4 years in syndromic patients vs. 7.3 years
in non-syndromic patients) was almost doubled in the nonsyndromic patient population. The need for PE tubes was
also more frequent in the syndromic patients. This may
indicate that the functional deficit was less severe in the nonsyndromic population or that population may potentially
have been able to better compensate for their VPI, and thus,
further delayed diagnosis.

CONCLUSION
We found the Furlow Z-palatoplasty to be an effective
procedure in the treatment of patients with submucous
cleft palate and VPI. With this procedure, one can achieve
adequate correction of VPI and avoid secondary corrections
in the majority of patients, particularly in those patients
without evident genetic syndromes. We were able to achieve
functional oral-nasal balance in two-thirds of our patients.
Through its success at our institution, we recommend the

use of the Furlow Z-palatoplasty in the correction of velopharyngeal incompetence.
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Distal Ventriculoperitoneal Shunt Catheter
Migration to the Right Ventricle of the Heart A Case Report
Marc Manix, MD; Anthony Sin, MD; Anil Nanda, MD, MPH, FACS

Ventriculoperitoneal shunts (VPS) have few complications other than mechanical obstruction and infection.
A VPS catheter located in the chest is a rare complication, while intracardiac catheter migration is rarer still.
We present a case of intracardiac migration of a distal VPS catheter after initial documented peritoneal
placement. Puncture or erosion of a cervical vein may predispose a patient to such a migration. Negative
inspiratory pressure and orthograde blood flow may then draw the catheter proximally through a vein and
eventually to the heart or pulmonary artery. We discuss the mechanisms and management of this rare, yet
dangerous, complication of a routine neurosurgical procedure.

INTRODUCTION
The ventriculoperitoneal shunt (VPS) is the most common surgical treatment for hydrocephalus, and the operation has been practiced for the past 60 years. While it has a
low complication rate, complications do sometimes occur.
Most often, these tend to be mechanical obstructions or
infection. Numerous case reports in the literature illustrate
the many possible complications seen with the VPS, but it
is rare for a portion of a VPS catheter to travel into the chest
as this is not a part of the normal course for tubing since
it is tunneled to the peritoneal cavity. We present a case
where the distal end of a catheter placed in the peritoneum
migrated to the heart.

CASE REPORT
A 34-year-old male presented with reports of gradually
worsening headaches. The patient had a prior VPS placement at an outside institution (Figure 1) two years prior.
The past medical history was significant for spina bifida
and tethered cord, for which he had a lipoma removal and
release of tethered cord six months prior presentation. The
operation was complicated by a postoperative cerebrospinal
fluid leak and development of a pseudomeningocele in the
lumbar spine. This led to severe headaches, as well as low
back pain and swelling. The VP shunt was then placed for
diversion of CSF by an outside neurosurgeon in order to
resolve the pseudomeningocele and relieve the pressure in
the lumbar cistern, allowing the dural defect to heal. The
patient reported good relief of symptoms for eight months,

but the headaches returned, leading to presentation in our
clinic. A shunt malfunction was suspected at presentation,
so a shunt series of plain film X-rays was ordered as part
of the initial workup. The X-rays showed a catheter coiled
around itself in the thorax without any extension to the abdomen (Figure 1d). A CT scan of the neck and chest showed
that the catheter extended through the neck into the right
subclavian vein and continued through the right heart to
the pulmonary vasculature (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION
Neurosurgeons frequently see VPS complications.
However, thoracic complications are rare, as shunt catheters
normally do not enter this area. Intracardiac migration is
seen even less often, with only 12 cases reported in the
literature.
Taub described supra- and transdiaphragmatic routes
for the migration of the peritoneal catheter to the chest.1
The routes can be distinguished radiographically, as any
tubing seen in the abdomen must pass through the diaphragm to enter the thorax. Taub and Lavyne hypothesize
that transdiaphragmatic migration occurs either when a
catheter erodes the diaphragm or when it passes through
the Foramen of Bochadalek or Morgagni.21,26 Because no
portion of the catheter was visible in imaging studies of the
abdomen, we decided that the site of entry in the case was
supradiaphragmatic.
Morell, the first to describe the migration of a VPS
catheter into the heart, proposed two possible ways it might
occur.2 He first postulated that there is iatrogenic damage
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Figure 1: Immediate postoperative plain film X-ray shunt
series of neck (top left) and abdomen (bottom left) showing
medial course of the shunt catheter and placement in the
peritoneal cavity. Staples used to close the abdominal incision
are seen as well. Abdominal X-ray (bottom right) shows shunt
catheter no longer located in the abdomen and lies completely
supradiaphragmatic.

to a vein when using the shunt passer, with some portion of
the distal catheter within the vessel. This may occur when
tunneling too deep or too medial in the supraclavicular area.
After removal of the shunt passer, a portion of the catheter is
left intravenous, and the orthrograde blood flow, combined
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with negative inspiratory pressure, draws the catheter
proximally through the vein and eventually to the heart or
pulmonary artery. This seems the most plausible mechanism
as 10 of the 12 reported cases describe damage to a jugular
vein. Of the 10, seven described passage through the internal

Figure 2: CT thorax
without contrast
shows catheter
(arrow) deep to
the clavicle (top)
and coiled in the
right heart heart
(bottom).

jugular vein, which may occur when the catheter is tunneled
too deep. The other proposed mechanism was erosion into
an adjacent vein by the distal catheter. Once the portion of
the catheter is in lumen of the vessel, the same described
mechanism of inspiratory pressure coupled with blood flow
draws the catheter proximally to the heart.
The diagnosis is easily made with plain films, as in our
case, but the surgeon should obtain further imaging for
complete operative planning. CT scanning of the neck and

chest will reveal the vessel in which the catheter travels,
as well as the specific course within the chest cavity. An
echocardiogram will show the exact location in the heart,
and it will also help rule out thrombus, cardiac perforation,
valvular damage, or tamponade. Cardiac rhythm monitoring or an electrocardiogram will show any ectopy if there
is a focus due to the catheter.
A review of the literature shows an evolution in the
treatment for this specific problem. The patient in the first
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Figure 3: Illustration of a proposed mechanism for migration of the shunt catheter with iatrogenic perforation of a vein during the
tunneling of the catheter (top left) and subsequent migration of a portion of the catheter in the lumen of the vessel secondary to
negative inspiratory pressure and blood flow (top right). A second proposed mechanism for intraluminal migration of the shunt
catheter is via a portion of the catheter lying next to the vessel. After a period of time (bottom left), there is erosion through the
vessel wall and movement of the catheter through the vein as a result of negative pressure and venous return (bottom right).
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reported case underwent a thoracotomy and open heart
surgery for treatment. Frazier describes a sub-xyphoid
pericardial window for direct observation of the heart as the
catheter was withdrawn [3]. Fluoroscopic guided removal
of the distal catheter and placement in the peritoneal cavity
is the most common treatment, but some authors used the
assistance of interventional radiology and percutaneous
techniques to remove the tubing from the heart.
Imamura and Ruggiero both elected to withdraw the
catheter into the right atrium under fluoroscopy, but chose
not to reposition the catheter in the peritoneum [4,5]. They
used a cervical incision to shorten the distal catheter and
left their patients with a ventriculo-atrial (VA) shunt. They
point out the advantages of this procedure: a shorter operative time without the need for general anesthesia. However,
VA shunts carry the risks ofcardiac insufficiency, cardiac arrhythmias, tamponade, mural thrombi, pulmonary emboli,
as well as endocarditis and sepsis in the setting of infection.

4.

5.

distal catheter of a ventriculoperitoneal shunt into the heart: case
report. Neurosurgery 2002;51:819-822.
Imamura H, Nomura M. Migration of ventriculoperitoneal shunt
into the heart – case report. Neurol Med-Chir (Tokyo) 2002;42:181183.
Ruggiero C, Spennato P, De Paulis D, et al. Intracardiac migration
of the distal catheter of ventriculoperitoneal shunt: a case report.
Childs Nerv Syst 2010;26:957-962.

Drs. Manix, Sin, and Nanda are with the Louisiana State University
Health Sciences Center-Shreveport’s Department of Neurosurgery.

CONCLUSION
This case shows a rare yet dangerous complication of a
basic surgical procedure. Migration of a peritoneal catheter
into the heart puts the patient at risk for pulmonary emboli, cardiac arrhythmias, sepsis, tamponade, and valvular
damage. The diagnosis is easily made with plain films, but
CT scanning and an echocardiogram should be part of the
complete workup. Treatment options include removing
the catheter under fluoroscopic guidance, with assistance of
loop snare devices, grasping forceps, and helical baskets per
interventional radiology should there be difficulty with the
manual retrieval. Moreover, the majority of cases reported
in the literature describe the catheter passing intravascular
through the external or internal jugular vein. This likely
happened because the shunts were passed too medial and
too deep, placing the catheter either through or adjacent to
these vessels. There does not appear to be a need for more
invasive procedures, such as a thoracotomy or pericardial
window, given the success and lack of complications with
minimally invasive techniques. Perhaps the open surgical
procedures should be reserved for more complicated cases
not amenable to percutaneous methods. Most importantly,
the case report presented demonstrates the need for careful and proper technique in the setting of a basic surgical
procedure. Remaining cognizant of the path of the shunt
passer and obtaining proper post-operative imaging are the
best ways to avoid this complication.
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Malposition of a Hemodialysis Catheter in the
Accessory Hemiazygos Vein
Brian Revis, MD; Mohammad Kazem Fallahzadeh, MD; Neeraj Singh, MD

Figure 1 , Panel A							 Panel B

A 30-year-old Caucasian female underwent a kidney
transplant but experienced delayed graft function, necessitating dialysis. Her previous right internal jugular dialysis
catheter had been removed during surgery. On ultrasound,
her right internal jugular vein was found to be stenosed
proximally, and a left internal jugular vein dialysis catheter
(20cm, 12 Fr) was placed under ultrasound guidance with
no complications. A chest X-ray was obtained to confirm the
correct position, and it was concerning for cannulation of
the aorta (arrow in Figure 1, Panel A). A blood gas analysis
done from the dialysis catheter suggested venous blood.
Fluoroscopy showed the catheter coursing from left internal
jugular vein into the accessory hemiazygos vein (arrow in
Figure 1 Panel B). The catheter was repositioned, and the
tip was correctly advanced to the junction of superior vena
cava and right atrium. For comparison, a chest X-ray image
of a properly placed hemodialysis catheter in a different
patient is demonstrated in Figure 2.
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Hemodialysis catheters are associated with several
complications such as pneumothorax, bleeding, arrhythmias, thrombosis, infections, and malposition.1 Malposition
complicates 1% to 33% of hemodialysis catheter placements
and should be promptly identified due to the risk of vascular laceration or perforation.2 Malposition usually occurs
within the major tributaries of the superior vena cava,
including subclavian, internal thoracic, pericardiophrenic,
and superior intercostal veins.1 Hemodialysis catheters can
also be misplaced outside the venous system into adjacent
structures like pleura.1 Physicians should also be aware of
accidental arterial cannulation.1 Cannulation of the accessory hemiazygos vein is rare but can happen when the accessory hemiazygos vein drains into the left brachiocephalic
vein instead of the azygos vein normally.1 Interestingly,
accessory hemiazygos vein has been reported to be used
for placement of hemodialysis catheter in a patient with
unusual anatomy of central venous system, including bilat-

Figure 2

eral occlusion of brachocephalic veins and drainage of left
internal jugular and subclavian veins directly into superior
vena cava through an enlarged accessory hemiazygos vein.3
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Rapid HIV Testing in a New Orleans Emergency
Department is Effective in Identifying New HIV
Diagnoses and in Linking Patients to Care
Lauren E. Richey, MD, MPH; Elizabeth J. Carpenter, MD; James M. Barbeau, MD, JD;
Christiane M. Hadi, MD, MPH
A retrospective chart review of patients who agreed to a rapid HIV test in the emergency department in the
initial year of institution of the rapid test was conducted. Out of 8,204 patients, 99 were newly diagnosed
with HIV in the first year of the institution of the rapid HIV test (1.2%). Eighty-five (86%) had a documented
referral to the infectious disease clinic, and 59 (60%) were linked to care within one year of diagnosis. The
majority (58%) of the patients with a new diagnosis of HIV had been seen in the Interim Louisiana State
University Public Hospital (ILPH) healthcare system in the five years prior to their diagnosis. Forty-nine
percent of the patients met diagnostic criteria of AIDS at diagnosis. Rapid HIV testing in the emergency
department is an effective way to find previously undiagnosed patients and link them to subspecialty care.

BACKGROUND
In the United States, there are more than 1 million
people living with HIV/AIDS.1 It is estimated that a quarter of them are unaware of their infection and are at risk of
transmitting the virus to others.1 In September of 2006, the
CDC recommended that in order to identify these patients
early in the course of their disease that HIV screening be
part of routine medical services, offered to every patient
aged 13 to 64, on a voluntary opt-out approach.2 Identifying
patients early serves two purposes; 1) to improve an individual patient’s prognosis by linking the patient to care at
an earlier stage of the disease and 2) to prevent transmission
of the virus by patients who are unaware of their infection.3
Routine HIV testing has been shown to be cost-effective in
both high- and low-prevalence settings,4 and a meta-analysis
of 11 studies has shown that patients who are aware of their
HIV infection decrease risk behaviors.5
In 2002, a rapid test to detect HIV was approved by the
FDA. This test was comparable to available HIV tests and
was capable of providing results within 20 minutes.6 The
rapid test allowed for more efficient HIV testing because it
eliminated the need for a second visit to obtain results.7 It
also allowed more patients to receive the result of their test.8
This rapid test allowed for HIV screening to be performed in
high-paced settings such as emergency rooms. Emergency
department patients are known to have a higher prevalence
of HIV than the general population and are a potential
place to identify patients who do not have traditional risk
factors.2,9,10 One possible explanation for the increased preva-
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lence of unknown HIV infection in emergency departments
is that these patients may not have access to primary care
or routine HIV testing in the outpatient setting. Uninsured
patients in emergency departments have been shown to
have a higher prevalence of HIV than insured patients.11
The Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals’
Office of Public Health reported 6,834 persons living with
HIV/AIDS in the New Orleans Metropolitan Area at the
end of 2009.12 The number of new HIV diagnoses in Louisiana increased from 979 in 2005, to 1,152 in 2007, to 1,262
in 2009, and 31% of these new diagnoses were in the New
Orleans Metropolitan area.12,13 Twenty-four percent of the
newly diagnosed patients had AIDS, which demonstrates
advanced disease at the time of diagnosis.13 The Interim
Louisiana State University Public Hospital (ILPH), part of
the Medical Center of Louisiana New Orleans (MCLNO),
primarily serves uninsured and underinsured patients. The
system is also capable of linking patients to high-quality
subspecialty care, regardless of insurance status. This makes
it an excellent location to identify previously undiagnosed
HIV infections. ILPH’s Emergency Department began offering free rapid HIV tests to its patients in February of 2008.
The purpose of this study is to determine how many new
HIV infections were diagnosed with the test and whether
these patients were successfully linked to subspecialty care.

METHODS
Rapid HIV testing was instituted on an opt-in basis
beginning in February 2008 in the Emergency Department

Table 1: Demographics of patients with newly diagnosed HIV infection. (N=99)
Male

68 (69%)

Race/Ethnicity
African-American

77 (78%)

White

16 (16%)

Other

2 (2%)

Unknown

4 (4%)

Mean Age at Diagnosis (in years) [Range]

39 [19 to 61]

Insurance (any)

23 (23%)
Medicaid

17 (17%)

Medicare

2 (2%)

Private

1 (1%)

Medicaid and Medicare

3 (3%)

Free Care at ILPH

34 (34%)

Medical Care Through Prison

5 (5%)

No Insurance

37 (37%)

Risk Behavior (any)

37 (37%)

1

Unprotected Heterosexual Contact

30 (30%)

Intravenous Drug Use

8 (8%)

Homosexual Contact

4 (4%)

Commercial Sex Worker

1 (1%)

Risk Factors (any)

60 (61%)
Drug Use (non-IV)

53 (54%)

Homelessness

9 (9%)

Mental Illness

13 (13%)

Unemployed

12 (12%)

History of Imprisonment

11 (11%)

History of an STD

26 (26%)

History of Alcohol Use

58 (59%)

Tobacco Use

62 (63%)

ILPH = Interim Louisiana Public Hospital New Orleans; IV = Intravenous; STD = Sexually Transmitted Disease
”free care” is a program through the hospital that provides care to qualified indigent patients in Louisiana

1

of ILPH. The Louisiana Office of Public Health provided
the funding for the rapid HIV screening tests, and the tests
were performed in the blood bank of ILPH. The test was
available 24 hours a day and was performed by a trained
laboratory technician. Patients were offered the test at triage
and given a form to complete. The form was simple and included the reason for the visit, asked about known medical
problems, and specifically asked HIV status and whether

the patient would like an HIV test. Those opting in for a
test were given a handout about HIV screening. Prior to
discharge from the emergency room rapid test results, were
provided to the patient. Patients with a negative result were
given their results, and the handout was reviewed. Patients
with positive results were counseled and advised they were
preliminarily positive, and information regarding outpatient
follow-up was provided. The results were discussed by the
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Table 2: Reason for visit to emergency room on day of new HIV diagnosis
Shortness of Breath/Cough/Cold

12 (12%)

Abscess

7 (7%)

Chest Pain

7 (7%)

Limb Pain

6 (6%)

Abdominal Pain

6 (6%)

Neurologic Complaint (numbness/weakness/dizzy)

6 (6%)

Headache

4 (4%)

Fever

3 (3%)

Psych Evaluation/Bizarre Behavior

3 (3%)

Flank Pain

3 (3%)

HIV test

1 (1%)

emergency room staff, either the physician or nurse. All
positive samples were sent for a confirmatory Western blot.
A retrospective chart review of adult patients agreeing to a
rapid HIV test at the Emergency Department from February
2008 through February 2009 was conducted. IRB approval
was obtained prior to data collection. Statistical software
(SPSS 18.0) was used for analysis.

RESULTS
During the 57,891 patient encounters in the first year of
institution of the rapid HIV test from February 2008 to February 2009, 8,204 patients were tested (14%).14 One hundred
and thirty-eight patients (1.7%) out of 8,204 patients tested
positive for HIV by rapid testing with the Oraquick. Three
(2%) were false positives, which were not confirmed by
Western Blot. The false positive rate was 0.03%. The majority
of the rapid tests were performed on oral fluid (89%), which
became available in April of 2008. Thirty-six (26%) upon
chart review had a previous history of HIV. Ninety-nine of
the positives were new HIV diagnoses, resulting in a 1.2%
prevalence of newly diagnosed HIV in the tested population.
The demographics of the patients newly diagnosed
with HIV are provided in Table 1. Most of the patients were
male (69%) and African-American (79%). Very few had any
insurance, including Medicaid (23%). The patients presented
with a broad range of chief complaints, which are listed in
Table 2. Hypertension was the most common co-morbidity.
Fifty-seven (58%) of the newly diagnosed patients had
been seen within the past five years in the ILPH system prior
to their diagnosis. The majority of those visits were in the
emergency room (41 patients; 71%). Twenty-seven patients
had been seen three or more times in the ILPH system in
the five years prior to diagnosis (27%). Only four of the 99
patients with a new diagnosis of HIV had a previously documented negative HIV test at ILPH. On initial presentation,
thirty-three patients were admitted to the hospital (33%).
The majority was admitted for pneumonia (17 patients,
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53%): eight for Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia (PCP), and
nine for other types of pneumonia. Table 3 summarizes the
initial clinical and laboratory findings and details of the
hospital admissions.
The initial CD4 cell count of patients with a new HIV
diagnosis was available for 71 of the 99 patients. The mean
CD4 count was 214 cells/mm3 (95% CI 170-258). At diagnosis, 85 (86%) of the patients were referred to an infectious
disease specialist. The majority of the referrals were to the
HIV clinic at the same institution (88%). Fifty-nine patients
had a documented HIV clinic visit within 12 months following their positive test (60%). Fifty-four patients presented
to the HIV clinic at ILPH, 25 (46%) within the first month,
17 (31%) within one to three months, and the remainder
greater than three months, which represents delayed entry
into care. Forty-five patients were started on highly active
antiretroviral therapy (45% of the total); the majority, 30
(30%), were started on a fixed-dose combination preparation containing efavirenz, emtricitabine, and tenofovir. At
last clinical record, two (2%) of the patients were deceased.
One of them went to hospice for cerebral toxoplasmosis
and the other one died in the ICU of acute respiratory failure and sepsis. Of the 40 patients not linked to care within
one year, the majority (21 patients, 53%) were referred to
our HIV clinic. Five (13%) were referred elsewhere; three
were referred out of state because the patient lived out of
state, and two were referred to a community HIV clinic.
Of the remaining patients, one patient refused referral, one
patient went to hospice, and the others (12 patients) were
not referred.

DISCUSSION
The point prevalence of HIV was 1.2% for this opt-in
emergency room-based patient population and was consistent with prevalence rates seen in other studies.2 One
hundred thirty-eight patients tested positive for HIV with
only three false positives; however, 36 had a previous diag-

Table 3: Laboratory and clinical outcomes
Mean CD4 Count (range) in Cells/mm3

214 [2 to 715]

CD4 Count Less Than 200

35 (49%)

CD4 Count Less Than 50

19 (27%)

Positive RPR

14 (14%)

Hepatitis C Antibody Positive

13 (13%)

Hepatitis B Surface Antigen Positive

3 (3%)

Admission to Hospital

33 (33%)

Reason for Admission
Opportunistic Infection

14 (44%)

PCP

8 (25%)

Cerebral Toxoplasmosis

2 (6%)

Pneumonia (all types excluding PCP)

9 (28%)

Trauma

3 (9%)

Meningitis

2 (6%)

Median Length of Hospital Stay (range)

5 (1 to 42)

Referred to Infectious Disease Specialist

85 (86%)

Referred to ILPH HIV Clinic

76 (88%)

Referred to Other Clinic

9 (12%)

Attended Any HIV Clinic Within 1 Year

59 (60%)

Attended ILPH HIV Clinic Within 1 Year

54 (55%)

Early Entry to Care (less than 3 months)

42 (78%)

Delayed Entry to Care (greater than 3 months)

12 (22%)

Started on HAART

45 (45%)

Efavirenz/Tenofovir/Emtricitabine

30 (67%)

Atazanavir/Ritonavir/Tenofovir/Emtricitabine

7 (16%)

RPR = Rapid Plasma Reagin; PCP = Pneumocystis Jirovecii Pneumonia; ILPH = Interim LSU Public Hosptial New Orleans; HAART
= Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy.

nosis of HIV. The false-positive rate was very low (0.03%),
compared with the post-marketing surveillance which
reported false-positive rates of 0.05% for blood and 0.22%
for oral fluid,15 especially considering the majority of the
tests were performed on oral fluid (89%). Almost half of the
newly diagnosed patients met diagnostic criteria for AIDS
(49%), which was a higher percentage than was typically
seen among those newly diagnosed in New Orleans, which
was 24%;13 however, this was an emergency room population, which is more likely to have advanced disease because
the patient presented with an acute illness or trauma. This
high percentage of patients meeting the criteria for AIDS
implies late diagnosis and may reflect the lack of access to
medical care in this primarily uninsured patient population.

The emergency department was an effective location to find
patients with HIV in this study, but the late stage of disease
implies that improved access to HIV testing in other venues,
while patients are asymptomatic, may detect patients at an
earlier stage of the disease.
The high numbers of new positives found in this
population may be the result of this type of opt-in screening
program since the majority of the patients did not have traditional risk behaviors. This opt-in program offered tests to all
patients at triage without regard to a clinician’s assessment
of their risk, which resulted in increased screening of patients without traditional risk factors. The American College
of Emergency Physicians Board of Directors has determined
HIV testing in the emergency department to be feasible as
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long as it does not interfere with the primary mission and is
integrated into the healthcare system with linkage to care,16
which this testing program has accomplished. One of the key
components of the rapid testing program at our hospital was
the 24-hour availability of the test and the rapid turnaround
of results. In a busy emergency room, rapid turnaround of
test results ensures that patient discharges are not delayed,
and is an important part of physician buy-in of rapid testing.
In our facility, which is a Level 1 trauma center, the blood
bank was most suited for this project because it is staffed
by trained technicians 24/7. The patient’s receipt of test
results prior to discharge is an important aspect of linkage
to care and linkage numbers would likely have been lower
if results were provided post-discharge.
Eighty-six percent of the patients were referred for subspecialty care, and the majority (60%) of the patients were
seen at the HIV clinic affiliated with the hospital. Most had
early entry to care, defined as entry less than three months
from diagnosis (78%). Patients who were referred to other
HIV clinics or followed up at other HIV clinics were not
counted in the number of patients linked to care - unless
these records were available in the chart at ILPH - because
there was no access to records at these outside clinics. This
is unlikely to represent a large number of patients as only
five of the unlinked patients were referred elsewhere, three
were referred out of state because they lived out of state,
and two to a community HIV clinic. This linkage to care
is slightly lower than other studies in similar populations,
which ranged from 77% to 88%,2,10 but this may reflect the
population in this study and the passive nature of the linkage as compared with these other studies.
More than half of the patients had presented for care
at ILPH in the past five years, and more than a quarter of
the patients had been seen three or more times in the past
five years without being tested and diagnosed. This demonstrates significant missed opportunities for early diagnosis.
Since there was no general screening in place prior to the
initiation of the rapid HIV test in February of 2008, these
patients were likely not offered testing because they did
not meet physician-directed testing for either their clinical
picture or their reported risk behaviors. These missed opportunities reinforce the importance of opt-out screening
as compared with physician directed screening in finding
patients with undiagnosed HIV.
The strengths of this study lie in the large number of
patients diagnosed and the breadth of data on the emergency room visit, hospital admission, and laboratory values
on these patients. It is one of the largest studies of its kind
and the first in this urban population in New Orleans. The
study also provides insight into the population of patients
missed by physician-directed screening, which were young,
African-American men without traditional risk factors. Its
limitations are primarily the use of retrospective data, which
rely on the physician-documented referral, risk factors, and
risk behaviors, which may underestimate the real values.
Another limitation is the lack of an active linkage, which
resulted in lower clinic attendance than seen in other stud-
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ies. The use of the Oraquick, which is a rapid antibody test,
precluded the inclusion of any patient with acute HIV in our
study. The diagnosis of acute HIV would require clinical
suspicion and an HIV viral load test.
In summary, rapid HIV testing in the emergency department at the Interim LSU Public Hospital in New Orleans
successfully identified 99 patients with a new diagnosis of
HIV in the first year and linked the majority of these patients
to an HIV specialist.
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In Memoriam: Edward S. Connolly, MD
1934-2014
D. Luke Glancy, MD

The Journal of the Louisiana State Medical Society, neurosurgery, and the state of Louisiana lost a friend and leader with
the death of Edward S. Connolly on 1 February 2014.
A native of Omaha, Nebraska, Dr. Connolly graduated from Stanford University and then received his medical degree
from Creighton University School of Medicine. After completing his neurosurgical training at the University of California,
San Francisco, he remained on the faculty there until 1972, when he came to New Orleans as chairman of the Department
of Neurosurgery at the Ochsner Clinic, a position he held until 1996. He remained at Ochsner as a senior consultant until
his retirement in 2003. A superb and innovative surgeon, he was a kind and caring physician in every way. An excellent
mentor, Dr. Connolly was a professor of neurosurgery at both the LSU and Tulane Medical Schools. He was a past president
of the American Academy of Neurological Surgeons and of the Louisiana Neurosurgical Society.
Dr. Connolly joined the Editorial Board of the Journal of the Louisiana State Medical Society in 2003. He was the ideal
board member, always providing prompt and insightful reviews.
Ed Connolly was a prince. He will be missed by many. The Journal sends its condolences to his wife Elise and their six
children and nine grandchildren.
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Protecting the Private Practice of Medicine
Louisiana’s First Physician-Owned Accountable Care Organization: The Inaugural 90 Days

Sabrina L. Noah

New Orleans nephrologist Dr.
Joshua Lowentritt, like many physicians, has watched the practice of
Medicine be overtaken by laborious
reporting requirements, eroding reimbursement rates, and a decreasing
ability to spend time providing quality
care. In the actual day-to-day care of
patients, “physicians are being asked
to do more while reimbursements continue to decline,” said Dr. Lowentritt.
Dr. Joshua
Like most physicians, Dr. Lowen- Lowentritt
tritt and his partners took steps to seek
out new models of practice that would
provide physicians with the opportunity to provide the
best care possible for the patient, while simultaneously
decreasing the growing non-clinical burdens of operating
a practice. “I wanted to find an opportunity to preserve the
type of medicine that we have been providing in Louisiana,”
said Dr. Lowentritt.
The Medicare Shared Savings Plan (MSSP), created
under the Affordable Care Act, allows physicians to selfmanage their Medicare patients under a new program
model called an Accountable Care Organization (ACO).
The MSSP also allows for waivers of anti-trust laws and
Stark regulations allowing physician ownership of the ACO
networks. According to the Kaiser Health Foundation “more
than half of all ACO’s are physician-owned and operated.”
This new model offers physicians the unique opportunity to
regain managerial and financial control of a medical system
increasingly dominated by managed care systems.
ACOs are built with the primary care provider as the
linchpin of a patient-centered medical home (PCMH). These
entities are comprised of physicians, nurses, and care coordinators who share the responsibility of providing quality,
financially responsible, coordinated care. Specially trained
care coordinators, under the direction of a physician, assist
the patient with their treatment plan by providing followup care, prescription compliance, and tracking health
outcomes. Dr. Lowentritt and his partners believe the ACO
model allows for a “refocusing the healthcare system back

to the primary care doctor, which improves quality of care.”
Equally as important physicians benefit from this model,
because ACOs “create a mechanism to capture payment for
the services and the coordination (we) are already providing,” said Dr. Lowentritt.
The ACO model works by ensuring the entire care team
is jointly accountable for the health of their patients by giving them financial incentives to collaborate and rewarding
efficiencies. Simply put when an ACO succeeds in both
delivering high-quality care and spending healthcare dollars
wisely, physicians will share in the savings it achieves for
the Medicare program. Since ACOs are operated through
collaboration, there is a natural check and balance, ensuring
that a physician’s medical decisions are not based on commercial interests, but rather professional medical judgment
that puts patients’ interests first.
Unlike traditional closed networks, ACOs encourage
collaboration and allow both patients and physicians to
access clinicians in a wide scope and seek out the best and
most efficient use of their medical dollar. Dr. Lowentritt
emphasized that “we didn’t want to lose our independence
as private practitioners.” ACOs allow for independent
practices to work collaboratively without sacrificing their
autonomy. This rewards physicians who provide highquality, cost-effective care and benefits patients who can
now access a wide population of practitioners.
Dr. Lowentritt and his 35 physician partners have now
formed The Louisiana Physicians ACO and will begin caring for approximately 6,000 patients by spring of this year.
This network of multidisciplinary independent physicians
will serve patient populations in Hammond, New Orleans,
Metairie, and Alexandria and is planning to expand to north
Louisiana by the end of next year.
We will continue to follow Dr. Lowentritt and the Louisiana Physicians ACO throughout the next year and check
in on their progress, hopefully gaining valuable insight on
this new practice model along the way.
**This is the first installment in a new four-part series
that will report on emerging trends and new practice models in
medicine.
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ECG of the Month
Amaurosis Fugax in a 45-Year-Old Woman
D. Luke Glancy, MD; William P. Abide Jr., MD

Figure: ECG in a 45-year-old woman with amaurosis fugax.

What is your diagnosis?
Explication follows on next page.
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DIAGNOSIS: Normal sinus rhythm; left atrial enlargement.
The negative component of the P wave in lead V1 is 1
mm (0.1 mV) deep and 0.08 seconds in duration, more than
sufficient to meet the criteria of Morris et al. for left atrial
enlargement.1 In addition, P waves in lead II, aVF, and V2-V6
are 0.12 seconds in duration2 and bifid with >0.04 seconds
between the two peaks3 – the two defining features of P
mitrale.
Left atrial enlargement often is the initial, and may
be the only, electrocardiographic manifestation of mitral
stenosis. In addition, evidence of a systemic embolus, such
as amaurosis fugax, in a young or middle-aged woman
suggests mitral stenosis, even though its prevalence in the
developed world has decreased strikingly over the last half
century. This patient had moderately severe mitral stenosis
with a valve area of 1.1 cm.2
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Radiology Case of the Month
Progressive Slurring of Speech and Difficulty
Reading in a 62-Year-Old Male
Chris Stark, BS; Jagan D. Gupta, MD; Tracy Austin, MD; Enrique Palacios, MD;
Harold Neitzschman, MD
A 62-year-old male with controlled hypertension, coronary artery disease, and borderline diabetes presented
to the emergency room after experiencing a gradual one-month progression of slurring of speech and difficulty reading. The patient maintained his vital signs throughout his ambulance ride to the hospital and
was clinically stable at time of arrival to the emergency department.

Figure 1: Axial
T1

Figure 2: Axial
T1 post-contrast

Figure 3:
Coronal T1
post-contrast

Figure 4: Axial
gradient echo
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INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate an intra-axial enhancing
lesion within the left temporal lobe with mild effacement of
the surrounding sulci, mild mass effect, and no midline shift.
Figures 1 and 4 demonstrate an intra-axial complex lesion
containing components of subacute blood and hemosiderin.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Metastatic small cell cancer of the prostate gland.

DISCUSSION
Prostate cancer is second only to lung cancer as the leading cause of cancer-related deaths in men. Approximately
1 in 10 men will have a clinical diagnosis of prostate cancer
in their lifetime.1 The specific etiology of prostate cancer is
unknown. However, a man’s risk of developing prostate
cancer is related to many factors; the primary risk factor
being advanced age. Prostate cancer is uncommon in men
younger than 45 but becomes more prevalent after age 50.
Thirty percent of men more than 50 years of age, and 70% of
men more than 80 years old will develop prostate cancer.2,3
Early prostate cancer can be asymptomatic or present
with symptoms of urinary and/or sexual dysfunction. These
symptoms include polyuria, dysuria, nocturia, urinary hesitancy, and hematuria. In addition, because of the prostate’s
intimate relation to other anatomic structures, such as the
vas deferens, men with prostate cancer may also develop
sexual dysfunction, i.e. erectile dysfunction or painful ejaculation. Over time, prostate cancer may enlarge and invade
adjacent organs, or the tumor cells may metastasize via the
bloodstream or lymphatic system. Prostate cancer spreads
to the lungs in about 50% of patients with metastatic disease and to the liver in about 25% of those with metastases.
Furthermore, 90% of prostatic metastases involve the spine,
with a predilection for the lumbar spine.4,5
Initial screening for prostate cancer typically begins at
age 50. Screening examinations include the digital rectal
exam (DRE) and the prostate specific antigen (PSA) test.
Other tests that can be used to directly or indirectly evaluate
for disease include: transrectal ultrasound, cystoscopy, and
urodynamic tests. Definitive diagnosis of prostate cancer is
obtained via tissue sampling through transrectal biopsy or
transperineal biopsy. Moreover, to evaluate for metastatic
disease, imaging tests, such as CT and bone scans, may be
performed. Ultimately, patients with suspected CNS metastasis should be promptly evaluated and treated.
The vast majority of prostate malignancies are adenocarcinomas. However, approximately 4% of prostate cancers
exhibit transitional cell morphology and <2% have neuroendocrine characteristics. Neuroendocrine classification in
prostatic malignancy includes conventional adenocarcinoma with focal neuroendocrine differentiation, carcinoid
and carcinoid-like tumors, and small cell undifferentiated
neuroendocrine prostate carcinoma. Small cell carcinoma of

the prostate is believed to originate from epithelial cells of
prostatic ducts and acini, as well as the endothelium of the
prostatic urethra. Neuroendocrine tumors of the prostate
have a much greater tendency to become metastatic than
adenocarcinomas.5 It is imperative to accurately diagnose
small cell carcinoma and avoid its common misdiagnosis as
poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma, as both the prognosis
and therapeutic modalities vary greatly.6
Patients rarely present with neurologic symptoms
as the initial manifestation of metastatic prostate cancer.
When spinal and/or brain metastasis does occur, it is most
likely the result of late, disseminated disease and/or failure
of diagnosed cancer to respond to hormone-deprivation
therapy. Overall, cancer metastasis to the central nervous
system (CNS) is rare, and presentation with a solitary brain
metastasis as the only site of prostate cancer spread is even
rarer. But, because neurologic complications of metastatic
prostate cancer require prompt treatment, physicians should
consider prostate cancer metastasis in the differential diagnosis of new-onset low back pain or headache in men more
than 50 years of age.7 Patients can also present with nonfocal
neurologic symptoms related to intracranial hypertension.9
The most common intracranial sites of prostate cancer
metastasis are the leptomeninges (67%), cerebrum (25%),
and cerebellum (8%).10 Prostate cancer has been shown
to metastasize by following the venous drainage system
through the lower paravertebral plexus, or Batson’s plexus;
brain metastases are the result of contiguous spread. Nevertheless, because of the protective layer of the dura mater,
subdural and intraparenchymal metastases from prostate
cancer are rare. This is in contrast to other primary cancers,
such as lung and breast tumors, which are more likely to
have intraparenchymal metastases than leptomeningeal
involvement.7
With brain metastasis, gadolinium-enhanced MRI is
required to exclude or confirm. Compared with CT scanning,
MRI is more sensitive in detecting multiple metastases, especially at the gray-white junction.11 Treatment options include
surgical intervention, radiotherapy, hormonal therapy, or
combinations of the aforementioned. Radiotherapy is the
most common treatment for patients with multiple brain
metastases or leptomeningeal involvement. Though treatment options are available, brain metastasis from prostate
carcinoma is likely indicative of terminal event due to
advanced, systemic disease. In addition, leptomeningeal
carcinomatosis, the most frequent form of brain metastasis
from prostate cancer, has a very poor prognosis. Surgical
removal of a solitary lesion can extend survival, but overall,
brain metastasis is associated with a poor prognosis. Unfortunately, once prostate cancer has spread to the brain, the
one-year survival rate is 18%, with an average survival of
7.6 months.8,12
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Clinical Case of the Month
Altered Mental Status and Headache in a Young
Man
Faisal Musa, MD; Jorge A. Martinez, MD, JD; Catherine Hebert, MD;
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INTRODUCTION
Central nervous system (CNS) toxoplasmosis can be
a life-threatening disease in patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection.1 We describe a case of
a young adult man with acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) who presented with altered mental status
and headache secondary to toxoplasmosis.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 31-year-old man with advanced human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection presented to the emergency
department with a chief complaint of worsening confusion
for several weeks. He had been having headaches intermittently for about a year, which had progressively worsened
over the last month. He denied cough, fever, chills, weakness, weight loss, tremors, or visual disturbances. He had a
history of smoking tobacco and marijuana. He lived alone.
Figure 1: An
axial T1weighted
post-contrast
image with
fat saturation
demonstrates
an irregularly
enhancing left
frontal lobe
mass (arrow).

He had not seen a provider for more than a year and had
not taken antiretroviral therapy during this time. His CD4
cell count 18 months earlier was 299 cells/mm3 (Normal
Reference Range is 228-2,290), and CD4% was 18.1%(Normal
Reference Range is 37%-63%).
Upon admission to the emergency department, his temperature was 97.3˚F, heart rate 64 beats/minute, blood pressure 120/83 mmHg, respiratory rate 16/minute, and oxygen
saturation of 100% on room air. He weighed 52 kilograms.
His height was 167 centimeters. His body mass index was
18.6. On physical examination, he was alert and oriented to
place and person and was dysarthric. The rest of his physical
examination revealed no reported abnormalities.
His laboratory workup revealed a normal complete
blood count and comprehensive metabolic panel. His CD4
cell count was 30 cells/mm,3 and CD4% was 5%. His urine
toxicology test was positive for marijuana and cocaine. A CT
scan of the brain showed large left frontal and left temporal
lesions with edema and a 3.8 cm heterogeneously enhancing
Figure 2:
T2 FLAIR
imaging at a
slightly higher
level reveals
smaller lesions
in the right
hemisphere
(arrowheads).
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Figure 3: Fused
PET-CT images at
the same level as
Figure 1 show no
hypermetabolism
in the region of
the dominant
mass (m). The
smaller lesions
in Figure 2
also were not
hypermetabolic.

Figure 4: Antitoxoplasma
immunohistochemistry
highlighting
the toxoplasma
oocyst (60x).

component in the left frontal lobe. There was a midline shift
of 6 mm from the midline to the right.
The patient was initially admitted to the medical intensive care unit. He was started on dexamethasone to decrease
the cerebral edema, levetiracetam for seizure prophylaxis,
and empiric treatment with leucovorin, sulfadiazine, and
pyrimethamine for possible toxoplasmosis. Of note, he had
a positive toxoplasma serology five years prior. MRI of the
brain demonstrated multiple heterogeneously contrastenhancing lesions throughout both cerebral hemispheres.
The largest of these lesions measured 4.1 cm x 4.0 cm x 3.5
cm in the left frontal lobe. The lesion and its associated
edema resulted in a mass effect with sulcal effacement and
intimal shift of the midline to the right side (Figures 1, 2).
Rapid plasma regain and serum cryptococcal antigen were
negative. A lumbar puncture was not performed due to the
increased risk of herniation.
After 10 days of treatment with antitoxoplasmosis therapy, he had no change in his neurologic exam. A subsequent
positron emission tomography of the brain did not show
any significant changes and no areas of increased metabolic
activity (Figure 3). A brain biopsy was performed. The tissue
specimens were consistent with toxoplasmosis (Figures 4, 5).
With the biopsy demonstrating toxoplasmosis, the patient was discharged to complete a course of pyrimethamine,
sulfadiazine, and leucovorin. Antiretroviral therapy was to
be initiated as an outpatient.

DISCUSSION
Epidemiology and Etiology

Figure 5:
Toxoplasma
oocyst with
encysted
toxoplasma
bradyzoites (40x).
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Toxoplasmosis, an infection with a worldwide distribution, is caused by the intracellular protozoan parasite,
Toxoplasma gondii. Feline cats are the only animals in which
T. gondii can complete its reproductive cycle.2 Following
feline ingestion of any form of T. gondii, the parasite infects
the gut epithelial cells and reproduces. The feline then excretes infectious oocysts in feces. When non-felines, including humans, ingest T. gondii oocysts, the organisms invade
intestinal epithelium and disseminate throughout the body.
They then encyst in any type of nucleated cell and can lie
dormant within tissues for the life of the host. There are four
means of acquiring toxoplasmosis in humans: ingestion of
infectious oocysts from the environment (usually from soil
contaminated with feline feces); ingestion of tissue cysts in
meat from an infected animal; through vertical transmission
from an infected mother to her fetus; or via blood transfusion
or organ transplantation from an infected donor.2
Immunocompetent persons with primary infection
are usually asymptomatic, but latent infection can persist
for the lifetime of the host.3 Seroprevalence rates of toxoplasmosis vary substantially among different countries (eg,
approximately 15% in the United States to more than 50% in
certain European countries).4 Among HIV-infected patients,
seroprevalence of antibodies to T. gondii mirror rates of
seropositivity in the general population.5 In patients with

AIDS, there is no higher incidence of toxoplasmosis in cat
owners compared to non-cat owners.6
Patients who are HIV-infected with <100 CD4 cells/
mm3, and are toxoplasma seropositive have an approximately 30% probability of developing reactivated toxoplasmosis in absence of prophylaxis.7, 8 The mechanism by which
HIV induces susceptibility to toxoplasmosis appears to be
multifactorial, including depletion of CD4 T cells; impaired
production of IL-2, IL-12, IFN-gamma; and impaired cytotoxic T-lymphocytic activity.9
The introduction of anti-toxoplasma prophylaxis and
potent antiretroviral therapy (ART) has altered the occurrence of toxoplasmic encephalitis.10 In the Multicenter AIDS
Cohort Study (MACS), the incidence of CNS toxoplasmosis
decreased from 5.4 per 1,000 people in years 1990 to 1992 to
3.8 per 1,000 people in years 1993 to 1995, and 2.2 per 1,000
people in years 1996 to 1998.11
It is much harder to determine the incidence of extracerebral toxoplasmosis. Most of the available data is from
before the introduction of ART and from France, where the
seroprevalence to T. gondii is high. The most prominent risk
factor for the development of extracerebral toxoplasmosis is
advanced immunosuppression (mean CD4 cell counts of 57
and 58 cells/mm3).12,13 Concurrent CNS disease was present
in 41% of patients in the report of 199 extracerebral cases.13

CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Eighty to ninety percent of acute T. gondii infections
in immunocompetent hosts are asymptomatic. When
symptomatic infection does occur, the most common
manifestation is bilateral, symmetrical, non-tender cervical
lymphadenopathy.14,15 Twenty to thirty percent of symptomatic patients will have generalized lymphadenopathy.
Constitutional symptoms, such as fever, chills, and sweats
may be present but are typically mild. Headaches, myalgias,
pharyngitis, diffuse non-pruritic maculopapular rash, or
hepatosplenomegaly may also occur. Most immunocompetent patients have a benign, self-limited course lasting from
weeks to months, but rarely longer than a year.16
T. gondii usually reactivates in patients with AIDS, most
commonly doing so in the CNS leading to cerebral abscesses.
Patients with cerebral toxoplasmosis typically present with
headache, confusion, and fever.6 This disease is an important cause of focal brain lesions in HIV-infected patients.8,17
Characteristically, toxoplasma-associated encephalitis has
a subacute onset with focal neurologic abnormalities frequently accompanied by headache, altered mental status,
and fever.18,19 The most common focal neurologic signs are
motor weakness and speech disturbances. Patients can also
present with seizures, cranial nerve abnormalities, visual
field defects, sensory disturbances, cerebellar dysfunction,
meningismus, movement disorders, and neuropsychiatric
manifestations.18,19 Toxoplasmosis rarely presents as a rapidly fatal form of diffuse encephalitis.20

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
A definitive diagnosis of central nervous system toxoplasmosis requires a compatible clinical syndrome, identification of one or more mass lesions by brain imaging, and
detection of the organism in a biopsy specimen.4 However,
the majority of clinicians initially treat a seropositive patient with compatible symptoms, signs, and imaging for
presumptive TE, reserving a biopsy in those who do not
improve (clinically or radiographically) after two weeks of
directed therapy. The vast majority of patients with toxoplasma encephalitis are seropositive for anti-toxoplasma IgG
antibodies.21 Anti-toxoplasma IgM antibodies are usually
absent; quantitative IgG antibody titers are not helpful. The
absence of antibodies to toxoplasma makes the diagnosis less
likely but does not exclude it.4 Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is more sensitive than computed tomography (CT) for
identifying cerebral toxoplasmosis, which usually presents
as multiple, ring-enhancing brain lesions often associated
with edema.22,23 Thallium single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography
(PET) can be useful in distinguishing toxoplasmosis or other
infections from CNS lymphoma.24,25 Lymphoma has greater
thallium uptake on SPECT and greater glucose and methionine metabolism on PET than neurotoxoplasmosis or other
infections.26,27 Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) may demonstrate
a mild mononuclear pleocytosis and elevated protein level.
Tachyzoites can occasionally be seen on cytocentrifuged
cerebrospinal fluid samples stained with Giemsa. Detection
of T. gondii by PCR has demonstrated high specificity (96%
to 100%) but variable sensitivity (50% to 98%).28,29 Thus, a
positive PCR result establishes the diagnosis, but a negative
test does not rule it out.

PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT
Treatment usually consists of a combination of medications for six weeks. The regimen of choice is pyrimethamine
and sulfadiazine.4,30-32 Patients who are intolerant to sulfadiazine can take clindamycin.4,33 Alternative regimens for
those who do not tolerate more standard regimens include
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, or pyrimethamine plus
azithromycin, or pyrimethamine plus atovaquone, or sulfadiazine plus atovaquone, or atovaquone.4,34,35 All pyrimethamine-containing regimens should also include leucovorin
(folinic acid) to prevent drug-induced hematologic toxicity.
Adjunctive corticosteroids should be used for patients with
radiographic evidence of midline shift, signs of critically elevated intracranial pressure, or clinical deterioration within
the first 48 hours of therapy.36 Anticonvulsants should be administered to patients with a history of seizures but should
not be given routinely for prophylaxis to all patients with
the presumed diagnosis of CNS toxoplasmosis.4 Immune
reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) can lead to
a paradoxical worsening of symptoms with development
of worsening edema surrounding brain lesions as CD4 cell
counts rapidly improve.37-39 Management of IRIS includes
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continuing treatment of toxoplasmosis and HIV and increasing the dose of steroids as needed to control symptoms.
After six weeks of treatment, secondary prophylaxis
is instituted and can be safely stopped once the patient recovers and CD4 has been consistently >200/ul for at least
six months on antiretroviral therapy.4 It usually consists of
the same regimen but with lower doses of pyrimethamine,
sulfadiazine, and leucovorin. Alternative regimens include
clindamycin, pyrimethamine, and leucovorin, or atovaquone with or without pyrimethamine, or atovaquone with
sulfadiazine.4,33,40,41
Primary prophylaxis is indicated for patients with
HIV and CD4 counts <100 cells/mm3 who are T. gondii
IgG-positive.4,42 The preferred agent is TMP-SMX.4 Other
options are dapsone plus pyrimethamine or atvaquone.35
Primary prophylaxis may be discontinued if CD4 count is
greater than 200 cells/mm3 for more than three months.4
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Pathology Image of the Month
Altered Mental Status, Alcohol Abuse, and
Hyperammonemia
Theresa Nuttli, MD; Robin R. McGoey, MD

A 74-year-old woman with a past medical history of diabetes, hypertension, and alcohol abuse was brought
to the emergency department and subsequently admitted to the intensive care unit with an altered mental
status and weakness. Laboratories revealed acute renal failure (BUN 15 mg/dL, creatinine 2.5 mg/dL), elevated
serum transaminase (AST of 83 IU/L), hyperammonemia (187 ug/dL), and marked normocytic anemia requiring transfusion of three units of packed red cells (hemoglobin 4.3 g/dL; hematocrit 13.1%). Blood ethanol
level at the time of admission was <5 mg/dL, and full urine toxicology was negative. Alcohol abuse was
reported to consist of, on average, “one pint of gin per day.” Her hospital course was nine days and included
complete inotropic blood pressure support and intubation. On the ninth day, she was declared dead, and
authorization for an unrestricted autopsy was granted by the coroner. At autopsy, two liters of serous ascitic
fluid was drained from the peritoneal cavity, and non-ruptured, distended varices were identified at the
gastroesophageal junction. Additional findings included changes compatible with hypertensive cardiovascular disease, including hypertrophy of the interventricular cardiac septum and glomerulosclerosis along
with renal atrophy. The liver weighed 1,300 grams (normal 1,475 gm ± 362) and was markedly discolored
yellow-tan. Its parenchyma was more firm than usual. Representative microscopic sections from the decedent’s liver are shown in the image below.
What are the pink inclusions seen within the hepatocytes’ cytoplasm, and with what liver diseases are they
associated?

Figure 1: (A - left) Liver cells showing eosinophilic twisted rope appearing Mallory-Denk bodies in the hepatocyte cytoplasm,
hovering around the cell’s nucleus (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification x40). (B - right) Immunohistochemistry with an antipan cytokeratin antibody showing strong staining of Mallory-Denk bodies (original magnification x40).
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DIAGNOSIS: Mallory-Denk bodies (a.k.a. Mallory’s hyaline) – seen most commonly in alcoholic liver disease.

tributed to an alcohol-related metabolic insult to the liver,
MDBs can also be seen within the hepatocyte cytoplasm
in Wilson disease, primary biliary cirrhosis, non-alcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH), alpha-1-antitrypsin (A1AT) deficiency, porphyria, and morbid obesity.8 By contrast, MBDs
have not been seen in association with viral hepatitis, acute
cholestasis, or with the majority of hepatotoxic injuries. As
such, the prevailing thought is that MDBs signal chronic
injury and are identifiable rather late in the course of disease
after oxidative and other stresses have been incurred over
some time.6
The usefulness for the pathologist of finding MDBs on
liver biopsy related to discriminating between the diagnoses
of steatosis (a.k.a. “fatty liver disease”) due to either alcohol
or due to a cryptogenic cause, as would be the case in NASH,
has attracted a good deal attention in the literature. The frequency of MDBs in steatosis is believed to be approximately
40% by routine H&E and up to 70% if immunohistochemical stains are utilized.9 Though the literature fails to reach
a consensus on their frequency, specifically in NASH, with
reports that range from 10-70% of cases, there does seem to
be agreement that the MDBs in NASH are smaller in number,
less well-developed in their appearance, and virtually absent
in pediatric cases.10-12 As such, MDBs that are abundant and
well-developed implicitly favor an alcohol-related etiology
when seen in association with steatosis on histopathologic
liver biopsy.
The clinical and prognostic significance of MDBs is yet
to be clearly understood. Several animal models, including
transgenic mice, and continued research efforts effectively
continue to provide essential information about their pathogenesis and the cells that contain them. For example, such
cells remain viable and capable of cellular division.13 Cells
with MDBs are relatively more leukotactic and induce neutrophilic attraction to their surrounding tissue.14 And, finally,
MDB accumulation appears reversible such that, in the
mouse model, MDBs virtually disappear from injured hepatocytes during the recovery phases of experimentation.15
Alcohol-related diseases are the third most common
preventable cause of death in the United States, accounting
for approximately one death every seven minutes.16 The
most important risk factor for the development of alcoholic
liver disease is the total amount of alcohol consumed.5 According to the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, drinking in
moderation is defined as no more than one drink per day
for women and no more than two drinks per day for men
where a standard drink contains 12 grams of alcohol.17 Comparisons of what constitutes a standard drink are shown in

DISCUSSION
Mallory-Denk bodies (MDBs) are eosinophilic cytoplasmic inclusions in liver cells that are characteristic of
alcoholic liver disease. They are composed primarily of
cytokeratin intermediate filaments (IF) complexed with
other proteins such as ubiquitin and p62.1,2 Other widely
recognized IF inclusion body diseases include Alzheimer’s
(the neurofibrillary tangle) and Parkinson (Lewy bodies)
disease. MDBs, however, are the most prevalent IF-related
aggregates.3 IF cytokeratins function to maintain structural
polarity and provide an intracellular scaffold that helps
resist forces applied to the cell. In certain disease states,
liver cytokeratin production can be altered and leads to
cytokeratin misfolding. Such misfolding causes aberrant
aggregation and accumulation of the proteins within the
hepatocyte cytoplasm, such that they are rendered microscopically visible as MDBs.4,5
With routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining,
MDBs take on an eosinophilic, twisted-rope-appearance.
Though in the hepatocyte cytoplasm, they tend to hover
around the cell’s nucleus. In the case presented here, they
were widely distributed and diffusely present throughout all
hepatic zones; a representative image from autopsy demonstrates several liver cells with prominent ropey inclusions in
a perinuclear location (Figure 1a). By immunohistochemical
staining with an anti-pan cytokeratin antibody, the MDBs
are further highlighted (Figure 1b).
Intracytoplasmic, intrahepatic inclusions visible on
H&E must also prompt the pathologist to consider the following: intracytoplasmic hyaline bodies (IHBs), ground
glass inclusions, glycogen bodies, A1AT droplets, and megamitochondria. The size and morphology of the inclusion,
the clinical context of the patient, and, on occasion, use of
additional special staining modalities, usually makes the
distinction between the various bodies a straightforward
process.6 MDBs-like inclusions with similar morphology
but different composite proteins have also rarely been seen
in cells other than hepatocytes, such as type 2 pneumocytes
and trophoblast cells. At the present time, it is currently unclear why hepatocytes, as contrasted with other cell types,
are endowed with such a relative ability to accumulate
inclusion bodies.6
The association of MDBs with alcoholic hepatitis was
initially reported in 1911.7 Though most commonly atTable 1: What constitutes a standard drink?18
Type of drink

Amount in ounces

Alcohol content in grams

Wine

5

12

Beer

12

12

Liquor (80 proof)

1.5

12
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Table 1.18 And, for the risk of alcohol-related liver disease,
recent studies have shown that the risk begins at 30 grams
of ethanol per day.19 By report, the decedent in the current
case ingested “a pint of gin” each day. With conversion, this
translates into roughly 16 ounces of liquor of daily use or 10
times the amount that defines moderate drinking.
Diagnosing alcoholic liver disease can be a challenge
for clinicians. Physical and laboratory findings are often
nondiagnostic, especially in patients with early alcoholic
liver disease. Patients commonly deny alcohol abuse and
frequently underreport alcohol consumption. Therefore,
clinicians must have a low threshold of suspicion for alcohol
abuse and rely on indirect evidence such as information
from family, questionnaires, or observation of physical,
social, and psychological consequences of abuse.5 As clinicians may utilize liver biopsy information to help make
clinicopathologic correlates about patients, it is important for
them to consider whether or not MDBs were demonstrated
along with steatosis, whether histologic staining was via the
customary H&E or required use of immunohistochemical
modalities, and whether there were an abundance of or a
paucity of either vague or well-established forms of intracytoplasmic MBDs. By not only adding these descriptive
features to the pathologist’s report, but also by increasing
the clinician’s awareness of their meaning, the level of index
of suspicion for whether chronic alcohol usage has served
to play a role in the liver derangement being demonstrated
may effectively be enhanced.
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Elbow Synovium as the Initial Site of Colon
Adenocarcinoma Metastasis: Diagnosis by
Arthroscopic Biopsy
David H. Ballard, MS; Brett M. Cascio, MD

An acutely painful and swollen isolated joint has a broad differential. We present the case of an elderly male
with four-month progressive, painful swelling of the right elbow. After an initial workup for inflammatory
arthropathies was nondiagnostic and a trial of conservative management failed to relieve his pain, a diagnostic
arthroscopy was performed. Biopsy revealed metastatic colon adenocarcinoma isolated to the synovial tissue
of the elbow. This case provides an example of the presentation and progression of synovial metastasis from
a visceral cancer and can potentially guide physicians in the diagnosis and management of similar cases.

INTRODUCTION
Unilateral joint pain has many potential etiologies, rarely including metastatic cancer. Metastasis to the joint may
involve bone, cartilage, or synovial tissue. Synovial metastasis is often unilateral to a single joint and may mimic the presentation of inflammatory or autoimmune arthropathies.1-3
Imaging usually reveals nonspecific signs such as synovitis.
Definitive diagnosis requires histopathologic examination
of synovial fluid or tissue, and this can be accomplished by
joint aspiration or arthroscopic biopsy.4,5 Even with prompt
diagnosis and aggressive surgical or anti-neoplastic therapy,
the prognosis of synovial metastasis is poor with an average
survival of less than six months.1-3 We present a rare case of
colon adenocarcinoma metastasis to the synovium of the
right elbow that may serve as an example for diagnosis and
management of suspected synovial metastasis.

CASE REPORT
A 79-year-old white male presented with a four-month
history of progressive right elbow pain and swelling. The
patient denied trauma, and the pain was not relieved by
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories (NSAIDs). Pertinent
history included surgical resection of the sigmoid colon
for Stage IIA (T3N0M0) adenocarcinoma 19 months prior.
The patient refused postsurgical chemotherapy. Physical
examination revealed a swollen and erythematous right
elbow with pitting edema. Range of motion (ROM) was
limited by pain. Flexion-extension was 60 to 90 degrees, and
pronation-supination was very limited. Sensory and motor
nerves were intact.
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Radiographs showed early arthritic change with a small
olecranon spur. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed
hypertrophic synovitis (approximately 2 cm thickness),
humeral and ulnar erosions, inflammation of the common
extensor tendon, and edema in both the olecranon bursa
and synovial capsule. This imaging was suggestive of an
inflammatory arthropathy. Hematologic workup showed
no evidence of systemic inflammation – complete blood
count, C-reactive protein, and erythrocyte sedimentation
rate were all within normal limits. Serum was negative for
rheumatoid factor. Elbow aspiration yielded sanguineous,
nonpurulent fluid with no evidence of crystals, organisms,
or atypical cytology. Initial management included compression wrapping, posterior splint immobilization, physical
therapy, and analgesic medication.
The patient responded well to the immobilization and
frequent physical therapy sessions (five days/week) – his
pain decreased, and range of motion increased. However,
four weeks post-presentation, he experienced spontaneous
recurrence of severe elbow pain. MRI revealed ulnar nerve
compression with worsening hypertrophic synovitis and
bursitis (Figure 1). Arthroscopy was recommended and
scheduled.
Arthroscopy revealed diffuse synovitis and intraarticular nodular tissue. The synovium and olecranon bursa
were biopsied. Intra-articular synovial adenocarcinoma was
found and confirmed to be of colorectal origin being positive for both CDX-2 and CK20. Surgery was halted upon
discovery of metastasis. Following uncomplicated postoperative recovery, imaging for metastasis revealed localized
synovial involvement with no other local tissue or systemic
involvement. Mutation analysis of the metastatic tumor

Figure 1: Sagittal (left) and axial (right) MRI of right elbow revealing widespread hypertrophic synovitis, reducing intra-articular
volume and compressing adjacent structures such as the ulnar nerve.

was negative both EGFR and KRAS. The chemotherapy
regimen of folinic acid, fluorouracil, oxaliplatin (FOLFOX),
and cetuximab was initiated. Localized radiation therapy to
the right elbow was also incorporated in the treatment plan.
Four months post-arthroscopy, a new lung mass
developed. Seven months post-arthroscopy, the patient
presented with recalcitrant elbow pain. Physical exam revealed cachexia, wrist drop, and severely diminished ROM.
Radiographs revealed pathologic fracture of the humerus,
and trans-humeral amputation was performed three weeks
later. Pathologic examination of the limb showed a 9.7 cm
mass of the synovium, which spread to the distal humerus,
proximal ulna, proximal radius, and surrounding muscles
but with no nerve or blood vessel involvement. The patient
reported improved quality-of-life, controlled pain, and denied phantom pain post-surgery. The patient continued on
chemotherapy for his lung mass and died from its sequalae
five months post-amputation, one year following the diagnosis of synovial metastasis.

DISCUSSION
Unilateral joint pain can present in a variety of ways,
including gout, chondrocalcinosis, avascular osteonecrosis,
septic arthritis, autoimmune arthropathies, and cancer. Primary malignancies, metastasis, paraneoplastic syndromes,
or antineoplastic therapies are possible etiologies for joint
pain associated with cancer.2 Synovial metastasis is rare,
with only 49 cases reported in the literature.6 Synovial metastasis is postulated to occur through either hematologic
spread or adjacent bone invasion. This metastatic invasion

is typically aggressive and often presents with concurrent
bone and soft tissue involvement. The average post-diagnosis survival time is less than six months.1,2
Synovial metastasis usually presents as an acute-tosubacute joint pain not relieved by NSAIDs or narcotics.
The knee is by far the most common site of synovial metastasis (>50%). The lung is the most common site of primary
disease, followed by the colon. From both sources, the histopathology is most commonly adenocarcinoma. Synovial
metastasis from the breast is extremely rare, and prostatic
metastasis has not been reported.1,2 Investigation of whether
lung and colon cancers have a predilection for synovial tissue or if synovial metastasis results because of the frequency
of these common etiologies is an area for future research.
Radiographs, MRIs, and CTs have a limited role in
diagnosing synovial metastasis, often with nonspecific
findings such as synovitis and bursitis. As with the case
at hand, the synovium is often intermediate intensity on
T1-weighted imaging and hyperintense on T2-weighted
imaging.3,4,6 MRIs and CTs are useful once malignancy is
diagnosed to assess surrounding tissue pathology and periarticular infiltration.3,7 Nuclear imaging techniques, such as
99m
Technetium pyrophosphate bone scans, have been useful
in some cases, demonstrating increased uptake in the intraarticular synovium.7,8
Biopsy of synovial tissue with subsequent pathologic
workup is required for definitive diagnosis of synovial metastasis.4,5 Once common joint pathologies are ruled out, the
first step to investigate suspected synovial metastasis should
be clinical joint aspiration. Although it was negative in the
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case at hand, atypical cytology of joint aspirate has been
diagnostic in some cases.2,3 The aspirate will often appear
sanguineous, as it did with this case.7 If the aspirate cytology
is unremarkable and there is reasonable suspicion of synovial metastasis, arthroscopic biopsy should be considered.
At time of writing, we report the third case of metastasis
to the elbow synovium. The previous cases had bronchogenic squamous cell carcinoma and colon adenocarcinoma
as the primary cancers. Similar to this case, both previously
reported cases featured normal cytology of the joint aspirate
and required synovial biopsy for diagnosis.8,9
Colon adenocarcinoma recurrence after polypectomy
or partial colectomy usually occurs within five years postresection. The liver is the most common metastatic site, and
a spread to other organs is rare without prior liver metastasis.10 There are few reported cases of colon adenocarcinoma
metastasizing to the intra-articular synovium.3,7,11
This patient’s metastasis to the synovium featured
the most common histopathology (adenocarcinoma) and
the second most common primary tumor location (colon).
Similar to the other reported cases, unilateral joint pain was
the first manifestation of a disseminated cancer.3,7 Unusual
and perhaps unique to our patient was the fact that the
synovium was the sole initial metastatic site. The lung, bone,
and muscles were later involved, but extensive oncologic
workup only showed synovial involvement initially.
Most reported cases have either a concurrent metastatic
or primary visceral site. Bone often precedes the synovium
as a metastasis site, and some postulate that synovial metastasis occurs by infiltration from adjacent bone.1 This
does not appear likely in this case, however, as the reverse
occurred with synovial metastasis preceding and leading
to subsequent bone involvement. Our case is atypical with
a long latency period after resection of the primary tumor.
The patient’s symptoms began 15 months following the
primary tumor resection, and the diagnosis of synovial
metastasis was made at 19 months post-procedure. Due
to the aggressive nature of synovial metastases, localized
radiation and systemic chemotherapy can be palliative in
some patients,8 but this approach did not prevent further
growth and spread in this patient.

biopsy and palliative synovectomy of hypertrophic synovitis,9,12-14 it is important for the surgeon to exercise caution
in the event of encountering either primary or metastatic
malignancy during the procedure. Inadvertent spread of
the disease may result from even minimally invasive diagnostic procedures, including arthroscopy.7 If malignancy is
confirmed, it is reasonable, and in the patient’s best interest,
to discontinue the surgery and develop an alternative plan.
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Celiacomesenteric Trunk: A Rare Anatomical
Variation With Potential Clinical and Surgical
Implications
Guillermo Sangster, MD; Sandra Ramirez, MD; Carlos Previgliano, MD;
Aya Al Asfari, MD; Alireza Hamidian Jahromi, MD; Alberto Simoncini, MD
The arterial supply of the abdominal viscera is derived via three single arteries: the celiac axis, the superior
mesenteric artery, and the inferior mesenteric artery. These arteries usually originate separately from the ventral aspect of the abdominal aorta. In some cases, two or more of these arteries may originate from a common
trunk. The celiacomesenteric trunk is a rare condition that can generate clinical and surgical complications.
Preoperative knowledge of vascular anomalies is critical when planning a surgical approach. We report a
patient who underwent Multi-detector Computed Tomography (MDCT) before a vascular procedure, and a
common trunk for celiac axis and superior mesenteric artery (celiac mesenteric trunk) was incidentally found.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 70-year-old white male presented to the emergency
department complaining of two days history of severe pain
in the left lower extremity. Physical examination revealed a
blood pressure of 154/102, a pulse rate of 81 per min, and
a cool left foot with 2+ femoral and radial pulses. There
were no palpable/dopplerable posterior tibial and dorsalis pedis pulses present in the left leg. A diagnosis of left
lower extremity ischemia was made, and the patient was
started on a Heparin drip. The patient was also found to
have a pulsatile mass in his abdomen. He was considered
a candidate for surgery, and a computed tomographic
angiogram (CTA) of the abdomen and pelvis with lower
extremity runoff was performed. The examination revealed
a 5.5 cm fusiform infra-renal abdominal aortic aneurism and
peripheral vascular disease with occlusion of left popliteal
artery above the knee. Reconstitution of the contrast flow
below the popliteal artery and runoffs was found. The CTA
incidentally depicts a common origin for the celiac axis and
SMA from the abdominal aorta (celiacomesenteric trunk)
(Figures 1, 2). The origin of the inferior mesenteric artery
was unremarkable.

DISCUSSION
In classic anatomy, the celiac trunk originates anteriorly
from the abdominal aorta at T12 level, just as the aorta enters
the abdomen. It divides into three branches: the left gastric
artery, the splenic artery, and the common hepatic artery.
The celiac axis gives arterial supply to the liver, gallbladder,

spleen, pancreas, and gut from the distal esophagus to the
ampullary region.1,2
The SMA arises anteriorly from the abdominal aorta
at L1 level, 1 to 2 cm below the celiac artery, immediately
superior to the origin of the renal arteries. The SMA courses
behind the pancreatic body where it enters the mesentery
and supplies the distal duodenum, jejunum, ileum, and
colon from the cecum to the mid transverse portion.1
Variant arterial anatomy is common, occurring in nearly
half of the population.3 However, a common origin for the
celiac and superior mesenteric arteries (celiacomesenteric
trunk) is seen in less than 1% of patients.1,3 The presence of a
common trunk has important clinical implications. A patient
with this anomaly lacks the collateral protection of a dual
vascular supply to the abdominal viscera. Atherosclerosis
or complications of a vascular interventional procedure
can place the abdominal viscera at risk.4 In cases where a
liver transplant is planned, or when a surgical management
of patients with pancreatic and hepato-biliary neoplasms
is arranged, recognition of these vascular anomalies may
significantly affect the surgical approach. 4-6 It has also
been shown that there is an increased risk of hepatic artery
complications after liver transplantation, as well as during
chemo-embolization in patients with mesenteric arterial
variants.7.8
During embryonic development, the 10th to 13th vitelline arteries (primitive intestinal arteries) communicate
between the aorta and a primitive ventral anastomotic
artery. Typically the ventral anastomosis and the 11th and
12th vitelline arteries regress, while the 10th and 13th roots
give origin to the celiac trunk and the SMA, respectively.
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A celiacomesenteric trunk occurs when the 10th to 12th
vitelline arteries regress and a large portion of the ventral
anastomosis persists to connect the celiac artery or its major
branches to the SMA (Figure 3).1,2,9
The CTA is considered the modality of choice for the
evaluation of arterial anatomy, with a diagnostic accuracy
of 97%-98% for detection of arterial variations.10 The volumetric acquisition of data allows creating isotropic volume
rendering and multi-planar reconstruction, providing a 3D
model of the patient´s arterial anatomy. Another advantage
is that it can show the relationship between the arteries and
the adjacent organs.10-12

CONCLUSION

Figure 1: Axial maximum intensity projection MDCT shows a
common celiacomesenteric trunk (white arrow) arising from
the anterior surface of the abdominal aorta.

Adequate radiologic knowledge and detection of vascular anatomic variations is essential to avoid unexpected
complications and potential iatrogenic injuries during surgical and minimally invasive procedures. CT angiography is
a reliable tool for identifying celiac and mesenteric arterial
anatomy variants.

Figure 2: (left) Sagittal maximum intensity projection MDCT image shows celiac axis (CA) and superior mesenteric artery (SMA)
originating from a common trunk (C).
(right) Oblique 3D volume-rendered image demonstrates common celiac-SMA trunk (white solid arrow) and an infra-renal fusiform
aortic aneurism (arrowhead).
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Figure 3: Embryology of normal vascular anatomy and
variant celiac-SMA trunk. In the primitive vasculature, (a)
the 10th to 13th vitelline arteries connect the aorta with a
ventral longitudinal anastomosis. In a normal anatomy, (b) the
10th and 13th persist to invidually form the celiac axis and
superior mesenteric artery; the remaining segments regress
before birth. If the 10th to 12th vitelline arteries regress
but there is abnormal persistence of ventral anastomosis, a
celiacomesenteric trunk occurs (c).
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Radiological Evolution of Relapsing
Polychondritis
Oluwayemisi Ojemakinde, MD; Threta Reddy, MD; Carlos Previgliano, MD;
Guillermo Sangster, MD; Adam Wellikoff, MD; Eduardo Gonzalez-Toledo, MD

Relapsing Polychondritis (RP) is a systemic condition characterized by chronic, episodic inflammation, especially of cartilaginous and proteoglycan-rich structures. The etiology of this rare autoimmune disease is
unknown, and so far, there is very little data available for non-Caucasians. RP presents with a constellation
of non-specific inflammation, which sometimes appear in characteristic locations. Radiology is important in
supporting the diagnosis, and this paper presents a case of a non-Caucasian patient monitored radiologically
from early onset to the terminal stages.

CASE REPORT
A 29-year-old African-American female initially presented during a pregnancy with scleritis, nasal and aural
chondritis, inflammatory arthritis, and axonal neuropathy.
A clinical diagnosis of Relapsing Polychondritis (RP) was
made, and management commenced with steroids with
good response. Her initial chest radiograph and baseline
chest computed tomography (CT) showed very minimal
abnormalities.
A year later, she developed symptoms concerning
for obstructive sleep apnea, tracheobronchomalacia, and

tracheal stenosis. Chest CT at this time showed smooth
anterior and lateral wall thickening with sparing of the
posterior wall of the trachea, a typical finding which is
almost pathognomonic1 for RP (Figure 1). Her symptoms
became progressive over a period of 18 months, despite use
of BIPAP and steroid treatment. Attempts at bronchoscopy
resulted in cardiac arrest from which she was resuscitated.
However, volume-rendered CT bronchography and virtual
bronchoscopy immaculately demonstrated the progressive
airway narrowing (Figure 2A & B). She had a long stent
placed via tracheostomy to bypass the tracheal stenosis,
and a left main stem stent was placed to alleviate continuing
respiratory distress (Figure 3). Over the course of 32 months
and despite the use of Methotrexate, this patient developed
progressive sensorineural hearing loss and cataracts. By
the 40th month of her disease, she developed recalcitrant
pneumonia (Figure 4) and pleural effusions on the left. The
onset of progressive dysphagia in this patient prompted an
esophagogram, which revealed a left tracheosophageal fistula that was repaired endoscopically (Figure 5). The patient
terminally had whole lung collapse on the left (Figure 6), and
she opted for home hospice. She had other complications of
therapy, including acute kidney injury, Mallory Weis tear,
osteoporosis, and obesity.
The patient succumbed to respiratory compromise
soon after.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1: Non-contrast chest CT showing smooth anterior and
lateral wall thickening with sparing of posterior wall.
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RP is a rare disease with only 3.5 cases per million population reported in the United States. It has been recognized as
a disease entity as far back as 1923 with 600 cases reported by
1997.1 Although this disease has been found in all races, it is

Figure 2: CT virtual bronchoscopy (A-left) and bronchography (B-right) demonstrating narrowed left main stem bronchus with
progression of wall thickening.

Figure 3: Non-contrast CT showing anteroposterior collapse of
the tracheal cartilage. Note relative sparing of posterior wall.

Figure 4: Non-contrast CT showing airspace disease with
consolidation in the left lower lobe. An endobronchial stent is
seen in the left main stem bronchus.

more common in Caucasians, and there is consequently
very little data on non-Caucasian patients. Several attempts
have been made to identify the etiology, and some progress
made includes identification of its autoimmune nature and
the discovery of antibodies to cartilage-specific collagen.1
Pathology demonstrates inflammation and subsequent
fibrosis in affected cartilage. The constellation of clinical
features, which characterizes the condition, is currently the
mainstay of diagnosis.2,3 Radiology, especially CT, is essential to management, as it provides confirmatory evidence
of clinical features and can be used safely for follow-up.4
To the best of our knowledge, there is no current evidence

in the literature for any paper describing the clinical and
radiological evolution of this entity. The disease typically
responds to steroids, but other immunosuppressants such as
Methotrexate have also been used to provide relief. Current
therapy also involves bronchoscopic/surgical palliation,
and radiological imaging is indispensable for monitoring
therapy to achieve the best quality of life for patients with
this currently incurable disease.
Several radiological features have been associated with
the disease, but only one is pathognomonic; namely, inflammation of the anterior and lateral tracheal wall, sparing the
posterior wall.5.6 Since this disease shares common features
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Figure 5: An esophagram showing an esophagobronchial
fistula with contrast draining into the stented left main
bronchus. Note a calcified lymph node in the left hilum.

with other autoimmune disorders, there are few readily differentiating features. Its relapsing nature can clinically point
to the diagnosis, and this paper demonstrates the temporal
profile of the radiological features in order to pinpoint any
characteristic pattern. However, clinical experience has
shown variability in the course and extent of organ involvement in different patients.3
Prognosis is linked to laryngeal, tracheal, and cardiovascular involvements.7 Chondritis of the respiratory tract
is one of the most serious complications of RP, occurring
especially in women, and accounts for up to 50% of deaths
due to RP.3,7,8 Pneumonia, which is the most common cause
of death, is directly related to airway chondritis.9 The respiratory tract is involved in up to 50% of documented cases,1,3,10
and so it is crucial to look for respiratory signs in order to
offer timely and appropriate treatment.
The case in point was followed up radiologically from
diagnosis to the patient’s terminal stage, using various modalities, and thus, the evolution of RP as seen in the patient is
informative. This paper also contributes to currently sparse
data in a non-Caucasian patient of a disease known to occur
predominantly in Caucasians.1

Figure 6: AP chest radiograph showing a complete collapse
of the left lung with ipsilateral pleural effusion. There is a
pneumonic consolidation in right lung. Note barium in left
lower lobe due to an esophagobronchial fistula.

ologists in particular, to better correlate diagnostic features
at any stage of the patient’s presentation and thus reduce
the time-to-diagnosis of an entity that can mimick several
other autoimmune conditions. Early diagnosis results in
implementation of the best available current therapy and
saves the patient’s and physician’s time.
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Bilateral Ultrasound-Guided Supraclavicular
Block in a Patient With Severe Electrocution
Injuries of the Upper Extremities
Brian Gelpi, MD; Pavan R. Telang, MD; Christian G. Samuelson, MD;
Craig S. Hamilton, MD; Seth Billiodeaux, MD
The performance of bilateral supraclavicular brachial plexus nerve blocks is controversial. We present the
challenging case of a 29-year-old male who suffered bilateral high-voltage electrocution injuries to the upper extremities, resulting in severe tissue damage, sensory and motor deficits, and wounds in both axillae.
This injury necessitated bilateral below-elbow amputations. His postoperative course was complicated by
pain refractory to intravenous narcotics. The decision was made to attempt bilateral supraclavicular brachial
plexus blocks. Our concerns with this approach included the risks of pneumothorax and respiratory failure
due to phrenic nerve block. Initial attempts at brachial plexus blockade using nerve stimulation were unsuccessful; therefore, ultrasound guidance was employed. With vigilant monitoring in an intensive care unit
setting, we were able to safely perform bilateral continuous supraclavicular brachial plexus nerve blocks
with an excellent analgesic response and no noted complications.

CASE REPORT
A 29-year-old, otherwise healthy male suffered severe
bilateral electrocution injuries to his upper extremities
when he grasped a high voltage power line with a rating
of 75,000 volts with both hands. The patient presented
with severe burns with blistering and weeping wounds.
Exit wounds were found in both axillae. Marked sensory
and motor deficits of the upper extremities were noted bilaterally, along with dislocation of left hip and left second
proximal interphalangeal joint. The patient was taken to
the operating room, and bilateral below-elbow amputations
and proximal forearm fasciotomies were performed under
general anesthesia.
The patient was transferred to the intensive care unit
postoperatively. Pain control with IV narcotics was inadequate. The anesthesiologist in charge of the patient’s case
had attempted to perform supraclavicular brachial plexus
blockade using the nerve stimulation technique without
success. Neither paresthesia, nor an appropriate twitch
response, could be elicited due to the extent of the patient’s
nerve injury and the loss of typical anatomic correlation
following below-elbow amputation.
The acute pain service was consulted to evaluate and
manage the patient’s ongoing pain, which was maximal at
the bilateral stump sites. The presence of axillary wounds
precluded axillary brachial plexus blockade. Due to the high
rate of phrenic nerve paralysis with interscalene blockade,
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the decision was made to attempt bilateral supraclavicular
brachial plexus block placement using ultrasound guidance. Our chief concerns with this approach were the risks
of pneumothorax and phrenic nerve blockade resulting in
diaphragmatic paralysis.
The risks and benefits of the procedure were discussed
in detail with the patient, and informed consent was obtained. Initially, the patient’s left supraclavicular region was
marked and prepped. The point of entry was indentified,
and 1 ml of 1% lidocaine was injected superficially. The
brachial plexus, surrounding vasculature, and anatomic
landmarks were identified under ultrasound guidance. An
18-gauge Tuohy needle was used. Using inline technique,
the tip of the needle was visualized and directed beneath
the brachial plexus (Figure 1). A catheter was then inserted
through the Tuohy needle, and its final position was confirmed under ultrasound. The Tuohy needle was withdrawn
over the catheter, which measured 3.5 cm at the skin. We
then injected 10 ml of normal saline for improved visualization and to rule out intraneuronal injection and pneumothorax. Ropivacaine at 0.2% was injected in 2 ml increments
every two minutes after negative aspiration, totaling 10 ml.
The patient reported no pain during the injection of local
anesthetic. The patient was monitored closely for signs
and symptoms of intravascular absorption, pneumothorax,
phrenic nerve paralysis, Horner’s Syndrome, and other possible complications.
Within 10 minutes of the procedure, a significant

are responsible for approximately 1,000 deaths in the
United States every year and are unique with respect
to relatively low mortality rates but very high rates of
short- and long-term morbidity.1 The mortality of electrocution is estimated to be anywhere from 3% to 59%,
depending on the voltage, with fatal heart arrhythmias
the leading cause of death.2 While any electrical trauma
has the potential to precipitate cardiac arrhythmia,
high-voltage injuries (>1,000 volts) are associated with a
greater degree of tissue damage. Up to 35% of all victims
require partial or total limb amputation following electrical trauma. Neurological complications are common
irrespective of the type of electrical injury.3 Neuronal
death is followed by fibrosis and scarring. Retrospective
studies have reported significant long-term neurological deficits in up to 73% of patients five years following
electrical injury and chronic pain in up to 25%.3 Poor
perioperative pain control has been linked to the development of chronic postoperative pain syndromes,4
which are caused by damage to inhibitory neurons and
proliferation of excitatory afferent neurons.
This case also highlights the utility of regional
anesthesia for acute pain control. When considering regional techniques, a number of factors need to be taken
into account, including the location of block placement,
expected effects, and potential complications. In the case
of our patient, a bilateral approach to the brachial plexus
Figure 1: Ultrasound-guided supraclavicular block showing anatomic was clearly needed, and an axillary approach was clearly
landmarks and needle placement, brachial plexus (BP), needle tip
precluded due to the presence of wounds in the axillae.
(NT), pleura (PL), first rib (RIB), and subclavian artery (SA).
Such an approach would have significantly increased
the risk of local infection. Furthermore, an axillary brareduction in the patient’s visual-analogue pain score was
chial plexus block does not reliably alleviate pain in the
achieved (from 10/10 to 5/10). The patient was monitored
entire upper extremity,5 and is more appropriate for distal
for a further 30 minutes for signs of delayed complications,
upper extremity indications. An interscalene approach to
with none noted.
brachial plexus blockade is associated with a near-certain ipThe procedure was then repeated on the right side,
silateral phrenic nerve blockade and subsequent ipsilateral
with a bolus of 10 ml 0.5% ropivacaine following successdiaphragmatic paralysis,6 making the placement of bilateral
ful catheter placement. Once again, no complications were
interscalene blocks an unacceptable solution.6,7 Compared
noted, and the patient reported a significant reduction in
to the interscalene approach, the supraclavicular brachial
pain (10/10 to 2/10).
plexus block has a lower (though still considerable) risk of
Both supraclavicular brachial plexus nerve block cathphrenic nerve paralysis.5,6,8,9 We determined that a supraclaeters were connected to individual pumps and a continuous
vicular approach for continuous brachial plexus blockade
infusion of 0.2% ropivacaine was initiated at 8 ml per hour.
was the most viable option for this patient, despite concerns
The patient continued to report reduced pain and was able
regarding the possibility bilateral phrenic nerve paralysis.
to tolerate physical therapy. A significant reduction in narA supraclavicular brachial plexus nerve block can be
cotic analgesic consumption was noted over the following
performed by eliciting paresthesia, by using nerve stimulathree days. Both catheters were removed at the time of ICU
tion, by using ultrasound guidance, or any combination of
discharge, and the remainder of the patient’s hospitalization
these techniques.10,11 Eliciting paresthesia becomes extremely
was uneventful.
unreliable in the event of trauma to the brachial plexus, and
in the presence of extensive nerve damage due to electrocuDISCUSSION
tion, it may be difficult to elicit a twitch response using the
nerve stimulation technique, with apparent conduction of
This case highlights the need for acute pain control in
the electrical impulse potentially blocked or attenuated at
patients with electrical injuries. Adequate pain control is
multiple levels. Furthermore, given that the twitch response
of paramount importance, not only for the management
is typically observed at the hand or wrist, the anatomical
of acute distress symptoms, but for reducing the risk of
correlation in this case was complicated by the fact that the
subsequent chronic pain syndrome. Electrocution injuries
patient had undergone bilateral below-elbow amputations.
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The use of ultrasound allows the clinician to determine
the size, depth, and precise location of the brachial plexus
and its neighboring structures under direct visualization.11
Pre-block anatomical examination can define the optimal site
and depth of needle insertion, help avoid vascular and pleural puncture, and impart confidence to the anesthesiologist
performing the block.9,12 In a recent study, Cornish et al. demonstrated that it is possible to avoid phrenic nerve paralysis
using a bent needle technique, further demonstrating how a
combination of clinician technique and ultrasound guidance
may reduce the risk of complications.13 However, though
ultrasound-guided supraclavicular block placement has
been demonstrated to be a safe alternative to the electrical
nerve stimulator-guided supraclavicular block, there is little
evidence as yet to support the superiority of one technique
over the other.14 As such, the choice of technique should
be determined by a combination of physician preference
(typically determined by familiarity and comfort level) and
specific indications for a particular approach, as in our case.
The performance of bilateral supraclavicular blocks is
certainly controversial, given the potential consequences
of bilateral phrenic nerve paralysis and/or pneumothorax.
The unusual circumstances specific to our case necessitated
a bilateral approach, despite the high risk of complications,
with every possible precaution taken to mitigate these risks.
The blocks were performed sequentially rather than simultaneously, with a window of observation between blocks
to assess for immediate complications. The procedure was
conducted in the intensive care unit under constant monitoring, with emergency resuscitation equipment, including
endotracheal tubes and thoracostomy tubes, available at
the bedside.

CONCLUSION
This unique case highlights the need for acute pain
control in patients with electrocution injuries and some
of the clinical challenges that may be encountered. In addition, it highlights the utility of brachial plexus blockade
for painful upper extremity injuries and defines a group of
patients for whom nerve-stimulator guidance may not be
possible. Finally, it stresses the potential complications of
bilateral brachial plexus blockade and the need for intensive
patient monitoring.
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Plasmacytoma Presenting as Missing Rib on
Chest Film: A Case Report and Review of the
Literature
Terrell Caffery, MD; Matthew Foy, MD
A 33-year-old man presented to the emergency department (ED) with chief complaint of chest pain, persisting for approximately one year. Chest X-ray revealed he was missing the right posterior fifth rib. Physical
examination showed no surgical scars, and he reported no history of chest trauma. A CT of his chest demonstrated a mass involving the posterior aspect of the right fifth rib, and subsequent biopsy revealed plasma
cells. Laboratory results indicated the tumor was a solitary plasmacytoma of the rib. He was referred to oncology and treated with radiation therapy. This case report illustrates an unusual presentation of a solitary
plasmacytoma of the rib.

INTRODUCTION
Plasma cell tumors are clonal proliferations of cells.
There are several types of plasma cell tumors defined by
location and manifestation. Multiple myeloma is the most
common type of plasma cell tumor and is marked by multiple bony lesions. Solitary plasmacytomas are remarkable
for only a localized mass.1 There are two types of solitary
plasmacytomas: extramedullary plasmacytomas, which
occur in the soft tissue and solitary plasmacytoma of bone
(SPB).
Data from population-based cancer registries in the
United States indicate multiple myeloma occurs 16 times
more frequently than solitary plasmacytomas.2 In general,
plasma cell tumors occurred more frequently in men than
women (Incidence Rate Ratio [IRR] of 2.14), and in blacks
compared to whites (IRR of 1.30, 95% CI 1.10-1.53).2 Incidence rates of plasma cell tumors were nine times higher
in individuals more than 60 years old.2 Of the solitary plasmacytomas, SPB was more common than extramedullary
plasmacytoma (IRR of 1.41, 95% CI 1.25-1.59).2
Solitary plasmacytomas of bone comprise a significant
minority (< 5%) of plasma cell tumors.3 SPBs typically occur in the vertebrate, with presentation in the rib being less
common.4 In most cases, SPBs present as osteolytic lesions of
the bone on chest X-ray.5 This article describes an unusual radiologic presentation of SPB of the rib in a 33-year-old man.

posterior lateral chest wall pain. The pain was constant,
sharp in nature, and worsened with movement. His vital
signs were within normal limits, and the remainder of the
physical exam was unremarkable except for minimal tenderness to palpation over the right posterior lateral chest wall.
Chest X-ray showed absence of a right posterior fifth
rib (Figure 1). No surgical scars were noted, and the patient
denied any history of removal of a rib. CT of the chest was
performed and showed an 8.6 cm mass involving the posterior aspect of the right fifth rib (Figure 2). CT-guided biopsy
showed sheets of well-differentiated plasma cells infiltrating
the bone (Figure 3). Serum protein electrophoresis and bone
marrow biopsy were normal. Urine protein electrophoresis
demonstrated a random urine protein level of 28 mg/dL
and monoclonal band of beta-globulin of 89.4%. Urine immunofixation revealed free lambda light chains. Analysis
with serum immunofixation and serum free light chains
were not performed. The patient’s hemoglobin, hematocrit,
serum calcium level, serum creatinine level, serum IgA,
IgG, and IgM levels were all within normal limits. A plain
radiograph skeletal survey showed no other lytic lesions.
The patient was diagnosed with a solitary plasmacytoma of the rib and referred to oncology clinic. At last
follow-up, the patient had undergone radiation therapy and
was doing well. His serum protein electrophoresis remains
negative at two years, and a skeletal survey shows no further
skeletal lytic lesions.

CASE REPORT

DISCUSSION

A 33-year-old Hispanic man with no past medical history presented to the ED with a one-year history of right

We conducted a literature review using the search
terms “solitary plasmacytoma” and “rib.” Exclusion crite-
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Figure 1: PA chest film demonstrating the absence of the right
fifth rib (see arrows).

ria included: no English abstract available, no information
regarding radiologic presentation of the tumor, and lack of
clarity regarding the diagnosis of solitary plasmacytoma of
rib. Overall, 69 articles were identified. From these articles,
a total of 15 case reports met inclusion criteria. Of these,
nine articles were written in English (Table 1),6-14 and six
articles were written in another language but had abstracts
written in English (Table 2).15-20 Though reports originating
in the United States were identified,4,21,22 none of them met
inclusion criteria. Namely, these reports lacked radiographic
details of solitary plasmacytoma of the rib.
Solitary plasmacytoma of bone is relatively rare as a
cause for an isolated bone lesion. The most common site of
SPBs is the vertebrate.5,23 No studies to date have compared
SPBs of the rib to SPBs located on other bones. SPBs have
been reported to occur more commonly in males than females, at an estimated ratio of 2:1.3 The median age reported
is 55 years.5 In our review of the literature, SPB of the rib was
reported in 12 males and three females, with age ranges of
26 to 73 years, and a median age of 45 years.6-20 Clinical presentation of SPB of the rib varies. Patients most commonly
complain of pain in their chest.3,10,13,17 Other chief complaints
include limb weakness9,20 and coughing.13,18 However, in
some cases, SPB is an incidental finding on radiographs.8,12
In contrast to multiple myeloma, the most common
type of plasma cell neoplasia, SPBs differ by the absence
of elevated calcium levels, renal insufficiency, anemia, and
multiple bone lesions (CRAB).24 Corwin and colleagues21
also note that there should be histological confirmation of
plasmacytoma, and a bone marrow biopsy should reveal
fewer than 10% plasma cells. In their guidelines, Soutar and
colleagues3 add that there should be absent or low serum or
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Figure 2: CT scan of the chest showing destruction of the
posterior aspect of the right fifth rib by a mass (see arrows).

urinary monoclonal immunoglobulin and recommend fewer than 5% plasma cells in the bone marrow for diagnosing
SPB. Diagnostic studies for SPB include CT-guided biopsy
or fine needle aspiration. In addition, Soutar and colleagues
suggested the following investigations be performed: full
blood count, biochemical screen, serum immunoglobin
levels, serum and urine protein electrophoresis and immunofixation, full skeletal survey, MRI of the thoracic and
lumbar spine, and bone marrow aspirate and trephine. They
also recommend that, for some patients, additional testing
may be helpful, including: MRI of the pelvis, femora and
humeri, immunophenotyping and molecular assessment of
bone marrow plasma cells, and PET scanning.
Radiologic examination of SPB of the rib generally reveals lesions of the bone.6,8-10,20 Two cases in our literature
review reported a mass with destruction of the rib,15,19 consistent with the current case, where the tumor presented as a
missing rib on chest X-ray. In our case, the CT scan revealed
a large mass, indicative of a tumor.
Regarding treatment of SPB, Soutar and colleagues3
suggest that radiotherapy is the treatment of choice for SPB,
with consideration of standard chemotherapy for multiple
myeoloma in patients not responding to radiotherapy.
Surgical therapy is contraindicated in the absence of structural instability or neurological compromise; though early
referral to either an orthopedic or neurosurgical specialist
is suggested for SBP involving the spine. Despite these
guidelines, our review of the literature revealed that surgical resection or removal of the tumor was performed in 12
cases,6-9,11-14,16,17,19,20 whether or not surgery was performed
was not reported in two cases, and only one case reported
conservative treatment with radiotherapy. None of the

demonstrated a relationship between the presence of myeloma proteins after radiation and
progression of solitary plasmacytoma to multiple
myeloma.26-28
In the emergency department, complaints of
chest pain and coughing are typically representative of more minor diagnoses, with suspicion of
SPB being very low in the differential. A chest
X-ray was ordered in this case due to the daily
occurrence, constant nature, the duration of
pain, and lack of findings on physical exam. The
absence of the rib on plain chest X-ray prompted
further radiological examination with CT, which
ultimately revealed a tumor. Destructive processes of the bone should be given consideration
in findings of bony lucency on plain radiographs.
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Mucinous Cystic Neoplasm of Pancreas in a
Male Patient: A Case Report and Review of the
Literature
Mohammad Kazem Fallahzadeh, MD; Gazi B. Zibari, MD, FACS, FICS;
Greg Wellman, MD; Sophia T. Abdehou, MD;
Hosein Shokouh-Amiri, MD, FACS, FICS

Mucinous cystic neoplasms (MCNs) are among the most common primary cystic neoplasms of pancreas.
These lesions usually occur in body and tail of the pancreas and are characterized by the presence of ovarian
type stroma in the pathological evaluation. Mucinous cystic neoplasms have significant malignant potential;
therefore, their diagnosis and resection is of utmost importance. Mucinous cystic neoplasms typically occur
in women. Only a few cases have been previously reported in male patients. In this case report, we present
a 48-year-old man who was referred to our center due to an incidentally found cystic lesion in the tail of the
pancreas that was increasing in size in serial evaluation. The patient underwent open distal pancreatectomy.
The pathology showed mucinous cystic neoplasm with characteristic ovarian type stroma and positive staining
for estrogen and progesterone receptors. This case report shows that mucinous cystic neoplasms can occur
in men and should be considered in differential diagnosis of cystic pancreatic lesions in this population.

INTRODUCTION
Mucinous cystic neoplasms (MCNs) are one of the three
most common cystic neoplasms of pancreas and comprise
nearly half of these cases.1 MCNs are usually located in
the body and tail of the pancreas and are characterized by
the presence of the ovarian type stroma in the pathological
evaluation.1,2 Due to the significant malignant potential of
mucinous cystic neoplasms, their diagnosis and resection
is of utmost importance.1,2 MCNs almost always occur in
women.1 Occurrence of MCN in males is very rare and only
a few cases have been previously reported.2-8 In this article,
we present a case of MCN in a male patient who was treated
at our center.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 48-year-old Caucasian male was referred to our clinic
because of a cystic mass in the tail of the pancreas. This
mass was incidentally found one year prior to the referral
to us on a CT scan performed due to an abdominal gunshot
wound that resulted in splenectomy. The trauma surgeon
did not resect the pancreatic lesion and decided to monitor
its progression. On serial abdominal CT scans, the mass increased in size from 4.3 x 3.7 cm at the initial CT scan to 4.7
x 4.6 cm one year later (Figure 1). Although the patient was
asymptomatic due to the increase in the size and the suspi-

cion of the malignant nature of the lesion, he was referred
to us and underwent open distal pancreatectomy. Grossly,
the lesion consisted of a 5 x 3 x 2 cm multilocular cyst in the
tail of the pancreas. Microscopically, the cyst demonstrated
a flat epithelium, which varied from a mucin-producing
columnar epithelium to a cuboidal epithelium (Figure 2,
Panel A). No significant atypia was identified. Subjacent
to the epithelium, a distinctive ovarian-type stroma was
present, composed of densely packed spindled cells with
regular elongated and wavy nuclei (Figure 2, Panel A).
These nuclei showed strong immunoreactivity with estrogen
and progesterone receptor stains (Figure 2, Panels B and C).
After finding this type of pathology, male karyotyping was
ordered for the patient. Cytogenetic analysis of bone marrow
aspirate revealed a normal male karyotype.
The patient recovered well postoperatively and is
symptom-free three months after the surgery.

DISCUSSION
Based on World Heath Organization (WHO) criteria,
MCNs are defined as cystic epitheilal neoplasms composed
of mucin producing columnar epithelium and an ovariantype stroma which forms a band of densely packed stromal
cells beneath the epithelium.1,3 Immunohistochemial staining of the ovarian-type stroma in MCN is usually positive
for estrogen and progesterone receptors.1,2 Presence of this
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over, ERCP could show distortion of pancreatic or
biliary ducts by MCNs, which is in favor of malignant nature of MCNs. ERCP could also relieve
the biliary obstruction in patients with jaundice.
However, ERCP is not necessary for diagnosis
and is not used in most patients with MCNs. Like
ERCP, MRCP could also be helpful in differentiation of pseudocysts or branch duct IPMNs from
MCNs.1 By providing a clear imaging of the tail of
pancreas and its ductal system, EUS could also be
helpful in differentiating MCNs from other cystic
lesions.1 Moreover, EUS could be used for FNA.
FNA could also be achieved percutaneously under
CT-guidance. FNA analysis of MCNs shows honeycomb sheets and clusters of mucin-producing
columnar cells. Abundant mucin in the background
of the MCNs could be helpful in differentiation
of these lesions from serous cystic neoplasms or
pseudocysts.11 The degree of cellular atypia in FNA
could also be predictive of malignancy.12
Figure 1: Abdominal CT scan showing a cystic mass in the tail of the
Because of the possibility of malignant transpancreas (arrow).
formation of MCNs, they should be resected irrespective of their size or location.1,5 MCNs are
ovarian-type stroma is essential for pathological diagnosis of
usually located in the body and tail of the pancreas;5 open,
MCNs.1,3 MCNs typically occur in premenopausal women.1,2
laparoscopic, or robotic distal pancreatectomy with or withTo our knowledge, only 10 cases of MCN in men diagnosed
out splenectomy is the operation of choice for these lesions.1
based on WHO criteria have been previously reported in
MCNs could also rarely happen in the head of the pancreas;
the literature.2-8 Our case is the 11th case of MCN reported
formal pancreatoduodenectomy is the operation of choice
in a man.
for these lesions.1 Extra caution should be implemented
Because MCNs rarely happen in men, to rule out any
during the surgery not to rupture the cyst, as it could lead
chromosomal abnormality in our patient, we performed
to intra-abdominal seeding of tumor cells.1 Moreover, in
karyotyping, which showed normal male XY karyotype.
order to provide an optimal sample for pathologist, the cyst
This shows that MCNs can happen in men without any
should be removed intact and not marsupialized.1
chromosomal abnormality.
Complete resection of MCNs with benign nature is
As in our patient, MCNs are usually asymptomatic
considered a complete cure.1,10 These lesions do not recur;
and are incidentally found during abdominal imaging for
therefore, no follow-up imaging is needed.1,13 However,
evaluation of another often unrelated clinical indication.1
patients with malignant lesions have poor prognosis; their
However, MCNs can occasionally present with abdominal
five-year survival is 15%-35%.13 The most important predicpain and fullness, nausea, vomiting, recurrent pancreatitis,
tor of prognosis in malignant MCNs is the extent of tumor
or gastric outlet obstruction.1,5,9 Presence of symptoms such
invasion.14 After resection, patients with malignant MCNs
as weight loss or jaundice should raise the suspicion of the
are recommended to have follow-up imaging with CT or
malignant nature of the MCNs.1,9
MRI for evaluation of possible recurrences or metastases.1
In cross-sectional imaging by ultrasonography, CT,
In summary, we present a case MCN of pancreas with
or MRI, MCNs are usually found as spherical macrocystic
characteristic
pathological finding of ovarian-type stroma
masses.1 MCNs usually do not communicate with pancreatic
in a man. Our study shows that MCN could occur in men
ducts but could result in the dilatation of the pancreatic ducts
and should be considered in the differential diagnosis of
through pressure effect and obstruction.1,10 The following
pancreatic lesions in men, as well as women.
findings in the imaging of MCNs are in favor of malignant
nature of these lesions: large size (>5cm), the presence of
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Figure 2: Panel A: Photomicrograph illustrating the epithelial lining with prominent underlying ovarian-type stroma (Hematoxylin
and Eosin stain, 100x original magnification). Panel B: Photomicrograph illustrating strong nuclear immunoreactivity of the ovariantype stroma with estrogen receptor stain (100x original magnification). Panel C: Photomicrograph illustrating strong nuclear
immunoreactivity of the ovarian-type stroma with progesterone receptor stain (100x original magnification).
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Sphenoid Sinus Dehiscence as a Risk For Visual
Consequences in an Immunocompromised
Patient
Crystal P. Le, BS; Alejandra A. Valenzuela, MD; Michael Rosenberg, MS;
Laveil Allen, MD; Enrique Palacios, MD, FACR

Isolated sphenoid sinus disease is a rare entity with severe and potentially life threatening sequela. Because
of the proximity of the sinus to the orbit, anatomical defects within the surrounding bony structures can facilitate communication with orbital content, predisposing the patient to substantial visual consequences. We
report a case of a 51-year-old immunocompromised male who presented with headache and gradual unilateral
decreases in vision. Computed tomography revealed opacification of the left sphenoid sinus accompanied by
unusual bony dehiscence of the proximal optic canal. Early recognition and treatment of sphenoid sinusitis
requires urgent surgical intervention with delay of treatment potentially leading to irreversible blindness
or other devastating consequences. Bony dehiscence of the sphenoid sinus overlying the optic nerve has
only been found in 4% of cadavers. It is associated with increased risk of orbital complications and predicts
a poor prognosis. Immediate intervention is particularly important in immunocompromised individuals
who are at greater risk of these severe complications.

INTRODUCTION
Isolated sphenoid sinusitis is an uncommon condition that comprises less than 3% of all cases of sinusitis.2
The sphenoid sinus is intimately juxtaposed near cranial
nerves II-VI. An anomalous ostium increases the risk for
disease complications due to the sinus’s inability to contain
any swelling. Additionally, bony dehiscence of the sinus
overlying the optic nerve has been found in 4% of cadavers.
These variations increase the risk of orbital complications
secondary to the lack of a barrier to prevent spread of infection.2 The incidence of permanent vision loss in these cases
is as high as 10.5%, thereby requiring a prompt diagnosis.
Immunocompromised individuals require immediate intervention due to the greater risk of severe infection causing
bony dehiscence and other complications.3

CASE REPORT
A 51-year-old immunosuppressed male presented with
a three-month history of frontal headache with gradual vision loss in the left eye. Examination revealed significant
left periocular swelling, relative afferent pupillary defect,
chemosis, extraocular movement limitation, and no light
perception in the left globe.
Orbital Computed Tomography (CT) (Figure 1, A)
demonstrated inflammatory opacification of the left sphe-
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noid sinus and unusual bony dehiscence at the proximal
optic canal. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MR) (Figure 1,
B) revealed mild left proptosis with diffuse inflammatory
enhancement of the intraconal fat and optic nerve sheath
spanning mid orbit to apex. The coronal sections confirmed
perineural inflammatory process of the optic nerve.
Urgent functional endoscopic sinus surgery with left
sphenoidectomy and sinus drainage was performed, and
the patient improved within 24 hours. Subsequently, the
patient’s condition declined over the next few days, and he
expired after developing an acute ischemic infarction in the
left basal ganglia with ophthalmoplegia and left cavernous
sinus thrombosis.

DISCUSSION
Acute sphenoid sinusitis is an uncommon condition
that is often misdiagnosed in the evaluation of refractory
headache with visual changes.1,2 Anatomical variances of
the sphenoid sinus increase the risk of orbital complications.
Accessory septa may modify the sinus drainage in 30% of
cases. Bony dehiscence of the sphenoid sinus over the optic
canal occurs in 4%-13% of cases.1,2,5 The bony covering of the
optic canal within the sphenoid sinus may be congenitally
dehiscent or secondary to an erosive inflammatory process.
Dehiscence of this bony structure permits exposure of the
optic nerve, allowing irreversible nerve ischemia second-

Figure 1: CT axial (A) demonstrated a focal inflammatory process in the posterior sphenoid sinus on the left with developmental
dehiscence of the lateral wall of the optic nerve canal (arrow), allowing the inflammatory process to extend into the apex of the
orbit.
MR contrast-enhanced images: Axial image (B) reveals enhancement of the inflammatory process extending from the posterior
sphenoid sinus into the orbital apex and around the optic nerve (arrow). Inflammation of the medical rectus muscle and periorbital
area is also noted at this level. Coronal image (C) at the level of the orbital apex (arrow) and a coronal image (D) at the level of the
proximal optic nerve (arrow) showing perineural inflammatory enchancement.

ary to direct compression by the expansive inflammatory
lesion or to ischemic infarction from thrombophlebitis or
vasculitis.2,6
Early diagnosis and surgical intervention are essential
to prevent permanent blindness, which may ensue within
one to two hours.2 Our case emphasizes the significance of
anatomical variations, particularly bony dehiscence over
the optic canal. These defects are rare but predict a poor
prognosis. Lower thresholds for diagnosis and interven-

tion must be taken with immunocompromised patients
because of the increased likelihood of severe progressive
infection causing erosive dehiscence alongside other complications and even death.2,6 If acute sphenoid sinusitis is
suspected, broad spectrum IV antibiotics should be initiated, a detailed cranial nerve exam should be performed,
and CT imaging of the orbit, paranasal sinuses, and skull
base obtained. Irreversible damage to the optic nerve can
occur before development of gross intraorbital pathology.
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Immediate surgery is necessary if the patient does not respond promptly to medical therapy or at the first sign of a
complication. Surgery should aim to remove any purulent
material or necrotic tissue, maintain adequate drainage of
the sinus, and obtain cultures.2 Early surgical intervention
provides the best chances at preventing permanent vision
loss. However, even with prompt treatment, full restoration
of vision may not always be obtainable.6
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Protecting the Private Practice of Medicine
Direct Primary Care: Kicking Insurance Out of the Exam Room

Sabrina L. Noah

The evolution of our healthcare system has forced
a patient’s health. This is where patients go for check-ups,
primary care physicians, like many other specialties, to
vaccinations, or sprained ankles. If a patient has a chronic
operate an insurance-centric business rather than practicillness, their primary care physician is a partner in their
ing medicine. In order to sustain a practice, physicians
management every step of the way. Direct primary care
must see 20-30 patients per day, making the average office
practices are operated under the principle that the physicianvisit only 15 minutes. Physician and patient satisfaction are
patient relationship is the main focus. Bliss emphasized
decreasing while reimbursements rates continue to decline.
that “we want (the patients) to have trust in us; we want
In response to these conditions a new practice model called
them to believe that we work for them and not for a bunch
direct primary care is gaining national attention. Direct
of other interests.”
primary care practices are designed to provide physicians
He believes direct primary care’s success is ultimately
with the freedom to practice medicine, instead of managing
based on “a real doctor-patient relationship, reinforced by
insurance claims.
the economics, so that our customer is the patient. Our job
Recently our Vice President of Legal Affairs Greg Wadis to get the care right, not the coding.” Direct primary care
dell traveled to Seattle, Washington, to interview the Copractices do not take insurance; therefore, there is no need
Founder and Vice President of Medical Affairs of Qliance,
for billing approval, deductibles, or co-payments. With
Dr. Garrison Bliss. A primary care physician with more
lower overhead and dramatically less paperwork, direct
than 30 years of experience, Dr. Bliss founded his first direct
primary care providers are no longer forced to squeeze in
primary care practice in 2007 after growing disillusioned
an unmanageable number of patients and can instead take
with the current direction of healthcare. In addition to adthe time necessary with each patient to deliver high-quality,
vocating for the national expansion of the direct primary
personalized care. By eliminating insurance burdens from
care practice model, he has also served as
the President of the Society for Innovative
Medical Practice Design and the Direct
Primary Care Coalition.
Direct primary care practices offer a
membership-based approach to routine
and preventive care. Patients pay a low
monthly fee, typically $49 to $100, to their
physician for all of their everyday health
needs. Like a health club membership,
this fee gives patients unrestricted access
to visits and care, allowing them use of
the services as much or as little as they
want. “What distinguishes us from other
practices is that we have eliminated the
fee-for-service model of care,” said Bliss.
However, don’t confuse direct primary
care with other pre-paid models. “This
is not a concierge model; this model has
been applied from the wealthiest patients
to the indigent and uninsured,” he added.
A direct primary care practice pro- Dr. Garrison Bliss (left), co-founder and vice president of Medical Affairs of Qliance,
vides routine healthcare, essential for the a direct primary care practice in Seattle, talks with LSMS Vice President of Legal
well-being and ongoing maintenance of Affairs Greg Waddell (right).
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direct primary care practices, physicians have more time to
do what they were trained to do, practice medicine.
By cutting out the instability of an insurance dependent income stream, direct primary care practices allow
physicians the financial security to focus on patient care.
“Monthly fee based practices allow you to know what your
income is this year. Now you can plan,” said Bliss. The
direct primary care model relies instead on the economic
power of its patients to fund a practice dedicated to quality
and affordable healthcare. Simply stated, it allows patients
to directly contract with their primary care physician by
removing health insurance from the primary care equation.
Patients in a direct primary care practice can purchase
an insurance plan to cover emergencies and serious illnesses.
Because this insurance policy doesn’t need to cover routine
care, many patients choose a less comprehensive plan with
a higher deductible and lower premiums. For example in
Washington, Bliss’s practice has partnered with an insurance company to offer a complementary catastrophic plan
to their patients. According to Bliss, the insurance company
can make the plan affordable because, “when primary care
is working well, the insurance company doesn’t have to
regulate the rest of the healthcare as much. There are no
incentives to over-refer.”
In the 18 states direct primary care has already been
implemented, physicians report increased satisfaction and
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a renewed commitment to providing the kind of care that
initially inspired them to dedicate their lives to medicine.
In short, direct primary care facilities enable physicians to
do what they were trained to do, treat patients.
In Louisiana, the Louisiana State Medical Society has
introduced legislation, Senate Bill 516 authored by Senator Sherri Buffington and Representative Stuart Bishop, to
make it possible to operate a direct primary care practice.
Current law requires that any entity receiving any type of
prepayment for medical services be licensed as an HMO
or insurance company, which makes the practice model
cost prohibitive. SB 516 amends the law to recognize that
a direct primary care practice is a medical practice and not
an insurance company. We believe this legislation will be
signed into law, and we will be seeing direct Primary Care
practice open statewide soon.
Bliss emphasized that, “The only people who will be
unhappy with a future built on Direct Primary Care will be
those who think that the present system works for the doctor and the patient. I’m still waiting to meet that person”.
As we have seen here in Louisiana, and Bliss has seen in
Washington, we can’t afford the alternative.
**This is the second installment in a new four-part series
that will report on emerging trends and new practice models in
medicine.

ECG of the Month
Unexpected Atrioventricular Conduction in
High-Grade Atrioventricular Block
Manpreet Singh, MD; Paul A. LeLorier, MD; Murat M. Celebi, MD;
D. Luke Glancy, MD

A 90-year-old man with a history of high blood pressure, a cerebrovascular accident without focal residua,
dementia, and stage 3 chronic kidney disease went to the emergency department because of dizziness and
near syncope. His medications were aspirin 81 mg qd, clopidogrel 75 mg qod, escitalopram oxalate 10 mg qd,
quetiapine fumarate 25 mg qd, and memantine hydrochloride 10 mg qd. He had orthrostatic hypotension
with supine blood pressure of 173/77 mmHg falling to 116/68 on standing, while pulse increased from 66 to 84
beats/min. He received IV fluid and returned home. Two days later, he saw his primary care physician because
of episodes of dizziness and confusion. The Figure shows an electrocardiogram recorded during that visit.

Figure 1: Outpatient electrocardiogram recorded in a 90-year-old man with episodes of dizziness and confusion. See text for
explication.
What is your diagnosis?
Explication is on pg. 28
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DIAGNOSIS: Sinus rhythm; high-grade second-degree
atrioventricular block with a junctional escape rhythm and three
capture complexes, each with right bundle branch block aberration;
possible septal myocardial infarct of indeterminate age; ST-T and
U wave changes suggesting hypokalemia.
In most cases of second degree atrioventricular block,
the longer the R-P interval, the more likely is the P wave to
be conducted to the ventricles. Thus, in this ECG, the 2nd,
6th, 10th, and 12th P waves, with R-P intervals of 0.67 to 0.81
seconds, would be the most likely ones to be conducted; and
the 4th and 8th P waves, with R-P intervals of 0.42 to 0.50
seconds would also have a good chance to be conducted.
None of them is. Instead, the 3rd, 7th, and 13th P waves
with much shorter R-P intervals, 0.19 to 0.23 seconds, are
conducted. The 1st, 5th, 9th, and 11th P waves either occur
simultaneously with a junction-initiated QRS or 0.08 seconds
after one and are not conducted. Thus, there appears to be
only a short window of time soon after junction-initiated
QRSs when atrioventricular conduction can occur. This
seeming paradox needs explanation.
In times past, supernormality often has been invoked
to explain unexpected excitability or conductivity in cardiac
tissue. Pick et al. defined the supernormal phase as, “…a
short, early, and limited period of the cardiac cycle during
which a stimulus elicits either a totally unexpected response,
or one that is less abnormal than expected considering the
state of recovery from the preceding impulse.”1 They then
stated that they had collected 18 cases demonstrating a
supernormal phase of atrioventricular conduction in the
preceding five years, in addition to 10 cases that they had
described previously.2-5 All were cases of advanced atrioventricular block, and the authors concluded, “…supernormal
AV conduction is an abnormal phenomenon encountered
only in the presence of AV block – in other words, only when
the absolute or relative refractory period of the conduction
system is unduly prolonged may a phase of supernormality
become manifest.”1
In reviewing the previous literature, including the 10
cases they reported earlier,2-5 but none of those in their current publication,1 they decided, “…that a supernormal phase
was definitely in action in 32 instances… In 14 additional
ones, alternative interpretation appears possible…”1 Alternative explanations included vagal effects, second-degree
AV block with escape complexes, dual AV nodal pathways,
and “…a prolonged rest period in the upper AV junction
following retrograde conduction…”1 Their final conclusion
stated, “The application of the concept of supernormal conduction in conjunction with that of concealed conduction
and of unidirectional block permits a satisfactory interpretation of some otherwise inexplicable features of AV block
encountered in clinical electrocardiography.”1
Six years after the paper of Pick et al,1 Moe and colleagues wrote a seminal paper demonstrating that in most,
if not all, published cases of supernormality of AV conduction alternative mechanisms could explain the observed
phenomena.6 They divided the alternative mechanisms into
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three main classes: “…(1) occult 2:1 A-V block in which an
idioventricular beat ‘retracts’ an otherwise refractory barrier
within the A-V node; (2) alternation between dissociated intranodal transmission pathways; and (3) ‘ventriculophasic’
(vagal) depression of nodal conductivity.”6
Although there is now general agreement that true
supernormal conduction does not occur in the AV node, supernormal conduction has been demonstrated in the bundle
branch-Purkinje system of the dog.7-8 Furthermore, Spear
and Moore have demonstrated supernormal conduction
in the distal bundle of His and proximal bundle branches,
but they could not demonstrate it in the proximal portion of
the bundle of His.9 They ascribed this difference to the relatively low transmembrane resting potential of the proximal
bundle of His, similar to that in the AV node, whereas the
electrophysiological properties of the distal bundle of His
are similar to those in bundle branches.9
Supernormal AV conduction allowing transmission of
P waves with R-P intervals of 0.19 to 0.23 s, but not those
with shorter or longer R-P intervals, would explain the
unexpected AV conduction in our patient. If, as described
above, supernormality does not occur in the AV node,
could supernormality in the distal His bundle following
His-initiated complexes of the escape rhythm explain the
unexpected conduction? In fact, Moe et al. theorize such a
possibility in section F of their paper.6
Whatever the fine points of the patient’s atrioventricular block, it was successfully treated with an electronic AV
sequential pacemaker that captured 100% of the time, usually in the P-synchronous mode. None of the patient’s other
ECGs before the pacemaker implantation suggested a septal
myocardial infarct as the one in the Figure did. Furthermore,
his echocardiogram showed normal left ventricular function,
but also showed moderate aortic stenosis.
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Radiology Case of the Month
49-Year-Old Female With an Anterior
Mediastinal Mass
Bruce Bordlee Jr., BS; Andrew Oncale, BS; Jonathan Stone, MD;
Enrique Palacios, MD; Harold Neitzschman, MD

Castleman’s disease is an uncommon benign lymphoproliferative disorder characterized by hypervascular
lymphoid hyperplasia. Two distinct histologic variants of Castleman’s disease exist – hyaline vascular type
and plasma cell type. The etiology is uncertain; however, it is thought to be inflammatory or hamartomatous
in nature. Castleman’s disease can occur at any age with a peak incidence in the third to fourth decade. This
article presents a case of Castleman’s disease in a female patient and aims to educate about the natural history, diagnosis, and management of the disease.

Figure 1A

Figure 1: CT post-contrast (A) axial, (B) coronal, and (C) sagittal
planes demonstrating a well marginated non-enhancing solid mass
in the anterior portion of the superior mediastinum. No evidence of
lymphadenopathy or any other significant findings.
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Figure 1B

Figure 2: Histopathologic examination reveals diffuse lymphoid tissue
exhibiting prominent follicles. Follicles show proliferation of vessels with
thick, hyalinized walls. Mantle zones are composed of small lymphocytes
in a concentric “onion-skin” pattern. Interfollicular zones show
lymphocytes and monocytes interspersed with hyalinized fibrous tissue
and vessels. Thymic remnants and heterotopic parathyroid tissue is also
identified in surrounding adipose tissue.

Figure 1C

HISTORY
The patient is a 49-year-old female who presented with
a three-year history of a neck mass. The patient complained
of fatigue and denied any weight loss, fever, chills, night
sweats, abdominal pain, bleeding, or other symptoms. Her
past medical history is positive for hypothyroidism diagnosed 10 years prior, for which she is on thyroid replacement
therapy. On physical exam, the area of her lower neck was
enlarged; however, there was no tenderness to palpation.
A CT was obtained that demonstrated a 3.7 x 2.2 cm soft
tissue density within the superior mediastinum just below
the thyroid of nonspecific etiology. A surgical biopsy was
also obtained.

DISCUSSION
Castleman’s disease is an uncommon, benign lymphoproliferative disorder characterized by hypervascular
lymphoid hyperplasia.1,7 Originally described in the mediastinum by Castleman et al. in 1956, the disease can develop
wherever lymph nodes are present. Approximately 70%

of Castleman’s disease is found within the mediastinum,
making it the most common location. Ten to fifteen percent
of cases are seen within the abdomen, retroperitoneum,
and pelvis. Another 10%-15% is seen in the head and neck.
Castleman’s has also been described in the extralymphatic
tissues, including the lung, larynx, parotid gland, pancreas,
and muscle.2,4,6 The etiology is uncertain. It is thought to be
inflammatory or hamartomatous in nature.3,4 Castleman’s
disease occurs at any age with a peak incidence in the third
to fourth decade; however, the multicentric form usually
affects older individuals.2,4
Two distinct histologic variants exist. The most common
of which is the hyaline-vascular type, which accounts for
90% of cases. Histologically, it is identified by small lymphoreticular follicles distributed within a hyalinized stroma
(Figure 2). The plasma cell type, which is the second variant
and accounts for only about 10% of cases, is distinguishable
by larger lymphoreticular nodules that are separated by
sheets of plasma cells and a less vascular stroma.7
Castleman’s disease can also be categorized as either
unicentric or multicentric. Typically, the unicentric variety
is of the hyaline-vascular type and is amenable to surgical
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treatment. Contrastly, the multicentric variety is often the
plasma cell type, which is associated with systemic manifestations.2,6
Patients with the hyaline-vascular type of disease tend
to be asymptomatic, but may complain about symptoms
caused by compression of adjacent structures or may present
with a palpable mass. However, 50% of cases involving the
plasma cell variant show systemic manifestations, including
fever, anemia, and hyperglobulinemia.7
Laboratory evaluation of a patient with Castleman’s
disease, hyaline vascular type, is almost always within
normal limits, and laboratory assessment is almost never
useful for the clinical diagnosis. The differential diagnosis,
especially in the head and neck region, should include other
benign lesions such as pleomorphic adenomas, Warthin
tumor, schwannoma, carotid body tumors, and inflammatory lymphadenectasis; but malignant tumors such as
lymphoma, mucoepidermoid carcinoma, adenoid cystic
carcinoma, and metastatic lymph node should also be considered. Imaging studies such as US, CT, MRI/MRA are
sometimes helpful for establishing a differential diagnosis.
In Castleman’s disease, ultrasonography and CT always
show uniformly hypoechoic masses with good through
transmission.9
Treatment for Castleman’s Disease, hyaline vascular
type, in the parotid and neck region is surgical resection.
These patients tend to have a good prognosis without recurrence. However, for the plasma cell type, the prognosis
is poor, and the patient usually undergoes radiation and
chemotherapy with or without surgical resection.9
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Clinical Case of the Month
Abstracts From the Louisiana American College
of Physicians Associates Meeting
Each year medical students in Louisiana and residents from the eight Internal Medicine training programs
in Louisiana are invited to submit abstracts for the annual Louisiana American College of Physicians (ACP)
Associates Meeting. The content of these abstracts includes clinical case vignettes or research activities.
The abstracts have all identifying features removed (i.e., names, institutional affiliations, etc.) before being
sent to physician judges. Each judge scores each abstract independently, and the scores from the judges are
averaged and ranked. This year we are excited to be able to publish the 26 most highly ranked abstracts
presented at this year’s competition. These abstracts (15 oral, 11 poster) were presented at the Associates
Meeting held at the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center in Shreveport on January 21, 2014.
We would like to thank the Journal of the Louisiana State Medical Society and appreciate its efforts to publicize
the hard work of these trainees.
Lee S. Engel, MD, PhD, FACP
Chair, Louisiana Associates Liaison Committee
William Davis, MD, FACP
Governor, Louisiana Chapter ACP

A Case of Mixed Pulmonary Infection With Two
Non-Tuberculous Mycobacterium Species in a Previously
Health Adult Male
Y. Nikitina, A. Bapat, and B. Nseir
Department of Internal Medicine
University Medical Center, LSU-Health Sciences Center,
Lafayette
Case: A 41-year-old previously healthy African-American man presented with shortness of breath and productive
cough. Chest radiograph and chest CT identified a diffuse
nodular infiltrate with a large cavitary lesion and a large
pneumothorax in the right hemithorax with additional
cavitary lesions in the left upper lobe. A sputum culture
was positive for a Mycobacterium kansasii, and the patient
was subsequently started on isoniazid 300 mg, rifampin 600
mg, and ethambutol 600 mg. The M. kansasii susceptibility
testing revealed resistance to ciprofloxacin, rifampin, and
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole. Unfortunately, no followup sputum cultures were collected, but the patient reported
completing a 15-month course of treatment. Three months
later, he presented to the emergency room with chest pain
and shortness of breath with a productive cough for twomonth duration. Chest radiograph identified bilateral, upper lobe bullous emphysematous changes with probable
superimposed atypical infection of the left upper lobe.
Blood-tinged sputum was noted on presentation. The cytol-

ogy and culture of bronchial endoscopy washings revealed
Mycobacterium Avium Complex. The azithromycin and
moxifloxacin regimen was initiated.
Discussion: Most cases of atypical mycobacteriosis
are secondary infections associated with underlying lung
disease and immunosuppression secondary to HIV/AIDS
or malignancy. In this patient, however, we report an unusual case of pulmonary infection due to M. kansasii and
M. Avium Complex in an otherwise healthy male without
underlying lung disease.
Isolated Small Intestinal Metastatic Disease as a Herald
of Recurrent NSCLC
E. Miller, C. Caruthers, and S. Sanne
LSU-Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Introduction: The small bowel is a very rare location of
metastatic deposits of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
Case: A 58-year-old patient with a history of Stage III
(T2N2M0) NSCLC treated with chemotherapy and radiation presented to the hospital with one week of shortness of
breath and chest discomfort. The patient’s NSCLC had been
considered to be in virtual remission based on a PET scan
following his treatment. At presentation, the patient was
found to have a severe microcytic anemia. Initial workup
for a source for the patient’s blood loss was negative. A review of the patient’s medical record suggested a suspicious
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finding on a surveillance CT involving the small bowel.
The patient underwent CT enterography and was found to
have a partially obstructing mass located on the mesenteric
side of the small bowel. Laparoscopic exploration of his
abdomen was performed with resection of the mass and reanastamosis of the small bowel; no signs of other masses or
metastatic deposits were evident. Gross pathology revealed
an 8 cm lesion fixed on the mesenteric side of the bowel serosa eroding into the bowel lumen, which was determined
to be a poorly differentiated carcinoma invading through
both the mucosal and serosal surfaces. Immunostaining of
the sample revealed CK-7 and TTF-1 staining characteristics
in line with the biopsy from the patient’s primary lesion in
the lung, and a diagnosis of NSCLC metastatic to the early
ileum was made. The patient was considered to have a solitary metastatic event to the small bowel and was discharged
with plans to undergo salvage therapy. Several weeks later,
the patient returned to the emergency room with nausea,
weight loss, melena, and decreased appetite. On CT scanning, he was found to have widespread carcinomatosis with
implants throughout his large and small bowel, along with
nodules in his liver, adrenal glands, and kidneys.
Discussion: While an extremely rare location for isolated metastasis in patients with NSCLC, metastatic disease
to the small bowel may be associated with mild and nonspecific symptoms that may not be immediately recognized
as metastatic disease. While these lesions generally portray
a very poor prognosis, early and aggressive therapy may
improve time to further relapse and quality of life.
A Case of “Normotensive” Pheochormocytoma
R. Nair and J.D. Maier
LSU-Health Sciences Center, Shreveport
Introduction: Pheochromocytoma is a rare cause of
hypertension but is potentially lethal and should be considered in patients with suspected secondary hypertension.
Although presence of a pheochromocytoma is less likely
in the absence of typical symptoms and findings, atypical
presentations do occur, and laboratory and imaging studies
become more important for diagnosis.
Case: A 60-year-old male with history of asthma, recentonset mild hypertension treated with low-dose amlodipine,
and no significant family medical history was noted to have
an incidental 2 cm left adrenal nodule - hyperintense on T2
MRI images of the lumbar spine - which was obtained for
evaluation of back pain. The patient had no symptoms of
adrenergic spells except for occasional mild night sweats.
Physical exam was unremarkable with blood pressure
136/80 mmHg. Laboratory evaluation disclosed persistently
elevated plasma metanephrines, 24-hour urine epinephrine,
and urine metanephrines two to four times the upper limit
of normal. Serum and 24-hour urine cortisol were within
normal limits. A dedicated CT of the adrenals showed a 2.1
cm adrenal nodule with precontrast attenuation of >10 HU
and essentially no contrast washout on delayed post-contrast
phase, suggestive of pheochromocytoma. The patient un-
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derwent left adrenalectomy with removal of a 1.8 x 1 x 1 cm
mass. Histopathology was consistent with pheochromocytoma with focal invasion of the periadrenal fat. The patient
remained normotensive intraoperatively and post-surgery.
All laboratory abnormalities subsequently normalized.
Discussion: Pheochromocytomas usually cause sustained hypertension or adrenergic spells but occasionally
present with few symptoms, especially if small.
The Mike Tyson Challenge: An Extreme Case of
Rhabdomyolysis
A. Wright and J. Spiegel
LSU-Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Introduction: There are many causes of rhabdoymyolysis, including excessive exercise. One of the most serious
complications of rhabdoymyolysis remains acute kidney
injury (AKI), which is caused by non-protein heme pigment
that is released from myoglobin. Furthermore, inflammation
of the muscle can compress structures in the same fascial
compartment, resulting in compartment syndrome.
Case: A 24-year-old inmate was brought to the emergency department with severe thigh pain and dark-colored
urine after participating in “The Mike Tyson Challenge.”
During this challenge, he performed 372 squats over a
45-minute time interval. The thigh pain began the next morning followed by “Coca-Cola”-colored urine. On physical
exam, his thighs were extremely tense, and he underwent
emergent bilateral fasciotomy for compartment syndrome.
He was found to have a creatinine kinase of 401,880 U/L,
BUN of 45 mg/dl, serum creatinine 7.21 mg/dl, and potassium of 6.3 mmol/l. Urinalysis revealed 250 blood/ul but
only 3 to 5 red blood cells/HPF. He received insulin, sodium
polystyrene sulfonate, IV fluid hydration, and hemodialysis.
He slowly improved while receiving three weeks of hemodialysis and physical therapy in the hospital.
Discussion: In his prime, “Iron” Mike Tyson was the
self-proclaimed “baddest man on the planet.” A workout
based on his physical training was developed and named
the “Mike Tyson Beast Workout” or “Challenge.” Some
rules of the “Beast Workout” are as follows: 1) The workout
must be performed in no more than one hour; 2) The aim is
to perform dead lifts, bench press, squats, chest press, and
dumbbell curls throughout the hour. Our patient barely
survived the squats. Fortunately, aggressive surgical intervention, fluid hydration, and hemodialysis were able
to reverse the damage caused by the release of myoglobin
from injured muscle.
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Native Valve Legionella Endocarditis as a Cause of
Arterial Embolization
J. Domercant, S.R. Charpentier, K. Siddarth, and S.M. Gupta
Leonard J. Chabert Medical Center, Houma
Introduction: Legionella Endocarditis is an extremely
rare condition even among patients with prosthetic valves.
Even more infrequent in patients who have native valves,
only a handful of cases have been reported.
Case: A 43-year-old Caucasian male with no past medical history presented to the emergency department with diffuse abdominal pain. Associated symptoms included 20- to
30-pound weight loss, nausea, constipation fevers, and night
sweats. Physical exam was significant for cachexia, acute
distress secondary to abdominal pain and tenderness, and
hepatosplenomegally. Labs revealed leukocytosis with a left
shift, and abdominal and pelvic CT with IV contrast showed
infarcts within the spleen and in the lower pole of the right
kidney. The differential diagnosis after admission to the
hospital included endocarditis and hypercoagulable states
secondary to malignancy. The former was confirmed with
a Transesophageal Echocardiogram (TEE), which revealed
an aortic valve that appeared to be bicuspid and a 0.9 cm x
0.7 cm calcified mass with adherent vegetations measuring
less than 2 mm in length. Blood and urine cultures were
negative, therefore empiric treatment for endocarditis with
vancomycin, gentamycin, ciprofloxacin, and ampicillin/
sulbactam was continued. Per Infectious Disease recommendations, acute convalescent IgM for rare etiologies such
as Q fever, mycoplasma, and Legionella were ordered for
culture negative endocarditis. The final diagnosis of Legionella endocarditis with embolic phenomena was made when
IgM for Legionella was detected. The antibiotic regimen was
de-escalated to ciprofloxacin, and his symptoms continued
to significantly improve. He was subsequently discharged
symptom-free with outpatient follow-up for further evaluation and treatment.
Discussion: This case underscores an atypical presentation of endocarditis and the importance of TEE in evaluation
of such cases. The patient had two minor criteria of fever
and vascular phenomena on presentation with no known
predisposing factors. Moreover, this case illustrates the
ability of rare etiologies such as Legionella to present on
native valves.
Cannabis-Induced Pancreatitis: A Case Report
M.C. Raley, M. Bouquet, and G. Kahlon
LSU-Health Sciences Center, Shreveport
Introduction: Acute pancreatitis is a common cause of
hospitalization in the United States. One study noted almost
275,000 admissions in a single year. Common etiologies
are cholelithiasis, alcoholism, and medications. Cannabisinduced pancreatitis has been seldom reported in literature
prior to this case.
Case: A 54-year-old white female presented to the
emergency department for abdominal pain three times in

one month. On the first incident, she admitted recent heavy
drinking and had an elevated ethanol level. Lipase was
normal, and neither CT nor ultrasound showed evidence
of acute pancreatitis. She was managed conservatively
with bowel rest, IV hydration, and pain medication, and
discharged home after three days. Two weeks later, she
presented with epigastric pain, subjective fever, nausea, and
vomiting. She denied alcohol use or abdominal trauma since
the prior admission but reported heavy cannabis usage. Surgical history included cholecystectomy. She took metoprolol
for hypertension. Abdominal exam revealed hypoactive
bowel sounds, tenderness to palpation in the epigastrium,
and guarding. Lipase, AST, and ALP were 3,784 U/L, 101
U/L, and 156 U/L, respectively. Lipid panel was normal.
She was again managed supportively and discharged home
after three days. Four days later, she presented again with
abdominal pain and noted continued marijuana use. She
responded well to conservative management.
Discussion: As the most popular illicit drug in the
world, the effects of cannabis are well-known. The mechanism behind cannabis-induced pancreatitis is not well
understood, but one study suggests agonism of the CB1
receptor may play a role. Another possibility is that marijuana often has chemical additives, commonly known as
“lacing”. If marijuana was “laced” with a chemical or other
additive known to cause pancreatitis, this too could result
in pancreatitis. Cannabis-induced pancreatitis is a rare but
reported entity in the literature. This diagnosis should be
arrived at after other causes have been ruled out in a patient
with history of cannabis usage. With the already-present
popularity of cannabis, and the growing popularity of legalization of marijuana, cannabis-induced pancreatitis is a
condition that may become more common.
Neutropenia and Splenomegaly After the Discontinuation
of Methotrexate: A Case of Felty Syndrome
W. Penn and Z. Bruce
Earl K. Long Medical Center, Baton Rouge
Introduction: Felty syndrome (FS) is the rare triad of
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), neutropenia, and splenomegaly.
RA occurs in about 1% of the population, while FS manifests in just 1%-3% of those with RA. It is important to differentiate FS from other life-threatening diseases such as
lymphoma, leukemia, and HIV as treatments are markedly
different.
Case: A 52-year-old white female with long-standing
seropositive RA treated with methotrexate, plaquenil, and
adalimumab presented to clinic with chronic bilateral lower
extremity neuropathy and significant weight loss. Physical
examination revealed tender, deformed joints in the hands
and feet bilaterally, with multiple rheumatoid nodules
over the extensor surfaces of both forearms. Abdominal
exam was significant for mild splenomegaly confirmed
by ultrasound. Routine lab work revealed pancytopenia
with an absolute neutrophil count (ANC) of 200/mm3.
Peripheral blood smear was negative for blasts and large
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granular lymphocytes. Review of records revealed that her
WBC count had decreased over the preceding 15 months
from a peak of 11,700/μL to a nadir of 2,700/μL, with a
concurrent decrease in granulocytes. Subsequent bone marrow evaluation was significant for a mildly hypercellular
marrow with a polyclonal T-cell proliferation but negative
for malignancy. Thorough investigation into other causes,
including HIV, were negative. On further questioning, the
patient disclosed she had been non-compliant with methotrexate due to peripheral neuropathy, which she attributed
to the drug. The decline in her WBC count and profound
neutropenia coincided with cessation of her methotrexate
therapy. Given the triad of rheumatoid arthritis, neutropenia, and splenomegaly with a negative marrow and no other
overt cause, a diagnosis of FS was made.
Discussion: FS is a diagnosis of exclusion, and it is
important to rule out other causes of neutropenia even in
the presence of splenomegaly and RA. Ultimately, the goal
of treatment is to prevent serious infection by augmenting
granulocytosis. Methotrexate is considered superior to other
agents as illustrated by our patient who saw a precipitous
decline in her WBC count and ANC with its cessation, despite the continuation of plaquenil and adalimumab.
Rat Catching Fellow Without the Yellows
D. Lovre, S. Ahmed, M. Varghese, and S.M. Gupta
Leonard J. Chabert Medical Center, Houma
Case: A 42-year-old man with a history of hypertension
and hyperlipidemia was admitted to surgery for right upper quadrant (RUQ) pain and found to have cholelithiasis
without cholecystitis; surgery was not necessary. The patient complained of body aches and flu like symptoms of
two weeks duration, as well as dark and decreased urine
output for one week. He was taking eight Tylenols and
ibuprofens for four days. On physical exam, he was febrile
and tachycardic. He had mild tenderness to palpation in
the RUQ and bilateral lower extremity muscles. His serum
chemistries revealed elevated liver enzymes, creatine kinase,
and blood urea nitrogen/creatinine. He had negative blood
cultures and urine culture. Urinalysis demonstrated blood
and protein without red blood cells on micro. Vancomycin
and pipercillin-tazobactam were initiated, and he became
afebrile with normalized WBCs and liver function test but
worsening acute kidney injury. All of his medications were
stopped. Despite 8-10 liters of intravenous normal saline,
his blood urea nitrogen (BUN)/creatinine continued to rise;
glomerulonephritis workup was negative. After more history, the patient reported killing a rodent in his house a few
weeks prior. Leptospirosis-induced acute interstitial nephritis (AIN) was considered. After renal biopsy, the patient was
started on doxycycline and prednisone. His renal function
improved, and he was discharged home on doxycycline
and prednisone. Renal biopsy showed interstitial nephritis.
Serum antigen was diagnostic for leptospirosis.
Discussion: Often misdiagnosed secondary to an array
of symptoms, Leptospirosis is a biphasic disease. The disease
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begins with flu-like symptoms followed by an asymptomatic
period, then a more severe second phase characterized by
meningitis, liver, and kidney damage (also called Weil’s
disease). The incubation period is 7-29 days. The bacteria
spreads through infected rodent urine, contaminating water/soil, often surviving there for months. Humans become
infected through direct urine contact or through contaminated water/soil/food. Bacteria enters the body through
skin or mucus membranes, especially if cut or scratched.
Other names for Leptospirosis include: Weil’s syndrome,
canicola fever, canefield fever, swamp fever, nanukayami
fever, 7-day fever, Rat Catcher’s Yellows, Fort Bragg fever,
black jaundice, and Pretibial fever.
Not Your Ordinary Sore Throat
M.J. Katz and M.N. Peters
Tulane University Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Case: A 19-year-old man presented with a one-week
history of sore throat and cough. Seven days earlier he had
been prescribed oral penicillin; however, his symptoms
continued to worsen. Initial vital signs revealed temperature
99.7o F, heart rate 126 beats/min, blood pressure 107/62
mmHg, respiratory rate 26/min, and room air oxygen saturation 97%. Examination showed tender right posterolateral
neck lymphadenopathy and crackles at the left lung base.
White blood cell count was 40.9 x103/μL with 73% neutrophils and 15% bands. Chest radiograph revealed left-lower
lobe airspace disease. Intravenous piperacillin-tazobactam
was initiated for suspected pneumonia. His throat pain
persisted, and a neck CT revealed right palatine tonsil enlargement with diffuse inflammatory lymphadenopathy.
A subsequent chest CT showed numerous pulmonary
nodules with multiple areas of consolidation, some of which
demonstrated cavitation. Transesophageal echocardiogram
revealed no vegetations. Given the concern for embolic phenomenon on CT scan, a Doppler ultrasound of the internal
jugular veins was ordered and revealed a partially occlusive
thrombus in the right internal jugular vein consistent with
Lemierre’s Syndrome (LS). All blood cultures returned
negative; multiple sputum samples revealed heavy group
C streptococci growth.
Discussion: Lemierre’s Syndrome, or jugular vein suppurative thrombophlebitis, is a condition characterized by
infectious involvement of the carotid sheath vessels. Clinical
manifestations are the triad of antecedent pharyngitis, septic
emboli, and persistent fever. Subsequent thrombophlebitis
typically develops within one week of pharyngitis. Clinical
warning signs include jugular vein/sternocleidomastoid
muscle tenderness and swelling with presence of pulmonary
septic emboli on chest radiograph. Ultrasound represents
a rapid way to evaluate for jugular venous thrombosis,
and CT scan should be utilized to assess for pulmonary
abscesses and cavitations. Causative organisms include
normal oropharyngeal flora, namely Fusobacterium necrophorum, Eikenella corrodens and Streptococci pyogenes/bacteroides.
Empiric antibiotic therapy should include a beta-lactamase

resistant beta-lactam antibiotic such as ampicillin-sulbactam
or piperacillin-tazobactam. Tailored intravenous antibiotic
therapy should be given for at least two weeks, followed by
oral therapy for two weeks or until resolution of pulmonary
abscesses on CT scan. Anticoagulation is controversial and
typically reserved for cases with significant thrombus extension. Given the significant mortality risk and urgent need
for intravenous, an increased awareness of LS is warranted.
Colitis Therapeutics (6-MP, Sulfasalazine, Budesonide)
Suppress Intestinal Lymphatic Smooth Muscle Tonic
Contractility Implications For IBD Therapy?
H. Galous, M. Al-Kofahi, D.C. Zawaieja, M. Muthuchanny,
P. Von der Weid, P. Jordan, A. Sheth, F. Becker, Y. Wang,
and J.S. Alexander
LSU-Health Sciences Center, Shreveport
Background: The lymphatic system plays a central role
in drainage of tissue inflammatory mediators. Lymphatic
contractility is an important mechanism that facilitates
clearance of inflammatory mediators. In IBD, depression
of lymphatic contractility may intensify inflammatory
responses. It is unclear how drugs used to treat IBD may
influence this phenomenon, which may influence therapy
for this condition.
Methods: The effects of different IBD therapeutics on
intestinal lymphatic smooth muscle (ILSM) tonic contraction was studied using 1% collagen gel contraction system
in vitro. 6-mercaptopurine (6MP), sulfasalazine (5-ASA),
and budesonide were added to ILSM gels at concentrations similar to those used in IBD therapy. Tonic intestinal
muscle contraction was monitored over four days. Percent
contraction was compared between untreated cultures and
drug treated gels after four days. Budesonide was used at
final concentrations of 5 and 25 nM. 6-mercaptopurine was
used at concentrations of 0.5, 2, and 5 ng/ml; sulfasalazine
was used at a concentration of 0.2, 1.0, and 5.0ng/ml.
Results: High-dose 6-MP 5 ng/ml showed a significant
(37±5.6%, **p<0.01, avg/SE) suppression in contractility
(day four), compared to controls (49±5.6%); 2 ng/ml 6-MP
also suppressed tissue contractility (43±2.5%) but this did
not reach statistical significance; 0.5 ng/ml did not suppress
contraction (48±4.1%). Budesonide at low and high doses
(5, 25 ng/ml) significantly suppressed contractility (43±4.2%
and 42±3.6, both *p<0.05, respectively) compared to control
group (50±5.2%). 5-ASA was tested at 0.2, 1.0, and 5.0 ng/
ml; we found that only 1 ng/ml significantly suppressed
contractility (45±3.1%, *p<0.05) compared to control group
(50±3.1%).
Conclusions: While IBD therapeutics are currently
used to reduce inflammation, at higher doses some may
also depress lymphatic smooth muscle contractile function,
which could negatively influence the export of interstitial
fluid and its complement of inflammatory mediators from
the IBD-inflamed intestine.
This work is supported by a Department of Defense
Grant Lymphatic Vascular Based Therapy in IBD (W81X-

WH-11-1-0577).
Extragonadal Germ Cell Tumor: A Rapid Grower
G. Anazia, N. Jones, M. Yu, C. Billeaud, and D. Englert
LSU-Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Introduction: Extragonadal germ cell tumors (EGCT),
which are defined as germ cell tumors without a primary
tumor in the testes, are very rare. Of the 8,000 annual cases
of germ cell tumors (GCT), only 2%-5% are of extragonadal
origin.
Case: A 22-year-old man presented to the emergency
room after acute onset of cough three days prior associated
with severe weakness. On initial physical exam, he was
afebrile, normotensive, in mild respiratory distress, and
mildly tachypneic at 32 respirations per minute. His oxygen
saturation was 98% on room air. He had decreased breath
sounds and dullness to percussion on the right. Testicular
exam was unremarkable. Labs were remarkable for a slight
leukocytosis, mild normocytic anemia, and hypoalbuminemia. Alpha fetoprotein (AFP) drawn on initial presentation
was elevated at 860. B-hCG and CEA were within normal
limits. Chest X-ray revealed complete opacification of the
right hemithorax. CT of the chest with IV contrast demonstrated a large right-sided pleural effusion with right-to-left
mediastinal shift and numerous heterogeneously-enhancing
pleural based lesions, highly concerning for neoplasm. An
ultrasound of the scrotum and testicles was obtained and
showed a small left-sided hydrocele, but no masses. Thoracentesis was performed and revealed 1,800 cc of bloody
fluid, and biopsy was suggestive of either a synovial sarcoma or a poorly-differentiated germ cell tumor. One week
following discharge, the patient developed increasing pain
and shortness of breath. Repeat CT of the chest showed that
the tumor had grown to occupy the entire right hemithorax,
with shift of the mediastinal structures to the left. Due to his
rapid clinical deterioration, he was intubated and started
on empiric chemotherapy with etoposide, ifosfamide, and
cisplatin, even before a final diagnosis was made. His tumor responded well to chemotherapy. Repeat biopsy was
obtained and was consistent with a germ cell tumor most
compatible with yolk sac origin.
Discussion: Mediastinal germ cell tumors are aggressive, rapidly growing tumors, typically found in younger
men. Standard treatment consists of platinum-based chemotherapy, usually followed by surgical resection of residual
disease. Due to their rapidity of cell growth, these tumors
are typically very responsive to chemotherapy.
Mojo-Induced Critical Illness (MICI): A Syndrome of
Pseudo-Seizures and Multi-Organ Failure
T. Eady and A. Afshinnik
Ochsner Clinic Foundation, New Orleans
Introduction: Synthetic cannabinoids have gained
popularity for producing intoxication while avoiding detection on drug screens. They have undergone minimal scien-
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tific testing, and potential harmful side effects are not well
understood. Here we present two cases of a new syndrome,
MICI, encountered in patients immediately after intoxication
with the synthetic cannabinoid “Mojo.”
Case: Two unacquainted patients, ages 19 (patient A)
and 23 (patient B), were brought to their local emergency
departments after family witnessed repeated episodes of
loss of consciousness followed by thrashing of the arms/
legs. Both patients were disoriented, uncooperative to
questioning/commands, and extremely agitated. Both were
intubated, started on propofol infusions, and transferred to
Ochsner Medical Center for presumed status epilepticus.
Past medical history was limited to a one-year history of
questionable seizures (patient A) and poorly controlled
status asthmaticus (patient B). The patients’ mothers each
reported their sons’ heavy use of “Mojo” to avoid positive
drug tests. Each had negative toxicology panels. CT, MRI,
and EEG were negative for any acute process/seizures. Both
developed acute hypoxic respiratory distress, tachycardia,
persistent leukocytosis despite broad antibiotic coverage,
rhabdomyolysis, and acute renal failure requiring emergent
dialysis. After 21 days, patient A was discharged in stable
condition. He adamantly refused all substance abuse other
than smoking “Mojo” the night prior to presentation. Patient
B became progressively hypoxic, hypercapnic, acidotic, with
leukocytosis greater than 70,000, and creatine kinase greater
than 40,000, despite prompt discontinuation of propofol. He
was treated with lung protective ventilation, nitric oxide,
broad spectrum antibiotics, but developed hypotension
despite three vasopressors. On ICU day 11, he died surrounded by family.
Discussion: MICI is a clinical syndrome that mimics
status epilepticus. In this case report, after being admitted,
both individuals developed similar patterns of multi-organ
failure that included acute respiratory failure, severe rhabdomyolysis, and acute kidney failure requiring dialysis.
Although much remains unknown, we believe MICI is an
important clinical syndrome that should be recognized by
healthcare providers.
Demographic Impact on Asthma and Health-Related Quality of Life - A Pilot Study
C. Caruthers, H. Shah, A. Agrawal, C. Desai, T. Solanky,
S. Kamboj, and P. Kumar
LSU-Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Background: Asthma is a chronic inflammatory
disorder with significant morbidity and mortality. It is a
medically managed disease affected by proper medication
reconciliation. Presumably, the higher the compliance, the
better control of asthma and improved health-related quality
of life (HRQOL). We analyzed the impact of demographic
factors on a patient’s ability to access medications and disease comprehension.
Methods: IRB approval was obtained. Adults with
asthma were studied at allergy-immunology clinics. Informed consent was obtained from all research subjects.
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Asthma control test (ACT) and HRQOL, via SF-36 standard
quality-of-life scores, were assessed and demographics collected. Compliance was determined by ascertaining proper
medication usage.
Results: 49 bronchial asthmatic patients were studied – 14 in charity clinics and 35 in private clinics. Insured
patients had mean SF-36 of 42.40 compared to uninsured
patients who had mean of 35.94 (p=0.04). Analysis of the
different income levels with ANOVA model showed statistical significance (p=0.01) for SF-36. Upon further analysis
between income levels of less than $25,000 and more than
$50,000, the mean was 38.66 and 47.58 (p=0.01). Analysis of
clinic location, age, and education level were not statistically
significant, although there was a trend in SF-36 and ACT
scores. In private clinics, the mean SF-36 and ACT scores
were 42.27 and 16.69, while in charity clinics, 39.02 and
14.64. Older age groups had a lower SF-36 when comparing
younger age group. For patients aged 18-25, mean SF-36 was
45.33, 25-50 years old was 41.73, and older than 50 was 40.69.
Higher education level demonstrated improved SF-36 and
ACT scores. Patients who did not complete high school had
mean SF-36 and ACT scores of 37.90 and 14.14, high school
graduates were 39.94 and 15.43, and college graduates were
44.31 and 17.63.
Conclusion: Patients with health insurance and higher
income have an improved quality of life and better asthma
control. Higher education was associated with better quality
of life and asthma control, although the differences were not
statistically significant.
Vagus Nerve Palsy Caused By Herpes Zoster: A Case
Report
A. Harless, M.A. Khan, and W. Davis
Ochsner Medical Center, New Orleans
Introduction: Vagal Nerve Palsy due to herpes zoster
represents a unique presentation of a common clinical entity. We report a case of vagus nerve palsy in a patient with
hoarseness and dysphagia. Diagnosis was made by findings of uvula deviation, classic herpetic lesions, and direct
laryngoscopy visualizing unilateral vocal cord paralysis.
Case: A 67-year-old female with a past medical history
of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), migraine headaches, hyperlipidemia, and breast cancer status post-bilateral
mastectomy. The patient was currently receiving treatment
with neoadjuvant chemotherapy, including adriamycin and
cyclophosphomide. She presented to the ED with a two-day
history of hoarseness and dysphagia. Physical exam findings included uvula deviation to the right. All other cranial
nerves were intact. Review of systems elicited paresthesia
over the left lateral cervical region without associated skin
findings. The remainder of the physical exam, as well as
laboratory results, was unremarkable. In the emergency
room, the patient developed tachypnea with audible stridor.
An Ear, Nose, and Throat specialist (ENT) was consulted,
and the patient was given empiric steroids and nebulizer
treatments. The ENT performed direct video laryngoscopy,

which revealed unilateral left vocal cord paralysis. The
patient was then admitted for further management. On
hospital day two, she developed new vesicular lesion at
the level of the left C3 dermatome. Infectious disease was
consulted for lesions consistent with herpes zoster. Empiric
steroids were stopped and ganciclovir was prescribed as
acyclovir was unavailable. By hospital day five, the patient’s
hoarseness and dysphagia had significantly improved. She
was treated with ganciclovir for a total of two weeks with
complete resolution of symptoms.
Discussion: Varicella zoster can become latent in the
cranial nerve and dorsal root ganglia, reactivating later in
life to produce shingles. Herpes zoster involving the seventh
cranial nerve is well documented in the literature; however,
isolated cranial nerve 10 involvement is rare. The diagnosis
of vagus nerve palsy caused by herpes zoster is achieved
by findings of uvula deviation and direct laryngoscopy of
unilateral vocal cord paralysis, along with coinciding herpetic lesions of the head and neck. Early recognition and
treatment with an antiviral agent is important for improved
clinical outcomes.
The Herbicidal Patient: Delayed Onset of Multi-Organ
Failure and the Importance of the Material Safety Data Sheet
R. Dhaliwal, S.M. Gupta, and S. Ahmed
Leonard J. Chabert Medical Center, Houma
Introduction: Ingestion of toxic chemicals, particularly
organophosphates and the resultant physiologic effects
are well known by physicians. However, not all herbicides
contain organophosphates. The Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS) provides the starting point to evaluate toxic presentations of various herbicide components.
Case: A 48-year-old Hispanic male with a past medical
history of type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and depression was
transferred to our hospital for psychiatric services after being
evaluated 24 hours earlier at an outside hospital for a suicide
attempt after consuming 32 oz of an extended control weed
and grass killer. The patient had been evaluated within an
hour of toxin consumption and was given activated charcoal;
vital signs were stable and serial labs drawn were unremarkable. Medicine was consulted to evaluate hyperglycemia. At
the time of evaluation, the patient complained of diarrhea,
odynophagia, dysphagia, abdominal pain, and chest pain
with food ingestion. Vital signs at the time were BP 126/62,
HR 120, RR 14, T 98.9F. On physical exam, he was oriented,
diaphoretic, had mild tachypnea, tachycardia, and Zargar
Grade 2a caustic injury of his lips and oropharynx. Labs
revealed WBC 18.5, 20% bands, glucose 623, CO2 18, BUN
57, Cr 6.42, AST 472, ALT 324, TBili 1.3, INR 0.8, AØ 70,
with a AG = 18, Osm Gap = 15, and ABG 7.31/29/81/14.6.
N-Acetylecysteine was started per poison control recommendations. The patient became anuric, with worsening
metabolic acidosis, renal, and hepatic function. Following
transfer to the ICU, he experienced respiratory decompensation requiring intubation. The patient had cardiac arrest
and could not be resuscitated.

Discussion: Review of the MSDS revealed the presence
of Dicamba and Diquat dibromide. The toxicology profile of
Diquat dibromide seemed to fit our patient’s symptoms and
labs. Diquat is corrosive substance, is renally excreted, and
ingestion is usually fatal. Severe gastrointestinal irritation,
tissue dehydration, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, chest and
abdominal pain, and respiratory distress are seen. Labs
demonstrate toxic liver damage and kidney failure. Our
patient appeared to have absorbed a significant amount
of the toxin, despite early charcoal treatment. Confirmed
herbicide ingestion and subsequent medical clearance does
not rule out further delayed toxicity.
Shock to the Heart ... A Blow From a Surprising Liver Mass
M. Oncale and B. Lewis
Tulane University Medical School, New Orleans
Case: A 76-year-old man with hypertension, coronary
disease, and diabetes presented for routine follow-up. Social
history was negative for alcohol, tattoos, travel, or illicit drug
use. He denied blood transfusions or chemical exposures.
Exam was benign. Labs revealed alkaline phosphatase 198
IU/L (38-126) and aspartate transaminase 49 IU/L (15-41).
Bilirubin, creatinine, coagulation, and complete blood
counts were normal; low-density-lipoprotein 86 mg/dl and
hemoglobin A1c 6.8%. Alkaline phosphatase fractionated as
hepatobiliary origin. HIV and hepatitis panels were negative. Abdominal ultrasound revealed an 8 cm hepatic mass.
Computed tomography (CT) revealed a 12 x 8 cm mass,
inferior vena cava (IVC) compression, but no evidence of
cirrhosis. He was referred to hematology-oncology, where
repeat imaging one month later revealed an 11 x 13cm mass
with IVC tumor infiltration and extension to the right atrium
(RA), where a 4 x 4 cm mass was noted. Alpha-fetoprotein
(AFP) was normal. Biopsy revealed moderately differentiated HCC; some hepatocytes had fatty changes, but no
evidence of hemosiderosis or cirrhosis.
Discussion: HCC is the third-leading cause of cancerrelated mortality worldwide. Seventy-five percent of cases
are attributable to viral hepatitis. Non-viral cases are due
to non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. Most HCC cases are associated with cirrhosis caused by viral hepatitis or alcohol.
Cases of HCC in non-cirrhotics are typically symptomatic
and occur in older adults. HCC commonly metastasizes to
lymph nodes, bone, and lung. It also has a propensity for
vascular invasion. Tumor extension to the portal system is
common; invasion of the IVC and/or heart without invasion of the portal system is rare. Most patients with cardiac
involvement also had cirrhosis and symptoms that included
dyspnea, edema, shock, right heart failure, pulmonary emboli, or sudden death. Mean survival in HCC patients with
IVC or RA extension is four months regardless of treatment;
therefore, aggressive therapy is often futile. To our knowledge, this is the first patient without hepatitis or cirrhosis to
present asymptomatically with cardiac involvement of HCC.
Our case is also unique in that the etiology of this patient’s
HCC remains cryptogenic.
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Intravenous Sodium Thiosulfate For Treatment of
Calcinosis in Rheumatic Disease
B.P. Miller
Earl K. Long Medical Center, Baton Rouge
Introduction: Calcinosis, or dystrophic calcification,
is a poorly understood and debilitating condition that is a
common manifestation in connective tissue diseases such as
scleroderma and systemic lupus erythematosus. Currently,
many treatment modalities have been tried with minimal
success. While intravenous sodium thiosulfate (STS) is used
to treat calciphylaxis and cyanide toxicity, data is not readily available regarding its use in calcinosis. Due to similar
proposed mechanisms of disease, the administration of intravenous STS may have a role in the treatment of calcinosis
in patients with rheumatic disease.
Case: A 63-year-old woman with a history of limited
scleroderma with calcinosis and Raynaud’s syndrome, presented to clinic after being treated by an outside physician.
For several years, she had recurrent calcinosis deposits on
her hands, wrists, knees, and elbows, which caused chronic
pain and limited range of motion. These symptoms persisted, despite being treated with appropriate scleroderma
therapy. Her calcinosis was treated with corticosteroids, colchicine, calcium channel blockers, and surgery with minimal
change in pain level and functional status. After discussion
regarding risks and benefits of intravenous thiosulfate, a
25-gram infusion of thiosulfate over one hour, per week
was initiated. Despite missing several infusion sessions
throughout the year, and receiving 12.5 gram infusions at
times, she reported significant improvement in pain and
range of motion in her extremities. Overall, the infusions
were tolerated well, despite one episode of blurry vision
and elevated temperature.
Discussion: This case illustrates the potential use of
intravenous STS in patients suffering from calcinosis. Calcinosis affects approximately 25% of patients with scleroderma and may lead to severe disability, pain, and infection.
While both mechanisms of disease are poorly understood,
calcinosis is pathologically different than calciphylaxis.
However, the mechanism of action of STS may also benefit
calcinosis. One proposed mechanism of action involves the
formation of water soluble calcium-thiosulfate complexes
that dissolve existing insoluble calcium salts embedded in
tissue. STS may also improve endothelial function through
its antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties. Our case
highlights the need for further studies of intravenous STS
as a potential treatment option for calcinosis.
Dilated Cardiomyopathy Secondary to Mitochondrial
Encephalopathy With Lactic Acidosis and Stroke-Like
Episodes
A. Graebert and B. Lo
LSU- Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Introduction: Mitochondrial encephalopathy with lactic
acidosis and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) is a maternally
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inherited mitochondrial syndrome typically diagnosed in
childhood or early teenage years. The stroke-like episodes
typically present in a relapsing-remitting manner with
gradual neurological decline leading to dementia.
Case: A 32-year-old African-American male with a
diagnosis of MELAS, confirmed by muscle biopsy eight
years prior, presented with a two-month history of shortness of breath, dyspnea on exertion, and lower extremity
edema. The patient was afebrile with a blood pressure of
108/90, heart rate of 103, respiratory rate of 20, and a room
air oxygen saturation of 100%. Cardiac exam revealed a
III/VI holosystolic murmur heard best at the apex and an
S3. Lung exam was unremarkable. He had bilateral lower
extremity pitting edema extending to his hips. Laboratory studies showed a WBC count of 5.7 K/uL with 71%
neutrophils. His complete metabolic profile revealed a
HCO3 18 mmol/L, BUN 38 mg/dL, creatinine 1.67 mg/
dL, bilirubin 3 mg/dL, AST 92 U/L, ALP 213 U/L, and
ALT 100 U/L. BNP was greatly elevated at >5,000 pg/mL.
Initial troponin was elevated at 0.14 ng/mL and peaked at
0.17 ng/mL. Lactic acid was also elevated at 3.9 mmol/L.
Urinalysis did not contain any protein. Urine electrolytes
revealed a fractional excretion of sodium of 6.7%; no urine
eosinophils were present. EKG demonstrated normal sinus
rhythm with evidence of left atrial enlargement, and chest
X-ray revealed mildly increased pulmonary vasculature.
The patient was found to have four-chamber enlargement,
moderate to severe tricuspid regurgitation, and an ejection
fraction <20% by echocardiogram. Diuresis with IV furosemide provided improvement in his respiratory status and
edema; however, he continued to be oxygen-dependent at
the time of discharge.
Discussion: MELAS is a rare mitochondrial disorder
that not only affects the nervous system, but can also have
cardiac, renal, and endocrine manifestations, as were seen
in this patient with a dilated cardiomyopathy, renal insufficiency, and diabetes mellitus. A hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is more commonly associated with MELAS, but a
dilated cardiomyopathy has also been described.
Acquired Hemophilia A: The AHA Moment
S. Fulton, S. Boda, and S. Greenberg
LSU-Health Sciences Center, Shreveport
Introduction: Recognition of Acquired Hemophilia A
(AHA) without personal or family history of bleeding is
difficult. The infrequency of this disease warrants awareness of its relatively complicated diagnostic ladder and
laboratory findings.
Case: A 47-year-old African-American male with past
medical history of AIDS and anaplastic large cell lymphoma
stage II in remission after chemo and radiation therapy in
1998 presented to the emergency department for continuous hemorrhaging for four hours after tongue biopsy. The
biopsy site was sutured, and he was discharged home. Two
months later, the patient presented to the ED with large,
painful, erythematous areas of swelling to the left antecubital

fossa, popliteal area of left leg and lower right calf. Because
of painful ambulation, he had been using crutches for days
prior. He was admitted to the hospital. Workup revealed
elevated partial thromboplastin time (PTT) of 75.6 seconds
(N= 24.7-35.5 seconds), normal prothombin time (PT),
and international normalized ratio (INR). Mixing studies
yielded an uncorrected and prolonged activated PTT of
63.6 seconds after two hours. Measurement of Factor VIII
inhibitor yielded an elevated 432 Bethesda units/ml (reference range: <1.0 U/ml). Factor VIII activity was decreased
to <0.6% (reference range of 50-100%). AHA was diagnosed.
However, lupus anticoagulant was positive. Patient was immediately started on treatment with prednisone and rituxan
followed by cytoxan. PTT after treatment decreased to 28.5
seconds. The patient had no further episodes of extremity
bleeding or swelling.
Discussion: AHA is a rare and life-threatening bleeding
disorder caused by auto-antibodies against Factor VIII. It
most commonly occurs in patients more than 65. Although
it may be associated with autoimmune disorders, malignancies, and medications, half of reported cases remain
idiopathic. This patient with a relatively mild presentation
of AHA had a positive coexisting lupus anticoagulant and
Factor VIII inhibitor. The presence of both simultaneously
is exceedingly rare and may denote a protective mechanism
in a grave bleeding disease.
Chylous Ascites in Kaposi Sarcoma: A Case Report
P. Johnson, E. Chang, E. Smith, and B. Lo
LSU-Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Introduction: Chylous ascites is a known complication
associated with Kaposi sarcoma (KS). There are only three
reported cases of chylous ascites in patients with KS.
Case: A 26-year-old Caucasian male with a history of
AIDS (CD4-123), KS, pleural effusion, and pulmonary emboli was admitted for diffuse abdominal pain and scrotal
edema. Physical exam was notable for tachycardia, pallor,
decreased basilar breath sounds, diffuse abdominal pain
with distention, positive fluid wave and shifting dullness
without rebound or guarding, tender scrotal edema, inguinal adenopathy, and purple lesions on his upper palate and
torso consistent with KS. A prior EGD and colonoscopy
showed Kaposi’s lesions throughout the GI tract. An abdominal CT revealed diffuse adenopathy. A paracentesis
was performed and 1,510 mL of milky, turbid, blood-tinged
fluid was removed. Fluid analysis was negative for malignancy but demonstrated 36,300; RBCs and triglycerides
concentration of 740 mg/dL. The patient was started on
liposomal doxorubicin for his KS during his hospitalization
and finally achieved adequate pain control and improvement of his ascites and scrotal edema after three rounds of
treatment as an outpatient.
Discussion: Chylous ascites is an uncommon finding that is caused by the presence of intestinal or thoracic
lymph in the peritoneal cavity. Chylous ascites is diagnosed
by milky ascitic fluid with a triglyceride content typically

greater than 200 mg/dL. Causes of chylous ascites include:
malignancy, trauma, chronic liver disease, inflammation,
and infection. Disruption of the lymphatic system from
obstruction or traumatic injury is the underlying mechanism
for the formation of chylous ascites. While the exact cell of
origin for KS remains unclear, the current opinion is that
KS tumor cells are derived from lymphatic endothelium.
Hence, the development of chylous ascites may possibly
be due to in-situ KS in that region rather than metastasis
to the thoracic duct as once thought. Chemotherapy for KS
can often improve symptoms (response rate 60-90%) as was
seen in our patient.
Treatment of Cutaneous Neoplasm With Spray
Cryotherapy
J. Minadeo, R.E. Cuenca, and D.A. Jansen
LSU-Health Sciences Center, Shreveport
Introduction: Cutaneous neoplasms are a therapeutic
challenge and produce a significant burden on the healthcare
system, particularly in the elderly population. Treatments
producing significant eradication rates with acceptable cosmesis at a low cost are needed. High energy transfer (25-W)
spray cryotherapy technology using a unique liquid nitrogen
(LN2)-based catheter delivery system successfully treats
and eradicates neoplastic tissue and is FDA approved. We
report the initial safety and feasibility results of 23 patients,
53 lesions, treated at various sites including head, neck,
trunk, and extremities.
Methods: Spray cryotherapy is a rapid energy transfer
technology employing liquid nitrogen sprayed through a
long catheter at -196oC. Twenty-three patients with biopsyproven skin neoplasia were treated under local anesthesia
in an outpatient setting. Treatment parameters included
duration of spray and the number of freeze and thaw cycles.
Lesions were re-examined for clinical response, cosmesis,
and the need for re-treatment at 1, 4, 8, and 12 weeks.
Results: Spray cryotherapy was easily delivered and
covered all visible lesions with minimal bystander side
effect. Visual re-examination demonstrated complete
clinical responses in 21/23 patients and 51/53 lesions.
Mean follow-up is nine months. Two patients had lesions
with partial responses, which were excised. Minimal pain,
good wound healing, and no adverse effects occurred. The
desired clinical was achieved within 30 days. Side-effects
included one patient with edema at the treatment site. A
superficial distant injury inadvertently occurred during
readying of the catheter.
Discussion: Current therapeutic modalities include
surgery and radiation; both efficacious but costly, painful,
and often complex with variable cosmetic outcomes. Spray
cryotherapy offers a low complexity, relatively low-cost
therapeutic option for these neoplasms. These results suggest that this technique is safe, effective, and successful for
tumor eradication and reduction. Our initial findings warrant a multi-center prospective trial.
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Corynebacterium Bacteremia - Not Always a Contaminant
A.S.J. Chandranesan, A. Khan, and M. Choudhary
LSU-Health Sciences Center, Shreveport
Case: A 56-year-old African-American male with past
medical history of HIV presented to an outside hospital
with hemoptysis and fatigue for two weeks. He denied
fever, shortness of breath, recent travel, and sick contacts.
He was non-compliant with HAART for three years. He quit
smoking two years ago. He was afebrile and cachectic in
appearance. Chest exam revealed decreased breath sounds,
and dullness to percussion in the right-posterior field. WBC
count was 8.9 x 109/L with 85% neutrophils and 6% bands.
Blood culture grew gram-positive coccobacilli. Chest X-ray
showed a right upper lobe cavitary lesion. The patient was
started on empiric vancomycin and ceftriaxone. CD4 count
was 3. CT chest showed a thick-walled cavitary mass with
air-fluid level in the right mid-upper lobe. Sputum AFB
smears were negative. Sputum culture isolated normal
respiratory flora. Fungal and mycobacterial blood cultures
were negative. Repeat blood cultures grew the same grampositive rod that was identified as Corynebacterium species.
The isolate was sent to a reference lab where it was identified as Rhodococcus equi (formerly Corynebacterium equi). The
patient was treated with vancomycin, imipenem/cilastin,
rifampin, and levofloxacin. Resolution of symptoms was
noted in 10 days. Bacteremia resolved in a month. HAART
was restarted. Outpatient follow-up in two months showed
resolution of lung abscess, improvement in CD4 count, and
undetectable HIV viral load. Levofloxacin and rifampin was
planned for additional six months.
Discussion: Rhodococcus equi is a gram-positive, aerobic,
non-motile intracellular weakly acid fast coccobacilli. It is
often overlooked or discarded as non-pathogenic coryneform. It causes lung infection in horses and cattle. Most
human infections are noted post-animal exposure or in
immunocompromised. It causes subacute to chronic bronchopneumonia complicated by abscess and suppurative
involvement of distant sites - brain and skin. Blood cultures
are positive in 25%-50% cases. It is treated with more than
two antimicrobials until clinical improvement. This is followed by two oral antibiotics for at least six months. HAART
therapy should be initiated in HIV positive patients.
Hemophilia A is Not a Disease Just For Kids
V. Patel, R. Ramirez, and R. McCarron
LSU-Health Sciences Center, New Orleans
Introduction: Acquired factor VIII inhibitors (also referred as Acquired Hemophilia A) is a rare bleeding diathesis caused by autoantibodies directed against clotting factor
VIII and is associated with bleeding involving soft tissues.
Case: A 79-year-old Caucasian male presented to the
emergency room with complaints of right hip pain and left
elbow pain for two weeks after falling. On physical exam,
he had a large edematous area with significant ecchymosis
over his right gluteal area and left elbow. He was anemic
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with a Hgb of 6.2 g/dL and an MCV of 90 fL. His platelet
count was normal, 300K/µL. A CT scan of the pelvis showed
a large right-sided retroperitoneal hematoma and subcutaneous hematoma. Coagulation studies revealed a PT of 11.2
s, INR of 1.0, and a PTT elevated at 113 s. The patient was
unaware of any bleeding disorders in his or his families’
past medical history. D-dimer and fibrinogen were elevated
so DIC seemed less likely. He received fresh frozen plasma
and prothrombin complex concentrate, each improved his
PTT temporarily. A mixing study did not correct. Further
coagulation studies showed a low Factor VIII activity level
of 8 IU/dL and an elevated Factor VIII inhibitor level of
28 BU/mL. The patient was diagnosed with an acquired
factor VIII inhibitor. He was started on rituximab and
received recombinant factor VIIa after a bleeding episode.
His PTT improved and dropped as low as 71 s; however, he
became unstable after developing abdominal compartment
syndrome from the large pelvic hematoma and went into
cardiopulmonary arrest and died.
Discussion: Differential diagnosis of a prolonged PTT
with normal PT includes deficiencies of factors VIII and IX,
as well as inhibitors of these factors. A mixing study is used
to confirm the presence of an inhibitor. Confirmation of a
factor VIII inhibitor is made with low factor VIII activity
levels and elevated factor VIII inhibitor levels. Treatment
involves attempts at raising factor VIII levels with DDAVP
and factor VIII concentrates and to bypass factor VIII with
activated prothrombin complex concentrates or recombinant
factor VIIa in cases of bleeding. Agents used to eliminate
the inhibitor include rituximab, cyclophosphamide with
prednisone, IVIG, and cyclosporine.
Stressed, Stiff, and Spastic - More Than Just Graves’
Hyperthyroidism
V. Narendra and G. Sun
LSU-Health Sciences Center, Shreveport
Introduction: Stiff-Person syndrome (SPS) is a rare
neuroimmunologic disorder characterized by elevated
glutamic acid decarboxylase antibody (GADA) titers and
progressive rigidity, stiffness, and painful spasms of the
axial muscles. It is associated with other autoimmune
conditions, including type 1 diabetes mellitus and rarely,
autoimmune thyroid disease. We describe SPS in a patient
presenting with thyrotoxicosis.
Case: A 23-year-old woman presented with two weeks
of bilateral lower extremity pain. She was tachycardic (130
bpm), tremulous, and hyperreflexic with left leg spasms.
Increased muscle tone, decreased range of motion, pedal
edema, left foot tenderness, and lumbar lordosis were also
noted. Autoimmune-mediated hyperthyroidism was confirmed with thyrotropin <0.01 [0.4-4.0 IU/mL], total thyroxine 18.1 [4.5-11.5 ug/dL], total triiodothyronine 141.88 ng/
dL [60-180 ng/dL, thyroperoxidase antibodies 131.5 [<6 IU/
mL], and thyroid stimulating immunoglobulin 423 [<140%].
Creatinine kinase and aldolase were 2682 [20-180 U/L] and
19.7 [<7.5 U/L], respectively. Impending thyroid storm pre-

cipitated transfer to a tertiary referral center. Thyrotoxicosis
was treated with propylthiouracil, propranolol, iodine, and
steroids with clinical improvement. Lower extremity spasticity and muscle stiffness persisted; however, brain MRI
was unrevealing. GADA elevations (1,612 [<0.02 nmol/L])
confirmed clinical suspicions of SPS. She responded to a
combination of baclofen and intravenous immunoglobulin
(IVIG). Her Graves’ hyperthyroidism was eventually treated
with I131 ablation; subsequent hypothyroidism required
levothyroxine therapy. GADA has been as high as 44,147
[<0.5 U/mL] during worsening SPS symptoms, requiring
further IVIG infusions. She achieved clinical stability of her
SPS symptoms with a combination of baclofen, intermittent
IVIG infusions, and clonazepam. Recent GADA was 528
[<0.02 nmol/L].
Discussion: This case of SPS highlights the importance
of clinical suspicion for other autoimmune conditions.
Muscle spasticity and stiffness are atypical of thyrotoxicosis. Early recognition of an uncharacteristic presentation of
Graves’ hyperthyroidism resulted in expedient diagnosis
and therapy in this patient, and combination therapy has
resulted in favorable SPS symptom control.
Solid Pseudo-Papillary Tumor of the Pancreas
S. Mani, G. Grewal, K. Dalmau, J. Crowe, and S.M. Gupta
Leonard J. Chabert Medical Center, Houma
Case: A 21-year-old African-American woman with a
past medical history of pancreatitis and morbid obesity was
initially admitted with pancreatitis with intractable nausea
and vomiting for pain control and IV hydration. Shortly after
discharge, she again presented with pancreatitis symptoms,
with an elevated lipase level of 575, and was transferred to
our medical center. The patients’ epigastric pain continued
to persist, rated as a 9/10 constant sharp/stabbing with
radiation to her back, and worsened with oral intake. There
were no alleviating factors noted. On admit to our facility,
the patient was afebrile and hypertensive (157/107) and
had a BMI of 49. Labs on admit showed slightly elevated
lipase level of 67 and anemia (hemoglobin 9.7 hematocrit
31.7). Treatment was started with intravenous fluids and
pain medication, a CT scan of her abdomen showed a 4.5
cm circumferential mass in the body of the pancreas without
pancreatic ductal dilatation. Endoscopic ultrasound and fine
needle aspiration of this mass showed scattered clusters of
cells with variation in size and shape and papillary structures seen in some clusters. These findings were consistent
with solid pseudopapillary tumor of the pancreas. The
patient was subsequently scheduled for a distal pancreatectomy and splenectomy. On follow-up, the patient remained
pain symptoms free.
Discussion: Solid pseudo-papillary tumor of the pancreas, also known as Frantz’s tumor, is a rare previously
misdiagnosed neoplasm affecting young females with a
10:1 predilection toward females and a mean age of 24.
This tumor typically carries a better prognosis compared
to adenocarcinoma and has a low likelihood of metastatic

disease; however, it does have the ability to invade local
structures. Most patients present with vague abdominal
pain, nausea, and vomiting, mostly due to the mass effect
of the neoplasm on surrounding structures. Diagnosis can
usually be confirmed by biopsy and cytology, leading to
visualization of solid and pseudo-papillary in sheets of
uniform, epitheloid cells situated around a microvascular
stalk. Treatment includes distal pancreatectomy and aggressive surgical approach for possible metastatic disease.
Following resection of the neoplasm, survival is 95% at a
five-year interval.
Scratch Me If You Can: A Case of Peliosis Hepatitis and
Splentis
N. Gupta and P.C. Porada
Ochsner Clinic Foundation, New Orleans
Introduction: Peliosis Hepatitis is a rare vascular condition characterized by multiple blood-filled cysts within the
liver parenchyma. Due to multiple etiologies and a vague
presentation, this diagnosis requires a thorough history and
complete diagnostic workup.
Case: A 23-year-old African-American male with a past
medical history of HIV (CD4 = 650 cells/mm3) presented
to the emergency department with a chief complaint of left
upper quadrant abdominal pain for seven days. The pain
was described as acute, intermittent, sharp, worse with
inspiration, and radiating to his left shoulder. His other
symptoms included fever; four to five episodes per day of
non-bloody, non-bilious emesis; and four to five episodes
per day of non-bloody loose stools. On physical exam, the
patient was febrile, tachycardic, tender to palpation at the
LUQ, and had palpable hepatosplenomegaly. Abdominal
CT scan revealed multiple small hypodensities in the liver
and spleen that were concerning for micro-abscesses and a
large area of hypoattenuation in the spleen extending to the
periphery. Upon further investigation of patient’s exposure
history, he revealed that several months prior to admission
he began to care for a stray kitten. He denied any sick contacts, recent travel, or any other exposure history. Serology
for Bartonella henselae and ultrasound-guided biopsy of his
liver lesions were obtained. Serology titers for Bartonella
henselae IgM were positive (1:80), and liver biopsy revealed
a mixed inflammatory infiltrate including neutrophils and
eosinophils with adjacent fibrosis. In addition, there were
nonspecific findings in the setting of positive serology suggestive of Bacillary Peliosis. Subsequently, therapy was
transitioned to Doxycycline twice daily for eight weeks.
Repeat imaging seven months later demonstrated resolution of his lesions.
Discussion: The fastidious nature of these organisms often precludes them from being found on cultures and tissue
samples. Peliosis hepatitis is often an incidental finding on
abdominal imaging. Thus, this case illustrates an occurrence
of peliosis hepatitis caused by Bartonella henselae, elucidating
the imperativeness of obtaining a detailed history in HIV
positive patients.
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Pathology Image of the Month
Sudden Unexplained Death in a Young Adult
With Known Alcohol Abuse
Robin R. McGoey, MD; William P. Newman, MD

A 35-year-old, recently deceased woman with a medical history known only to include Hepatitis C and alcohol abuse was transferred to the autopsy service for an unrestricted autopsy under coroner authorization
following a sudden unexplained death. External examination revealed marked scleral icterus and cutaneous
jaundice. Internal examination was remarkable for 3 liters of ascitic fluid and established cirrhosis with a
micronodular pattern (nodules all <0.3cm in diameter). Numerous, small, firm vegetations were identified
along the edges of the tricuspid, mitral, and aortic valves. There was no obvious necrosis or tissue destruction seen grossly. Zones of prominent myocardial discoloration and hemorrhage were seen in all regions
(anterior, lateral, and posterior) of the left ventricular myocardium, as well as within the interventricular
septal myocardium. Multiple punctate lesions, up to 2 cm in diameter with a greenish hue and associated
with tissue necrosis were seen overlying the cerebral cortex, as well as within the intracerebral parenchyma.
Tissues were fixed in formalin for subsequent microscopic examination, and representative images from the
aortic valve, and from the cerebral cortex, are seen below.
What is the cause of death in this case?

Figure 1A: Aortic valve vegetation showing hyaline,
septate branching hyphae of uniform diameter and
with angular branching approximately 45 degrees.
Background tissue shows a prominent neutrophilic
exudate and necrosis (hematoxylin-eosin, original
magnification 40x).
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Figure 1B: Cerebral cortex hyphae, positive by GMS
silver stain (40x).

Figure 1C: Cerebral cortex with hyphae, also staining
positive by periodic acid Schiff (PAS) staining (40x).
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DIAGNOSIS: Disseminated, invasive aspergillosis

DISCUSSION
Aspergillosis is a constellation of clinical diseases all
caused by the fungal pathogen of Aspergillus. Aspergillus is
a highly aerobic fungus with the capacity to infect almost
every major organ system. With more than 60 pathogenic
species, the two known to most frequently cause human
infection are A. fumigatus and A. flavus.1 Localized, single
organ Aspergillus is most frequently seen in the lung. When
the pattern is that of a stable, singular, nonprogressive
fungal ball within the lung parenchyma, it is known as an
aspergilloma, and the patient complains of few symptoms.
More complex cystic nodules can be seen, however, with
progressive cavitation and more advanced symptoms, typically called chronic cavitary, complex or chronic necrotizing
aspergillosis.2
Tissue invasion by Aspergillus, a.k.a. invasive aspergillosis, has long been known to pose a significant threat to the
immunocompromised individual, with the first reported
case dating back to 1953.3 Since its initial report, the literature has cited up to a 150% relative increase in cases4 due
largely to the expanding profile of patients considered at
risk for tissue invasion by Aspergillus, which includes those
undergoing chemotherapy, transplant patients - both bone
marrow and solid organ - those on immunosuppressive
regimens including high-dose, prolonged corticosteroids;
patients with chronic granulomatous disease; and those
affected by advanced human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) and AIDS.2,5 Widespread or systemic dissemination
of Aspergillus, also ascribed to the immunocompromised individual, is diagnosed when Aspergillus infection is detected
in >1 noncontiguous site, thus reflecting blood-borne spread.
This is in contrast to multi-site Aspergillus that occurs within
one contiguous organ system, such as might be the case in
infection involving both the lung and the sinonasal tract.6
More recently, there has been a growing body of
literature reporting invasive aspergillosis in immunocompetent individuals without the classical risk factors.
These non-traditional patients appear, however, to have
several comorbidities in common and can be categorized
into those who have conditions such as chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, diabetes, liver failure, alcoholism, and
malnutrition.2 In one study of approximately 40 patients
with documented invasive Aspergillus in the intensive care
unit (ICU), more than one-half of the patients (54%) had
none of the widely accepted determinants of increased risk
for invasive aspergillosis.7
In cases of disseminated aspergillosis, the primary site
of origin is most often reported to be that of the respiratory
tract. As a ubiquitous soil borne fungus that survives and
grows on organic debris, the Aspergillus conidia have a
diameter small enough to reach the alveoli of the lung (2-3
um). As such, aspergillosis has become the most prevalent
airborne fungal pathogen. By contrast, endocarditis due to
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Aspergillus is a rare entity, accounting for only one-quarter
of all fungal causes of infective endocarditis. 8 In 2010,
Kalokhe et al. reviewed approximately 50 cases of Aspergillus
endocarditis and described the following notable features:
vegetations that were large in size, most often situated on
the mitral valve (49%), but multi-valvular in 21% of cases.
Valvular destruction was common, and systemic vascular
emboli were frequently demonstrated. Patients were more
often male and possessed an underlying preexisting cardiac
abnormality such as coronary artery disease or prosthetic
valves.8 Based on these features we conclude that, in the case
presented here, a primary respiratory aspergillosis with pulmonary venous spread initially to the left heart was a more
likely nidus for the invasion and subsequent dissemination
than a primary multi-valve endocardial infection.
The diagnosis of invasive aspergillosis is based mainly
upon isolating the organism either by microbiologic culture
or by histopathologic demonstration of the organism in tissue, as seen in the current case. Initial clinical suspicion for
invasive aspergillosis, however, remains a challenge in so
much that symptoms may be entirely nonspecific such as
fever, chest pain, cough, malaise, and dyspnea, or without
any respiratory symptomatology at all, as is reported to be
the case in up to 40%.9 Though tissue diagnosis does require
invasive biopsy, major advantages of histology include
diagnostic speed, low-cost, and its ability to demonstrate
adjacent tissue reaction, such as necrosis, to the fungal elements. Routine histology favors the use of the hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) stain. Though H&E does have the capacity
to stain Aspergillus, it is limited in its identification of other
fungi and is frequently supplemented by additional stains
such as Gomori’s methenamine siliver (GMS) and periodic
acid-Schiff (PAS) so that fungal morphology can be better
highlighted. The images submitted for the current case
(Figure 1 A, B, and C) illustrate the characteristic features
of invasive Aspergillus as seen on H&E, GMS, and PAS,
as well as the typical tissue response associated with the
fungal infection.
Despite perceived advances in antifungal therapies,
invasive and, moreover, disseminated aspergillosis remain
devastating opportunistic infections. On the basis of autopsy
literature, the number of Aspergillus-related deaths increased
by a factor of four in the United States during the 1980s and
1990s, presumably a reflection not only of the increasing
number of immunocompromised patients but also of the
high associated mortality.10 In a 1996 review of more than
1,000 cases, Denning found a case-fatality rate (CFR) of 99%,
86%, and 66% for cerebral, pulmonary, and sinus invasive
aspergillosis, respectively.11 More recently, in a case series
and systematic literature review, the CFR for central nervous
system (CNS) Aspergillus, as seen in the current case, was
confirmed to be uniformly fatal and the highest of all forms
of invasive aspergillosis.12 Despite the growing number of
cases of invasive aspergillosis in presumably immunocompetent individuals, the prognosis appears to be consistently
grim with comparable fatality rates.6
The unfortunate case presented here of disseminated,

invasive aspergillosis undiagnosed until the time of autopsy underscores the importance of being mindful of the
diagnosis of Aspergillus infections not only in the classically
immunodeficient patients but also in the presumably immunocompetent individuals. It is likely that in the current
case, the patient’s determinants of increased risk included
alcoholism and liver failure due to established cirrhosis.
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Subcutaneous Fat Necrosis of the Newborn
Associated With Hypercalcemia After
Therapeutic Hypothermia
Zhuang Feng, MD, PhD; Baofeng Guo, MD; Zhenzhen Zhang, MD, MPH

Subcutaneous fat necrosis of the newborn (SCFN) is a rare, benign, and self-limiting panniculitis of neonates that presents in the first few weeks of life and is most commonly associated with birth asphyxia and
meconium aspiration. There have been few case reports of SCFN following therapeutic hypothermia. With
the increasing use of therapeutic whole-body hypothermia, SCFN may become more prevalent. The differential diagnosis of SCFN can be broad, and clinicopathologic correlation is essential to make the correct
and timely diagnosis. Clinicians should be aware of this rare disease and its potential serious complication
hypercalcemia.

CLINICAL FEATURES
Subcutaneous fat necrosis of the newborn (SCFN) is a
rare, benign, and self-limiting panniculitis of neonates that
presents in the first few weeks of life. It mainly affects term
and post-term neonates. Neonatal risk factors include hypoxia, meconium aspiration, sepsis, hypothermia, obstetric
trauma, anemia, and thrombocytopenia; maternal risk factors
include gestational diabetes, preeclampsia, smoking, and
family history of thrombosis.1,2 Cold exposure is a known risk
factor for SCFN. As therapeutic hypothermia has been becoming a routine protocol for hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy
(HIE) in neonatal intensive care units, SCFN as a complication of whole-body cooling has been increasingly reported
in the past several years.3-8 Studies reporting its incidence are
limited. In a study by Strohm et al., 12 (1%) of 1,239 newborns
with therapeutic whole-body hypothermia developed SCFN.8
Shankaran et al. reported 1 (1%) of 102 newborns with therapeutic whole-body hypothermia developed SCFN.9
SCFN usually presents as circumscribed, erythematous,
indurated nodules and plaques on fat-bearing areas such as
face, chest, back, buttocks, arms, and thighs; fluctuant skin
lesion was rarely reported.6 The skin lesions are often painless and not warm to palpation. Pain was seen in 25% of
patients in one case series.1 The skin lesions usually appear
2-10 days after the completion of cooling therapy.3,4,6,7,10,11
The skin lesions usually resolve spontaneously in weeks to
months, but hematoma formation requiring skin debridement
and grafting was rarely reported.8 Complications of SCFN
include dyslipidemia, hypoglycemia, thrombocytopenia,
and hypercalcemia.1,5 The most serious complication, hypercalcemia, may occur several days to six months after the

onset of skin lesions.1,6,12 Hypercalcemia as a complication of
SCFN has been seen in 20%-69% of patients in previous case
series.1,2,12 Strohm et al. reported hypercalcemia was seen in
8 (67%) of 12 SCFN patients after therapeutic hypothermia.8
Clinically, hypercalcemia manifests from asymptomatic to
irritability, weight loss, hypotonia, lethargy, poor feeding,
dehydration, and growth retardation.3,11,13 In severe cases,
metastatic calcification occurs in kidney, myocardium, major
vessel, liver, and brain.1,8,12

PATHOLOGIC FINDINGS
The diagnosis of SCFN is based on clinicopathologic
correlation and histopathologic examination of skin punch
biopsy. SCFN characteristically shows a lobular panniculitis
with a dense infiltrate of lymphocytes, histiocytes, multinucleated giants cells and occasional eosinophils, and radially
arranged needle-shaped clefts in adipocytes and histiocytes.14
The needle-shaped clefts represent triglyceride crystals that
are extracted during specimen processing; the crystals are
derived from stearic and palmitic acids, normal components
of neonatal subcutaneous adipose tissue. In late stage of the
disease, septal fibrosis and calcification can be seen in the
fat lobules.
Fine-needle aspiration and touch imprint cytology of
drainage material have been used as alternative tools for
diagnosis in few case reports.15 Aspiration and drainage can
provide quick and less invasive evaluation, but the sensitivity is limited compared to skin biopsy. Cytology findings
consist of fat droplets containing radially arranged refractile
needle-shaped crystals in a background of inflammatory
cells, including lymphocytes, histiocytes, and multinucleated
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giant cells, with or without calcifications. The background
appearance may range from scanty inflammation with no
significant necrosis of adipocytes to numerous inflammatory
cells with dirty necrotic background, depending on the stage
of the disease.15

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
The differential diagnosis of SCFN can be broad, and
clinicopathologic correlation is essential to make the correct
and timely diagnosis so that appropriate measures can be
taken to prevent the potential serious complication hypercalcemia.14
When fluctuant nodules or skin rashes are present,
especially in critically ill or immunocompromised patients,
infectious etiology such as bacterial cellulitis, toxic shock syndrome, abscess, and erysipelas should be ruled out first. Skin
and subcutaneous infection generally manifests in warmth,
swelling, and pain of the lesion, whereas SCFN remains
normothermic to palpation. Histopathologically, infection of
skin and subcutaneous tissue can show mostly neutrophilic
lobular panniculitis or suppurative granulomas, which may
require special stains (Gram, periodic acid-Schiff, acid-fast
stain) to identify pathogenic microorganisms. Cultures of
skin lesions may be necessary if special stains fail to detect
pathogens and clinical suspicion for infection remains high.
Needle-shaped clefts are generally absent in adipocytes.
Skin lesions due to infection usually resolve with systemic
antibiotic therapy.
Cold panniculitis is inflammation of subcutaneous adipose
tissue caused by direct exposure to cold. The clinical appearance of cold panniculitis may overlap with early stage SCFN.
It usually has no maternal factors and tends to occur within
72 hours of cold exposure. Clinically, it usually presents as
red-blue indurated plaques or nodules. Histopathologically,
cold panniculitis is a lobular panniculitis with nonspecific
inflammatory infiltrate of lymphocytes and histiocytes,
most prominent at the dermosubcutaneous junction in the
fat lobules and without needle-shaped clefts and adipocyte
necrosis. Cold panniculitis generally resolves spontaneously
after further cold exposure is avoided.
Sclerema neonatorum is a very rare panniculitis affecting
primarily ill preterm neonates in the first week of life. Unlike
SCFN, which has aforementioned risk factors, sclerema neonatorum usually has no maternal factors with an uneventful
delivery and is often associated with congenital anomalies,
serious respiratory illness, and sepsis. Sclerema neonatorum
manifests as diffuse hardening of the skin - sparing soles,
palms, and genitalia - which firmly attaches to the underneath
muscle and bone, leading to impaired feeding and breathing; whereas SCFN presents as circumscribed hardening of
the skin, which moves freely over the underneath muscle
and bone. Histopathologically, sclerema neonatorum is
characterized by thickening of the connective tissue septa
of the subcutaneous fat; absent to sparse inflammatory infiltrate of lymphocytes, histiocytes and multinucleate giant
cells; radially arranged needle-shaped clefts in adipocytes;
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and absence of adipocyte necrosis and calcification. Unlike
SCFN, which is localized and self-limiting with an excellent
prognosis, sclerema neonatorum rapidly generalizes and has
a poor prognosis with a mortality rate of 75%. The presence of
needle-shaped clefts is rather a nonspecific feature for SCFN
and sclerema neonatorum, and hence, clinical presentation
and degree of inflammation are more important for diagnosis.
Scleredema is a rare and self-limiting skin condition affecting primarily preterm neonates in the first week of life. The
risk factors of scleredema include cold injury, dehydration,
diarrhea, vomiting, and infection. Clinically, scleredema
manifests as generalized firm pitting edema more commonly
seen in lower extremities. Histopathologically, scleredema
is characterized by a lobular panniculitis with inflammation
and marked edema of skin and subcutaneous tissue without
needle-shaped clefts and adipocyte necrosis. The prognosis
of scleredema is good, and skin lesions heal spontaneously
with supportive care.
Poststeroid panniculitis is a rare panniculitis occurring in
neonates who had an abrupt taper or sudden withdrawal of
high-dose systemic corticosteroids therapy. Clinically, poststeroid panniculitis presents as erythematous nodules on the
cheek and chin within days to weeks after the withdrawal of
corticosteroids. Histopathologically, poststeroid panniculitis
can mimic SCFN by displaying a mixed inflammation of less
intensity, as well as needle-shaped clefts in adipocytes and
histiocytes.

PATHOGENESIS
The pathogenesis of SCFN and hypercalcemia is unclear.
It has been suggested that perinatal events, such as birth asphyxia or hypothermia, can shunt blood from peripheral skin
and subcutaneous tissue to central vital organs and result in
subcutaneous stresses, e.g. hypoperfusion and hypoxemia,
which in turn lead to injury and crystallization of adipocytes,
inflammation, and granulomatous reaction. Normal adipose
tissue contains triglycerides in a variable proportion of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids. The neonatal adipose tissue
has a higher ratio of saturated to unsaturated fatty acids than
the adult counterpart, which determines a higher melting
point and a lower solidification point of the adipose tissue.
These unique features predispose neonatal adipose tissue
to an increased risk for crystallization on exposure to stress
factors such as hypothermia.
The most popular hypothesis of hypercalcemia in SCFN
is the extrarenal production of 1, 25-(OH)2D3, leading to
increased intestinal absorption of calcium. SCFN can exhibit a strong expression of 1a-hydroxylase in inflammatory
infiltrate, suggesting that 1, 25-(OH)2D3 may be produced
by macrophages in subcutaneous granulomas.1 However,
Burden et al. showed that elevated serum 1, 25-(OH)2D3 was
observed in only one out of four patients.2 Therefore, other
possible mechanisms such as activation of osteoclasts and
enhanced bone calcium turnover resulting from elevated
prostaglandin E2 may also play a role in the pathogenesis
of hypercalcemia.

TREATMENT AND PROGNOSIS
SCFN is usually treated symptomatically. Painful lesions
can be managed with acetaminophen or opiate analgesia such
as morphine; refractory cases can add short-term prednisolone that has a synergistic effect with morphine.10,13 Tran et
al. (2003) showed that aspiration of skin lesions may be used
to relieve pain and skin breakdown. Hypercalcemia can be
managed by conservative and symptomatic treatment such as
low calcium and vitamin D formula, intravenous hydration,
and loop diuretics. Severe cases can be treated with corticosteroids, bisphosphonate, and calcitonin. Serum calcium
levels should be monitored weekly or biweekly for up to six
months or until the resolution of fat necrosis. Filippi et al.
(2012) proposed that using a cooling blanket in an automatic
“gradient variable mode,” where the circulating water was
maintained at minimal change in temperature along with a
special nursing protocol to change position of neonates every
three hours by alternating pronation/supination during cooling, may reduce the risk of developing SCFN.16 Therefore, it
is prudent to change the skin contact site of cooling device
more frequently and avoid direct pressure of cooling device
against skin to minimize subcutaneous stress.
SCFN is generally self-limiting with an excellent prognosis. Skin lesions usually resolve spontaneously in weeks to
months without long-term sequelae, and most cases require
only conservative and symptomatic treatment. Previous case
series demonstrated good prognosis even when associated
with hypercalcemia;1,2,8 however, SCFN complicated by hypercalcemia can be fatal if left untreated.12

CONCLUSIONS
SCFN is a rare, benign and self-limiting panniculitis of
neonates. It can present as fluctuant lesions or with concurrent infection, which may result in delayed diagnosis. The
differential diagnosis of SCFN can be broad, and clinicopathologic correlation is essential to make the correct and timely
diagnosis. With the increasing use of therapeutic whole-body
hypothermia, SCFN may become more prevalent. Physicians
should be aware of this uncommon disease because of its
potential serious complication. The patient should be monitored closely for skin involvement because skin lesions can
appear several days after the completion of cooling therapy.
The patient should be followed weekly or biweekly for serum
calcium levels until skin lesions resolve, because hypercalcemia may occur weeks to six months after the onset of skin
lesions. The parents should be educated with the signs and
symptoms of SFCN and hypercalcemia.
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Juvenile Ossifying Fibroma of the Middle
Turbinate
John Carter, MD; Ryan Winters, MD; Christina Yang, MD;
Hugo St. Hilaire, DDS, MD; Kimsey Rodriguez, MD
Juvenile ossifying fibroma is a rare, benign tumor that may present in the sinonasal area but has never been
described arising from the middle turbinate. The lesion’s locally aggressive behavior and close proximity
to orbit and anterior skull base create a significant challenge for the patient and practitioner. This is a case
presentation of a 7-year-old female with an invasive recurrent juvenile ossifying fibroma arising from the
middle turbinate.

INTRODUCTION

CASE REPORT

Juvenile ossifying fibroma is a benign osseous neoplasm
that most commonly presents in the pediatric population
at less than 15 years of age. These masses present in the
craniofacial skeleton and are most often recognized in the
paranasal sinuses, maxilla, or orbit. In contrast to their adult
counterpart, ossifying fibroma, these lesions tend to be more
locally aggressive. Their nonspecific radiographic appearance and locally invasive nature may create a challenge for
the practitioner. This is the first described case report of a
juvenile ossifying fibroma of the middle turbinate.

A 7-year-old female with an unremarkable medical
history presented to the pediatric otolaryngology clinic
with a 10-month history of gradually increasing proptosis
and lateral displacement of the left eye. She had headaches,
seasonal allergies, and nasal obstruction but denied vision
changes, retro-orbital pain, or purulent rhinorrhea. Aside
from proptosis, ophthalmologic exam was normal. Clinical
exam via anterior rhinoscopy and nasal endoscopy revealed
clear secretions and markedly enlarged inferior turbinates
obstructing both nasal cavities. With decongestion, the left
nasal exam was notable for a large, firm, mucosa-covered

Figure 1a: Computed tomography of the sinuses (coronal
view, bone window). Left-sided mass (3.6 x 2.4 x 3.5 cm) with
a radiopaque focus at the anterior aspect of a concha bullosa,
immediately opposite the ostium of an opacified maxillary
sinus.

Figure 1b: Axial view highlights the involvement of the middle
turbinate.
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Figure 2: T1-weighted coronal magnetic resonance, expansile
lesion with significant homogenous enhancement.

mass extending from the lateral nasal wall to the septum
with obliteration of middle meatus.
Computed tomography of the sinuses showed a leftsided mass (3.6 x 2.4 x 3.5 cm) with a radioopaque focus at
the anterior aspect of a concha bullosa, immediately opposite the ostium of an opacified maxillary sinus (Figure
1). T1-weighted coronal magnetic resonance imaging of
the sinuses revealed a well-defined, expansile lesion with
significant homogenous enhancement demonstrated in its
inferior portion. Lateral displacement of the lamina papyracea and left eye and opacification of the left maxillary and
ethmoid sinuses were demonstrated (Figure 2). The patient
underwent endoscopic surgical removal of the lesion.
Histopathology revealed benign respiratory mucosa and
areas of trabecular bone consistent with juvenile ossifying
fibroma (Figures 3a, 3b). The patient experienced improvement of symptoms initially; however, the lesion recurred
three months later. Craniofacial resection via combined
bicoronal and Weber-Ferguson approaches was performed
for definitive resection with good result.

DISCUSSION
A variant of ossifying fibroma (OF) was first described
as a cemento-ossifying fibroma by Menzel in 1872; in 1927,
Montgomery first used the term ossifying fibroma.1,2 OF
are benign tumors that can originate anywhere in the craniofacial skeleton. OF demonstrates female predominance

Figures 3a and 3b: Benign respiratory mucosa and areas
of trabecular bone consistent with the trabecular variant of
juvenile ossifying fibroma. Occasional multi-nucleated giant
cells can be found within a stroma of plump fibroblasts.
Hematoxylin and eosin stain at 10x and 40x magnification,
respectively.

and is thought to arise from the periodontal membrane, surrounding tooth roots, and most often presents with painless
swelling of the mandible or incidental finding on routine
dental radiographs. By contrast, juvenile ossifying fibroma
(JOF) most often originates outside the tooth root in the
maxilla, paranasal sinuses, or orbit.1,3 This case presented
within the middle turbinate in an apparent concha bullosa.
There are no previously reported cases of JOF arising from
a concha bullosa or middle turbinate. There have only
been two previously described cases of OF arising from the
middle turbinate.4,5
JOF is histologically similar to OF, differentiated from
the latter by its more locally aggressive behavior, higher rate
of recurrence (30%-58%), and early age of onset (most often
between 5 and 15 years of age, mean 11.8). The aggressive
nature of these lesions tends to represent their proximity to
structures, such as the orbit and anterior skull base rather
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than a true difference in tumor biology.3,6,7 JOF are characterized by fibrocellular stroma of spindle- or stellate-shaped
cells with bony trabeculae, with or without osteoblastic
rimming, and lacking cementicles or a formal capsule. Bony
trabeculae vary in size and often are a combination of woven
and lamellar components. The two main histologic subtypes
of JOF are trabecular (WHO type) and psammomatoid.2,3,7,8
Ossifying fibromas contain similar fibrocellular stroma
and are characterized by osteoblastic rimming due to rapid
growth. By contrast, fibrous dysplasia is characterised by
fibrous stroma with loose myxomatous areas, a good blood
supply, feathery irregular-shaped trabeculae of immature
“woven” bone (“Chinese character” shapes), and a poorlydefined periphery.2,5,8
Radiographically, OF lesions are monostotic and well
circumscribed.4 They appear osteolytic and progess to a
mixoid appearance. Lesions that contain greater amounts
of cementum may contain additional irregular radiopaque
or radiolucent areas. As is the case with our presentation,
these lesions may exhibit cortical expansion and bony
thinning.2,9,10 However, these imaging characteristics are
relatively nonspecific in appearance and make preoperative
diagnosis based on imaging alone difficult.
Due to potential involvement of crucial adjacent structures and high recurrence rate, management of OFs in the
paranasal sinuses and turbinates is surgical. These lesions
do not tend to metastasize.4 However, radiotherapy can induce malignant transformation (0.4%-44% increased risk).1,4
Several approaches have been described, including simple
curettage, functional endoscopic sinus surgery, a sublabial
Caldwell-Luc type approach, and even radical maxillectomy.3,6,7,10 The main goals of surgery are to achieve complete
resection while preserving cosmesis and function of the eye.
In conclusion, juvenile ossifying fibroma is a locally
destructive neoplasm of the pediatric population. Early
recognition of this entity and complete surgical excision of
these lesions can achieve promising results.
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Emerging Causes of Superficial and Invasive
Infections Following Marine Injuries and
Exposures
James H. Diaz, MD, MPH & TM, DrPH, FCCM, FACMT
Soft tissue bacterial infections following aquatic animal bites, stings, and minor injuries occur commonly and
usually on the extremities in fishermen and beachgoers worldwide after freshwater and saltwater exposures.
Louisiana has more tidal, saltwater, and brackish water shorelines (more than 7,000 miles) than any other
state, including Alaska and Hawaii. As a result, Louisiana residents are often exposed to marine pathogens
when fishing or working offshore or when enjoying Louisiana’s miles of shorelines. Although many species
of bacteria have been isolated from marine wounds, superficial soft tissue and invasive infections following
marine injuries and exposures are most commonly caused by a small number of bacterial species, including
Aeromonas hydrophila, Edwardsiella tarda, Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae, Mycobacterium marinum, and Vibrio vulnificus. In addition to these species, several other aquatic bacteria have recently been identified as emerging
causes of superficial and invasive infections following marine injuries and exposures, including marine
mammal (dolphins and seals) Brucella species, Chromobacterium violaceum, Comamonas species, Shewanella algae,
and Streptococcus iniae. The objectives of this review are to describe the epidemiology, presenting clinical
manifestations, diagnostic and treatment strategies, and outcomes of both the superficial and the deeper
invasive infections caused by the newly emerging marine bacterial pathogens.

Soft tissue bacterial infections following aquatic animal
bites, stings, and minor injuries occur commonly and usually on the extremities in fishermen and beachgoers worldwide after freshwater and saltwater exposures. Although
Louisiana’s shorelines are rapidly retreating today from
levee projects, saltwater intrusions, and hurricane storm
surges, Louisiana has more tidal, saltwater, and brackish
water shorelines (more than 7,000 miles) than any other
state, including Alaska and Hawaii. As a result, Louisiana
residents are often exposed to marine pathogens when
fishing or working offshore or when enjoying Louisiana’s
miles of shorelines.
Although many species of bacteria have been isolated
from marine wounds, superficial soft tissue and invasive
infections following marine injuries and exposures are most
commonly caused by a small number of bacterial species,
including Aeromonas hydrophila, Edwardsiella tarda, Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae, Mycobacterium marinum, and Vibrio
vulnificus. Of the causative marine pathogens, the most serious and often fatal invasive infections are caused by Vibrio
vulnificus. In addition to these species, several other aquatic
bacteria have recently been identified as emerging causes of
superficial and invasive infections following marine injuries
and exposures, including marine mammal (dolphins and
seals) Brucella species, Chromobacterium violaceum, Comamo-

nas species, Shewanella algae, and Streptococcus iniae. The
objectives of this review are to describe the epidemiology,
presenting clinical manifestations, diagnostic and treatment
strategies, and outcomes of both the superficial and the
deeper invasive infections caused by the newly emerging
marine bacterial pathogens.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Initially, several search engines were queried for references using all keywords listed as medical subject heading
(MESH) words for searches. The keywords included: marine
injuries, marine animal injuries, marine infections, aquatic
infections; marine bacteria; fish pathogens; aquaculturerelated fish infections; marine mammal pathogens. The
sources of US cases of superficial and invasive infections
following marine injuries and exposures were provided by
peer-reviewed, published case reports and series, descriptive studies, case-control studies, and Morbidity Mortality
Weekly Reports (MMWR) published by the United States
(US) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Infections were classified as superficial (abscess), spreading
(cellulitis, lymphangitis), and invasive (arthritis, tenosynovitis, osteomyelitis, metastatic abscesses, e.g., neurobrucellosis). Bacterial species were classified by Gram staining status,
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Table 1: Representative marine pathogens and their antiobiotic susceptibilities
Bacteria

Antibiotic susceptibilities

Gram-positive bacteria
Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae

Amoxicillin, piperacillin-taxobactam, erythromycin,
doxycycline, aminoglycosides

Streptococcus iniae

Amoxicillin, piperacillin-tazobactam, cephalosporins

Gram-negative bacteria
Aeromonas hydrophila

Third-generation cephalosporins, second-generation
quinolones, resistant to penicillins and first-generation
cephalosporins

Gram-negative marine mammal Brucella spp.
B. cetaceae (dolphin-porpoise strain)
B. pennipediae (seal strain)

Tetracyclines (doxycycline) + rifampin or trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole + rifampin

Chromobacterium violaceum

Aminoglycosides, carbapenems, tetracyclines,
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, resistant to penicillins
and cephalosporins

Comamonas spp.
C. acidovorans
C. terrigena
C. testosteroni

Piperacillin-tazobactam, quinolones, aminoglycosides,
third-generation cephalosporins

Edwardsiella tarda

Aminoglycosides, cephalosporins, quinolones, teracyclines
(doxycycline)

Morganella morganii

Carbapenems, cefepime, ciprofloxacin

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Piperacillin-taxobactam, antipseudomonal cephalosporins,
carbapenems, quinolones, aminoglycosides

Shewanella spp.
S. algae
S. putrefaciens

Aminoglycosides, quinolones, third generation
cephalosporins, resistant to penicillins and first- and
second-generation cephalosporins

Gram-negative marine vibrios
Vibrio vulnificus

Doxycycline + ceftazidime or quinolone; or cefotaxime +
quinolone

Vibrio carchariae
Vibrio parahemolyticus

Antibiotics are not usually indicated for self-limited Vibrio
gastroenteritis

Marine acid-fast mycobacteria
Mycobacterium marinum (causes fish tank granuloma)
M. fortuitum
M. terrae
M. ulcerans (causes Buruli ulcer following soil
and/or stagnant water-contaminated wounds)
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Clarithromycin + ethambutol, rifampin
Rifampin + streptomycin

Figure 1: A Shewanella haliotis severe soft tissue infection developed in the left leg of a 52-year-old female who had undergone
orthotopic liver transplantation six months earlier and had handled fresh seafood in a market a week before (A, black arrow).
Progressive, painful swelling of the left leg created a compartment syndrome with the loss of distal pulses and required emergent
surgical decompression by fasciotomy (B). Two sets of blood cultures and fluid cultures from the left leg confirmed S. haliotis
infection in an immunocompromised patient.13

antibiotic susceptibilities, and biochemical and molecular
signatures (Table 1).

NEWLY EMERGING CAUSES OF MARINE
INFECTIONS
Marine Mammal Brucella Species

Brucellosis, or undulant fever, is a zoonotic infectious
disease caused by several species-specific strains of Brucella,
which are small, gram-negative, non-motile, non-sporeforming, rod-shaped coccobacilli. Brucellosis is rare in the
United States, with an average of 113 cases reported to the
CDC annually over the period 2000-2009.1 Most cases in
the United States are caused by consuming unpasteurized
milk or cheese from infected cattle (B. abortus) or goats (B.
melitensis), hunting feral swine (B. suis), and occupational
exposures among laboratory workers handling Brucella
species.1,2 New zoonotic reservoirs of Brucella strains have
now been identified in pinnipeds (seals, sea lions, and
walruses) and cetaceans (dolphins, porpoises, and whales),
collectively referred to as marine mammal Brucella species
and tentatively classified as B. pinnepediae and B. cetaceae,
respectively.2 Seroprevalence studies have now identified
marine mammal Brucella species strains in both seals and
porpoises stranded and dying along the New England
Coast.3 In humans, brucellosis can cause fever, febrile sweating, headache, weakness, myalgia, back pain, and rarely,
invasive granulomatous disease in bone, liver, and the central nervous system (neurobrucellosis).2 Four human cases
of marine mammal brucellosis have been reported since
2001 with two cases in males from coastal Peru treated in
the United States for neurobrucellosis with granulomatous

intracerebral lesions; one patient in New Zealand with spinal
osteomyelitis; and one veterinary laboratory worker with a
mild form of brucellosis.2,4
The diagnosis of brucellosis can be by slow-growing
culture from blood or biopsies, serological demonstration
of Brucella antibodies (ELISA) for the more commonly encountered strains, and PCR assays for separation and speciation of the terrestrial and marine mammal strains. Invasive
brucellosis and neurobrucellosis will require prolonged
treatment (2-12 months) with a combination of intravenous
rifampin, doxycycline, and gentamicin for a week or more
followed by six or more weeks of oral doxycycline and
rifampin.1 For persons exposed to stranded marine mammals or their carcasses, a three-week course of antimicrobial
prophylaxis with oral doxycycline and rifampin has been
recommended by the CDC in addition to symptom surveillance with daily fever checks for 24 weeks.1 For children
and others who cannot take doxycycline, a three-week
course of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and rifampin is
recommended.1
On October 27, 2011, six months after the Deepwater
Horizon BP oil spill off the Louisiana coast in April 2010,
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) confirmed that 5 of the 21 tested bottle-nosed
dolphins among the 580 dolphins that died in the northern
Gulf of Mexico in 2010-2011 had marine mammal brucellosis.5 NOAA scientists concluded that severe environmental stress, including crude oil exposures, could have
compromised the animal’s immune systems, making them
more susceptible to a zoonotic infectious disease common
in marine mammals.5 As a result, the NOAA advises that
anyone who encounters a stranded or dead dolphin in the
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Gulf of Mexico region not touch the animal, keep all pets
away from the animal, and notify the NOAA immediately
at 1-877-942-5343.5 All persons who handle stranded marine
mammals or who participate in autopsies on their carcasses
should be educated as to the potential risks of marine mammal brucellosis and use personal protective equipment,
including respirators.1,5

Chromobacterium violaceum

Chromobacterium violaceum is an aerobic, gram-negative
bacillus, and a saprophyte found in soil and water in tropical
and subtropical regions worldwide.6 The organism grows
rapidly on ordinary culture media and is typically first
identified by the violet-color of its colonies.6 Non-pigmented
strains of C. violaceum are less commonly found than pigmented strains, but do co-exist with pigmented strains and
can cause mixed infections.7 Although widely distributed, C.
violaceum is a low-grade pathogen and causes few infections,
with most reported from the southeastern US with high case
fatality rates, especially in the immunocompromised.8 In
1982, Macher and colleagues reported 12 cases of C. violaceum infections in the United States in patients with chronic
granulomatous disease - seven of whom died of invasive
septicemia 7 days to 15 months after initial infections.9 The
portal of entry for C. violaceum is typically a break in the
skin from an insect bite, laceration, or fish bite, followed by
exposure to brackish or stagnant water. An ulcerated skin
lesion with a bluish purulent discharge develops at the initial
injury site with regional swelling usually on an extremity.
Within days, invasive septicemia may occur, especially in
the immunocompromised, with high fevers and disseminated macular skin lesions that progress to abscesses. Abscesses may also occur in bone and in the liver. The organism
is susceptible to aminoglycosides, quinolones, tetracyclines,
imipenem, and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole but resistant
to penicillins and cephalosporins.8 Due to high case fatality
rates, treatment of suspected C. violaceum infections should
begin immediately with drainage of all purulent abscess
collections and combined intravenous antibiotic therapy. A
high index of suspicion for C. violaceum infections should be
maintained in all cases with a rapid progression from an ulcerated lesion in a soil- or water-contaminated minor wound
followed by sepsis, widespread cutaneous involvement,
and liver abscesses. Rapidly growing violet-pigmented
colonies on blood or MacConkey agar are diagnostic of the
pigmented strains of C. violaceum.

Comamonas species

Comamonas species are flagellated, gram-negative, rodshaped bacteria that form characteristic pink-pigmented
colonies on ordinary culture media.10 Like C. violaceum,
Comamonas species are widely distributed in nature in
soil and water but rarely cause human infections, with 24
cases reported to date and a case fatality rate of 12.5%.10 Of
the 24 reported human cases, eight cases were associated
with appendicitis or perforated appendix, suggesting that
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Comamonas species could be human gastrointestinal tract
commensals.10 In seven cases, there were no predisposing
factors, with the exception of one case following a tiger bite.10
Comamonas peritonitis occurred in eight cases, endocarditis
in two cases, and one in an intravenous drug abuser.10
Smith and Gradon reported a case of Comamonas sepsis
in a previously healthy 89-year-old man who slept next to
a tropical fish tank in which fish had started to die rapidly,
turning the tank water opaque and malodorous.10 The patient presented with sore throat, myalgia, fever, and had two
sequential positive blood cultures for Comamonas species
sensitive to all antibiotics tested.10 The patient was treated
with levofloxacin, and his condition rapidly stabilized
without sequelae.10 Since the patient denied any physical
contact with his son’s fish tank, the authors concluded that
the most likely source of infection was by inhalation and
recommended that Comamonas bacteremia be considered
in the differential diagnosis of sepsis in patients who are
tropical fish tank enthusiasts.10

Shewanella species

Shewanella species are saprophytic gram-negative bacteria that are distributed in temperate regions worldwide
and are part of the normal microflora of the marine environment like Aeromonas hydrophila, Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae,
and Vibrio vulnificus.11-13 There are more than 50 species of
Shewanella, all of which produce yellowish-brown mucoid
colonies that emit hydrogen sulfide in culture.11-13 Several
Shewanella species have been recently recognized as emerging causes of soft tissue and invasive infections after seawater exposures, including S. algae, S. haliotis, S. putrefaciens,
and S. xiamenensis.13 The most common clinical manifestations of Shewanella infections are deep ulcers associated
with hemorrhagic bullae, usually on the lower extremities,
otitis externa, otitis media, and bacteremia.11-13 Non-healing
ulcers have resulted in necrotizing fasciitis, compartment
syndromes requiring decompressive fasciotomies, and
osteomyelitis (Figure 1).11-13 Shewanella septicemia has been
associated with endocarditis and meningitis.11-13 Shewanella
pneumonia, cholecystitis, and peritonitis have been reported
following aspiration or ingestion of seawater.12 Besides seawater exposure and ingestion of raw seafood, other common
risk factors for Shewanella infections have included minor
trauma or lacerations in marine environments, pre-existing
lower extremity ulcers, and immunocompromise.13 Wagner
and colleagues reported a case of S. algae-infected chronic
leg ulcers in a 52-year-old female with autoimmune vasculitis and myasthenia gravis seven months after returning
from a Mediterranean vacation during which she reported
frequently bathing in the surf.11 Poovorawan and colleagues
reported another recent case of severe S. haliotis soft tissue
infection in the left lower leg with compartment syndrome
in a 52-year-old female from Bangkok who had undergone
orthotopic liver transplantation six months previously
and reported frequent handling of fresh saltwater fish in
a seafood market (Figure 1).13 In a descriptive analysis of

16 Shewanella cases in Martinique and another 239 cases
reported in the literature over a 14-year period, 1997-2012,
Vignier and co-investigators noted that 79% of patients had
predisposing risk factors for Shewanella infections - 53% of
patients had a skin or mucosal portal of entry, and 44% of
cases reported prior marine exposures.12 The case fatality
rate was 13% in their case series.12
The diagnosis of Shewanella infections can be established
by positive blood or lesion aspirate cultures, but the speciation of Shewanella causative strains will require molecular
characterization by PCR.12 Most species are sensitive to
a broad range of antibiotics, including aminoglycosides,
third-generation cephalosporins, and quinolones. S. algae
is resistant to penicillins and first- and second-generation
cephalosporins.11,12 For invasive infections, especially in
immunosuppressed patients, most authorities recommend
two weeks of intravenous antibiotic therapy with thirdgeneration cephalosporins combined with either aminoglycosides or quinolones, followed by two to three weeks of
oral antibiotic therapy.11-13 Early surgical consultation is also
recommended for drainage of bullous lesions, debridement
of ulcers, and monitoring for potential extremity compartment syndromes requiring decompressive fasciotomies
(Figure 1).

hours of their injuries.15 Most of the fish species identified
were tilapia commonly used in Asian cuisine.15 The median
age of the case-patients was 67 years (range 40-80 years); the
female-to-male ratio was 2:1; and all patients were of Asian
descent.15 Four patients had chronic underlying diseases,
including diabetes, chronic renal failure, rheumatic heart
disease, and osteoarthritis.15 In all 11 cases, invasive S. iniae
infection was culture-confirmed; and S. iniae isolates from
nine of these cases were identical by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and also matched PFGE-identified S. iniae
isolates obtained from the surface and brains of infected
tilapia from local aquaculture farms.15 In all cases, the S.
iniae isolates were sensitive to a broad range of antibiotics,
including aminoglycosides, cephalosporins, macrolides,
penicillins, and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole.15 All patients were admitted to hospitals, treated with parenteral
antibiotics, and responded to antibiotic therapy within two
to four days.15 The investigators concluded that most patients had been inoculated with S. iniae in association with
minor injuries received during preparation of fresh fish,
especially tilapia, and recommended that precautionary
measures be taken, especially by immunocompromised
elderly patients, when handling whole, uncooked fish to
prevent S. iniae infections.15

Streptococcus iniae

GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF MARINE INJURIES

Streptococcus iniae, a gram-positive, B-hemolytic
streptococcus unassigned to a Lancefield Group, was first
identified in 1976 as the cause of subcutaneous abscesses
in Amazon freshwater dolphins in US aquariums.14 Often
misidentified as S. viridians, S. iniae has emerged as a major
fish pathogen capable of causing epizootic outbreaks of
invasive streptococcal disease in farm-raised fish.15 S. iniae
initially colonizes the surface of the fish, causing cellulitis
which can be complicated by invasive meningoencephalitis
with 30%-50% mortality in affected aquaculture ponds.15
Commercially devastating outbreaks have now been reported worldwide in other farm-raised fresh and saltwater
fish species, including coho salmon, rainbow trout, tilapia,
and yellowtail.15
The first human cases of S. iniae invasive infections were
reported from the Toronto area in 1996, when a cluster of
four cases in patients of Asian descent who had recently prepared fresh, whole farm-raised fish was reported to public
health authorities.15 Three of these patients had bacteremic
cellulitis of the hands secondary to soft tissue injuries that
occurred during the preparation of fresh fish obtained from
wet markets; and the fourth patient had S. iniae sepsis with
arthritis, meningitis, and endocarditis.15 During a followup, one-year surveillance investigation, Weinstein and colleagues identified 11 patients with invasive S. iniae infections
with cellulitis of the hands in eight cases, endocarditis in one
case, and either arthritis or cellulitis in the remaining cases.15
All of the patients had recently handled live or freshly killed
fish, and eight patients suffered percutaneous injuries while
preparing the fish and developed cellulitis within 16-24

Even minor abrasions and lacerations sustained in
marine environments should be considered potentially
contaminated with common marine microbes, such as Vibrio
species. Following any specific detoxification measures, such
as hot water immersion for stingray injuries or topical acetic
acid for fire coral and jellyfish stings, all wounds should
be irrigated with a sterile diluent solution, if possible, such
as normal saline. Crushed or devitalized tissues should be
excised by sharp dissection under local anesthesia or peripheral nerve blocks. Foreign bodies should be removed.
Diagnostic imaging is often indicated, especially in puncture wounds, to exclude retained foreign bodies. Potential
constriction bands, such as bracelets, rings, and watches,
should be removed from the injured extremity and baseline extremity circumference measurements taken in the
event of swelling from necrotizing fasciitis and compartment syndromes. Sequential surgical debridements will be
indicated in many cases - in all cases of necrotizing fasciitis
- and following fasciotomies for compartment syndromes.
Most wounds should be left open or packed open to heal
by secondary intention. Delayed primary closures may be
indicated for potentially disfiguring facial wounds. Tetanus
prophylaxis is indicated for all marine wounds.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF CONTAMINATED
MARINE WOUNDS
Grossly contaminated or infected wounds and all
puncture wounds should be cultured, and the microbiology
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laboratory should be notified in advance that special culture
media and stains will likely be required, such as sodiumenriched media for Vibrio species and acid-fast stains/cultures for marine aquatic mycobacteria. With the exception
of minor marine wounds demonstrating localized cellulitis
or spreading erysipeloid-type reactions, most other marine
infections and all gram-negative and mycobacterial marine
infections will require therapy with antibiotic combinations.1
Streptococcus iniae infections are characterized by impetigo
and cellulitis, and Erysipelothrix rhusthopathiae infections
cause erysipeloid manifestations. These infections may
be treated empirically with single antibiotics, specifically
penicillins or macrolides in cases of penicillin allergy, until
culture and antibiotic susceptibility results are reported.
In all suspected cases of M. marinum infection, clinicians will need to pursue confirmation by culture and
begin combined antibiotic therapy with clarithromycin
and ethambutol.11,12 Persons who are immunosuppressed
or have cirrhosis, hepatitis, uremia, hemosiderosis, or other
iron-retaining conditions, are at higher risks for invasive
Vibrio infections with the highest case fatality rates. They
also should be empirically covered with combinations of
third-generation cephalosporins (ceftazidime) and tetracyclines (doxycycline), fluoroquinolones and tetracyclines,
or aminoglycosides and trimethroprim-sulfamethoxazole.
The clinical microbiology laboratory should be consulted
frequently, and all definitive antibiotic therapy should
be based on precise pathogen identification by culture or
molecular signature and antibiotic susceptibility testing.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Clinicians should maintain a high index of suspicion
regarding potentially catastrophic bacterial infections,
especially Vibrio vulnificus and Chromobacterium violaceum
infections, following marine injuries and exposures. Patients
with well-known risk factors for marine infections, including
those with suppressed immune response mechanisms, liver
disease, alcoholism, diabetes, chronic renal disease, AIDS,
and cancer, should be cautioned about the risks of marine
infections through exposures to marine animals, seawater,
the preparation of freshly-killed seafood, and the ingestion
of seawater or consumption of raw or undercooked seafood,
especially oysters. All persons who handle stranded marine
mammals, such as bottle-nose dolphins common in the
northern Gulf of Mexico, or who participate in necropsies
on their carcasses should be educated as to the potential
risks of marine mammal brucellosis and the use of personal
protective equipment, including respirators.
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The Association Between the Medical Home
and Pediatric Developmental Screening Among
US Children Five Years and Younger: Results
From the 2007 National Survey of Children’s
Health
Nicole Richmond, MPH; Tri Tran, MD, MPH; Susan Berry, MD, MPH
Objectives: The medical home is associated with key healthcare services. We assessed its association with the
pediatric developmental screening among United States (US) children < five years.
Methods: The 2007 national survey of children’s health data was analyzed using state clusters, and pediatric
developmental screening probability was modeled as a function of the medical home.
Results: Only 19.5% of US children received pediatric developmental screening, and crosstabs showed a null
medical home association. Based on medical home status, adjusted state models showed much variation in
pediatric developmental screening odds. A random intercept and slope model had the best fit. The medical
home increased pediatric developmental screening odds by 24% (1.10, 1.38).
Conclusions: The pediatric developmental screening rate and the medical home association are partially influenced by an individual’s state. A multilevel model including state level predictors will help illuminate
factors that promote healthcare service acquisition. This knowledge will enhance policy development in
public and private sector health programs.

INTRODUCTION
The adage “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure” can be interpreted in countless ways given context.
In the milieu of infectious disease, public health practitioners might focus on timely administration of vaccinations
to inoculate a populace, thereby creating herd immunity.
In the context of chronic disease such as birth defects, it is
not incidence that is prevented but rather an increase in
prevalence with the aim to minimize long-term sequelae
and corresponding incidence of co-morbidities. In one scenario, eradication of onset is the goal, while for the latter,
it is reduction of deleterious consequences. However, both
capture the same sentiment: early detection and intervention will impart a greater impact on population health than
treatment alone.
A 2006 American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) policy
outlines the pivotal role of the pediatrician to conduct agespecific developmental delay (DD) surveillance as part of the

well-child visit. The rationale illuminates the hidden nature
of DD. Symptoms or characteristics are often intertwined
with nervous system plasticity, and thus, screening ideally
occurs during critical periods of development (9, 18, and 30
months old).1 This longitudinal evaluation method helps
to assess the duration, intensity, and accumulation of child
and family risk factors that may have a temporal influence
toward imparting phenotypic aberrations in normal development. As such, the AAP policy highlights the need for
pediatric developmental screening (PDS) using standardized tools to detect veiled aberrations in development.
Research supports PDS use. A study by Voigt and colleagues found a strong association between DD and parenting stress (assessed by parents’ evaluation of developmental
status (PEDS)).2 However, few clinicians implement PDS,
as reflective of the slight change in PDS rates: between 2002
and 2009, PDS went from 23% to roughly 48%.3 Likewise, in
2002, 71% said they relied solely on clinical judgment, and
fewer (66%) reported the same in 2009.3 One likely reason
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Table 1: Study sample demographic characteristics, National Survey of Children’s Health 2007 (N=22,270)
Characteristic

%a(n)

95% CI

Pediatric development screening status
Yes, received

19.5 (4,310)

18.3, 20.8

Medical home status
Yes, care meets medical home criteria

63.0 (14,415)

61.3, 64.6

51.5 (11,512)

49.9, 53.2

Age
10 - 12 months
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

3.5 (775)
20.3 (4,595)
17.3 (3,722)
19.0 (4,393)
19.4 (4,457)
20.6 (4,328)

3.0, 4.1
19.0, 21.6
16.1, 18.6
17.7, 20.3
18.1, 20.7
19.2, 22.0

Race
White
Black
Multiple races
Other

72.4 (20,906)
14.6 (16,143)
6.7 (1,391)
6.4 (1,272)

70.8, 73.9
13.5, 15.7
5.8, 7.8
5.5, 7.3

Ethnicity
Hispanic

22.0 (3,252)

20.3, 23.8

Child with special healthcare need
Yes, CSHCN

13.2 (3,017)

12.2, 14.2

Health insurance status
Public Insurance (Medicaid/SCHIP)
Private Insurance (employer/self)
Uninsured

34.1 (5,696)
58.3 (14,976)
7.6 (1,394)

32.5, 35.8
56.6, 60.0
6.76, 8.6

Highest educational level of household member
Greater than high school

53.3 (13,913)

51.6, 55.0

Household % federal poverty level
200% or above

61.2 (14,682)

59.4, 63.0

Household structure
Two-parent (biologic/adopted)
Two-parent (stepfamily)
Single mother - no father present
Other

77.3 (17,706)
2.8 (426)
16.4 (3,097)
3.6 (930)

75.9, 78.7
2.2, 3.5
15.2, 17.6
3.0, 4.2

Census bureau region of child’s resident state
South
Northeast
Midwest
West

38.2 (7,572)
15.9 (3,791)
21.6 (5,168)
24.4 (5,739)

36.7, 39.7
15.0, 16.8
20.6, 22.6
22.7, 26.2

Sex

Male

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; N=study population size; n=sample size; SCHIP=state children’s health insurance
program; CSHCN=children with special healthcare needs.
“Percent” refers to the population-weighted estimate.

a
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for this is the use of standardized parent questionnaires
that are shown to be more sensitive with DD detection than
pediatrician clinical judgment alone.4
What may explain pediatricians’ low buy-in with formal
tools is the nominal training received on child development
and psychology, early education, and the system of services
for children with special healthcare needs (CSHCN).5 Hypothetically, if a patient is identified with a delay, the chasm
in knowledge on how to link families to community-based
services may appear daunting to the provider, thus affecting
the family’s efficacy to navigate the service system. In an
effort to address the sparse training, Bauer et al. conducted
a pediatric resident education intervention to improve
screening knowledge and referral self-efficacy to increase
PDS rates.6 The intervention improved rates by roughly
90% and also found a greater increase in PDS knowledge
for first-year residents versus third-year residents, despite
similar baseline knowledge.6
The medical home (MH) defines the pivotal role of
the pediatrician in the provision of culturally competent,
compassionate, coordinated, and comprehensive primary
care and is a model that has been shown to reduce disparities for access and need.7 Romaire and Bell used medical
expenditure panel survey data and found that children
(<17 years) with an MH had greater odds for general health
screening and anticipatory guidance on healthy behaviors.8
In 2007, the AAP recommended that for early intervention

services the “pediatric healthcare professional is the most
appropriate healthcare consultant, coordinator, and source
of referral” (and) “regardless of the pediatric healthcare
setting, this care can be provided in accordance with the
precepts of the MH.”9 Moreover, the role of the MH provider
with regards to early intervention is to first conduct a PDS.9
It is with this background in mind that we aim to answer
the following: what is the association between the MH and
PDS among US children five years and younger?

METHODS
The 2007 national survey of children’s health (NSCH)
is a cross-sectional, complex, randomly sampled survey
that provides both national and state estimates on the
prevalence of child health indicators and service system
use.10 Survey respondents are the primary guardian of a randomly selected child from a randomly selected household.
Households are contacted through random digit dialing
methodology. The 2007 NSCH was conducted between
April 2008 and July 2008, encompassed 91,642 interviews,
and resulted in an overall weighted response rate of 46.7%.10
Sampling weights reflect the total US child population. A
more comprehensive description of the survey methodology
is detailed elsewhere.10 Because children <10 months or >5
years at the time of the survey were not assessed for PDS,
our study is limited to those between these ages (n=27,566).
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Pediatric developmental screening

The PDS survey question is: “Sometimes a child’s doctor
or other healthcare provider will ask a parent to fill out a
questionnaire at home or during their child’s visit. During
the past 12 months, did a doctor or other healthcare provider
have you fill out a questionnaire about specific concerns or
observations you may have about [child]’s development,
communication, or social behaviors?”10
If the response was affirmative and based on the child’s
age (10-23, 24-71 months), two questions were asked to delineate false positives. If both the initial and two follow-up
questions were answered “yes,” then the child is defined
to have received PDS. If any of the three questions was
answered “no,” the child is defined to have not received
PDS (n=22,270).

Medical home

The MH is a composite of 21 questions that operationalizes five model domains: 1) personal doctor or nurse; 2)
usual source of care; 3) access to needed referrals; 4) family-centered care; and 5) care coordination.10 The MH was
dichotomized into a response of “yes” or “no” (n = 26,694).

Covariates

CSHCN encompass children with a broad spectrum of
health needs defined as meeting one or more of the following chronic conditions for 12 or more months: (1) currently
need prescription medication; (2) need more medical care,
mental health, or educational services than a typical child;
(3) are limited in the ability to do things; (4) need physical,
occupational, or speech therapy; and (5) have any kind of
emotional, developmental, or behavioral problem for which
he/she needs treatment or counseling.10 CSHCN status
was modeled as “yes” or “no” (n=27,566). Ethnicity was
dichotomized, Hispanic or non-Hispanic (NH) (n=27,260).
Race was grouped as: White, Black, Other, and Multiple
races (n=25,814). Other merged Asian, Native American,
Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian, or Pacific Islander into
one group. Household federal poverty level (FPL) is binary:
less than or equal to 200% or greater than 200% based on
the average Medicaid household income eligibility criteria
(n=25,125). The highest educational level of any household
member is binary: < high school or > high school (n=27,290).
Primary health insurance was grouped: public (Medicaid),
private (employer or self-insured), or currently uninsured
(n=27,271). Family structure is: two-parent (biologic or
adoptive), two-parent (stepparent), single-mother, and
other (n=27,414). The 50 states and DC were categorized as:
South, Northwest, Midwest, and West (n=27,566). Lastly,
the child’s age at the time of the survey (10 months to 5
years) (n=27,566), and sex (male or female) (n=27,547) were
included. Missing values and responses of either “don’t
know” or “refused” were coded as missing (n-missing range:
19 - 2,441).
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Statistical analyses

SAS-Callable SUDAAN v. 9.1 was used to account for
the complex sampling design of NSCH data in order to
estimate weighted percentages, odds ratios (OR), and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) with proper standard errors so
that parameters reflect population estimates. Preliminary
descriptive analyses assessing the PDS rate and the MH-PDS
association in covariate-adjusted models for each state were
done to determine if multilevel logistic regression models
(MLM) were appropriate for this study. Clusters for this
study are states (n=51). Two-level MLMs were conducted
to determine the overall MH-PDS association controlling for
covariates. The MLM framework (Figure 1) outlines how
level-2 influences the level-1 MH-PDS association. Mplus
v.6.0 was used to build three MLMs sequentially tested for
goodness-of-fit. The reduced null model did not include MH
and covariates. The random intercept model included MH
with covariates and assumed that PDS prevalence varied
but the MH-PDS association did not differ by state. The
final random intercept and random slope model expanded
on the second but assumed the MH-PDS association varied
by state. All covariates were assumed to have fixed effects,
meaning confounding on the MH-PDS association did not
vary by state. Akaike’s and Bayesian’s information criteria
and likelihood-ratio tests were used to evaluate model fit.
The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) measures the
percent of variability of the PDS between states. To improve
parameter estimate accuracy, the raw sampling weight was
scaled by applying scaling method A as suggested by Asparouhov and yields new weights that add up to the cluster
sample size. This method is particularly recommended
when the cluster size is greater than 20.12 Because of study
inclusion criteria, a zero-weight approach was applied to the
new weight so ineligible children (n=5,296) were excluded
from analysis with a designated zero weight prior to MLM
building. As subpopulations are nested above the cluster
level, the zero-weight approach is deemed an appropriate
method for MLM subpopulation analyses. Alpha was set at
0.05 for statistical significance.

RESULTS
Our study captured 81% (n=22,270) of the five years
and younger child population. Of this, a fraction (19.5%)
received a PDS (Table 1), whereas, almost two-thirds (63%)
report a MH. A majority (58.3%) is privately insured, and
13.2% are CSHCN. About one-fifth are Hispanic (22%) and
72.4% white. Educational attainment was equally distributed, as was sex and age (given the inclusion criteria only
children less than one year represented a comparatively
smaller fraction of the study sample). More than 75% reside
in two-parent (biologic/adopted) families, 61.2% live at or
above 200% FPL, and nearly 40% are from the South. A
comparable proportion of children with or without a MH
received a PDS (20.4% vs. 18.4%, respectively) (Table 2).
Only significant confounders were included in the adjusted
models (age, insurance, race, CSHCN, family structure, and

Table 2: Pediatric developmental screening associations, National Survey of Children’s Health 2007 (N=22,270)
Received a Pediatric Developmental Screening (n=4,310)
Characteristics

%a (n)

95% CI

P valueb

Medical home status
Yes, care meets medical home criteria
No, care does not meet medical home criteria

20.4 (2,891)
18.4 (1,318)

18.8, 22.0
16.6, 20.5

0.14

Sex
Male
Female

19.8 (2,252)
19.2 (2,055)

18.1, 21.7
17.6, 21.0

0.62

Age
10-12 months
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

267 (184)
22.5 (1,096)
22.0 (790)
17.7 (804)
17.2 (718)
17.1 (718)

20.3, 34.2
20.1, 25.1
18.9, 25.4
15.2, 20.6
14.5, 20.4
14.7, 19.9

<0.01

Race
White
Black
Multiple races
Other

18.7 (3,081)
24.4 (432)
20.6 (287)
20.8 (248)

17.4, 20.2
21.0, 28.2
15.0, 27.6
16.2, 26.2

0.04

Ethnicity
Hispanic

19.1 (659)

16.1, 22.6

0.73

Child with special healthcare need
Yes, CSHCN
No, non-CSHCN

23.9 (756)
18.9 (3,554)

20.9, 27.2
17.6, 20.2

<0.01

Health insurance status
Public Insurance (Medicaid/SCHIP)
Private Insurance (employer/self)
Uninsured

23.6 (1,297)
17.8 (2,735)
14.9 (234)

21.2, 26.2
16.4, 19.3
11.4, 19.1

<0.01

Highest educational level of a household member
High school or less
Greater than high school

21.1 (1,637)
18.3 (2,645)

19.1, 23.3
16.9, 19.9

0.03

Household % federal poverty level
Less than 200%
200% or above

21.9 (1,290)
18.8 (2,697)

19.7, 24.2
17.2, 20.4

0.02

Household structure
Two-parent (biologic/adopted)
Two-parent (stepfamily)
Single mother - no father present
Other

19.0 (3,374)
17.8 (85)
23.6 (675)
16.8 (157)

17.6, 20.4
12.0, 25.5
20.4, 27.0
12.3, 22.4

0.05

Census bureau region of child’s resident state
South
Northeast
Midwest
West

22.1 (1,521)
13.0 (582)
22.2 (1,067)
17.4 (1,140)

20.1, 24.2
11.1, 15.2
20.3, 24.3
14.6, 20.7

<0.01

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; N=study population size; n=sample size; SCHIP=state children’s health insurance
program; CSHCN=children with special healthcare needs.
“Percent” refers to the population-weighted estimate.
One-sided P values are computed using Wald Chi-square tests.

a

b
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Table 3: Pediatric developmental screening receipt and adjusted odds ratios by child’s state of residence, National Survey of
Children’s Health 2007 (N=22,270)
State

%a

aORb

95% CI

Logit model n

Alaska

20.7

1.54

0.77, 3.07

411

Alabama

12.1

0.99

0.38, 2.58

371

Arkansas

15.9

0.84

0.36, 1.96

342

Arizona

17.3

1.93

0.74, 5.04

356

California

14.0

1.53

0.41, 5.62

331

Colorado

25.9

1.52

0.71, 3.25

371

Connecticut

16.6

1.06

0.50, 2.25

383

District of Columbia

14.3

0.55

0.29, 1.04

425

Delaware

10.9

1.15

0.44, 3.00

336

Florida

17.1

0.97

0.33, 2.85

374

Georgia

22.7

1.63

0.81, 3.27

447

Hawaii

27.2

1.04

0.51, 2.14

416

Iowa*

18.7

2.272

1.15, 6.45

406

Idaho

18.1

0.80

0.38, 1.67

383

Illinois

21.1

0.80

0.41, 1.55

406

Indiana

19.4

1.50

0.63, 3.60

404

Kansas

24.7

1.23

0.63, 2.41

380

Kentucky

15.5

0.77

0.35, 1.71

382

Louisiana

28.7

1.56

0.74, 3.29

422

Massachusetts

16.4

0.75

0.31, 1.82

401

Maryland

22.3

1.13

0.55, 2.31

358

Maine*

21.5

2.15

1.11, 4.17

403

Michigan

18.2

0.70

0.31, 1.59

380

Minnesota*

41.6

0.44

0.23, 0.85

413

Missouri

19.0

1.69

0.71, 4.04

427

Mississippi*

20.0

2.29

1.01, 5.20

436

Montana

16.7

1.25

0.56, 2.77

383

North Carolina

47.0

1.39

0.71, 2.69

392

North Dakota

17.6

1.38

0.70, 2.72

379

Nebraska

18.8

0.86

0.37, 1.99

387

New Hampshire

18.1

1.13

0.55, 2.32

345

New Jersey*

12.7

5.98

2.38, 15.02

418

New Mexico*

29.6

3.58

1.37, 9.36

308

Nevada

18.6

1.81

0.73, 4.50

380

New York

11.7

0.56

0.25, 1.27

354

Ohio

20.8

0.66

0.27, 1.63

384
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Oklahoma

20.8

1.11

0.58, 2.12

408

Oregon

13.5

1.23

0.49, 3.12

372

Pennsylvania

10.7

0.96

0.32, 2.92

375

Rhode Island*

14.5

0.37

0.16, 0.87

324

South Carolina

19.1

1.39

0.72, 2.68

425

South Dakota

18.8

1.84

0.84, 4.01

381

Tennessee

29.0

0.81

0.43, 1.55

411

Texas*

19.2

3.17

1.27, 7.88

370

Utah*

20.6

3.58

1.43, 8.95

457

Virginia

18.2

1.24

0.55, 2.80

418

Vermont

17.9

1.04

0.44, 2.45

356

Washington

25.6

1.54

0.70, 3.39

390

Wisconsin

25.9

1.13

0.57, 2.22

391

West Virginia*

31.9

2.77

1.52, 5.07

409

Wyoming

20.2

1.27

0.60, 2.65

415

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; N=study population size; n=sample size; aOR=adjusted odds ratios.
“Percent” refers to the population-weighted estimate.
*One-sided P value <0.05 using Wald Chi-square tests.
b
Models adjusted for age, insurance, race, special healthcare need, and family structure.
a

region of residence). The PDS prevalence varied by state,
and covariate-adjusted logit models indicate significant
variation (Table 3); we therefore proceeded with MLMs.
Adjusted MLMs indicate the random intercept and random
slope model fit best (Table 4); subsequently, both the PDS
and the MH-PDS association varied by state. Based on this
model, children whose care meets MH criteria have 1.24
greater odds of having received a PDS compared to those
without MH care (adjusted OR: 1.24; 1.10, 1.38). The percent
of variability in the PDS prevalence between states is 4%
(ICC = 0.04).

DISCUSSION
Population Distribution Implications

This is the first study to date that has examined the
MH-PDS association accounting for the influence of a child’s
resident state. Our work indicates that a nominal fraction of
US children have received a PDS in the 12 months prior to
the survey. Greater than 80%, or about 15.9 million out of the
total 19.9 million US children between 10 months and 5 years
of age, did not meet PDS criteria. Given the reliability of the
survey, we presume a substantial number of young children
at risk for DD have missed an important opportunity for
early intervention. Looking ahead, the marginal PDS rate
may forecast changes in the distribution of adult disability
indicators over the next few decades. Between 2005 and
2010, there was an increase of 2.2 million disabled US adults,

despite a steady disability rate (18.7%).13 The increase may
reflect CSHCN who are reaching adulthood due to medical
advances over the past 30 years.14 Despite the improvements
in life expectancy and chronic disease management, adults
with disabilities face disproportional social challenges. The
2010 census showed 20% of severely disabled adults were
employed in the 24 months prior to the survey versus 54.8%
(non-severe) and 61.1% (not disabled).13 Also, persistent
poverty (24 months) was experienced differentially: 11%
of severely disabled, 4.9% of non-severe, and 3.8% of nondisabled.13 Perhaps by considering the lack of PDS as a proxy
for delayed DD diagnosis rather than an indicator of services
provided, the urgency for understanding the mechanisms
for why children are not receiving necessary screenings
may be greater. Indeed, from this perspective, research is
not constrained to defend the need for increased PDS to
inform health policy but only to highlight a connection: the
rate of adult disability is constant, and this parallels the rate
for delayed DD diagnosis (PDS) and subsequent acquisition
of early intervention services.

State and Federal Health Policy Implications Health Insurance Disparities

We found PDS odds were higher in children with an
MH than without. This was expected given the AAP policy
outlines a fundamental service for an MH provider is to
conduct a PDS. We found the MH-PDS association remained
after accounting for identified confounders. Among these
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Table 4: Adjusted odds ratios for receipt of developmental screening as a function of having a medical home among US
children five years and younger, National Survey of Children’s Health 2007 (N=22,270)
Null

Random intercept
P value

Random intercept and slope

aORa,c (95% CI)

P valueb

aORa,c (95% CI)

P valueb

1.25 (1.11-1.39)

0.001

1.24 (1.10-1.38)

0.002

0.120

0.002

0.138

0.010

Variance

0.142

0.001

ICC

0.041

0.035

0.040

DF

2

21

22

AIC

22,092.11

19,935.24

19,901.51

BIC

22,108.13

20,101.56

20,075.74

-11,044.06

-9,946.62

-9,928.75

2,194.88

35.74

19

1

0.0000

0.0117

Likelihood ratio tests
Log likelihood
Deviance

d

DF

2

half P value

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; N=study population size; n=sample size; aOR=adjusted odds ratios; ICC=intra-class
correlation coefficient; DF=degrees of freedom; AIC=Akaike’s information criterion; BIC=Bayesian’s information criterion.
Adjusted odds ratios and corresponding 95% CI refer to the population-weighted estimate.
Two-sided P value <0.05 are computed using Wald Chi-square tests.
c
Models adjusted for age, insurance, race, special healthcare need, family structure, and census bureau region.
d
Deviance is the computed difference in log likelihood values obtained with MLR estimators.
a

b

confounders, was insurance type. Public health insurance
coverage increased PDS odds by 36% compared to private
and by 30% compared to the uninsured. This may reflect
the Medicaid Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and
Treatment Program.15 It may also indicate that clinicians
consider Medicaid-covered children at high risk for poorer
health outcomes and subsequently are more inclined to
provide PDS. Another theory is that private carriers seldom pay or inadequately reimburse for PDS, something
of concern for privately owned clinics given the extended
office visit required to provide PDS.3 However, we may
see such disparities minimized as a result of the preventive
health service stipulations outlined in the affordable care
act (ACA).16 For example, health plans must cover 25 preventive health services for children at no additional charge
(copayment, coinsurance, or unmet yearly deductible) to
the insured.16 Among these 25, are five behavioral assessments organized to occur during specified age periods and
two autism screenings: one at 18 months and another at 24
months, developmental screenings for children under three
years of age, and other salient development evaluations.16
As a result of the mandate, the PDS policy has moved from
“best practice” under AAP to an assurance as part of a child/
family’s healthcare coverage.1,16
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State and Federal Health Policy Implications Racial Disparities

Another significant confounder was race. This is an
important confounder that is related to state residence and
adult quality of life. For example, the 2010 census disability
age-adjusted rates reveal racial differences: NH-Black 22.3
versus NH-White 17.6.13 These rate differences suggest
that all things being equal, a higher disability burden is
experienced among NH-Black adults. Linked to this, is
disproportionately greater public health capacity and funding requirement on southern states, which have the highest
concentration of the nation’s NH-Black population. This
infrastructure demand is more taxing given the relatively
low wealth of these states, distribution of other competing health indicators, and higher proportion of publically
funded healthcare coverage. The ACA may again provide
the tools to decrease racial disparities through the inclusion
of the patient navigator program.17 Also referred to as patient
advocacy, the goals of this program are to reduce healthcare
disparities; increase access to care; improve health outcomes,
particularly for chronic diseases; and assist patients with
navigating the complex system of healthcare services.17 Such
a program is in concert with the MH model.

State and Federal Health Policy Implications State Disparities

Our study also revealed the role of resident state as a
separate entity that influences health. The mechanisms for
this were not tested, but research has shown that including cluster level characteristics in MLMs are helpful with
identifying the policy or the context that shapes individual
behavior.18 For example, by including the proportion of
children covered by private health insurance, model results
may reveal policy mechanisms associated with each state’s
insurance commission. Or perhaps investigators may find
a state-level interaction between the proportion of privately
owned pediatric clinics and privately insured children that
explains part of the MH-PDS association. In this sense, we
may hypothesize the lack of a PDS mandate by private
insurers prohibits clinics from providing the screening.
Additionally, such cluster-level characteristics may indicate
disparities as a function of the wealth of the state. For example, we may find that private insurance policy for CSHCN
is disproportionately less comprehensive in southern than
in northern states, and this may account for a proportion of
the individual level variation in MH outcomes according to
the child’s health insurance type and race/ethnicity.

Strengths and Limitations

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Discussion of any inferences must be assessed in the
context of limitations due to unaccounted biases. Individual
level observations are based on respondent knowledge,
recollection, and interpretation of survey questions. Hence,
information biases may exist (social and recall) and of importance, is having a parent respondent versus a medical
record abstraction. Compared to doctors, parents report a
lower PDS rate.19 The cross-sectional complex study design
limits causal inferences. Analytical methods provided corrected standard errors and further enhanced parameter
inference precision as we applied appropriate weights for
the subsample and improved exactness for estimates by fitting standard error adjustment. Despite the relatively low
ICC, this type of analysis is deemed appropriate as “even a
very weak ICC can substantially deflate standard errors of
regression coefficients,” and thus, MLMs are appropriate
when data is clustered so that standard errors are accounting
for the within-cluster dependency of individual observations
and hence, the between-cluster variation.20

8.

CONCLUSION

15.

In summary, modeling competing multilevel mechanisms that either impede or promote health can aid in the
theoretical interpretation of how and why healthcare models
within a given context can influence individual health. State
and private sector health programs may then benefit from
this research as an aid in developing context relevant policy.
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Hounsfield Unit Changes Over Time in
Contusions of the Brain
Kevin Moore II; Addison Willett; Eduardo Gonzalez-Toledo, MD, PhD;
Asser Youssef, MD, FACS, FICS
In the United States, traumatic brain injuries are an important cause of death and disability, often with significant financial and legal consequences. Although it is generally accepted by neuroradiologists that the
density of cerebral contusions decreases over time, previous research has not addressed this phenomenon
directly. In the current study, we reviewed charts of patients who had suffered cerebral contusions and had
at least two subsequent computed tomography scans in order to determine whether Hounsfield Units, a
measure of density, decreased over time. We found that 100% of contusions decreased in Hounsfield Units
over time. In addition, we found that the rate of decrease in density appears to be higher in the first 100 days
after the injury. These findings are especially applicable in the area of forensics. For example, they could be
used to determine the relative age of two separate brain contusions in the same patient.

INTRODUCTION
Trauma is well known to be a major cause of loss of
life and disability in the United States. According to the
National Trauma Institute, trauma accounts for 47% of all
deaths in people under age 44, making it the number one
killer in this age group.1 Traumatic brain injuries (TBI) are a
major contributor to death and disability in trauma victims,
with the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimating that
approximately 1.7 million TBIs occur every year.2 Cerebral
contusion is a common type of TBI that can result from a
variety of traumatic etiologies and can result in a wide range
of disabilities, depending on location and severity.
Computed tomography (CT) scans are commonly used
to assist in evaluating trauma patients once the primary
survey has been completed. In CT scans, the Hounsfield
Unit (HU) is used as a measure of the relative density of a
certain area of tissue. It is generally well accepted among
neuroradiologists that the HU (and therefore density) of
cerebral contusions decreases over time. However, it has
not been well characterized in previous research whether
HUs change predictably over time in cerebral contusions.
This study aims to determine whether the HUs decrease as
the wound ages.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this IRB-approved retrospective chart review, we
analyzed 1,674 records of patients admitted to the ICU
with traumatic head injuries that had at least one CT scan
of the brain. Patients with cerebral contusions and at least

one follow-up CT scan of the brain were included. The total number of patients included was 31, and there were 83
total CT scans obtained from these patients. The number of
scans per patient ranged from two to nine. Using the Osiris
program, we sampled the contusion using the slice with
the greatest apparent area of injury. We then calculated the
average HU value of the contusion, repeated the process
for any subsequent scans, and compared the values to see
whether the average HU decreased over time. We also
used statistical software to determine whether there was
a significant correlation between the time elapsed and the
HU. Furthermore, we investigated whether the correlation
differed when considering different time periods relative
to the initial scan.

RESULTS
The average HU value decreased over time in 100%
of the contusions (n=31). There was also a correlation between HU and time elapsed when all scans were analyzed
together (R=-.533, N=83, P<.001) When the average HU
was correlated with time elapsed for scans <100 days after
the initial scan, the strength of the negative correlation
increased. (R=-.603, N=51, P<.001). The correlation also
increased when the first scan (time elapsed = 0 days) was
omitted (R=-0.712, N=36, P<.001). At time periods greater
than 150 days, there was no significant correlation (R -.201,
N=14, P=.491). The average HU of the initial scans ranged
from 11.8 to 54.3, with o=10.81.
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study support our
hypothesis and show that the average HU
of cerebral contusions tends to decrease
over time. When all scans are considered,
it appears that the rate of decay of HU is
higher initially, but that it levels off after
a period of time (see Figure). The fact that
there was a significant correlation between
HU and time elapsed during the first 100
days but no correlation after the first 100
days supports this idea. However, there is a
noticeable variation in the HU values from
the initial scans of the patients, which is a
potential confounding factor. This may be
why the correlation becomes even stronger
when the initial scans are omitted. There
are two likely reasons for this variation:
differences in the time period between
the actual injury and the initial scan and
variations in baseline brain density between Figure: When all scans are considered, there is a significant correlation between
the average HU of the contusion area and the time elapsed. It appears that there is
individuals.3
a lower rate of decrease in HU as the overall time interval increases.
This study supports the idea that the
relative age of cerebral contusions can be
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LSUHSC Department of Medicine White Coat
Ceremony Address, 2014
D. Luke Glancy, MD

Let me congratulate each of the White Coat recipients on
having successfully completed medical school, no small accomplishment, and on having secured a first-rate residency
appointment that will allow you to continue the life-long
learning process that is a requisite for being a successful
physician. The intellectual rigor that medicine demands
and the opportunity to continue to learn are two of the chief
joys of this, the noblest of professions. Each of us has had
outstanding mentors, and hopefully, we will have more. I
suspect that you will find, as I have, that mentoring comes
not only from professors, but also from your fellow house
officers and, most importantly, from your patients.
The patient, of course, is at the center of our world. What
an honor it is to be entrusted with caring for our fellow human beings! It is an awesome responsibility that teaches us
not only about disease processes, but about human nature
and coping with adversity. Nothing is more rewarding
than helping a patient through a life-threatening illness,
and nothing is more humbling than not being able to do so.
Now, if you will indulge me, I’d like to discuss a half
dozen precepts that I have found helpful in increasing the
number of salutary medical experiences and in keeping the
number of unwholesome ones to a minimum. I must admit
that I learned many of these rules by violating them, usually
a most unpleasant experience.
1. TREAT EVERYONE WITH RESPECT. This includes
your patients, whether they are governors, archbishops, indigent persons, or prisoners. This also applies to all of your
co-workers from the chief of the service to the janitor. An
air of superiority serves no useful purpose and is often an
impediment to the success of any endeavor. In this regard,
the nurses are your special partners in the care of patients
and deserve special respect.
2. ALWAYS CARRY YOUR SHARE OF THE LOAD.
And if you are asked to carry more than your share, do so
without grumbling. All of us occasionally need help, and
your time will come. In the same spirit of collegiality, don’t
worry about who gets credit for the life-saving diagnosis.
The important thing is that it was made.

3. KNOW HOW THE BODY WORKS. This seems axiomatic, but relating your patient’s findings to the anatomy,
physiology, biochemistry, and pathology that you studied
so intensely a few years ago is not always easy. All signs
and symptoms, however, have pathophysiologic bases, and
defining these will facilitate both diagnosis and treatment.
4. TAKE NOTHING FOR GRANTED (TRUST BUT
VERIFY). When one of your colleagues or a referring physician tells you about a patient or you read his or her evaluation in the medical record, start by believing the information
because he or she often is correct and is never intentionally
trying to mislead you. Just remember that because most of
us run diagnostic algorithms the same way, if you believe
all that you are told, you will come to the same diagnosis
as the referring physician. It is better to take your own history, do your own physical exam, and examine the pertinent
laboratory data yourself. You will then often have a different
data set, consequently run a different algorithm, and arrive
at a different diagnosis. All of this may require getting out
of bed and going to the hospital in the middle of the night,
but the trip is worth the inconvenience.
5. BECOME A DIAGNOSTIC EXPERT. There is precedent for this. Early in the 20th century, internists were
often known as diagnosticians. Regardless of one’s specialty,
however, optimal treatment depends on a precise diagnosis.
Much intellectual effort is appropriately devoted to developing and learning treatment guidelines. All such effort,
however, presupposes an accurate diagnosis. Remember
the role of the history and the physical exam, which often
either make the diagnosis or suggest which of our more
sophisticated tests will. The ability to take a history and do
a physical exam is always available. The H and P are noninvasive, cost only some of your time, and can be repeated
as often as is necessary.
6. THE BUSINESS OF MEDICINE IS IMPORTANT, BUT
IS NEVER PRIMARY. Virtually all physicians, especially in
the United States, make a good living, but our bottom line is
not the bottom line of the profit and loss statement, but the
bottom line of whether we have served our fellow humans
well in the most important way imaginable, i.e. by helping
them stay alive and well. Judge Elbert Tuttle put business
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and the professional person in perfect perspective when
he said to graduates of the professional schools at Emory
University, “So do not try to set a price on yourselves ...
Rather be reckless and spendthrift, pouring out your talent
to all to whom it can be of service! Like love, talent is useful
only in its expenditure, and it is never exhausted. Certain
it is that man must eat, so set what price you must on your
service. But never confuse the performance, which is great,
with the compensation, be it money, power, or fame, which
is trivial.”1
I envy you as you don your white coats and move on in
your medical careers. I have enjoyed my career immensely
and would welcome the opportunity to do it again. But I
have had my turn, and it is time to let you enthusiastic young
physicians have your turn to advance medicine beyond
where my generation leaves it. Godspeed to each of you.
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Dr. Glancy is a Professor and Dr. Ali is a former Fellow in the Sections
of Cardiology, Departments of Medicine, Louisiana State University
Health Sciences Center and the Interim LSU Hospital, New Orleans.
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ECG of the Month
ECG in a 52-Year-Old Man With a Dilated
Cardiomyapathy
D. Luke Glancy, MD; Rehan Z. Ali, MD

Figure: ECG in a 52-year-old man with a dilated cardiomyopathy.

What is your diagnosis?
Explication is on page 124.
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DIAGNOSIS: Atrial tachycardia (214/min) with atrioventricular (AV) block and complete AV dissociation from junctional
tachycardia (140/min), together with repolarization changes of
digitalis, suggest digitalis toxicity.
The P waves of the atrial tachycardia are directed inferiorly. P waves and QRS complexes occur regularly and
independently with no evidence of anterograde or retrograde conduction. The rounded sagging of the ST segments,
with short QT intervals (0.26 s) and low T waves, is typical
of digitalis effect, and digitalis excess is known to produce
both conduction abnormalities and tachyarrhythmias in
patients with cardiac disease.1 Thus, although every arrhythmia caused by digitalis may occur in its absence, few
of them suggest digitalis toxicity as strongly as this double
tachycardia with AV dissociation in a man taking the drug.
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Radiology Case of the Month
Recurrent Knee Pain in a Young Athlete
Shiva Nagalingam, BS, BA; Mandy Weidenhaft, MD
A 22-year-old male collegiate basketball player with a history of right knee pain presents with pain and
swelling of his right knee. Physical exam reveals local swelling and tenderness over the right proximal
tibial-fibular joint.

Figure 1: Frontal radiograph of the knee, which demonstrates
a 2.2 x 1.7 cm rounded calcific density (black arrow) overlying
the right tibiofibular joint.

Figure 2: A lateral radiograph of the knee, which demonstrates
the density (black arrow) and confirms it’s location within the
tibiofibular joint.
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Figure 3: Oblique radiograph of the knee. In this figure,
the tibiofibular joint space is better demonstrated. The
rounded density is again identified (black arrow). Also note
degenerative osteophytosis of the superior aspect of the fibular
head (white arrow).
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Figure 4: A coronal proton density MR with fat suppression
obtained at the level of the posterior tibia and fibular head
demonstrates a mixed intensity lesion (black arrow) within
the tibiofibular joint adjacent to the synovium. Signal
characteristics confirm that this is an ossification and not
simply a calcification. A linear area of hyperintensity within the
joint space represents a small joint effusion (white arrow). Also
noted is high signal intensity within the fibular head (white
arrowhead) indicative of edema, consistent with a bone bruise.
This patient also had a sprain of the tibialis posterior tendon,
not shown.

Figure 5: A coronal proton density MR with fat suppression
image. It was obtained more anteriorly than Figure 4. It
demonstrates an abormal high signal along the lateral aspect of
the proximal tibia (black arrow) and medial femoral condyle
(white arrow), again consistent with edema due to bone
bruise.

RADIOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS: This is a case of osteochondromatosis of the proximal tibiofibular joint with associated bone
bruise and degenerative osteophytosis.

DISCUSSION
Synovial osteochondromatosis is an uncommon condition caused by synovial metaplasia that generates multiple
calcified periarticular bodies. The lesion commonly presents
as monoarticular joint pain and swelling in patients who relate a history of several years of such symptoms. It presents
more commonly in males than females by a factor of between
two and four. While individuals of any age can be affected,
it is most often diagnosed in persons aged 20 to 50 years.
Current medical therapy is centered around non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs, while surgical treatment consists
primarily of arthroscopic examination and excision of loose
bodies from the joint space with limited synovectomy of
the affected synovium. Important differential diagnostic

considerations of synovial osteochondromatosis in the knee
include pigmented villonodular synovitis, osteoarthritis,
chondrosarcoma, osteochondroma, osteochondritis dissecans, and fracture with an avulsed fragment.1,2
Synovial osteochondromatosis is a benign intrasynovial
process caused by nodular proliferation of the synovial
membrane. Fragments can break off of the synovial surface
within the joint. These bodies can grow, calcify, and ossify
within the periarticular synovial fluid. The condition can
occur in a primary or secondary form, but the etiologies
are not specifically known. The primary form occurs as
ectopic cartilage within synovial fluid without identifiable
joint pathology. A secondary form can develop in a setting
of preexisting joint pathology, including osteoarthritis,
rheumatoid arthritis, osteochondritis dissecans, neuropathic
osteoarthropathy, osteonecrosis, or fracture. Etiology of
the second form is based on fragment production by the
underlying disease process.2
With the primary etiology, the knee is the joint that is
most often affected, comprising 60%-70% of cases. Other
sites that can commonly be affected include the shoulder,
the elbow, and the hip. The process appears to occur in three
phases: initial active intrasynovial disease without loose
bodies, a transitional phase with osteochondral nodules on
the synovial membrane and free bodies in the cavity, and
finally a quiescent disease state with mulitiple free intrasynovial osteochondral bodies.3 Transformation to malignancy
is rare. Cases have been reported of coexisting chondrosarcoma, but a causal relationship has not been established.
Osteochondromatosis does appear to have a predilection
for knees with a history of repeat minor trauma and/or
degenerative joint disease. Whether trauma or degenerative
disease contribute to the proliferation of synovial nodule or
to their fragmentation is not known.4
Patients with synovial osteochondromatosis often complain of chronic, progressive, monoarticular pain, and swelling exacerbated by physical activity. Mechanical symptoms
can also present, including limited range of motion, grating,
and joint locking. Medical therapy with non-steroidal, antiinflammatory drugs can provide some relief, depending on
the degree of nodule proliferation, size and characteristics
of the free bodies, and the physical stress placed upon the
joint. Surgical excision of free bodies within the joint space
is also an appropriate intervention, with partial or total
synovectomy depending on the degree of recurrence.3
The classic radiographic appearance of synovial osteochondromatosis is multiple, spheroid, calcified masses
within the joint cavity. The bodies tend to have a “popcorn
ball” appearance characteristic of calcified cartilage. Joint
effusion and degenerative changes are frequently noted as
well. Serial imaging studies may reveal changes in numbers
and sizes of masses, as some of the calcified bodies grow
and other are reabsorped into the synovial membrane. Lack
of calcification or ossification of free bodies renders them
relatively lucent, with opacity similar to water. It is worth
noting that the dynamic nature of the fragmented nodules
can lead to normal findings in a patient with osteochon-
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dromatosis. Computed tomography (CT) scanning also can
only be used for identification of calcified loose bodies; it
cannot provide visualization of unmineralized fragments.5,6
The best modality for visualizing synovial osteochondromatosis is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MRI imaging may be diagnostic, even when calcification is minimal
or absent, because uncalcified bodies of cartilage appear
characteristically lobulated. They also appear isointense
or slightly stronger in intensity than muscle tissue on T1and T2-weighted images. Signal intensity correlates with
the quantity of calcium present in the nodule. The degree
of composing cellular component compared to acellular
hyaline matrix and the quantity of calcium present in the
nodules correlates with the signal intensity. Gadolinium
enhancement can also be added to increase the sensitivity
of the scan and assist in identifying lesions. MRI may also
reveal areas of high signal intensity consistent with synovial
thickening and joint effusion. Plain radiographs are useful
adjuncts to MRI when the presence of calcification is ambiguous. Still, further evaluation can be achieved via nuclear
imaging; lesions induce increased radionuclide uptake on
technetium-99m bone scans in affected areas.7-9
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Clinical Case of the Month
A 44-Year-Old Woman With Jaundice and
Abdominal Pain
Shane G. Guillory, MD; Matthew D. Jordan, DO; Bradley M. Spieler, MD;
Matthew L. Safley, DO; John J. Hutchings, MD; Leslie A. Saketkoo, MD;
Fred A. Lopez, MD, FACP

INTRODUCTION
Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is an autoimmune
disease of the liver. It is characterized by a T-cell-mediated
attack of the small, intrahepatic bile ducts. The exact etiology
is unknown, but it is thought to be a result of a combination of genetic predisposition and environmental factors.1
The vast majority of patients affected by PBC are women.2
The natural history of the disease varies by patient, but it is
generally thought to be a chronic, progressive disease that
carries a high mortality rate if not treated definitively with
liver transplantation.3 The diagnosis of PBC is made with
the combination of clinical findings and laboratory data,
including antimitochondrial antibodies. The diagnosis can
also be further confirmed with a liver biopsy. We present
a case of a woman who presented with abdominal pain,
jaundice, and significant weight loss and was diagnosed
with PBC based on autoantibody testing and liver biopsy.
We also present a review of the epidemiology, etiology,
clinical findings, diagnosis, and treatment options for PBC.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 44-year-old woman with a past medical history of
cholelithiasis, status-post cholecystectomy three years prior,
presented to her primary care physician complaining of
progressively worsening right-sided abdominal pain of
two months duration. She described the pain as “heavy,”
located throughout the right side of her abdomen, 5/10 in
intensity, and progressively worsening throughout the day.
She reported that the pain was exacerbated by lying on her
right side. She did admit to occasional radiation to her back
and flank on the right side. The pain was not associated
with eating. She also denied any nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, melena, hematochezia, dysphagia, decreased appetite,
or pruritis. Review of systems was otherwise positive for
a 35-pound, unintentional weight loss over the prior three
months. After her primary care physician noted abnormali-

ties in her routine lab work, the patient was told to present
to the emergency department for further workup.
Vital signs at the time of presentation were only notable
for a pulse of 100 beats per minute and a temperature of 99.0
degrees Fahrenheit. Head and neck examination revealed
sublingual icterus, as well as scleral icterus bilaterally. Abdominal examination revealed mild tenderness to palpation
in the epigastric region, as well as the right upper quadrant
without rebound or guarding. A Murphy’s sign was absent.
The liver edge was palpated at 12 cm below the right costal
margin, and the spleen was palpated at 3 cm below the left
costal margin. Spider angiomata were noted in two spots
on the right forearm, one spot on the left lower leg, and
one spot on the back. Palmar erythema was noted as well.
Initial laboratory workup revealed an elevated total
bilirubin of 4.7 mg/dl (<1.3 mg/dl), alkaline phosphatase
of 795 U/L (20-120 U/L), GGT of 1,199 U/L (<55 U/L),
AST of 318 U/L (<46 U/L), and ALT of 289 U/L (<46 U/L).
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate was mildly increased at
22 mm/hr (0-20 mm/hr). Total cholesterol was 554 mg/
dl (<200 mg/dl), triglyceride level was 923 mg/dl (<150
mg/dl), and LDL level was 344 mg/dl (<130 mg/dl). An
acute hepatitis panel was performed and was negative. An
ammonia level was elevated at 72 Umol/L (9-35 Umol/L).
Urine drug screen and salicylate levels were not abnormal.
Imaging at the time of admission included a right upper quadrant ultrasound that revealed an enlarged liver at
approximately 25 cm in sagittal dimension with no focal
hepatic abnormality, an enlarged spleen at approximately
15.7 cm in sagittal dimension, normal flow in the portal
vein, and an enlarged 2.3 cm lymph node near the porta
hepatis. The gallbladder was surgically absent. The common bile duct was noted to be normal, and no masses or
free fluid were appreciated. Computed tomography of the
abdomen on the day of admission confirmed the findings
of the abdominal ultrasound (Figures 1, 2). A routine chest
radiograph revealed no acute cardiopulmonary process.
A rheumatologic workup was pursued. While anti-
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nuclear antibody levels were negative, the anti-mitochondrial antibody
level was elevated at 26.5 units (<20
units). C-ANCA, P-ANCA, alpha1-antitrypsin level, transferrin, ceruloplasmin, and AFP were all normal.
An outpatient liver biopsy was
performed to further confirm the suspected diagnosis of PBC. The results
revealed severe portal lymphocytic
and granulomatous inflammation
with small interlobular duct ductopenia/destruction and extensive periportal necroinflammatory changes,
consistent with early-stage primary
biliary cirrhosis (Figures 3, 4).

DISCUSSION

Figure 1: Axial contrast-enhanced CT demonstrates hepatosplenomegaly with an
enlarged periportal lymph node (arrow), which measures greater than one centimeter in
maximal short axis diameter.

Figure 2: Coronal contrast-enhanced images show hepatosplenomegaly with the liver
and spleen measuring 28 and 23 centimeters in maximal craniocaudal dimensions,
respectively.
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Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC)
is a progressive autoimmune disease
that primarily affects women. Of the
estimated 9,232 cases of PBC in the
United States in 1996, 88.7% occurred
in females.4 Autoimmune-mediated
destruction of intrahepatic bile ducts
eventually leads to bile flow obstruction, hepatic fibrosis, cirrhosis, and
eventual liver failure. The exact
etiology continues to be a subject
of investigation, but it is described
by Gershwin and Mackay to be a
combination of genetic predisposition and underlying environmental
factors.5 Selmi et al. also suggest a
genetic component by showing that
the concordance of PBC in monozygotic twins is about 63%.1 Based on a
systematic review of epidemiologic
studies published by Boonstra et al.
in the Journal of Hepatology in 2012,
worldwide incidence rates of PBC
range from 0.33-5.8 per 100,000 and
prevalence rates range from 1.91-40.2
per 100,000.6
Due to improved awareness
and diagnosis earlier in the clinical
course, 50-60% of patients are asymptomatic at the time of diagnosis.7 The
most common symptoms seen in PBC
are fatigue and pruritis.8 Pruritis is
estimated to occur in 25%-75% of patients with PBC. It can often precede
the actual diagnosis by several years,
highlighting the need to consider
PBC in any patient with pruritis that
is not associated with a rash.8 The

Figure 3: Image (left) shows a portal bile duct with lymphocytic infiltration of
the epithelium and severe chronic inflammation in the surrounding tissue.
Figure 4: This image (below) reveals poorly formed granumlomas, with multiple
epitheloid histocytes, within the portal triads and surrounding severe chronic
inflammation.

pruritis in PBC is thought to be directly related to cholestasis,
decreased bile excretion, and subsequent accumulation of
bile in the plasma and tissues. Fatigue is the most consistent
symptom of PBC, occurring in about 70%-80% of patients.8
The exact etiology is still unknown, but peripheral muscle
fatigablilty9 and autonomic dysfunction10 as mechanisms
have been proposed. Less common symptoms may include
Sicca Syndrome (dry eyes and mouth), cutaneous calcinosis,
Raynaud’s phenomenon, and dysphagia, as PBC can be associated with other autoimmune diseases such as Sjogren’s
syndrome and scleroderma.2 The physical exam is often
normal in the asymptomatic patient. Skin hyperpigmentation due to melanin deposition may be seen earlier in the
course, while jaundice is a late manifestation. Hepatomegaly
is found in about 70% of patients, and splenomegaly may
develop as the disease progresses.2
The diagnosis of PBC should always be considered in
the setting of cholestasis after the exclusion of other liver
diseases. Most patients have a significantly elevated alkaline
phosphatase with milder elevations in the aminotransferases.11 The degree of alkaline phosphatase elevations generally
correlates with the severity of ductopenia and inflammation.
As the disease progresses, a rise in serum bilirubin, along
with a decrease in serum albumin and platelets, may signal
the development of cirrhosis and portal hypertension. Serum cholesterol levels are often markedly elevated as well.11
While anti-nuclear antibody (ANA) is only positive in approximately 70% of patients with PBC12, anti-mitochondrial
antibody (AMA) is found in nearly 95% of cases.11

As in this case, primary biliary cirrhosis will often
manifest with nonspecific findings on ultrasonography
and CT. Common imaging findings include signs of portal
hypertension, including splenomegaly, ascites, and varices.
Hepatomegaly is also often present, particularly in earlier
phases of the disease. Enlarged upper abdominal lymph
nodes, which can enhance, are also a common finding.12
MRI can have improved specificity, particularly in later
stages of the disease, manifesting a periportal halo sign.
This sign is characterized by low T1 and T2 signal intensity
in a periportal distribution without mass effect. The sign
reflects periportal parenchymal loss adjacent to regenerative nodule formation. Aside from diagnostic utility, cross
sectional imaging can also be used for screening for heptocellular carcinoma, as these patients a carry an increased
risk (~5%).13,14
The classic findings on liver biopsy of patients with
PBC is asymmetric destruction of the bile ducts within the
portal triads.2 Patients are further classified into stages (i.e.,
stage one through four) based on the degree of destruction
and the number of bile ducts involved. Stage 1 is inflammation localized to the portal triads, while stage 4 represents
end-stage liver disease.2 In 2009, The American Association
for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) published recommendations for the diagnosis of PBC.11 The diagnosis can
be made if any two of the following three criteria are met:
• Biochemical evidence of cholestasis based mainly
on alkaline phosphatase elevation
• Presence of AMA
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•

Histologic evidence of nonsuppurative destructive cholangitis and destruction of interlobular
bile ducts
The only FDA-approved therapy for PBC is ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA).11 Several studies have supported
the usefulness of UDCA in slowing the progression of liver
failure and improving mortality rates.15 UDCA is indicated
for any patient with PBC and abnormal liver chemistries,
regardless of stage. Appropriate dosing of UDCA is paramount, as studies have shown superior results with a dose
of 13-15 mg/kg/day when compared to either a lower or
higher dose.16 Some of the other medications that have been
tested as a single agent in the treatment of PBC include
chlorambucil, penicillamine, cyclosporine, corticosteroids,
azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil, thalidomide, methotrexate, malotilate, and colchicine. None of the above-mentioned medications have been shown to be of benefit, either
as single-agent treatments or in combination with UDCA.11
Treatment of the major symptoms of PBC, including fatigue
and pruritis, is also often a focus of management. At this
time, there is no recommended therapy for fatigue in PBC.
The selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, fluoxetine, has
not shown any improvement of fatigue in the setting of PBC,
while modafinil, a medication used for excessive daytime
sleepiness, has shown some benefit.11 Pruritis in PBC is not
generally relieved by UDCA. The AASLD recommends
that bile acid sequestrants be used as a first-line treatment
for pruritis, followed by rifampicin, oral opiate antagonists,
or sertraline for refractory cases.11 Outcomes for liver transplantation in patients with PBC are generally more favorable
than transplants for other indications. Transplantation also
improves fatigue, pruritis, and bone disease in PBC.11 Timing
of transplantation is key and can be better determined by
using one of several prognostic formulas. One of the most
widely used, the Mayo model, takes into account several
factors, including serum bilirubin level, serum albumin
level, age, prothrombin time, and presence or absence of
peripheral edema.17 In combination with the Mayo model,
the Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) is also used
to guide timing of liver transplantation. Up to 20%-25% of
patients who undergo transplantation for PBC will have
recurrent disease in 10 years; however, cyclosporine-based
immunosuppression appears to reduce recurrence risk.18
In conclusion, PBC is a progressive, autoimmune disease of the liver seen primarily in women. It is diagnosed
based on a combination of clinical findings and laboratory
data, with elevation of alkaline phosphatase and the presence of AMA being the hallmarks. The most consistent
symptoms of PBC are fatigue and pruritis. Skin hyperpigmentation due to melanin deposition may also be seen
early in the course, while jaundice is a late presentation.
Per the AASLD practice guidelines, the diagnosis is largely
based on biochemical evidence of cholestasis, presence of
AMA, and liver biopsy. The only FDA-approved medication for treatment of PBC is UDCA, which has been shown
to improve survival. Liver transplantation is a definitive
treatment with overall favorable outcomes. PBC should be
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suspected in any patient with unexplained cholestasis or
pruritis. Timely diagnosis and early referral to a specialist
is imperative for these patients.
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Pathology Image of the Month
Black Thyroid
Christin Tsao, MD; Robin R. McGoey, MD

A 54-year-old Caucasian male had a witnessed collapse on the street. He was transported to the emergency
department and subsequently pronounced dead. An unlimited autopsy examination was conducted under
authorization of the coroner. Medical record review later revealed that the decedent had a history of alcohol
abuse, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, congestive heart failure, and chronic osteomyelitis treated
by minocycline 100 mg twice daily. Autopsy revealed the cause of death to be ruptured gastroesophageal
varices with nearly one liter of recent hemorrhage in the stomach and gastrointestinal tract. Other findings
compatible with a history of alcoholism included hepatosplenomegaly, hepatic steatosis, and early bridging
fibrosis. The decedent’s thyroid was multinodular and enlarged at 50 gm. The thyroid gland, in its entirety,
is shown below with serial sections made longitudinally through the gland capsule to reveal the underlying parenchyma.

Figure 1: Gross image of the thyroid gland eviscerated at autopsy, serially sectioned longitudinally, that shows charcoal black
pigmentation of the gland parenchyma extending full thickness from the capsular surface.

What is the diagnosis in this thyroid gland and what is the likely cause?
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DIAGNOSIS: Black thyroid syndrome, a.k.a. Melanosis
Thyroidi due to Minocycline therapy

DISCUSSION
Minocycline-induced black thyroid (MIBT) is a rare
condition that was first described in 1967 by Benitz et al.
in the thyroidal tissues of laboratory animals.1 It was not
documented in the thyroid glands of humans until nearly
10 years later when Attwood et al. reported a single case
at autopsy in a man with bronchiectasis and emphysema
treated antemortem with twice daily minocycline for one
year.2 A tetracycline-derived, semisynthetic broad-spectrum
antibiotic, minocycline was first used clinically in 1967. It is
used most commonly to treat long-term acne vulgaris but
also can be used to treat other bacterial infections such as
pneumonia, urinary tract infections, skin infections, and
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus infections as may
be seen in osteomyelitis.3 Pigmentation as a side effect of
minocycline therapy has not only been seen in the thyroid
gland but has also been documented in the skin, oral mucosa,
bone, nail beds, heart valves, and teeth.4,5 Since the original
MIBT publication, the literature cites approximately 60 total
cases, some following minocycline exposures as short as 12
days in duration.6
Pathologic examination of a MIBT reveals characteristic
gross features, including the eponymous charcoal black
coloring in a full-thickness distribution from the capsular
layer throughout the entire thyroid parenchyma. Neither
gland enlargement (goiter) nor nodularity of the thyroid is
specifically associated with the pigment deposition. Histology reveals intracytoplasmic accumulation of “dust like”
granules most often within follicular epithelial cells or tissue
macrophages. The differential diagnosis includes iron and
ochronotic pigment depositions. Iron accumulation within
the thyroid can be seen in patients with hemosiderosis either due to primary or secondary hemochromatosis. Iron,
however, typically manifests grossly as a ruddy or maroon
discoloration and will stain positively with iron stains such
as Prussian blue. Ochronotic pigment is a black-appearing
pigment that accumulates in tissue in association with the
autosomal recessive condition of ochronosis. It, however,
displays refractile properties under polarized light and has
yet to be published within the thyroid gland.7
The nature of the black pigment in MIBT remains debated. Considerations have included lipofuscin, melanin,
neuromelanin, a melanin-like substance, or simply oxidative byproducts of minocycline.8 Several mechanisms for
the accumulation of black pigment in thyroid tissue have
been hypothesized, but the most reliable consensus seems
to center around the fact that minocycline is a competitive
inhibitor of thyroid peroxidase and thereby, becomes itself
oxidized.6,9
Clinically, MIBT has long been thought to be a harmless
phenomenon without clinical ramifications. However, in
some recent literature reviews, MIBT has been suggested

as a potential marker for thyroid carcinoma. In one such
2001 study of 28 reported MIBT cases by Birkedal et al.,11
of the MIBT patients (39%) also had papillary carcinoma.5
With an additional case of MIBT, in conjunction with papillary carcinoma to report, Bruins et al., in 2007, make the
comparative remark that the observed incidence of thyroid
cancer in MIBT patients approached 40% while the observed
incidence of thyroid cancer in the general population approximated 0.003% or 3/100,000.10 In 2010, six additional
patients with MIBT and carcinoma were added to the literature, leading to published recommendations that clinicians
attend differently to thyroid glands with black pigmentation.
Recommendations also endorsed a more comprehensive
pathologic examination of MIBT thyroidectomy specimens,
including submission of a greater number of blocked sections per specimen for histopathology.11,12 And finally in
2011, in an effort to establish the malignant potential of black
thyroid syndrome, Kandil et al. conducted a retrospective
chart review of more than 400 patients who underwent
thyroid surgery for nodular lesions. The authors calculated
a 15% incidence of MIBT (63/433) and found significantly
more malignancy in the MIBT group than the non-MIBT
group [50.8% vs. 29.8%, p<0.002]. Conversely, benign lesions were statistically more likely in the non-MIBT group
than those with black thyroid syndrome.12
The current case demonstrates the classic features of
minocycline-induced black thyroid syndrome (MIBT),
sometimes known as a Melanosis thyroidii. Histology was
characteristic, and iron stains were negative. There was
no evidence of malignancy on multiple histologic sections
submitted. The diagnosis was made incidentally at the
time of autopsy. There is currently an additional need for
case reporting of MIBT in order to establish any causal link
between pigmentation and the development of malignancy.
A longtime believed harmless phenomenon, MIBT should
be reconsidered by clinicians across disciplines as further
mechanisms of possible carcinogenesis are explored. In the
meantime, the current literature supports a more thorough
pathologic examination of these surgical specimens than
once previously recommended.
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Showers of Emboli From a Large Aortic Root
Thrombus
Rami N. Khouzam, MD, FACC, FACP, FASNC, FASE, FSCAI; Laura Salama, MD;
Mohamad Khaled Soufi, MD; Alim Khandekar, MD; Saleem Al-Mawed, MD

It is rare to find aortic root thrombi in the absence of aortic root aneurysm or extensive aortic atherosclerosis. Up
to this date, only a few cases have been reported. The etiology has been mainly attributed to hypercoagulable
disorders. Herein, we present a case of a large thrombus obliterating the aortic root in a patient presenting
with acute abdominal pain and noted to have showers of emboli to the kidneys. Hypercoagulable workup
failed to reveal any congenital or acquired clotting disorder. The thrombus was thought to have developed
spontaneously, and was removed surgically. Two months later, however, she had an arterial clot in the left
popliteal artery that was removed surgically. The patient was seen for follow-up three and six months later
and was stable with no complaints.
This case highlights the importance of considering the ascending aorta as a source in cases of systemic
embolization. In addition, the different diagnostic options, management protocols, and potential complications are discussed.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 43-year-old African-American woman with a past
medical history of hypertension and diabetes mellitus,
presented to the emergency room with severe right lower
quadrant abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting. Computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen and pelvis with
contrast showed multiple wedge-shaped foci of diminished
enhancement in the lower pole of the right kidney, highly
suspicious for renal infarcts. An incidental finding of a mass
of low density appeared above the aortic valve. Computed
tomographic (CT) scan of the chest with contrast (Figure 1)
revealed a filling defect measuring 1.1 x 1.4 x 2.1 cm in the
proximal ascending aorta. The mass appeared to be localized to the aortic root. The other cardiac valves were normal.
There were no other filling defects within the ventricles or
atria. The heart was normal in size.
Transesophageal echocardiography (Figures 2 and 3)
was done to confirm the presence of a large mass almost
obliterating the aortic root. The mass was not attached to
the aortic valve leaflets. The left ventricular ejection fraction
was normal (>55%).
A hematological consult was obtained after the patient
was started on heparin. An extensive workup for coagulopathy/hypercoagulable status and autoimmune disorders was
negative. The workup revealed the following results: plasma
fibrinogen: 320 mg/dl (N: 145-348 mg/dl), prothrombin
G20210A genotype analysis: normal, antithrombin III: 109%
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(N: 84-125%), protein C: 150% (N: 74-161%), protein S: 56%
(N: 47-134%), activated protein C resistance: 2.5 (N: >2.1),
and normal Factor V leiden. Homocysteine level was normal:
9.8 mmol/L (N <12 mmol/L). Lupus anticoagulant profile
was negative; anticardiolipin antibody IgG: 1.8 GPL units
(N: 0-9.9 GPL units), IgM: 0.7 MPL (N: 0-9.9 MPL), and antibeta 2 glycoprotein1 was within normal range: IgG: 0.6 U/
ml (N: 0-9.9 U/ml). Russel Viper Venom time: 36.1 sec (N:
32.2-40.1). Cytoplasmic antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (c-ANCA): 0.61 (N: 0-0.79), Anti-dsDNA antibodies: 6 (N:
0-24.9), and Anti-Smith: 178 (N: 90-180)]. She had normal
CBC: Hb: 14.1 g/dL (N: 11.5-14.8 g/dL), Hct: 43.1 % (N:
34.6-43.8%), WBC: 12,400/mcL (N: 4,200-10,200/mcL), and
Platelet count: 326,000/mcL (N: 150,000-400,000/mcL). She
had dyslipidemia: triglycerides: 276 mg/dL (N <150 mg/
dL), total serum cholesterol: 187 mg/dL (N: <200 mg/dL),
HDL: 33 mg/dL (N: 40-60 mg/dL), and LDL: 131 mg/dL
(N: <100 mg/dL).
The patient denied smoking and drug use. She had no
history of atrial fibrillation, deep venous thrombosis (DVT),
or any other thrombus formation. She had an elevated Body
Mass Index (BMI) of 33.4 (height: 157.5 cm, weight: 82.8 kg).
There was no family history of coagulation or bleeding disorders. Her medications included atorvastatin, metoprolol,
and hydrochlorothiazide, and she denied the use of any oral
contraception. Both diagnoses of HTN and DM were made
prior to the initial presentation, and her diabetic control was
suboptimal: HbA1C was 7.3% (N: 4.8-6%)

Figure 1: Sixty-four-slice computed tomographic scan of the chest
with contrast showing a filling defect (dark grey), with contrast
around it (white), in the aortic root/proximal ascending aorta.

Sternotomy with removal of a large aortic thrombus
measuring 1.4 x 1.9 x 0.7cm (Figure 4) was performed on
cardiopulmonary bypass under moderate hypothermia.
The aorta was inspected with an epi-aortic echo and then
cross-clamped beyond the visible thrombus. Transverse
aortotomy was then performed to inspect and remove the
thrombus. The patient was rewarmed and weaned off bypass. During surgical aortic thrombectomy, the aortic valve
and root were noted to be normal, and the mass was noninfiltrating. There were no signs of atherosclerotic disease
or aneurysmal dilation of the aortic root. The macroscopic
and microscopic examination of the specimen confirmed
it to be a thrombus. Warfarin sodium was started with a
target INR of 2-3.
The patient had an uncomplicated early postoperative
course. Two months later, however, she complained during
a follow-up visit of claudication of the left calf and the anklebrachial index was <0.9. Her INR was >2. A CT angiogram of
the abdominal aorta and lower extremities revealed a filling
defect in the distal popliteal artery, resulting in diminished
distal flow. An arteriogram (Figure 5) percutaneous AngioJet thrombectomy, and balloon angioplasty were only
partially successful in removing the organized thrombus.
Left femoral-popliteal bypass surgery was then performed
successfully. A CT arteriogram revealed no residual aortic
root thrombus.
When seen three and six months later, the patient had
no symptoms.

DISCUSSION
Aortic thrombi usually present as emboli from the
cardiac chambers or as a thrombus on an atherosclerotic

Figure 2: Transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE), upper
esophageal view, 120o, longitudinal, showing a large mass
in the ascending aorta, just distal to the aortic valve but not
attached to it.

plaque.1,2 The descending aorta and the distal arch are the
most common locations of aortic thrombi; whereas the ascending aorta is the site of aortic thrombus in only 5% of the
cases.6 Aortic root thrombus is rare in an apparently normal,
non-aneurysmal, non-atherosclerotic aorta.2,6-10
The etiology of thrombus formation in a macroscopically normal aorta is not well understood and has been
attributed to various hypercoagulable disorders, including
combined protein C and protein S deficiency,1,7,10,11 elevated
levels of clotting factor VIII, antithrombin III deficiency,7
polycythemia vera,7 essential thrombocythemia,12 hyperhomocysteinaemia,13 increased fibrinogen,4 as well as autoimmune diseases with hypercoagulable states, e.g., systemic
lupus erythematosus,14 antiphospholipid syndrome,10,11 and
vasculitis.10,11 It has also been associated with malignancy,1,6,11 hematologic disorders,1,6 exogenous steroid,1,6,15 and
estrogen use,4,6,16,17 primary endothelial disorders,1,6,11 blunt
aortic injury,6 heparin-induced thrombocytopenia,1,11,18-20 as
well as iatrogenic causes.11 Generalized hypercoagulation
and vascular endothelial disorders have been proposed to
be the most important factors for aortic mobile thrombus
formation.6
Aortic thrombus is usually suspected after the occurrence of a peripheral,3,4,10,11,21,22 cerebral,3,9,12,14,23-25 or visceral
thrombotic event.1 Myocardial infarction has been reported
as its first presentation.2,23 Aortic thrombus in the ascending
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Figure 3: Transesophageal
echocardiogram (TEE), upper
esophageal view, 180o, transverse,
confirming the large mass almost
completely occluding the ascending
aortic root.

Figure 4: Large (1.4 x 1.9 x 0.7 cm) thrombus
surgically removed from the aortic root.

aorta however, is considered to be an uncommon source of
embolism,2,6,9 and the most frequent cause of embolism from
an aortic source is caused by thrombus superimposed on
an atherosclerotic aortic plaque.2,6 Peripheral and visceral
emboli most commonly result from cardiac dysfunction,
such as atrial fibrillation, myocardial infarction, endocarditis, ventricular aneurysms, and prosthetic heart valves.
The most frequent non-cardiac sources are thrombus within
proximal aneurysms, ulcerated atherosclerotic plaques, dissections, penetrating ulcers, and traumatic lesions.2,11
In our case, the etiology of thrombus formation was not
identified. A workup for hypercoagulable and auto-immune
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disorders was negative. The absence of any constitutional
symptoms and the normal blood tests make any malignant
or hematologic disorder a very low possibility.
Thromboembolic events in a normal aorta causing
systemic embolism in a relatively young patient have been
reported in the literature.2,4,13-15,23,25 However, in these cases
there was usually a plausible etiology. Either the patients
were taking oral steroidal medications,15 were heavy cigarette smokers,2,15 were on estrogen therapy,4 had hyperhomocysteinaemia13 or systemic lupus erythematosus,14 or
were taking synthetic progasterons.2
Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE),8,22 computed

Figure 5: Arteriogram showing a
filling defect in the distal left popliteal
artery (arrow), obstructing flow at
its bifurcation into the tibioperoneal
trunk and anterior tibial artery.

tomography,26 and magnetic resonance imaging,8 remain the
diagnostic tools of choice in the diagnosis of aortic thrombus.
The management of aortic root thrombosis is controversial.6,9,11,27 Therapeutic strategies are influenced by the
localization of the thrombus, the co-morbidities of the patient, and the physician’s preferences.27 Treatment options
include systemic anticoagulation therapy alone, thrombolytic therapy,17 surgical removal of the thrombus with/
without graft replacement, and endovascular stent-grafting.
Oral anticoagulation is generally considered a firstline management, unless warfarin is contraindicated or
there are repetitive embolic events.9,11 Several cases have
demonstrated successful resolution of mobile aortic thrombi
without further emboli with long-term oral anticoagulants.10,23,28 Thrombectomy is indicated in cases of contraindication to anticoagulation, mobile thrombus,11 or recurrent
embolic events.6,9,11,29,30 An aggressive surgical approach is
recommended in the low-risk patient to prevent cerebrovascular accidents and further peripheral embolization.22,30
Some reports suggest repeat TEE two weeks after starting
oral anticoagulation, when incomplete resolution of the
thrombus might warrant surgical intervention, especially
in young patients.9 Some authors have advocated the use of
an endovascular stent-graft (SG) whenever possible6,11,27 because the less invasive procedure may reduce perioperative
morbidity and mortality.6 Although anticoagulation seems to
be preferred over a surgical approach in many cases, there
are reported complications of anticoagulation.1,10

CONCLUSION
Thromboembolic events from a non-aneurysma, non-

atherosclerotic aorta are rare. The pathogenesis may be
multifactorial,6 and hypercoaguability may well play a role,
even when standard coagulation studies are normal.
The rarity of the lesions and difficulty in diagnosis have
precluded accurate determination of the natural history and
optimal treatment of this disease. To date, there are no data
to advocate or to refute the use of anticoagulation prior to
thrombectomy in these cases. Management should include
long-term therapy with warfarin sodium and imaging surveillance to avoid further embolization.9,27
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Primary Clear Cell Adenocarcinoma of the
Colon: A Case Report and Review
Camille Thelin, MS, MD; Caroline R. Alquist, MD, PhD; Lee S. Engel, MD, PhD;
Tracy Dewenter, MD

A case of primary clear cell adenocarcinoma of the colon, a rare oncologic variant, was diagnosed in a 25-yearold man who presented with partial bowel obstruction. To understand better the pathology of this neoplasm,
a retrospective review of Entrez PubMed entries describing primary clear cell adenocarcinoma of the colon
and/or rectum was performed. Only 13 previous cases of primary clear cell adenocarcinoma of the colon
and/or rectum have been reported, with an average presentation age of 57 years and generally afflicting the
descending colon of men. Herein we present a case occurring in the distal ascending colon of the youngest
patient in the literature to date. Our patient’s diagnosis is rare in occurrence, location, and age of onset.

INTRODUCTION
Primary clear cell adenocarcinoma of the colon is an
uncommon oncologic diagnosis. A review of Entrez PubMed
publications revealed 13 previously reported cases.1-13
Herein, we describe the 14th and youngest patient with this
diagnosis reported in the literature to date: a 25-year-old
man with stage IV primary clear cell adenocarcinoma of the
distal ascending colon.

CASE REPORT
A 25-year-old man presented to the emergency department with abdominal discomfort and distention, nausea,
and several episodes of bilious vomiting for two weeks.
Bilious emesis and abdominal pain was not associated with
any specific foods, medicines, or positions. His last bowel
movement had occurred more than one week prior and was
described as “foamy,” but flatus had continued. The review
of systems was negative for diarrhea, melena, hematochezia,
hematemesis, or history of hemorrhoids. He also denied
any fevers, chills, prior hospitalizations, sick contacts, or
recent travel history.
Prior to coming to our institution, he had visited two
different emergency rooms with the same complaints and
was discharged from each with a diagnosis of gastroenteritis.
A computed tomography (CT) scan of the abdomen and
pelvis was performed during one of these visits. The scan
was unavailable to our institution; however, he reported being told that there was nonspecific thickening of the bowel
wall for which he should schedule a follow-up appointment
with a general surgeon.
His past medical history was significant only for childhood asthma. He had no past surgical history or allergies.

He reported only occasional, but not recent, non-steroidal,
anti-inflammatory drug use for pain. He denied any tobacco
or illicit drug use, but a social history review was positive
for the occasional alcoholic beverage. His family history was
relevant for one grandfather with colon cancer of unknown
type or age of onset.
Physical exam revealed unremarkable vital signs, aside
from a slight tachycardia and the appearance of mild discomfort. Abdominal distention and decreased bowel sounds
in all four abdominal quadrants, without tinkles or rushes,
were noted. Mid-epigastric and right-upper quadrant (RUQ)
tenderness to palpation, without guarding or rebound, also
was noted.
A complete blood count and comprehensive metabolic
profile were normal except for mild hyponatremia (133
mEq/L). A carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) level was elevated (12.3 ng/mL). A CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis
found a mass-like thickening at the hepatic flexure, as well
as dilated small bowel (>4 cm) and large bowel proximal
to the mass (Figure 1A). Scattered lymph nodes were seen
throughout the abdomen, but were most prominent adjacent
to the area of thickening (Figure 1B). No other evidence of
malignancy was evident on the CT scan.
He underwent an exploratory laparotomy with right
hemicolectomy and was found to have a partial large bowel
obstruction secondary to a stenotic tumor mass at the distal
ascending colon/hepatic flexure. An ileocolonic anastamosis
was performed at this time.
Surgical pathology evaluation of the right hemicolectomy specimen revealed a circumferential mass (3 cm) within
the distal ascending colon which involved the full thickness
of the colonic wall. The tumor extended into the pericolonic
fat to abut the serosa. Dilation of the colon proximal to the
mass was noted, with flattening of the mucosal folds. Histo-
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Figure 1A and 1B: (A) Transverse plane image of a CT scan showing the mass-like thickening of the ascending colon (circled) with
dilated large and small bowel proximal to the tumor. (B) Frontal plane image of a CT scan showing a 5 x 4 cm mass-like thickening
within the hepatic flexure (circled) accompanied by adjacent fluid and scattered lymph nodes.
Figure 2: Clear cell adenocarcinoma tumor
cells with abundant clear cytoplasm and
well-defined cell borders. (Hematoxylin &
Eosin stain, original magnification 200x)

logic sections showed a clear cell adenocarcinoma, circumferentially involving the colonic wall. The tumor cells were
pleomorphic with hyperchromatic, rounded to angular,
vesicular nuclei, some with prominent nucleoli, exhibiting
well-defined cell borders and containing abundant clear
cytoplasm (Figure 2). Immunohistochemical stains revealed
the tumor cells to be strongly and diffusely positive for cytokeratin 7. There was patchy moderate to strong staining for
CDX2, CD15, and cytokeratin 20. Focal spotty positivity was
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seen for CD10 and neuron specific enolase. Tumor cells were
negative for vimentin, thyroid transcription factor 1, alpha
inhibin, calretinin, alpha-fetoprotein, placental alkaline
phosphatase, chromogranin A, synaptophysin, and CD56.
No other source of malignancy could be identified by CT,
full-body positron emission tomography (PET) scan (Figure
3), or additional biopsy sampling of the liver, stomach, and
duodenum. The hemicolectomy margins were free of tumor.
One of 19 identified pericolonic lymph nodes was positive

Figure 3: Whole body PET scan image demonstrating lack of
alternate primary malignancy. Hypermetabolic activity is seen
on the liver, anastomotic site (post-right hemicolectomy), and
anterior abdominal surgical incision site, consistent with prior
surgery and liver biopsy.

Figure 4: A lymph node
containing clear cell
adenocarcinoma tumor
cells. (Hematoxylin &
Eosin stain, original
magnification 100x)
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Table 1: Reported Cases of Clear Cell Adenocarcinoma of the Colon and/or Rectum
Case
#

Authors (et
al.)

Year
Reported

Pt
Age

Pt
Sex

Primary
Tumor
Location

Treatment

+Immunohistochemical
Staining

Metastatic
Site

Outcome

1

Hellstrom2

1964

67

M

Rectum

Abdominoperineal
resection

PAS, D-PAS,
Alcian blue

Lymph
node

One-year
followup; no
recurrence

2

Jewell3

1988

75

M

Sigmoid
colon

Polypectomy,
sigmoidectomy

CEA, EMA,
LMW-keratin

None

Died six
weeks
after
diagnosis

3

Jewell3

1988

26

F

Sigmoid
colon

Sigmoidectomy

CEA, EMA,
LMW-keratin

None

4

Rubio5

1995

68

M

Splenic
flexure

Left
hemicolectomy

PAS, CEA,
TPA

Lymph
node

5

Furman6

6

McCluggage

2001

65

F

Rectosigmoid
colon

Anterior
resection

PAS, CA125,
CK7, laminin,
type IV
collagen, BerEP4

Liver

7

Braumann8

2004

89

M

Left
flexure

Segmental
resection

CEA, EMA,
CK18, CK20

None

Died 20
months
after
diagnosis

8

Mallik9

2005

36

F

Rectum

Abdominoperineal
resection

PAS, D-PAS,
EMA, Alcian
blue

Lymph
node

Lost to
follow-up

9

Ko10

2007

62

M

Sigmoid
colon

Low
anterior
resection

10

Hao4

2007

37

M

Descending
colon

Left
hemiocolectomy

PAS, CEA,
EMA

Lymph
node

11

Soga12

2008

71

F

Sigmoid
colon

Polypectomy

PAS, CD10,
CK20, p53,
Ki67

None

12

Barisella13

2008

54

M

Hepatic
flexure

Total
colectomy

CEA,
CK20, p53,
B-catenin,
hMLH,
hMSH2

None

1999
7

Rectum
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Died
seven
months
after
diagnosis

PAS, D-PAS

None

One-year
followup; no
recurrence

13

Furuya1

2011

81

M

Hepatic
flexure

Right
hemicolectomy

PAS, D-PAS,
CEA, AFP,
EMA, CK
AE1/3,
CK20, CD117,
B-catenin

Lymph
node
omentum,
lung,
liver

Died 12
months
after
diagnosis

14

Thelin

2011

25

M

Hepatic
flexure

Right
hemicolectomy and
chemotherapy

CK7, CD10,
CK20, CDX2,
CD15, NSE

Lymph
node &
omentum

Died six
months
after
diagnosis

for metastatic clear cell adenocarcinoma (Figure 4).
This diagnosis prompted two therapeutic cycles of
capecitabine (1,000 mg morning dosage and 500 mg dosage, Monday through Friday) and oxaliplatin (85 mg/m2
every three weeks), in conjunction with oncology follow-up.
Unfortunately, postoperative and oncological follow-up
periods were complicated by a small bowel obstruction,
refractory to medical management. Several abdominal
nodules were identified during surgery to lyse abdominal
adhesions, which were later confirmed to be metastatic foci
by histology. Given his dismal prognosis, the patient rejected
additional chemotherapy and irradiation in favor of palliative measures. He expired in hospice care six months after
his initial diagnosis. No autopsy was performed.

DISCUSSION
Primary clear cell adenocarcinoma of the colon and
rectum is rare. This is the 14th reported case, according
to the results of the authors’ searches on PubMed (Table
I),1-13 and the youngest case ever reported. Previously, the
average reported age at diagnosis was 56 years old. The
ascending colon location is also unusual for primary clear
cell adenocarcinomas, as 11 reported cases involve the left
colon.2-12 Thus, this patient’s specific tumor is not only rare
in occurrence, but also in early age of onset and location.
Clear cell adenocarcinomas usually occur in the kidney
and within tissues of Müllerian system derivation, such as
the lower urinary and female genital tracts; other less common sites include the larynx, breast, pancreas, stomach,
biliary system, and colon.4,8-10 The histologic features of clear
cell adenocarcinomas include rounded or polygonal-shaped
cells with well-defined cell membranes and large amounts of
clear or granular cytoplasm, typically attributed to abundant
cytoplasmic glycogen.15,16 Morphologically, primary colonic
clear cell adenocarcinoma shares traits with the aforementioned and more common clear cell malignancies of the
uterus, kidney, and ovaries. Given the tumoral presentation
in a male, our differential included renal cell carcinoma,
transitional cell carcinoma, and a clear cell adenocarcinoma
of colonic or prostatic origin.
The typical immunohistochemical profile for adenocarcinomas arising within the colon is strong expression
of CK20 without expression of CK7. The tumor in our case

showed an uncharacteristic staining pattern for a primary
colonic tumor exhibiting strong staining with CK7 but only
focal positivity with CK20. Similarly, one of the 13 reported
cases in the rectosigmoid region also displayed diffuse
strong positivity for CK7 without staining of CK20.7,14
Morphologic similarities between the clear cell carcinomas arising at diverse sites and the uncommon occurrence of
clear cell adenocarcinoma within the colon make it difficult
to differentiate this variant of colonic adenocarcinoma from
a metastatic process. In our case, the patient underwent
several full-body CT scans and a PET scan to rule out
metastatic disease to the colon from another source. These
studies failed to identify any alternative primary origin for
the malignancy, specifically excluding the more common
sites of renal and prostate origin.
Prognosis is difficult to ascertain given the paucity of
reported cases. Seven cases have unknown survival information.2,3,6,7,9,10,12,13 Two cases report no reoccurrence at one-year
follow-up without further information.4 Outcomes from the
remaining five cases, including ours, have a mean survival
of 10.2 months from diagnosis, suggesting this variant to
be an aggressive cancer.4,5,8 Lymph node metastasis was reported in a total of five cases, including ours. Most patients
underwent surgical therapy, even in advanced age.8
Unfortunately, little is known about the incidence and
prognosis of primary colonic clear cell adenocarcinoma
given the paucity of reported cases. No screening genetic
analysis tests are currently recommended for detection of
primary clear cell adenocarcinoma, a rare entity. The authors
stress the importance of screening colonoscopies in the early
detection and intervention of colorectal cancers. While our
patient was too young to fall within the targeted age group
of 50 years or older, nine of the previously cited cases may
have benefited from earlier identification and intervention.
With the increased availability of the electronic medical
record, advancements and accessibility of radiographic imaging, and the growing spectrum of immunohistochemical
stains, the identification of definitive cases of primary clear
cell adenocarcinoma of the colon may increase.
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Calvarial Plasmacytoma, an Unusual
Manifestation of Multiple Myeloma
Sarah Castillo-Jorge, MD; Christian Fauria-Robinson, MD;
Enrique Palacios, MD, FACR; Jeremy Nguyen, MD; Ronnie Self II, MD, MS;
Philip Daroca, MD

The case presented is that of a 63-year-old female with an unusually large solitary calvarial plasmacytoma
as an initial manifestation of a multiple myeloma. We were able to follow the progression of the disease
clinically and with diagnostic imaging.

INTRODUCTION
Plasmacytomas are manifestations of plasma cell tumors that may arise in any part of the body from the plasma
cells in the bone marrow or from the mucosal surfaces when
extramedullary. Gammopathy of unknown significance
(MGUS), a condition that leads to moderately elevated
levels of immunoglobulin protein in the blood, may be
asymptomatic; but is precancerous and in rare instances,

may progress to multiple myeloma.1 Primary amyloidosis
and plasma cell leukemia can also present as an isolated
lesion termed solitary plasmacytoma, which can present as
an intra- or extra-medullary tumor. Although rarely seen in
the head and neck, when encountered, they are described
as extramedullary skull base lesions. However, medullary
plasmacytomas can and do arise from the skull. These
rapidly growing masses can present a diagnostic dilemma
with significant co-morbidity and consequences for delayed

Figure 1: CT axial section in the upper portion of the calvarium. (Left) Soft tissue window and (Right) bone window revealed a large
soft tissue mass arising from the calvarium in the left parietal region with significant bone erosion and remodeling.
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Figure 2: MR images: (Top row, left to right) axial T1W, axial DWI, coronal T2W. (Bottom row, left to right) images in axial, coronal,
and sagittal, respectively, demonstrating an enhanced soft tissue mass in the left parietal region.

diagnosis.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 63-year-old African-American female, with an extensive past medical history that included schizophrenia,
substance abuse, diabetes, hypertension, and Hepatitis
C presented to the surgery clinic with an enlarging mass
on the left posterior scalp parietal region. The mass was
reportedly tender to palpation; cough or sneezing also
precipitated local pain.
Initial imaging with Computed Tomography (CT) revealed a large soft tissue mass appearing to arise from the
calvarium with minimal moderate extrinsic mass effect on
the adjacent brain, (Figure 1) while Magnetic Resonance
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Imaging (MR) revealed a 4.6 x 4.1 cm mass (Figure 2), suggesting a lesion arising from the calvarium or an extra-axial
mass, such as a meningioma. A cerebral angiogram demonstrated the mass to be supplied primarily by the branches of
the left middle meningeal and superficial temporal arteries
(Figure 3).
The patient was lost to follow-up and presented to the
emergency room six months later with signs and symptoms
of meningitis. At that time, CT showed interval enlargement
of a left parietal extra-axial hyperdense mass now measuring
8.0 x 6.5 cm associated with bone destruction, calcifications,
and areas suggestive of necrosis. MR demonstrated the
mass to be arising from the calvarium, unchanged in signal
characteristics from the previous imaging studies but with
additional smaller lesions throughout the calvarium, further

Figure 3: Digital
subtraction angiography
in anterior projection on
the left demonstrating the
mass in the left parietal
region being supplied by
meningeal branches from
the left external carotid
artery. (Left) arterial phase
and (Right) capillary phase.

supporting the diagnosis of a multifocal, multiple myeloma.
A CT angiogram revealed the mass to be enhancing from
hyper-vascularity seen on the venous phase with associated
areas of necrosis and calcifications of the adjacent tissues.
The patient had a cardiac arrest and was later diagnosed
with endocarditis with severe aortic regurgitation and underwent a valve replacement. Subsequently, the patient had
a partial resection of the calvarial plasmacytoma. A followup MR of the brain revealed additional lytic lesions in the
left parietal region with no evidence of brain meningeal or
parenchyma involvement. The patient underwent radiation therapy to the left parietal region and was enrolled in
the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) clinical trials and
placed on Zometa, Revlimid, and Decadron. The patient
was then evaluated for Autologous Peripheral Blood Stem
Cell Transplantation (APBSCT), since her Karnofsky performance status had improved to 90%. The patient continues
to be followed-up and remains stable at the time of this
writing, six months from the identification of the calvarial
mass.

made on the basis of screening laboratory tests.3-7 Multiple
myeloma is difficult to diagnose when it is manifested in the
head and neck as a solitary plasmacytoma, which is an uncommon manifestation and simulates other head and neck
neoplastic masses.3,4 Plasmacytomas may associate with or
progress to multiple myeloma in up to 50% of patients.5, 6
They generally appear as a bone or soft tissue tumor with
mass effect, pain, weakness, fatigue, fever, and infection.5,7
Solitary intracranial plasmacytomas are rare, with only scattered cases having been reported in the literature.2 These
lesions can arise from the calvarium, dura, and base of the
skull and may appear as benign lesions.4 In patients with
a primary calvarial mass, the lesion may generate focal
cerebral dysfunction.
Calvarial lesions and most skull base plasmacytomas,
being intramedullary, have a greater chance of progressing
to multiple myeloma than the dural-based lesions but less
than extracranial extramedullary plasmacytomas. It has
been observed that all base of the skull infiltrating plasmacytomas were associated with multiple myeloma.8

DISCUSSION

HISTOPATHOLOGY

Solitary intramedullary plasmacytoma may occur as
a primarily focal entity or as the first presentation of a
systemic disease, such as multiple myeloma. Nearly 57%
of patients with solitary plasmacytoma eventually develop
multiple myeloma.2 Although multiple myeloma generally
presents as a symptomatic multifocal process, some patients
do not present overt manifestations, and the diagnosis is

Solitary plasmacytoma of bone (osseous plasmacytoma)
is a localized tumor consisting of monoclonal plasma cells
with an immunophenotypic pattern similar to plasma cell
myeloma. As such, plasmacytomas typically express CD79a,
CD138, and CD38 similar to normal plasma cells with aberrant expression of CD56, suggesting a neoplastic process
(67%-79% of cases) and a lack of CD19 reactivity (nearly all
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dex in the atypical plasma cells with proliferation indices
ranging from 10% to 70%, depending on the area examined.
Additionally in our case, plasma cells are negative for CD3,
CD20, Lambda light chain, and cyclin D1.9

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS AND IMAGING

Figure 4: 400x H&E sheet of plasma cells with occasional
enlarged nuclei.

Figure 5: 100x CD138 plasma cells diffusely express CD138.

cases). In addition to CD56, plasmacytomas may aberrantly
express CD117, CD20, CD52, CD10, and EMA.9
Our case shows a dense and diffuse atypical plasma cell
infiltrate consisting of a mixture of small normal appearing
plasma cells and larger atypical occasionally pleomorphic
plasma cells (Figure 4). The plasma cells are noted to both
infiltrate soft tissue with prominent areas of necrosis and involve bone of the intramedullary space. Immunohistochemical stains show a kappa-restricted plasma cell population
with normal expression of CD138 (Figure 5), aberrant strong
expression of CD56 and diminished expression of CD79a.
The Ki-67 immunostain shows a variable proliferation in-
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Plasmacytoma may be similar to a meningioma, metastasis, sarcoma, chordoma, hemangiopericytoma, and giant
cell tumor. Meningiomas can cause a similar high density
peripheral lesion with homogeneous enhancement, and
they exhibit adjacent dural reaction, so-called “dural tail.” A
rare form of intraosseous meningioma can cause lytic bony
changes with their blood supply, usually from the middle
meningeal artery, while the blood supply of a plasmacytoma could be from the external carotid artery, mainly from
superficial temporal branch and muscular branches of the
vertebral artery.7-10
In multiple myeloma, plasmacytomas are purely lytic
and have a clear margin with a narrow zone of transition
to normal surrounding bone. The sharp borders, lack of
bony sclerosis, and the paucity of periosteal reaction are
characteristic findings.5 On the other hand, plasmacytomas
often present as solitary intra- and extra-cranial masses that
bridge the diploic site of origin.3 Solitary plasmacytomas
are often large and well-advanced at the time of diagnosis.
This is usually due to the fact that the mass is asymptomatic
and the patient seeks no immediate care until the mass is
sizeable, as in our case.
Diagnostic imaging with CT and in particular, MR, is
highly sensitive to delineate the lesion and its extension.
On CT, the mass appears as an extra-axial lesion of highattenuation with homogeneous contrast enhancement.11 On
MR, the mass is consistent with a focal lesion involving the
bone marrow; the signal intensity of the mass is similar to
muscle on T1WI and iso- to hyperintense relative to muscle
on T2WI.4 Larger tumors may show necrosis, destruction,
and infiltration of the adjacent structures.11,12
In the assessment of solitary plasmacytoma, skeletal survey is beneficial to detect lytic lesions consistent with multiple myeloma and to monitor osteoblastic response to bone
destruction. Computed tomography may be more helpful in
some areas to detect the extent of bone destruction, while MR
may be useful to determine the bone marrow involvement,
particularly in the spine. In this setting the lesions are low
in intensity and isointense on T1WI, hyperintense on T2WI
and enhanced in T1W with fat saturation.11,12

CONCLUSION
We presented the imaging findings of an unusual large
solitary calvarial plasmacytoma as an initial manifestation
of multiple myeloma. We briefly discussed the clinical and
pathological findings, as well as the progression of this
entity.
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Delusional Infestations: Case Series,
Differential Diagnoses, and Management
Strategies
James H. Diaz, MD, MPH&TM, DrPH; Lee T. Nesbitt Jr., MD

Physicians are not infrequently consulted by distraught patients with delusions of infestation who believe
that they are infested with external or internal parasites and describe a crawling sensation of bugs or worms
on or under their skin. Internet search engines were queried with the keywords as search terms to examine
the latest articles on delusional infestations in order to describe presenting manifestations, differential
diagnoses, and effective management strategies. The demographic and behavioral features of delusional
infestations have remained constant and include: (1) onset in well-educated, middle-aged adults who are
pet owners; (2) production of purported specimens of causative parasites; (3) pesticide overtreatment of
themselves, their households, and pets; (4) excessive cleaning or vacuuming of households; (5) intense
anger and resentment directed at physicians failing to confirm their self-diagnoses; and (6) sharing delusional symptoms with spouses or relatives. Although some reports have suggested that cases of delusional
infestation are increasing today in the tropics, most studies have confirmed a stable incidence over time and
similar disorder demographics worldwide. However, management strategies for delusional infestations
have changed significantly over time with second generation, atypical antipsychotics offering safer adverse
effect profiles and better prognoses than earlier therapies with first generation, typical antipsychotics. The
most effective management strategies for delusional infestations include empathetic history-taking and active listening to the patient, careful exclusion of true parasitoses, and a therapeutic regimen that includes a
second generation neuroleptic agent.

In an era of Internet-assisted self-diagnoses and the
return of bedbugs, physicians are not infrequently consulted
by distraught patients who believe that they are infested
with external or internal parasites, describe a crawling sensation of bugs or worms on or under their skin, and often
display a boxed specimen or blurred photo of the offending parasite. When other causes of infectious dysesthesias
- such as scabies, cercarial dermatitis, and cutaneous larva
migrans - are excluded by physical examination or skin
biopsy, and no treatable dermatoses are diagnosed, this condition is called delusional infestation, formerly delusional
parasitosis. The objectives of this review are to present a
representative series of cases of delusional infestations and
to recommend effective management strategies.

METHODS
Internet search engines were queried with the keywords
as search terms to examine the latest scientific articles on
delusional infestations in order to describe a variety of
clinical and behavioral manifestations, develop a differential
diagnosis, and recommend new and effective management
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strategies. The keywords included the following: parasitosis, delusional; ectoparasitosis, delusional; infestations,
delusional; Ekbom’s syndrome; acarophobia; and Morgellons disease. A representative series of cases, either from
peer-reviewed scientific publications, or from the authors’
own clinical practices are reported first.

RESULTS
Report of Cases
Case 1 (Adapted from Meehan WJ et al. 2006)1

A 56-year-old female with a history of depression
presented with a two-month history of intensely pruritic
sensations of “bugs that were crawling” on her posterior
neck at her hairline. These sensations were resistant to
topical therapy with antihistamines and corticosteroids.
Physical examination demonstrated a localized plaque of
self-excoriated nodules and papules. Microscopic examination of skin scrapings was negative for scabies mites or
eggs, and a potassium hydroxide mount was negative for
any organisms or fungi. Intralesional triamcinolone was in-

of pruritic crawling sensations in similar locations
causing self-excoriations occurred in other family members in other areas of the residence. The
physician treated his family with oral ivermectin
and topical permethrin and the family’s pet dog
with topical permethrin. The family then spent two
nights in a hotel while their house was being professionally fumigated with a pyrethroid pesticide.
On return to the household, the pruritic crawling
sensations had improved but persisted. There was
no further follow-up.

Case 3 (Author’s case)

Figure 1: The typical, self-limited, erythematous and papular rash
caused by multiple bites of European itch mites (Peymotes herfsi), which
are ectoparasites of leaf-rolling fly larvae. The microscopic mites fall
from tress or get carried by the wind causing community outbreaks of
intensely pruritic rashes in humans exposed outdoors during summer
oak tree infestations. Source: Outbreak of pruritic rashes associated with
mites - Kansas, 2004. US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Month Morb Mort Week Rep 2005; 54: 952-55. No copyright permission
required. The photo is courtesy of A. Broce and L. Zurek, Kansas State
University. Available at: www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/
mm5438a3.htm.

jected into the largest nodule, and the patient was instructed
to apply a topical steroid cream twice daily to the affected
area and to complete a 10-day course of oral cephalexin
before returning for follow-up. At follow-up, the patient
was tearful and distraught and produced a specimen of a
“bug” from her hairline, later identified as a dried pea. The
patient was started on oral atypical antipsychotic therapy
with olanzapine, 5 mg/day, and demonstrated dramatic
improvement and resolution of all symptoms at her onemonth follow-up appointment.

Case 2 (Author’s case)

A physician and his wife experienced episodic crawling sensations on their faces, chests, and backs, especially
at night, and developed an increasing number of pruritic,
papular lesions in the same locations that became excoriated
from scratching. Dermatoscopic examination of the lesions
and microscopic examination of skin scrapings from the
lesions revealed no evidence of scabies or mite infestations.
A pest extermination company examined the premises and
found no evidence of animal or arthropod infestation, and
a veterinarian found no evidence of ectoparasitic infection
on examination of the family’s pet dog. Later, the episodes

A 45-year-old nurse, who lived with two cats
in an apartment whose carpets had been treated
for carpet beetles, developed pruritic bite-like lesions with scratch marks on the anterior abdominal
wall and breasts. Microscopic examination of skin
scrapings and potassium hydroxide mounts demonstrated no evidence of scabies mites or eggs, or
other arthropods, or fungi. Repeated examination
of the two cats by a veterinarian demonstrated no
evidence of ectoparasitic infections. After moving
to another apartment in an old home with a basement, the patient reported fewer episodes of itching
with topical antihistamine therapy until mice were
discovered and trapped in the basement and moths
were identified in her bedroom. Following control
of the mice and moths by an exterminator, the itching and scratch marks improved again. Lastly, the
patient also reported excessively vacuuming of the
carpets and was later lost to follow-up.

Case 4 (Adapted from Donabedian H 2007)2

A 51-year-old dog breeder whose dogs had been treated
for ectoparasites several months earlier reported to an infectious disease specialist that she had “worms crawling under
her skin” that occasionally exited her skin, jumped into her
nose or eyes, and then traveled to her brain causing severe
headaches. The physical examination and all laboratory tests
were negative, including a serologic test for leptospirosis.
Later, the patient produced a sealed plastic bag containing
round “worms” rolled in tissue paper. Microscopic examination demonstrated the “worms” to be inanimate, fiber-like
matter. When a recommendation was made for psychiatric
consultation and possible treatment with antipsychotic
medications, the patient accused the physician of being
totally uncaring of her suffering and completely ignorant
of her condition. The patient dismissed her physician and
was lost to further follow-up.

DISCUSSION
The earliest reports of delusions of infestations were
published in the late 19th century and attributed to Thibierge, who reported cases of “acarophobia.”2 In 1938,
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recently, Freudenmann and Lepping
have recommended a broader term,
“delusional infestation,” rather than
more disease-oriented descriptions,
such as parasitosis and phobia.4
Approximately 5%-15% of patients with delusional infestations
will exhibit delusions shared with
a spouse or relative (folie à deux) or
shared with more than one family
member or close friend (folie partagé).5
The most common shared delusions
are between husband and wife; between siblings, especially twins; or
between a parent, usually the mother,
and a son or daughter.2, 5 Patients with
delusional infestations all harbor
intense anger and resentment for physicians who do not quickly confirm
their perceived infestations. They will
dismiss their initial doctors quickly
to seek other medical opinions from
a variety of specialists ranging from
dermatologists to internists and infecFigure 2: The life cycle of several species of avian schistosomes of resident and migratory
tious disease specialists.2
waterfowl whose eggs are passed in bird feces and hatch into ciliated miricidia that
In 1992, Bourgeois and coauthors
penetrate aquatic snail intermediate hosts. Infected snails later release infective cercariae
reported a case of shared delusional
into freshwater sources to penetrate the skin of definitive bird hosts or inadvertent or
infestations between husband and
dead-end hosts, such as man, causing self-limited, intensely pruritic cercarial dermatitis.
wife (folie à deux) in which a 58-yearSource: US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, DpDx Image Library. No
old woman was institutionalized for
copyright permission required. Available at http://www.dpd.cdc.gov/dpdx/HTML/
attempting to kill her general pracCercarialDermatitis.htm.
titioner who refused to confirm her
delusions.5 In some cases, patients
Figure 3: The
with delusional infestations have
typical, self-limited,
killed their pets to rid themselves of
intensely pruritic,
papulovesicular rash
their perceived delusions.2
of cercarial dermatitis
All of the cases presented in
or swimmer’s (duck
this series have demonstrated the
hunter’s) itch caused
pathognomonic behavioral features
by penetration of the
and clinical manifestations of deluskin by the cercariae
sional infestations, including: (1)
of avian (waterfowl)
onset in well-educated, middle-aged
schistosomes. Source:
adults who are pet owners (Cases 2,
US Centers for Disease
3, and 4); (2) production of purported
Control and Prevention,
specimens of causative parasites
DpDx Image Library.
in what is called the “matchbox
No copyright permission
sign” (Cases 1 and 4); (3) pesticide
required. Available
overtreatment of themselves, their
at http://www.dpd.
households, and their pets with oral
cdc.gov/dpdx/HTML/
(ivermectin) and topical (ivermectin,
CercarialDermatitis.htm.
pyrethroids) insecticides (Cases 2 and
3); (4) excessive cleaning or vacuumKarl Ekbom, a Swedish neurologist, described “delusions
ing of their households (Case 3); (5) intense anger and
of animals on the skin,” but his long German description
resentment directed towards physicians failing to confirm
was so cumbersome (Dermatozoenwahn) that the condition
their self-diagnoses (Case 4); and (6) sharing delusional
was called Ekbom’s syndrome instead until 1946, when
symptoms with their spouses or partners in the folie à deux
Wilson and Miller coined “delusion of parasitosis.”3 More
phenomenon (Case 2), or with others in the folie partagé
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Table 1: The Differential Diagnosis of Delusional Infestations
Infections

Drug-induced

Neurological

Ectoparasitic infections:

Prescribed medications:

Parkinson’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease
Diabetic neuropathy
Morgellons disease (an unrecognized,
self-diagnosed neuropsychological
disorder characterized by delusional
infestation)
Trichotillomania (a compulsive urge
to pull out and, in some cases, eat
one’s own hair, usually on the scalp)

Scabies (Sarcoptes scabiei)
Follicle (Demodex) mites
Animal and plant mites
Body lice (Pediculus humanus corporis)
Pubic lice (Pthirus pubis)

Ciprofloxacin
Corticosteroids
Phenelzine
Topiramate

Cutaneous larva migrans:

Illicit drugs:

Cerebrovascular disease:

Animal hookworms (Ancylostoma
braziliensis)
Avian schistosomal cercarial dermatitis
(swimmer’s itch or duck hunter’s itch)

Cocaine

Temporoparietal lobe infarcts

Miscellaneous infections:
Shingles (Herpes zoster)
Hansen’s disease

phenomenon (Case 2).1, 2
In addition, Case 4 demonstrated a unique variation of
delusional infestation, now known as Morgellons disease
or syndrome, by producing “round worms” rolled in paper
tissues.6 Morgellons disease is defined as an unrecognized
medical and/or neuropsychiatric disorder in which embedded fibers of cellulose or cotton from clothing or paper can be
demonstrated microscopically in self-excoriated, intensely
pruritic and self-excoriated skin lesions in patients suffering
from delusional infestations.6
In 1995, Trabert reported the results of his comprehensive meta-analysis of 193 reports of delusional infestations
over 100 years that included 1,123 case-patients.7 The incidence in Germany was 1.6 cases per million cases per year
with a mean age of case-patients of 57 years.7 The ratio of
female-to-male cases was 1.4:1.0 for those under age 50 years
and 2.5:1.0 for those 50 years of age and older.7 Subsequent
descriptive and analytical epidemiological investigations,
including our own small case series, have confirmed similar demographic characteristics.8 When Reilly and Batchlor
surveyed 386 dermatologists in the United Kingdom, 66%
reported seeing at least one patient with delusional infestation within the past five years.8
The major differential diagnoses of delusional infestation include true ectoparasitic infections and cutaneous
larva migrans, which must be ruled out initially by careful
recreational, occupational, and travel histories, microscopic
and laboratory tests, and drug-induced or neurological
disease-associated dysesthesias (Table 1). Ectoparasitic infections, such as scabies and animal mite infestations, may
occur in large seasonal clusters, such as in Pittsburg, Kansas,
in August 2004, when 300 residents sought immediate medi-

cal care for intensely pruritic, erythematous, papular rashes
that were subsequently determined to be caused by multiple
bites from European itch mites (Peymotes herfsi) (Figure 1).9
These insect mites are ectoparasites of leaf-rolling fly larvae
that fall from oak trees or get carried by the wind and land
on people outdoors, causing summertime community outbreaks of pruritic rashes.9
Another common cause of seasonal clusters of pruritic
rashes may be caused by aquatic exposures to the infective
stage cercariae of several avian schistosomes, or flatworms,
that are released into freshwater lakes and rivers in the tens
of thousands by infected aquatic snail intermediate hosts in
a complicated life cycle (Figure 2). Cercarial dermatitis, or
swimmer’s (duck hunter’s) itch, has occurred in seasonal
outbreaks in swimmers in freshwater lakes and rivers whose
resident or migratory waterfowl are infected with avian
schistosomes (Figure 3). Lastly, several drugs; metabolic
disorder-associated peripheral neuropathies, especially diabetic neuropathy; and some neurodegenerative diseases,
especially Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases; can cause
dysesthesias with bug-crawling skin sensations that mimic
arthropod infestations (Table 1).1,2,10,11
Prior to the discovery of antipsychotic medications, Wilson and Miller reported a poor prognosis for patients with
delusional infestations with 82% of 51 reported patients having no change in their illnesses.3 However, by the 1990s and
with the use of the first generation or typical antipsychotics
in managing delusional infestations, especially pimozide,
Trabert reported nearly 70% improvement in patients with
pharmacotherapy.7,12
Today, the best management strategies for patients with
delusional infestations include careful and empathetic work-
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Table 2: Second Generation Antipsychotics Recommended for Delusional Infestations: Comparison of Dosing Schedules and
Adverse Effects
Medications: generic names

Olanzapine

Risperidone

Ziprasidone

Medications: trade names

Zyprexa®

Risperdal®

Geodon®

Daily dosing schedule

5 mg po q day hs

2 mg po q day hs

Advance over 2 days from
20 mg bid to 40 mg tid (120
mg/day)

Weight gain

+++

++

0/+

Hyperglycemia

+

0

0

Dyslipidemias

+

0

0

Sedation

++

++

+

Hypotension

+

+

0

Anticholinergic effects

+++

+

+

+++: High effect; ++: Moderate effect; +: Minimal effect; 0: No effect

ups for evidence of parasitosis, psychological counseling,
and the use of the newer neuroleptic medications, especially
the second-generation or atypical antipsychotic medications,
including olanzapine, risperidone, and ziprasidone.1,2,16-19
Unlike pimozide and all other first-generation antipsychotics, the second-generation antipsychotics carry less risk of
precipitating cardiac arrhythmias, especially prolonged QT
intervals and torsades de pointes, extra-pyramidal syndromes,
and tardive dyskinesias.1,12-14
Several reports have now confirmed that relatively
small daily doses of these atypical antipsychotics or neuroleptics are dramatically effective in reducing the delusions
of infestation.1,13,14 Some of the atypicals are associated
with sedation, weight gain, and hyperglycemia, especially
olanzapine; but all have significantly lower potentials for
causing cardiac arrhythmias, extrapyramidal syndromes,
and tardive dyskinesias than the first generation antipsychotics.1,13,14 Table 2 compares the adverse effects of the
second-generation antipsychotics recommended for the
management of delusional infestations and their dosing
schedules.
In 2006, Narumoto and co-investigators reported a case
that has now provided significant scientific support for a
physiochemical mechanism of dopaminergic and serotonergic neurotransmitter dysfunction in delusional infestation
and for the continued use of second-generation antipsychotics in treating the disorder.14 In their case, a patient developed delusional infestation following an acute, ischemic
stroke in the right temporoparietal region and was treated
with risperidone with rapid, dramatic improvement. 14
A pre-treatment single-photon emission computerized
tomography (SPECT) scan showed a global decrease in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), but a post-treatment scan
showed marked increase in rCBF in the region of the brain
infarct and in the basal ganglia bilaterally.14 This report was
the first objective confirmation using sensitive neuroimaging
techniques of the utility of second-generation antipsychotics
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in the management of the disorder by increasing rCBF in
specific brain regions.14 In addition, the neuroimaging study
demonstrated an association between reduced rCBF and
the dysesthesias of delusional infestation and the reversal
of dysesthesias with the restoration of rCBF, suggesting an
ischemic mechanism for the disorder.14
Although some reports have suggested that cases of
delusional infestation are increasing today, especially in arid
and tropical regions where arthropod-borne infectious diseases are hyperendemic, most studies have now confirmed a
relatively stable incidence rate over time and similar disease
demographics worldwide.15 The management strategies for
delusional infestations have, however, changed significantly
over time with second-generation, atypical antipsychotics
offering safer adverse effect profiles and better prognoses
than earlier therapies with first-generation, typical antipsychotics. The most effective current management strategies
for delusional infestations include empathetic history-taking
and active listening to the patient; careful exclusion of true
parasitoses, such as mite infestations and cercarial dermatitis, and neurodegenerative or cerebrovascular disorders;
and a therapeutic regimen that includes a second-generation
neuroleptic agent.
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Surgical Management of Middle Cerebral Artery
Aneurysms
Anil Nanda, MD; Sudheer Ambekar, MD; Mayur Sharma, MD
Objectives: Treatment of middle cerebral artery (MCA) aneurysms remains controversial because of their
morphological characteristics. The aim of our study was to analyze the morbidity, mortality, and outcome
of patients who underwent clipping of MCA aneurysms and compare with that of endovascular therapy.
Patients and Methods: Patient and aneurysm characteristics and treatment outcomes of patients treated by the
senior author from 1992 through 2012 were analyzed. Various factors associated with good outcome were
analyzed.
Results: One hundred twenty-five patients with 132 aneurysms were included in the study. Seven patients
had bilateral MCA bifurcation aneurysms, and 11 were giant aneurysms. Ninety-two point four percent
aneurysms were located at MCA bifurcation, others being at pre- or post-bifurcation segments of M1. Intraoperative rupture was encountered in 4.8%. The overall perioperative morbidity and mortality was 8% and
0.8%, respectively. At a mean follow-up of 19.3 months, 83.8% patients had good outcome (mRS 0 and 1).
The angiographic obliteration rate at one-year follow-up was 98%. Good preoperative Hunt and Hess grade
and unruptured aneurysm were significantly associated with good outcome, whereas presence of hematoma
was associated with poor outcome following surgery (P<0.05).
Conclusions: The results of clipping of MCA aneurysms are superior to that of published endovascular
therapy. Surgical clipping remains the standard of care for MCA aneurysms with good clinical and angiographic outcome.

INTRODUCTION

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Since the International Subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial
(ISAT),1 there has been a dramatic shift in the treatment
paradigm of intracranial aneurysms towards coiling. With
the rapid advances in coil technology, increasing proportion
of aneurysms are being coiled each year compared to the
previous year. Although the middle cerebral artery (MCA)
can be easily catheterized, MCA aneurysms pose a unique
challenge to endovascular therapy due to their unfavorable
morphology. Factors that make MCA aneurysms unsuitable
for endovascular therapy include location of the aneurysm
at MCA trifurcation, incorporation of one of the branches
by the aneurysm, low dome-to-neck ratio, and parent vessel
incorporation.
There has been discussion as to which modality of
treatment is better for treatment of MCA aneurysms.2-4
Some studies have found an inferior outcome following
endovascular treatment, whereas in others, the outcome
is the same as surgical clipping. We report the experience
of the senior author (AN) with surgical clipping of MCA
aneurysms and compare the outcome with the outcomes
following endovascular treatment as published in literature.

The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board. This was a retrospective study of all patients with
MCA aneurysms who underwent surgical clipping between
1992 and August 2012. Patients with traumatic and mycotic
aneurysms were excluded from the study. The demographic
profile, clinical presentation, and aneurysm rupture status of
all the patients was obtained from a prospectively collected
database. Patients were classified clinically according to the
Hunt and Hess score at admission.5 Aneurysm size, location, and other angiographic characteristics were obtained
from the digital subtraction angiograms and computed
tomographic angiograms (CTA). Aneurysms were sorted
into three groups depending on the size: (1) 0 to 10 mm,
(2) 11 to 24 mm, and (3) greater than or equal to 25 mm.
All patients underwent surgery via the pterional approach.
Patients who were diagnosed to have bilateral MCA
aneurysms underwent surgery for the ruptured aneurysm
first followed by surgery for the other MCA aneurysm in
another sitting. Intraoperative aneurysm occlusion was
assessed by visual examination in all cases, intraoperative
angiography in a few cases, and with near infrared indocyanine green videoangiography (ICGA) during the latter
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Table 1: Clinical Characteristics of Patients
Patient Characteristics
Total patients

125

Mean age (yrs) + 2SD (range)
Male:Female n (%)

52.4 + 12.4 (15-91)
40 (32):85 (68)

Smoking n (%)

60 (48)

Hypertension n (%)

66 (52.8)

Diabetes n (%)

23 (18.4)

Seizures n (%)

9 (7.2)

Hydrocephalus n (%)

22 (17.6)

Subarachnoid hemorrhage n (%)

81 (64.8)

Hunt and Hess grade n (%)
0

10 (12.3)

1

20 (24.7)

2

25 (30.9)

3

12 (14.8)

4

13 (16.0)

5

1 (1.2)

Bilateral aneurysms (mirror) n (%)
Multiple aneurysms n (%)

7 (5.6)
28 (22.4%)

Aneurysm characteristics
Total aneurysms

132

Left:Right n (%)

71 (60.1):47 (39.9)

Ruptured n (%)

81 (61.4)

Unruptured n (%)

51 (38.6)

Size n (%)
< 10 mm

75 (56.8)

11-24 mm

44 (34.1)

> 25 mm

11 (8.3)

Location n (%)
Pre-bifurcation M1
Bifurcation/Trifurcation
Post-bifurcation M1

part of the series. Postoperative angiography was obtained
whenever the patient developed a new neurological deficit
or when vasospasm was suspected. Outcome was obtained
from follow-up charts and clinic notes. Patient outcome was
assessed using the modified Rankin scale (mRS).6 Patients
with mRS scores 0 and 1 were grouped as having good
outcome, and those with mRS scores 2 through 6 were
considered as having a bad outcome. Patients in whom all

6 (4.5)
122 (92.5)
4 (3.0)

of the clinical, radiological, operative, and follow-up details
were not available were excluded from the study.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS
software. Categorical variables were analyzed using the
chi-square test, and continuous variables were compared
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Table 2: Complications and Outcome Following Surgical Clipping
Complications n (~%)
Clinical vasospasm

21 (16.8)

Speech deficit

3 (2.4)

Hemiparesis

4 (3.2)

Hydrocephalus

14 (11.2)

Ventriculoperitoneal shunting

5 (4)

Menintitis

1 (0.8)

Deep vein thrombosis

2 (1.6)

Death

1 (0.8)

Outcome n (%)
No. of patients (%)

99 (79.2)

Mean duration of follow-up (range)
No. of patients with at least 1 year follow-up
No. of patients with 1 year angiographic follow-up
Outcome

mRS score

19.3 months (1 month - 15 years)
52 (55.3)
45 (45.4%)
n (~%)

0

55 (55.0)

1

28 (28.0)

2

11 (11.0)

3

2 (2.0)

4

2 (2.0)

5

1 (2.0)

Angiographic obliteration at 1 year

using the t-test when appropriate. Univariate analyses were
conducted. Differences with a probability value of less than
0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Between 1992 and 2012, a total of 150 patients with 157
MCA aneurysms were operated on by the senior author
(AN). Complete clinical, radiological, and operative data
was available for 125 patients with 132 aneurysms, and these
were included in the study.

PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS
The demographic, clinical, and aneurysm characteristics
of patients are listed in Table 1. There was one patient aged
less than 18 years, and 38 patients (30.4%) more than 60
years of age. About two-thirds of the patients were females.
Seven patients had bilateral MCA aneurysms. More than
half (60.1%) of the aneurysms were located on the left side.
There was no association between the side of aneurysm
and rupture status. Eighteen (18%) patients presented with
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44 (97.7)

intracerebral hematoma.

RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
About half (56.8%) of the aneurysms were less than
10 mm in size. A majority (92%) of the aneurysms were
located at MCA bifurcation/trifurcation. All of the giant
aneurysms were located at the MCA bifurcation except for
one, which was located in the pre-bifurcation segment of
the MCA. About one-fifth (22.4%) of patients had multiple
aneurysms. These included anterior communicating artery
aneurysm in 13 patients, contralateral MCA aneurysm in
seven patients, posterior communicating artery aneurysm in
five patients, internal carotid artery bifurcation aneurysms
in three patients, and basilar bifurcation aneurysm in one
patient. Preoperative hydrocephalus was managed with
external ventricular drainage.

SURGERY
All patients underwent surgery via the pterional approach. Intraoperative rupture was encountered in six

(4.8%) patients. Temporary clip was used
in 55 (44%) patients either during the dissection or just before final clipping of the
aneurysm. For giant aneurysms, multiple
clips were used to reconstruct the parent vessel and its branches and maintain
their patency. No patient required parent
artery ligation with a revascularization
procedure. Vessel patency was assessed
using intraoperative angiography in
three patients and using ICGA during
the latter part of the series in 92 (73.6%)
patients. Postoperative angiography was
performed in 100 (75%) patients and correlated well with ICGA in all cases. In two
patients, a small residual neck (<5%) was
visualized on postoperative angiography.
These patients were followed-up, and
there was no increase in the residual neck
size in subsequent angiograms.

COMPLICATIONS
Complications and outcome of patients are listed in Table 2. Clinical vasospasm was managed with triple H therapy
and intra-arterial nimodipine infusion
whenever deemed necessary. Speech and
motor deficits improved completely in all
patients, except in one patient who had
persistent dysphasia at 12 months followup. Only five (4%) patients required ventriculoperitoneal shunting for permanent
CSF diversion. Postoperative meningitis
was successfully treated with intravenous
antibiotics. One patient with Hunt and
Hess grade 5 died in the postoperative
period due to multiple cerebral infarcts.

Figure 1: Shows preoperative anteroposterior (a), lateral (b), postoperative lateral
(c), and (d) images of a patient with right MCA bifurcation aneurysm. The small
perforator arising from the neck of the aneurysm is seen filling in the postoperative
angiogram and is indicated by blue arrow.

OUTCOME
Follow-up modified Rankin scores (mRS) were available for 79.2% (52 patients); 55.3% had at least one-year
follow-up (mean duration 34 months). Angiographic followup was available for 45.4% patients.
At last follow-up, 83.8% patients had good outcome
(mRS 0 and 1), and 16.2% had an unfavorable outcome (mRS
2 to 6). Of the 45 patients in whom at least one-year angiographic follow-up was available, 97.7% showed complete
obliteration of the aneurysm. Patients who were in a good
clinical grade (Hunt and Hess 0 to 2) preoperatively had
good outcome at follow-up, and the difference was significant (P<0.001). Patients with unruptured aneurysms had
a better outcome at follow-up when compared to patients
with ruptured aneurysms, although the difference was not
significant (P=0.017). Patients with intracerebral hematoma

had a worse outcome when compared to the patients without hematoma in the initial CT scan (P<0.001). There was
no significant difference in outcome between patients with
history of smoking, hypertension or diabetes mellitus, and
those without these risk factors (Table 1). History of seizure,
side (left or right), location (pre-bifurcation, bifurcation, or
post bifurcation), intraoperative rupture, and use of temporary clip during surgery did not have a significant difference
on the final outcome at follow-up. Patients with bilateral
MCA aneurysms and multiple intracranial aneurysms did
not have a significantly different outcome compared to those
with single aneurysm.

CASE ILLUSTRATIONS
Case 1

A 59-year-old lady was referred by a physician for
management of a right MCA bifurcation aneurysm that was
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Case 2

53-year-old man presented with complaints of severe
headache of sudden onset. On examination, he had no neurologic deficits except for mild dysphasia. CT scan revealed a
hyperdense lesion in the left anterior temporal lobe adjacent
to the sylvian fissure. There was no subarachnoid hemorrhage. DSA diagnosed a right MCA bifurcation aneurysm.
The aneurysm measured 7.5x8.5 mm and neck measured
6 mm in width. Both the superior and inferior divisions of
MCA were arising from the base of the aneurysm. He underwent left pterional craniotomy. At surgery, the MCA was
seen to end in the aneurysm, which had a wide neck. Both
the branches of MCA were seen to arise from the neck of the
aneurysm. The aneurysm was dissected from its arachnoid
adhesions, and MCA bifurcation was reconstructed using
a 9 mm curved clip placed across the neck of the aneurysm
sparing the origin of branches. The clip was placed parallel
to the origin of branches rather than perpendicular to their
origin to prevent kinking of the branches. Postoperatively,
the patient improved well without any deficits. His dysphasia improved completely. Postoperative angiogram showed
complete obliteration of the aneurysm (Figure 3 and 4).

DISCUSSION

Figure 2: Shows the pictorial representation of the method
of aneurysm clipping. The clips have spared the origin of the
perforator artery.

detected when she was being evaluated for possible stroke
due to transient right facial droop. On examination, she was
alert, oriented, and had no neurologic deficits. CT scan did
not show any hemorrhage. Digital subtraction angiography
demonstrated a bilobed aneurysm measuring 9x7 mm with
a 4 mm wide neck located along the pre-bifurcation M1 segment of M1. On close examination and on 3D reconstruction,
a small perforator was noted to arise from the neck of the
aneurysm. At surgery, the aneurysm showed areas of atherosclerosis and two blebs on the dome suggestive of silent
bleeds in the past. The perforator was seen to arise from the
neck of the aneurysm on the medial side. The aneurysm
was dissected from the surrounding parenchyma to which
it was attached, and the perforator located medial to the
aneurysm was dissected. A 7 mm curved clip was applied
across the neck of the aneurysm not incorporating the origin of the perforator artery. Then the aneurysm dome was
gently coagulated to shrink the aneurysm. Since the neck
was atherosclerotic, a second clip was applied to reinforce
the first clip. Postoperative angiography showed complete
obliteration of the aneurysm and good filling of the distal
vasculature. The perforator vessel was seen filling well in
the angiogram. At two-years follow-up, the patient is doing
well and has returned to work (Figure 1 and 2).
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The International Subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial (ISAT)
concluded that in patients with ruptured intracranial aneurysms, endovascular coiling is more likely to result in
functionally independent status at one year when compared
with surgical clipping. However, the risk of rebleeding is
definitely higher after coiling than clipping.1 In a subsequent
subgroup analysis of patients aged 65 and above, the authors
concluded that in good grade patients with anterior circulation aneurysms, endovascular therapy should be favored
over clipping, except in patients with MCA aneurysms
(where clipping resulted in significantly better outcome at
one year than coiling).7
Traditionally, surgical clipping has been the standard of
care for MCA aneurysms. Endovascular therapy, although
initially considered to be a suboptimal option due to the
unfavorable morphology of these aneurysms, has evolved
rapidly over the last few years.
A recent study reported good outcome (GOS 5) in 70.5%
and favorable outcome (GOS 4 and 5) in 80 % of the patients.8
Regli et al. first reported the results of endovascular
treatment of MCA aneurysms in 1999.9 In their series of 34
unruptured MCA aneurysms, only 6% (n=2) were successfully coiled with the GDC system. In 32%, the attempt at
coiling failed, and in 62%, there were anatomical contraindications to coiling. The authors concluded that the two
major morphologic features that would predicate that an
MCA aneurysm was unsuitable for endovascular therapy
were a dome/neck ratio of 1.5 or less and an arterial branch
originating from the aneurysm neck. Although coil technology has rapidly progressed since that first report by Regli
et al., these angioanatomical features still have a role in
determining the success of endovascular therapy. In another

Figure 3: Shows the
preoperative (a), (b), and (c) and
postoperative (d) and (e) images
of the patient with a wide neck
right MCA bifurcation aneurysm
with both the branches
originating from the neck of the
aneurysm. The aneurysm has
been completely occluded and
both of the branches are seen
filling well in the postoperative
angiogram.

series of stent-assisted coil embolization of unruptured
MCA aneurysms, the authors reported that about 30% of
MCA aneurysms referred for potential endovascular treatment were found to be unsuitable because of obscuration of
the aneurysm neck on 3D images by MCA branches or by
more proximal vessels (M1and ICA). Another contraindication to coiling was the location of the aneurysm at MCA
trifurcation instead of at MCA bifurcation.10 However, with
the recent introduction of stent-assisted coiling techniques,
flow-diverting stents, and the pCONus (Phenox GmbH,
Bochum, Germany), there is a high possibility to overcome
these anatomical difficulties which preclude endovascular
therapy.11
In our series, the intraoperative rupture (IOR) rate
was 4.8%. In patients with unruptured aneurysms, IOR
was encountered in only one patient (2.2%). In none of
these patients was IOR associated with an adverse treatment outcome (P>0.05). The overall treatment-related
perioperative morbidity and mortality rates were 8% and
0.8%, respectively. The morbidity associated with surgical clipping of unruptured MCA aneurysms has been
variously reported as being between 0.6% and 13.6%.9,12-20
In a systematic review of endovascular therapy for MCA
aneurysms, the intraprocedural rupture rate in unruptured
aneurysms has been reported as being 1.7% and 4.8% for
ruptured aneurysms. Morbidity due to intraprocedural
rupture and thromboenbolic complications was 0% and
4.2%, respectively in unruptured aneurysms and 1.2% and
2.4% for ruptured aneurysms. The overall morbidity and

Figure 4: Shows the technique of clipping of the aneurysm,
sparing the origin of both branches.
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mortality rates were 5.1% and 6% for ruptured and unruptured aneurysms, respectively.21 These results indicate that
although periprocedural morbidity and mortality due to
intraprocedural rupture during endovascular coiling is low,
the overall morbidity and mortality is high due to the high
risk of thromboembolic complications.
In our series, the immediate angiographic obliteration
rate was 98% (n=98) and at one year was 97.7% (n=44 out
of 45 patients). Brinjikji et al. reported an overall occlusion
rate of 82.4% following endovascular therapy at immediate
postoperative angiography. In his series, in 12.7% patients,
the aneurysm had been incompletely occluded and in 4.8%,
the therapy had failed.21 At follow-up, 9.3% aneurysms
had minor recurrence, and 9.5% aneurysms had significant
recanalization requiring treatment. In other series’ of stentassisted coiling, complete aneurysm occlusion rates were
60.9% and 67%, and recanalization rates were 17% and 13%,
respectively.10,22 Additionally, in one study, the recanalization rate in MCA bifurcation aneurysms was 75% (mean
follow-up duration 26.4 months).23
In the ISAT study, rebleeding occurred in 2.6% of patients who underwent coiling or attempted coiling and in
1% of those who underwent surgery or attempted surgery;
this difference was found to be significant. The majority of
patients in both groups rebleed in the first month after treatment. However, this difference did not affect the outcome at
one year, and the endovascular group had a better outcome
than the surgery group.24 When long-term follow-up was
considered, there was a higher risk of recurrent bleeding
from a coiled aneurysm compared with a clipped aneurysm.
However, the risk of death at five years was significantly
lower in coiled group than it was in the clipped group.25 In
the CARAT (Cerebral Aneurysm Rupture After Treatment),
the annual rate of retreatment was 13.3% in the coiling group
and 2.6% in the clipping group and the difference was significant (P<0.0001). In the second year, 4.5% patients in the
coiling group underwent retreatment, whereas no patient
in the clipping group underwent retreatment.26 It remains
to be determined whether the clinical outcome, obliteration
rate, rebleeding rate, and recanalization rate of MCA aneurysms treated with endovascular therapy are maintained in
long-term follow-up. Guresir et al. reported an obliteration
rate of 98% in surgically clipped aneurysms vis-a-vis 68%
for coiled aneurysms in the time period between three and
five years after treatment. They also noted that aneurysm
size > 15 mm was associated with aneurysm remnants after
surgical treatment and “broad neck” and “unruptured status” were related to aneurysm remnants after endovascular
treatment.27 In our series, we had 0% rebleed rate and 1.9%
(n=1) recurrence rate at one-year follow-up. This patient
had a small residual neck on the postoperative angiogram
and was followed-up. Angiogram repeated after one year
revealed mild increase in the residual neck. The patient,
however, opted for conservative management. At last
follow-up, 83.8% patients had a good outcome.
Although the endovascular therapy for MCA aneurysms is fraught with a higher risk of procedure-related
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thromboembolic complications, lower rate of aneurysm
obliteration, and a higher recanalization rate, recent developments in endovascular therapy have improved the results.28
Management of complex MCA aneurysms with combined
microneurosurgical and endovascular techniques provides
the best results.29 In our opinion, although microsurgical
clipping carries better outcome following treatment of
MCA aneurysms, a combined team approach is required to
achieve optimal results, and the treatment modality should
be individualized keeping in mind the various patient
and aneurysm factors. We suggest the following instances
where surgical clipping with or without revascularization
in a patient with newly diagnosed MCA aneurysm may be
considered as against endovascular therapy:
1. giant aneurysm (>25mm)
2. incorporation of one of the branches or the parent
vessel
3. aneurysm located at MCA trifurcation
4. origin of a branch from the aneurysm
5. aneurysm of the M3 and M4 segment
6. associated hematoma causing significant mass
effect

CONCLUSIONS
Surgical clipping remains the standard of care for
MCA aneurysms. Current data suggests that the aneurysm
occlusion rate is lower; procedure-related morbidity and
recanalization rates are higher with endovascular therapy
for these aneurysms. Appropriate selection of patients and
a team approach should be employed for optimal management of these aneurysms.
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Firearm-Related Mortality, Louisiana 1999-2010
Susanne Straif-Bourgeois, PhD, MPH; Raoult Ratard, MD, MS, MPH&TM

This report is a purely descriptive study of firearm-related deaths occurring in Louisiana from 1999 to 2010.
Mortality data were collected from death certificates from this 12-year period to describe firearm fatalities
by year, race, gender, age group, and manner of death (accident, homicide, suicide). Louisiana data were
also compared to national data.
Race, sex, and age were important factors influencing mortality rates and the death manner. Rates were
higher in males than in females and higher in African-Americans than in Whites. The highest rates were
observed for homicides among African-American males.
The ratio of Louisiana age/race-adjusted firearm mortality rates over the US rates were 1.8. Both Louisiana
and the US mortality rates remained fairly constant over the 12-year period. Parish level data showed a
wide variation in firearm mortality rates with some urban and some rural parishes having the highest rates.
Data obtained from death certificates have limitations due to the limited number of variables available.

INTRODUCTION
Firearm-related deaths are a significant public health
problem. They are the second leading cause of injury deaths
after deaths due to motor vehicle accidents in the United
States (US). The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) estimates that about 33,000 Americans die each year
from firearms. Younger age groups are affected disproportionately.1 One of the goals of “Healthy People 2010,” an
initiative from the Department of Health and Human Services to improve the health of Americans, is to reduce the
current firearm annual mortality rate from 10.3 per 100,000
to 4.9 per 100,000. The goal of this study is to describe the
basic epidemiologic features of firearm deaths in Louisiana,
understand the pattern by age, sex, and race, evaluate the
trend over a 12-year period, compare the situation of Louisiana and that of the United States as a whole, and provide
a basis to future studies.

POPULATION AND METHODS
Mortality data were collected from Louisiana death
certificates for the 12-year period from 1999 to 2010. The
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 10 Codes listed
in Table 1 were used for data extraction. One of these codes
had to be present among the first eight causes of death to be
included in this study. All of the firearm deaths were listed
as the first cause of death except for 18 of the 9,722 deaths
included. For further analysis, the causes of death were
grouped in three categories (with the descriptive “Manner
of death” used on the death certificate) shown on Table 1:
Accident, Suicide, and Homicide. Each manner of death was
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divided in three subgroups according to the type of firearm:
Handgun (H); rifle, shotgun, and larger firearm discharge
(L); and other or unspecified firearm (O). Data on the type
of firearm (“handgun” or “rifle, shotgun, and larger firearm
discharge” were not analyzed since most were categorized
as “other or unspecified firearm”).
The age groups selected were increments of five-year
age groups, except for the first group (ages less than nine
years old), and in all, there were 17 age groups. In order to
make the description of the manners of deaths (accident,
homicide, and suicide) more simple, five age groups were
used for that section.
The trend analysis comparing Louisiana, the United
States, and the parish level rates included all races. Since
the large majority of cases were among Whites (W) and
African-Americans (AA), any detailed analysis by race was
limited to these two race groups.
The data were extracted to a database and tabulated using SQL queries. Average age-group-specific mortality rates
(per 100,000) were calculated for the entire 12-year period
weighted for the population of each age group in each year.
To depict the trends of mortality rates over the 12-year span
between Louisiana and the United States, an age-adjusted
mortality rate was calculated (US 2000 standard population,
all races, both sexes).
The basic statistical tests were performed using WinPEpi downloaded in 2013.
•

For comparison of each race, sex, and age group
stratum, a crude rate ratio and an Upton x2 were
used, and for all strata a Mantel-Haenszel x2 esti-

Table 1: Classification of Causes of Death by Type
Code

Cause of Death

Death Manner

W32

Handgun discharge

Accident

W33

Rifle, shotgun and larger firearm discharge

Accident

W34

Discharge from other and unspecified firearms

Accident

X72

Intentional self-harm by handgun discharge

Suicide

X73

Intentional self-harm by rifle, shotgun, and larger firearm discharge

Suicide

X74

Intentional self-harm by other and unspecified firearm discharge

Suicide

X93

Assault by handgun discharge

Homicide

X94

Assault by rifle, shotgun, and larger firearm discharge

Homicide

X95

Assault by other and unspecified firearm discharge

Homicide

Y350

Legal intervention involving firearm discharge

Homicide

Y364

War operations involving firearm discharge and other forms of

Homicide

Table 2: Annual Mortality Rates per 100,000 Persons by Age Group, Race, and Sex for Louisiana, 1999-2010
Males
Age
Group

AAM

WM

Females

AA/W

Upton
Chi

p-Value

AAF

WF

AA/W

Upton
Chi

p-Value

0-9

1.8

0.9

2.0

5.3

0.020

0.7

0.5

1.50

0.9

0.350

10-14

4.2

2.4

1.8

5.4

0.020

1.2

0.9

1.27

0.3

0.580

15-20

69.2

16.8

4.1

124.7

0.000

9.0

3.3

2.69

23.3

0.000

20-24

153.6

31.6

4.9

850.7

0.000

13.3

5.2

2.55

35.7

0.000

25-29

155.0

30.3

5.1

814.9

0.000

13.4

7.2

1.85

16.2

0.000

30-34

95.9

29.2

3.3

334.2

0.000

9.2

6.5

1.43

4.4

0.030

35-39

99.7

24.6

4.0

401.4

0.000

7.9

8.3

0.95

0.1

0.770

40-44

39.4

24.1

1.6

34.5

0.000

6.0

7.9

0.76

2.2

0.134

45-49

35.8

29.5

1.2

4.7

0.020

4.2

7.1

0.59

5.8

0.010

50-54

29.4

27.5

1.1

0.4

0.510

2.9

7.0

0.41

10.1

0.002

55-59

25.8

31.5

0.8

2.3

0.120

2.8

7.2

0.39

8.4

0.004

60-64

16.2

26.4

0.6

9.1

0.003

2.7

5.6

0.48

3.8

0.050

65-69

17.3

26.0

0.7

4.4

0.030

2.8

4.5

0.63

1.3

0.250

70-74

19.8

30.0

0.7

4.5

0.040

1.3

3.8

0.36

1.3

0.070

75-79

17.2

64.4

0.3

32.8

0.000

2.9

3.5

0.83

3.1

0.710

80-84

17.9

55.6

0.3

14.6

0.000

1.7

3.9

0.44

2.1

0.260

85+

17.5

59.4

0.3

13.8

0.000

1.6

2.1

0.80

1.3

0.770

Total

52.0

23.3

2.2

1.36

0.000

5.4

5.0

1.08

0.93

0.330
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mator of the ratio was used,
• For the trend analysis, a CochranArmitage trend was calculated.

RESULTS
Number and rates of deaths by
race, sex, and age groups

Figure 1: Annual firearm death rate by age group, sex, and race in Louisiana, 1999-2010.
Key: AAM=African-American Male; WM=White Male; AAF=African-American Female;
WF= White Female

Figure 2: Age-adjusted* firearm death rate (per 100,000 population) United States (US)
and Louisiana (LA), 1999-2010.
*US 2000 Standard Population, all races, both sexes
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During the 12-year period, there
were a total of 9,722 firearm-related
deaths. There were large discrepancies by race, sex, and age group.
Whites (W) and African-Americans
(AA) represented the large majority
of deaths (9,632 deaths out of a total
of 9,722 deaths, i.e 99% of all cases).
There were only 91 other deaths,
including 52 Asian males, 16 Asian
females, 10 American/Indian males,
3 American/Indian females, and 9
males and 1 female of unspecified
race.
Mortality rates are presented
in Table 2 and Figure 1. There were
major differences by age group, race,
and sex. Overall, the annual mortality rates per 100,000 were 52.0 for
AA males, 23.3 for W males, 5.4 for
AA females, and 5.1 for W females.
The comparison between AA
females and W females shows a
crude rate ratio of 1.08 (Upton x2
=0.938, p=0.33). A comparison for
each age group shows that rates
are significantly higher among AA
females up to age 34, then show no
significant difference from 35 to 44
and, from age 45 onward, rates are
higher among white females (overall
stratified Mantel-Haenszel estimator of the ratio 1.11, MHx2=3.42,
p=0.06).
There are important differences between rates observed in
AA males (overall rate 52.0) and W
males (23.3). The crude rate ratio is
2.22, (Upton x2 =1,368; p<0.0001).
A pattern similar as that observed
between females is observed among
the two male groups, but with a
wider difference. Up to age 44, the
rates among AA males are two to
five times higher than for W; then
from age 45 to 54, the rates are
practically equal between AA and
W; finally above age 55 the W males

have higher rates than AA (overall stratified
Mantel-Haenszel estimator of the ratio 2.09,
MHx2=1,111.9, p=0.000).

Trends over the 12-year period

Figure 3: Age-adjusted* firearm death rate (per 100,000 population) by race and
sex.
Key: AAM=African-American Male; WM=White Male; AAF=African-American
Female; WF= White Female
*US 2000 Standard Population, all races, both sexes

The average number of deaths per year
was 810, with a range from 599 to 915 (Figure 2). The average age-adjusted rate is 18.6
per 100,000 in Louisiana versus 10.2 for the
United States, a ratio of 1.8 with a narrow
range of 1.7 to 1.9. While the age-adjusted
mortality rate for the United States is fairly
constant at 10.3 per 100,000, the trend for
the Louisiana population is very slightly increasing over this 12-year period (y=0.1016x
+ 17.901 (Cochrane-Armitage test for linear
trend: x2 = 0.00 [DF: 1] P = 0.985).
Trends by sex and race are presented in
Figure 3. There was no significant increase
over time that could be detected in any of
these groups. The Cochrane-Armitage test
for linear trends are for African-American
males x2=0.48, p=0.49; for African-American females x2=0.06, p=0.81; for White
males x2=0.14, p=0.71; and for White females x2=0.0, p=0.98.

Distribution of manners of death by
race, sex, and age group

Figure 4: Mortality rates for accidental firearm deaths by race, sex, and age group
in Louisiana, 1999-2010.
Key: AAM=African-American Male; WM=White Male; AAF=African-American
Female; WF= White Female

There were 5,176 deaths by homicide,
4,112 by suicide, and 416 by accident. There
were also 44 deaths due to “legal intervention involving firearm discharge,” and
there were no deaths due to “war operations involving firearm discharge and other
forms.” Rates per 100,000 population are
presented in Table 3.
Over the 12-year span, there were differences in mortality rates among accidental (0.8/100,000), suicidal (8.0), and homicidal (18.9) deaths. The rate ratio suicide/
accident =9.84 (Upton x2=3008, p<0.0001),
homicide/accident = 12.2 (Upton x2=3981,
p<0.0001), and homicide/suicide = 1.24
(Upton x2=108, p<0.0001).
Accidental mortality rates were low in
male children <15 years old at 0.7 for AAM
and for WM (rate ratio = 1.1, Upton x2=0.08,
p=0.77) and even lower in female children
at 0.2 for AAF and 0.1 for WF (rate ratio =
1.4, Upton x2=0.24, p=0.62). But the rate
ratio between M and F was 4.8 (rate ratio
= 4.8, Upton x2=19.9, p<0.0001). The rates
remained low for females throughout the
age group. For males, the rates increased in
the older age groups to stay around 2.0 with
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Table 3: Mortality Rates Per 100,000 Persons by Race, Sex, and Age Group and Manner of Deaths, Louisiana, 1999-2010
Accidents
AAM

WM

Homicide
AAF

WF

All

AAM

WM

Suicide
AAF

WF

All

AAM

WM

AAF

WF

All

0-14

0.7

0.7

0.2

0.1

0.4

1.8

0.4

0.7

0.4

0.8

0.2

0.4

0.0

0.1

0.2

15-19

2.5

2.2

0.2

0.3

1.4

65.9

4.0

7.0

1.1

17.6

3.7

14.5

0.5

1.9

5.8

20-39

2.4

1.6

0.3

0.3

1.1

117.8

7.7

10.3

2.7

22.9

12.5

20.4

1.0

4.0

10.2

40-74

0.9

1.4

0.1

0.3

0.8

21.7

4.3

3.2

1.6

5.4

8.0

22.6

0.6

4.9

10.8

75+

2.8

1.6

0.0

0.1

0.8

5.5

0.9

1.9

1.3

1.5

9.6

29.3

0.0

2.0

12.4

Total

1.5

1.4

0.2

0.3

0.8

45.3

4.3

4.9

1.6

10.0

6.4

17.7

0.5

3.3

8.0

minor variations (see Figure 4). For ages
above 15 years, the rate ratio AAM/WM
=1.17 (Upton x2=1.17, p=0.19).
Homicide rates are presented in
Figures 5A and 5B. The extremely high
rates among the AAM 20-39 age group
mortality rate at 117.8 dwarfed all other
rates. To better display the differences
between other rates, Table 5B displays
them with a logarithmic scale on the y
axis. The rate ratio between AAF (4.9)
and WF (1.6) were 3.0 (Upton x2=226,
p<0.0001). For males, the rate ratio between AAM (45.3) and WM (4.3) was
obviously very significant (rate ratio
10.6, Upton x2=5,218, p<0.0001).
Suicide rates per 100,000 among
children <15 years old were very low
(less than 0.5). For all females, rates Figure 5A: Mortality rates for homicidal firearm deaths by race, sex, and age group in
increased slowly to reach their highest Louisiana, 1999-2010.
in the 40 to 74 age group and then deKey: AAM=African-American Male; WM=White Male; AAF=African-American
creased. Suicide rates were much higher
Female; WF= White Female
among WF than among AAF (rate ratio
6.4, Upton x2=194, p<0.0001). For AAM
100,000. Other parishes with rates higher than 16/100,000
they remained low, with a high at 12.5 in the 20-39 age
were either large urban parishes (Caddo 8.9, East Baton
group. For WM, the peak was reached in the 75+ age group
Rouge 18.2, Jefferson 16.7) or small rural parishes (East
at 29.3. Suicide rates were also much higher among WM
Carroll 24.9, Washington 19.4, Evangeline 19.0, St. Helena
than among AAM (rate ratio 2.8, Upton x2=501, p<0.0001).
18.0, Madison17.1, Claiborne 16.6).
There were only 44 deaths in the category “Legal intervention involving firearm discharge.” Only one WM in the
DISCUSSION
age group 15 to 19 years, 12 AAM and 17 WM in the age
group 20-39, 6AAM and 8 WM in the age group 40-74, and
The data have shown that race, sex, age, and whether
none among females.
deaths were due to accident, suicide, or homicide were
important variables when describing mortality rates by
Parish level data
firearms in Louisiana. Because this descriptive study was
Parish firearm mortality rates reflect the influence of the
done from death certificates only, no other risk factors were
important variables already identified: composition of the
available for exploring the specific reasons for these distribupopulation by race, sex, and age group and other variables
tion patterns. The literature shows that another risk factor
(poverty, crime levels…) that could not be identified from
for firearm-related homicide is living in a poor urban area.
the limited data included in the death certificates.
Getting involved in gang-related urban violence partially
Parish mean annual mortality rates from firearms
explains the high mortality rates among juveniles and young
ranged from 6.9 to 38.8/100,000. The distribution of parish
adult males.3-5 Availability of unsecured guns in the home
mean annual rates are displayed in Figure 7. Orleans Parish
is also a risk factor to be considered.
had the highest annual firearm related death rate at 38.8 per
Large discrepancies were also observed among Loui-
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Figure 5B: Mortality rates for homicidal firearm deaths by race, sex, and age group in
Louisiana, 1999-2010, logarithmic scale.
Key: AAM=African-American Male; WM=White Male; AAF=African-American
Female; WF= White Female

Figure 6: Mortality rates for suicidal firearm deaths by race, sex, and age group in
Louisiana, 1999-2010.
Key: AAM=African-American Male; WM=White Male; AAF=African-American
Female; WF= White Female

siana parishes. There seems to be two
patterns for high firearm mortality rates.
The first pattern includes urban areas
with a concentration of poor living conditions such as in Orleans, East Baton
Rouge, and Caddo parishes. Orleans
Parish firearm-related death rate is the
highest in Louisiana, more than twice as
high as in East Baton Rouge and Caddo
Parishes. According to census data, more
than 25% of Orleans Parish residents live
below the poverty level compared to
18.4% in Louisiana as a whole.6 The second pattern includes rural areas which
have been much less studied than urban
areas. Firearm mortality rates observed
in Louisiana are consistently higher than
those observed in the United States, even
after adjusting for race, sex, and age
distribution.
Mortality data are easily accessible and very useful for the purpose
of describing the magnitude of a public
health problem in specified populations and trends over time. However,
firearm-related mortality data have
some serious limitations. Data on homicides might be underreported since at
time of filling out the death certificate,
the criminal investigation often is still
ongoing. Data on suicide death might be
underreported because of stigma of this
manner of death.7 Another limitation is
that mortality data only describe the tip
of the iceberg. Data based on emergency
department visits estimate that about
two-thirds of firearm-related injuries are
non-fatal and makeup the majority of
firearm violence.8 The likelihood of dying from a gunshot wound also depends
on the intent of the person using the
weapon; case fatality rates for firearm
injuries range from 20% for homicides
and to 80% for suicides.2
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Protecting the Private Practice of Medicine:
We Need More Data
Sabrina L. Noah
When we last checked in with Dr. Joshua Lowentritt
of New Orleans and his Accountable Care Organization
(ACO), Louisiana Physicians ACO, they were just turning on the proverbial lights. Since our first editorial piece,
“Protecting the Private Practice of Medicine, Louisiana’s
First Physician-Owned Accountable Care Organization,”
Lowentritt and his 35 independent physician partners have
been busy laying the foundation of their new organization.
An ACO, as you might remember, is a physician-managed
health organization comprised of physicians, nurses, and
care coor¬dinators who share the responsibility of providing
quality, financially responsible, coordinated care.
Some of the first items needed to
get the ACO running included universally agreed upon treatment plans
and protocols for all of the clinics to
follow. These policies and procedures
were drafted by consensus with input
from each physician, allowing each
practitioner to share his or her opinions
and experiences. Lowentritt stressed
that an important goal of the first few
months was to “allow each medical
practice complete management over
Dr. Joshua
their operation, while building in
Lowentritt
standardized quality and assurance
measurements” that would help create
uniformity within the ACO. As we discussed in our first
editorial, the cornerstone of an ACO is the independent
practitioner. When it came to laying the foundation of how
this ACO would operate on a day-to-day basis, no decision
was made without the utmost consideration for each physician to “work collaboratively within the ACO but retain
their independence,” emphasized Lowentritt.
The most crucial step in the first few months was the
delivery of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS)
data set on the 5,600 patients attributed to the ACO. This
data contains the patients’ medical records, cost data, and
a resource utilization score assigned by CMS. According to
Lowentritt this data “is the key to the ACO’s success.” The
next few months will be busy as the ACO physicians focus
on extracting and evaluating the data to better understand
their patients and their individual needs. Not only does this
data help “set a baseline for the ACO, it helps determine the
areas that are opportunities for improvement,” he added.
The next step will be to use that data to better manage

those patients with chronic ambulatory conditions who are
high utilizers of healthcare services. Each practice will be
able to identify patterns of behavior and areas for improvement. It is in the best interest of the patient and the ACO
to come up with strategies to improve the quality of care
and health outcomes for all patients. Lowentritt pointed
out that, with the complex patients, “much of the decisionmaking had been left to non-physicians” when it came to
care coordination. This model provides each physician with
“incentive to change the way they provide care, to make
a difference for the patient, and ultimately help keep our
medical safety net solvent,” he added.
As we mentioned previously, the cornerstone of making the model a success is the link between the quality of
care provided and the economic incentive to save the entire
system money. In an ACO, a high quality of care leads to
lower utilization, and a lower level of utilization increases
the financial reward for the ACO and physician owners. But
the lynchpin is that the physicians are directly involved or
responsible for that higher quality of care. Therefore, the
more they put into the system, the more they get out. And
furthermore, Lowentritt strongly believes that this system
“creates an incentive for physicians to keep engaged” in not
just the short-term success of lower utilization but long-term
positive health outcomes of each patient.
The first few months of the Louisiana Physicians ACO
has shown that the ACO model can create a better, more
sustainable workplace for physicians. Lowentritt reported
that his ACO’s 35 physicians “feel engaged and interested.”
For the first time in a long time, a physician has complete
control over all aspects of a patient’s treatment. Further, he
reports increased satisfaction because physicians are able to
“monitor and review their referral patterns and the patient’s
ultimate health outcome” to see what is or is not working.
The ability to unilaterally access all claims data is incredibly
significant in the modern practice of medicine; Lowentritt
compared it to no longer practicing medicine in the dark. It’s
most telling that when asked how the first six months have
gone, he replied, “I’m having fun!” If the first few months
are representative of the path Louisiana Physicians ACO is
on, the future of managed care could be looking up.
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ECG of the Month
Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest
Stephanie C. El Hajj, MD; Curley J. Bordelon, MD; D. Luke Glancy, MD

A muscular-appearing 50-year-old man was found down in his home by family members. Paramedics documented pulseless electrical activity and began cardiopulmonary resuscitation that included placement of an
endotracheal tube. The resuscitation was continued in the hospital emergency department (ED), and after
20 minutes, an arterial pulse returned. An electrocardiogram (ECG) was obtained (Figure 1). Meanwhile,
a past history established that the patient was a personal trainer who seemed fit and healthy until 10 days
earlier, when he came to the ED because he had begun to lose his balance and fall frequently. Computed
tomography (CT) at that time revealed lytic lesions in the fifth lumbar vertebra and extensive retroperitoneal
lymphadenopathy involving the aortic, iliac, and obturator chains and the perirectal region. Arrangements
had then been made for outpatient workup of a presumed malignancy.

Figure 1: Electrocardiogram recorded in the emergency department. See text for explication.
What is your diagnosis?
Explication is on p. 177
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ECG of the Month
Presentation is on p 176.

Table 1: Some risk factors for pulmonary embolism
Prior venous thromboembolism
Hypercoaguability
Acute trauma
Hip or knee replacement
Other major operation
Paralysis
Hospitalization
Other prolonged immobilization
Malignancy
Autoimmune disease
Venous endothelial injury
Indwelling venous catheter or pacemaker lead
Heart failure
Atrial fibrillation
Myocardial infarction
Estrogenic medications
Pregnancy
Cigarette smoking
Obesity
Advanced age

DIAGNOSIS: Atrial fibrillation with a rapid ventricular
response (150 beats/minute) and right bundle branch block.
The list of causes of systemic arterial hypotension is
long and in this patient, should take into account his prior
good health, the absence of legal or illegal drugs, the recent
discovery of what appears to be a widespread malignancy,
the profound nature of the hypotension, and the changes on
ECG. Although the first manifestation of coronary arterial
disease can be a large myocardial infarct with profound
hypotension, there is nothing in this ECG to indicate a large
acute infarct. Pericardial metastases can produce atrial fibrillation, cardiac tamponade, and profound hypotension; but
no pericardial effusion was noted on CT 10 days earlier, and
the ECG does not suggest pericarditis. Malignancy is a major
risk factor for pulmonary emboli (Table 1),1-7 and pulseless electrical activity, atrial fibrillation, and right bundle
branch block are among the ECG changes seen in patients
with pulmonary embolism (Table 2). Although pulmonary
emboli may not affect the ECG, the number and severity of
the abnormalities listed in Table 2 roughly correlate with
the degree of right ventricular dysfunction, which in turn
is related to the extent of the pulmonary arterial obstruction.1,7-14 Sinus tachycardia, non-specific ST-segment change,
and anterior T-wave inversion are the changes found most
frequently in patients with hemodynamically significant
pulmonary emboli.1,2,8

As is often the case, the echocardiogram provided
crucial information: right ventricular pressure overload
and a severely dilated and hypokinetic right ventricle with
preserved right ventricular apical contraction, i.e., McConnell’s sign, characteristic of extensive pulmonary emboli.15
The left ventricle was hyperdynamic and underfilled,
consistent with obstructive shock. CT revealed multiple
bilateral pulmonary emboli as the cause of the obstructive

Table 2: Electrocardiographic abnormalities in pulmonary embolism
Rhythm

Sinus tachycardia
Atrial flutter, fibrillation, or premature complexes
Right ventricular (RV) premature complexes
Ventricular fibrillation
Pulseless electrical activity
Sinus bradycardia or asystole (rarely)

P waves

Rightward axis (>75o)
Tall (>2.5 mm) in leads II, III, or a VF

QRS complex

Right axis deviation or rightward axis shift
Clockwise rotation
RV conduction delay or R bundle branch block
Right ventricular hypertrophy
Inferior, anterior, and/or RV pseudoinfarction
S1Q3T3 pattern of McGinn and White1
Left axis deviation (rarely)

ST segment

Elevation inferiorly and/or anteriorly
Depression

T wave

Inversion inferiorly
Inversion anteriorly
QT prolongation

Modified from references 8, 14
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Figure 2: Computed
tomographic angiogram
of the chest performed
soon after admission
shows multiple bilateral
pulmonary arterial filling
defects consistent with
extensive pulmonary
arterial embolization.

shock (Figure 2).
The patient was declared brain dead the day after
admission. At the request of the family, support was withdrawn, and the patient expired soon thereafter. Autopsy
revealed diffuse intra-abdominal malignant lymphoma.
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Radiology Case of the Month
55-Year-Old Female With Shortness of Breath
and Cough
Arielle Bauer; David Manning, MD; Harold Neitzschman, MD, FACR, FACNM, FAAP
A 55-year-old African-American woman presents with progressive shortness of breath, non-productive cough,
and muscle aches for two weeks. Her medical history is non-contributory. She is a current smoker with a
20-year history of smoking one pack per day. Vital signs and oxygen saturation are normal. Physical exam
reveals crackles over the right middle lobe of her lung. The remainder of her physical exam is unremarkable. Blood tests demonstrate a mild leukocytosis.

Figure 1: Posteroanterior chest radiograph demonstrates
diffuse reticulononodular changes and subtle cysts with relative
sparing of the lung bases.

Figure 2a and 2b: Axial computed tomography (above) and
coronal reconstruction (bottom) demonstrate innumerous cysts
of varying sizes with few interspersed scattered nodules. There
is relative sparing of the lung bases and subpleural spaces.
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DISCUSSION
Pulmonary Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis (PLCH) is a
rare lung disease caused by the accumulation of inflammatory cells in small airways of the lung, leading to nodular
granulomatous changes of the lung parenchyma, which
over time, progress to reticular and cystic changes. There
are no data regarding the overall prevalence of PLCH in the
adult population. However, two series of patients undergoing lung biopsy for diffuse interstitial disease reported
PLCH in 3%-5% of all diffuse lung disease biopsies, in
comparison with sarcoidosis, which was found in 12.5% of
the same patients.1,2 It has been hypothesized that PLCH is
likely underdiagnosed because it can be asymptomatic and
sometimes undergoes spontaneous remission.3
The incidence of PLCH peaks in young adults between
ages 20-40.4 Gender distribution of PLCH has recently been
shown to be equal. As the rates of smoking between men
and women have evened out over the past few decades, so
has the incidence of the disease.3,5
PLCH is strongly associated with smoking tobacco
cigarettes. More than 90% of adult patients are smokers.6,7
It has been suggested that cigarette smoke may irritate the
small airways, leading to injury and inflammation.7
Langerhans cells are a subgroup of antigen-presenting
dendritic cells found in the skin and in the epithelium of the
tracheobronchial tree. Their normal function is to survey
antigens that are deposited in the airway during inhalation. Activation of Langerhans cells leads to a cascade of
signaling, leading to an adaptive immune response. PCLH
is characterized by peribronchiolar proliferation of Langerhans cells, forming stellate nodules that cavitate and form
cysts. The advanced disease is characterized by scarring of
airways and pulmonary vascular remodeling.
The etiology of PLCH is poorly understood. It has been
proposed that PLCH is an immune response to an unknown
antigen, leading to T-cell activation. The unknown antigen
likely is related to cigarette smoking. However, there are also
host factors involved, as only a small percentage of cigarette
smokers develop PLCH.8 Theories that have been proposed
include a viral origin, neoplastic proliferation, and immune
system dysregulation.8
PLCH has also been shown to be associated with lymphoma and is more likely to be diagnosed in a patient previously treated with chemotherapy and radiation therapy,
usually for Hodgkin’s disease.3
Many patients with PLCH are asymptomatic, leading to
diagnosis based on chest radiograph for other indications.
Symptomatic patients typically present with a nonproductive cough, dyspnea, an abnormal chest radiograph, or
recurrent spontaneous pneumothorax.3 Diagnosis of PLCH
is difficult based on these nonspecific symptoms. A minority of patients may also experience fever, weight loss, and
malaise.4
Laboratory findings tend to be within normal limits
in PLCH patients, with the exception of a possibly moderately elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate.8 Pulmonary
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function tests can show an obstructive, restrictive, or mixed
pattern. Vital capacity is often low, and residual volume is
often normal or increased, leading to a total lung capacity
that is relatively normal.8
In most adult patients, LCH affects only the lungs.3
However, the most likely extrapulmonary findings in PLCH
are cystic bone lesions, diabetes insipidus (DI), and skin lesions.4 Patients should be carefully examined for these other
signs with a skeletal survey and physical exam if diagnosed
with PLCH.
PLCH is not typically a strictly nodular or cystic disease
but a spectrum of varying degrees of granulomatous nodular
changes, which predominate earlier in the disease process
and cystic changes which predominate later in the disease
process.3,6,9,10 Brauner proposed that the initial nodules
eventually cavitate, leading to thick-walled cysts, which
then mature to thin-walled and ultimately confluent cysts.9,10
Imaging is fundamental for diagnosis of PLCH, as
symptoms are non-specific. Early nodular PLCH is characterized by radiography, computed tomography (CT), and
high-resolution CT as bilateral mid- to upper-lung zone
distribution of pulmonary nodules with relative sparing of
the lung bases, especially the costophrenic sulci, and normal
to increased lung volumes. The nodules are typically irregularly marginated, 1 to 10 mm in size, and can range from
a few scattered nodules to innumerous and/or confluent
nodules. A chest radiograph is the initial imaging modality
of choice; however, high-resolution CT (HRCT) is markedly
more sensitive and specific for PLCH.3,6,9
The differential diagnosis for nodular PLCH includes
sarcoidosis, silicosis, metastasis, and hematogenous infectious processes such as military tuberculosis. HRCT is
utilized to narrow the diagnosis by distinguishing the centrilobular distribution of PLCH nodules from the periphymphatic distribution of sarcoidosis, silicosis, and lymphangitic
carcinomatosis.6,9
Cystic lesions of PLCH can also be difficult to distinguish from bullous emphysema, lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM), bronchiectasis, and honeycombing associated
with end stage fibrotic lung diseases. However, an emphysematous bulla is typically a focus of parenchymal destruction lacking a cyst wall. LAM occurs almost exclusively in
females and has a diffuse bilateral distribution and more
uniform appearing cysts. Cystic bronchiectasis has a communicating branching pattern. Honeycombing tends to be
peripheral and basilar in distribution with associated ground
glass opacity and parenchymal architectural distortion.
HRCT can often be utilized to reach an accurate diagnosis
in 84% of cases and can preclude the need for an invasive
lung biopsy.6,9
Pneumothorax can occur as a complication of PLCH
and may be the initial presenting clinical and imaging
finding. Lymphadenopathy, air-space consolidation, and
a solitary pulmonary nodule are rare imaging findings of
PLCH.9 Advanced disease can be associated with pulmonary
hypertension.3
First-line treatment for PLCH is immediate cessation

of smoking. Symptoms will stabilize in the majority of
patients with no need for further treatment.8 Cessation of
smoking can also reduce incidence of associated malignancies. Corticosteroid therapy is another option that has
demonstrated beneficial effects in stabilization.3 However,
no randomized trials have been conducted to compare the
efficacy of corticosteroid treatment with that of smoking
cessation alone. Severe PLCH has been treated with chemotherapeutic agents (cladribine, cyclophosphamide, and
methotrexate) without significant effect.7 Pleurodesis may be
required in patients with recurrent pneumothoraces. Lung
transplantation should also be considered for patients with
rapidly deteriorating lung function or disease refractory to
medical treatment.
Patients with PLCH generally have a good prognosis.8
However, it has been shown that patients have a decreased
average survival rate compared to the general population
and have a poorer health-related quality of life than would
be expected.6,7 Spontaneous regression has been reported
in up to 25% of patients and stabilization in up to 50% of
patients. The remaining 25% of patients follow a variably
deteriorating course culminating in diffuse cystic change
and lung destruction, sometimes complicated by pulmonary
hypertension or respiratory insufficiency leading to death.2
Relapse may occur, even with lung transplantation,
especially if the patient continues to smoke. Long-term
follow-up of PLCH patients is necessary because of the risk
of relapse, even years after disease resolution. Adult patients
with PLCH are at an increased risk for developing malignant
neoplasm of the lung, as well as lymphoma as mentioned
earlier.3 However, this may be due to the high prevalence of
cigarette smoking. Patients should be monitored for these
complications.
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Clinical Case of the Month
A 44-Year-Old HIV-Infected Man With RightShoulder Swelling
Carl Mickman, MS; Carrie Caruthers, MD; Jaclyn Spiegel, MD; Ron Schiro, BS;
Joanne Maffei, MD; Charles V. Sanders, MD; Fred A. Lopez, MD

Immunocompromised patients are susceptible to various joint infections with less-common pathogens,
such as mycobacterium. Physicians should have a low threshold to investigate the cause of an arthropathy
further. An aspiration of the effusion is usually warranted to identify the possible pathogen and target
treatment. We report an unusual presentation of a human immunodeficiency virus-infected patient with a
chronic effusion arthropathy of his right shoulder due to Mycobacterium kansasii. We review the risk factors,
transmission, clinical manifestations, and management of Mycobacterium kansasii.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 44-year-old man with a past medical history of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis C infections presented for a therapeutic paracentesis secondary to
acute liver failure. His past medical history also included
non-adherence to combination antiretroviral therapy, a history of Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia, and a resection of
a squamous cell cancer of the tongue. At this presentation,
the patient was also evaluated for a longstanding effusion
arthropathy of the right shoulder. He had first noticed swelling in the area two years earlier and denied any trauma,
associated pain, or limitation of his daily activities. Three
weeks prior to presentation, his CD4 count was 40/mm3
with a CD4 percentage of 8.3% and a viral load of 49,504
copies/mL. His tuberculous interferon-gamma release assay test was negative, he denied any respiratory symptoms,
and his chest X-ray was within normal limits. He admitted
to prior intravenous drug use, and his last use was more
than one year prior to presentation. He had been monogamous for the past two years with one partner who was also
HIV-infected. At the time of presentation, the patient had
recently been prescribed a new regimen of combination
antiretroviral therapy; however, he had been non-adherent
due to medication side effects.
On examination, the patient’s right shoulder manifested a marked effusion anterior to the deltoid muscle
that extended to the subdeltoid region (see Figures A, B).
The area was non-tender, non-erythematous, and cool to
the touch; and a transillumination test was positive. There
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were no associated skin lesions. He had nearly full active
range of motion, and his strength was only mildly decreased
compared to the contralateral side. The patient developed
minimal discomfort with medial humeral rotation; however,
he had no point tenderness or pain with use of rotator-cuff
muscles.
An X-ray revealed degenerative changes of the humeral
head, including subchondral cysts and narrowing of the
joint space. Swelling caused displacement of the deltoid
muscle laterally. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), with
and without gadolinium contrast, revealed a large simple
subacromial-subdeltoid bursa fluid collection with no
septations or irregularity of the wall (see Figure C). The
fluid collection involved the majority of the entire undersurface of the deltoid muscle. It measured approximately
11 cm anteroposteriorly, 8 cm craniocaudally, and 2 cm
in thickness. There was no communication between the
subacromial-subdeltoid bursa and the glenohumeral joint
space. Extensive diffuse synovial thickening with pannus
formation and periarticular erosions was present in the
glenohumeral joint.
The patient underwent a diagnostic arthrocentesis of the
bursa. Approximately 10 ml of a thick, reddish, myxoid fluid
with fatty material were aspirated. Drainage was limited in
quantity by the viscosity of the fluid. A Gram stain noted
moderate white blood cells (WBC) and no organisms. No
crystals were noted, and the cytology for malignant cells was
negative. Smears for fungal and mycobacterial organisms
were also negative (including acid-fast bacilli smears), and
cultures for aerobic and anaerobic organisms were negative

Figure A: Gross anterior image of chest and bilateral shoulders. The degree of anterior
and lateral swelling of the right shoulder can be appreciated in comparison to the
patient’s left shoulder.

after five days.
The patient was discharged home
with symptomatic treatment for his ascites. He was restarted on combination
antiretroviral therapy and scheduled
for close follow-up with his infectious
diseases primary care provider. Two
weeks after discharge, cultures of the
shoulder aspirate grew Mycobacterium kansasii (see Figures D, E). The
speciation of the mycobacteria was
first determined by high-performance
liquid chromatography, which gave
the isolate a similarity index of 0.887
for Mycobacterium kansasii and 0.573 for
Mycobacterium szulgai (see Figure F).
The isolate was later confirmed as Mycobacterium kansasii with a DNA probe
for RNA target (GEN-PROBE). Blood
cultures were consistently negative
for acid-fast bacilli, indicating that his
infection was likely not disseminated.
Due to marked serum transaminase elevations, thought to be hepatic
disease, the patient was not able to
receive treatment for his mycobacterial
infection. His combination antiretroviral therapy was halted as well. The
patient expired approximately three
months later due to progressively
worsening liver failure.

INTRODUCTION

Figure B: Anterolateral view of the patient’s right shoulder, status post-removal of fluid
sample from bursa.

Mycobacterium kansasii is an atypical, slow-growing mycobacterium
that causes pulmonary infections in
the immunocompromised host. It is
the second-most common opportunistic atypical mycobacterial pathogen
after Mycobacterium Avium Complex
(MAC).3 M. kansasii is commonly differentiated by its characteristic yellow
pigmentation. It has been isolated
almost exclusively from municipal
water sources, and the majority of
reported cases have presented in the
southern United States.1 M. kansasii is
not considered a public-health threat,
as there is no evidence of person-toperson transmission. The primary
method of colonization is thought to
be pulmonary. Pulmonary-disease
presentation is similar to that of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, though
symptoms are typically milder. 2
Pulmonary M. kansasii occurs in both
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TRANSMISSION

Figure C: Magnetic resonance imaging of right shoulder with contrast
agent shows large subacromial subdeltoid fluid collection with extensive
synovial thickening and periarticular erosions in the glenohumeral joint,
consistent with hypertrophic HIV arthoropathy. No communication between
subacromial subdeltoid bursa and glenohumeral joint space is observed.

immunocompetent and immunocompromised patients, but
it is much more common in immunocompromised hosts,
including HIV-infected patients.3-4 Louisiana, in particular,
has a high incidence of both HIV and M. kansasii and has
recorded more co-infections than any other state.4

RISK FACTORS
HIV-infected patients, particularly those with CD4
counts below 100/mm3, represent the largest percentage of
those with articular mycobacterial infections.3 Individuals
receiving immunosuppressive therapy for inflammatory
diseases that affect the joints are also at high risk, such as
those with rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, dermatomyositis, lupus, gout, or those receiving intrarticular steroid
injections.3 Previous articular pathologies are thought to
promote the colonization of injured tissue and predispose
affected individuals to hematogenous spread.3 Researchers
have also described cases of acute-onset articular manifestations secondary to immune reconstitution inflammatory
syndrome (IRIS).5
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Mycobacterial articular infections typically
occur through one of two methods: direct inoculation or disseminated infection. Joint infection
with M. kansasii via direct inoculation has been
documented in both immunocompromised and
immunocompetent patients.3 Patients usually
present with monoarticular disease and a history
of trauma, though recent steroid injection is also
a significant risk factor.6 Patients rarely present
with systemic symptoms such as fever or malaise
and usually complain of only localized pain and
swelling.
Disseminated infection leading to joint colonization with M. kansasii has almost exclusively
been documented in immunocompromised
patients, and case reports reveal presentations
of both monoarticular and polyarticular disease.
Patients can present with systemic symptoms,
though subacute presentation with only mild
articular complaints is more common.3 Pulmonary infections have been reported to lead to
disseminated infections in 35% of those infected
with HIV.4 Joint colonization in the presence of
disseminated disease is well documented; however, no study has looked at the likelihood of dissemination leading to articular manifestations.

DIAGNOSIS

Healthcare providers should consider mycobacterial infection when evaluating immunocompromised patients who present with subacute
joint pathology. Aspirates of the infected area
should be sent for histopathologic analysis and cultured for
aerobic, anaerobic, fungal, and mycobacterial organisms.
A histopathologic analysis should be performed using the
fluorochrome technique for optimal sensitivity. Smear
analysis is often negative; however, a negative smear does
not rule out infection.3

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS
Articular manifestations of M. kansasii infections, and
particularly infections of the bursae, are extremely rare. In
1999, only 50 cases of Mycobacterium kansasii septic arthritis
were described,3 and another review in 2012 discussed four
cases of M. kansasii bursitis.7 Of the four cases reported, one
presented with monoarticular disease while the three others
presented with polyarticular disease.7,8
M. kansasii is seldom reported to infect via direct inoculation while organisms such as Mycobacterium fortuitum,
Mycobacterium chelonae, and Mycobacterium marinum are
well-known causes of localized trauma-associated infections.9 The most common bursal infections associated with
these organisms are the olecranon and prepatellar bursae, as

alone is often inadequate, and needle or surgical
drainage is recommended. Pulmonary infections
with rifampin-susceptible M. kansasii isolates
have been shown to respond well to a prolonged
regimen of isoniazid (300 mg/d), rifampin (600
mg/d), ethambutol (15 mg/kg/d), and pyridoxine (50 mg/d) for at least 12 to 18 months.13 As in
HIV-associated MAC infections, the duration of
therapy should also be dictated by the immune
status of the patient. Clinical recovery should
be monitored closely as resistance to rifampin
can lead to failure of treatment and resistance
to other drugs.13 If failure of the initial regimen
does occur, a new three-drug regimen based on
susceptibilities should include clarithromycin or
azithromycin, moxifloxacin, ethambutol, sulfamethoxazole, or streptomycin.13
For patients who are co-infected with HIV,
additional information must be considered.
Combination antiretroviral therapy and the
agents used for the treatment of M. kansasii
Figure D: A thin-pour agar plate (Hardy Diagnostics) with a Myobacterium
have associated side effects and may also interkansasii sample grown from a broth culture of the aspirate of myxoidact with each other when used concomitantly.
appearing fluid drawn from right subacromial-subdeltoid bursa.
Importantly, rifabutin is known to interact less
Heterogeneously yellow hue is indicative of a photochromogen.
with combination antiretroviral therapy than
Identification of organism as Mycobacterium kansasii was confirmed by DNA
rifampin.14 The interplay of preexisting comorprobe of RNA target (GEN-PROBE).
bidities must also be taken into account. Since
they are superficial and most frequently exposed to trauma.10
isoniazid is a known hepatotoxic drug, liver enzymes should
This presentation is in contrast to that of M. tuberculosis,
be closely monitored, and patients must be educated to
which, due to its propensity for hematogenous spread, does
strictly avoid alcohol.
not show preference for particular bursae.10 One patient,
Since the majority of HIV patients with disseminated
described by Barham and Hargreaves, presented with
M. kansasii infections present with very low CD4 counts, the
monoarticular M. kansasii bursitis contracted through local
possibility of IRIS must be considered as well. Currently,
trauma and direct inoculation.8
no guidelines exist recommending when to discontinue
In contrast, three cases of polyarticular M. kansasii
combination antiretroviral therapy, and clinical judgment
bursitis described by Mathew et al. were thought to result
must be used in these situations. Steroids should be used to
from hematogenous spread. Interestingly, all three patients
treat any inflammatory symptoms that appear. Combination
were immunocompromised secondary to immunosuppresantiretroviral therapy should only be discontinued in the
sive therapies. The only patient described with M. kansasii
presence of life-threatening inflammatory conditions that
subacromial bursitis was predisposed to infection seconddo not respond to steroids.15
ary to articular manifestations of dermatomyositis. The
patient initially presented with cutaneous nodules on his
DISCUSSION OF CASE
forearms that later spread to the subacromial bursa, a result
of hematogenous dissemination.7 M. tuberculosis is the only
Our patient’s case is significant for multiple reasons.
other mycobacteria that has been demonstrated to infect this
First, his presentation was more indolent than the cases
particular bursa, though neither of the two cases described
described in the available literature. His lack of pain or
were in HIV-infected patients.11 All of these infections ocinhibition of his daily activities contrasts with the other
curred in the absence of trauma.7, 11
cases, in which patients directly sought medical attention

MANAGEMENT
Guidelines for the treatment of M. kansasii joint infections currently do not exist due to the uncommon nature
of this condition, and guidelines regarding disseminated
nontuberculous mycobacterial infections are similar to those
for pulmonary infections. Clinical experience has shown that
with other infectious causes of bursitis, antibiotic treatment

for their joint complaints. In addition, the patient’s physical
exam showed no signs of acute inflammation such as pain,
warmth, or erythema – all of which were present in the
other cases of M. kansasii joint infections, even those with
deficient immune status.3 Immunocompromised patients
are susceptible to less-common pathogens and often present with unusual symptoms and findings. It is imperative
that physicians have a low threshold to further investigate
the cause of an arthropathy, whether it be monoarticular or
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Figure E: Mycobacterium
kansasii with TB Carbolfuchsin
KF stain (Becton-Dickinson) from
7H11 plate that was inoculated
with an aspirate from the right
subacromial-subdeltoid bursa,
viewed at 1,000x with oilimmersion lens.

Figure F: High-performance
liquid chromatography (MIDI,
Inc.) results identified a similarity
index for Mycobacterium kansasii
(0.887) and Mycobacterium
szulgai (0.573).
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polyarticular. It is often essential to sample fluid from the
joint space or bursa in order to identify any pathogen and
tailor treatment.
Another noteworthy aspect of our case is the presence of articular pathology, including subchondral cysts,
diffuse synovial thickening with pannus formation, and
periarticular erosions. The pathology could be explained
as a primary bone or joint infection that later spread to the
bursa or repetitive mechanical friction between bone and
skin leading to chronic bursitis.12 A differential diagnosis of
these changes could include common joint pathology, such
as rheumatoid or psoriatic arthritis or, more rarely, HIV
arthropathy; however, an indolent infectious process should
also be included. The mechanism of infection in our patient
remains unclear as he had no evidence of lung pathology,
no other manifestations of disseminated M. kansasii, and no
history of trauma to the area.
Our patient’s case presentation and diagnosis stress
the importance of further investigating unusual presentations of uncommon infections in the immunocompromised
patient population.
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Pathology Image of the Month

Black Esophagus Detected at Autopsy in a
Patient With Abdominal Pain and Bloody
Diarrhea
Christin Tsao, MD; Louise Thomas; Robin R. McGoey, MD

A 73-year-old African-American male was transported to the emergency department due to what emergency
personnel described as “coffee ground emesis.” He was pronounced dead shortly after arrival. An unlimited autopsy examination was conducted under authorization of the coroner’s office. Medical record review
revealed that the decedent had been discharged from the hospital just one day prior to his death following
a three-day admission for abdominal pain, bloody diarrhea, and a 22-lb unintentional weight loss. Medical
history documented hypertension, chronic obstructive lung disease, and a 57-pack-year smoking history.
Alcohol abuse was also endorsed, but cessation of use was reported six months prior. During that admit, he
was treated for volume-depletion, a urinary tract infection, and suspected infective colitis with antibiotics.
Symptoms had resolved on hospital day three, and the patient was discharged home with a two-week course
of ciprofloxacin and metronidazole and a follow-up colonoscopy appointment in one month.
At the time of autopsy, the decedent was described as cachectic. Figure 1a shows the decedent’s esophagus,
opened longitudinally. Figure 1b shows the corresponding histology from the esophagus. Other findings
documented at autopsy included ischemic bowel disease in the descending colon with patchy superimposed
pseudomembranous colitis, emphysematous change, papillary renal cell carcinoma of the right kidney,
microscopic prostatic adenocarcinoma, hepatic fibrosis, and intact hepatic hemangiomata.
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Figure 1: (A) (Left) Esophagus opened longitudinally to reveal a deeply stained distal
esophageal mucosa with an abrupt transition at the gastroesophageal junction.
(B) (Above) Histology from blackened esophagus showing full thickness epithelial
necrosis, overlying nonspecific black pigment, inflammatory infiltrate, and multiple
small caliber thromboemboli (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification 40x).
What is the cause of death in this case?

DIAGNOSIS: Acute esophageal necrosis, ischemic and
pseudomembranous colitis

DISCUSSION
Acute esophageal necrosis (AEN) is a rare disorder
with an unclear etiology that is also known as “black
esophagus.”1,2 A relatively newly described diagnosis, AEN
was first reported by Goldenberg et al. in 1990.1,3 Affected
patients most often present with upper gastrointestinal
bleeding, including hematemesis. Other symptoms may include nausea and vomiting, dysphagia, fever, lightheadedness, and syncope. AEN occurs more often in patients with
multiple co-morbidities, particularly those with diabetes
mellitus, malignancies, hypertension, alcohol abuse, coronary artery disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), renal insufficiency, immunosuppression, sepsis,
broad spectrum antibiotic use, and aortic dissection.1,2,4,5
AEN is a rare disorder. Two large autopsy studies have
found zero cases in 1,000 consecutive autopsies and a 0.2%
frequency in 3,000 total autopsies.1,6,7 Two retrospective
endoscopic studies have estimated the incidence at 0.01%
and 0.28%. 1,8-10 Men are affected four times more commonly
than women. The disease has been documented in all age
groups, but the peak incidence occurs in the sixth decade

with an average age of 67 years.1,4
The gross pathology of AEN is pathognomonic characterized by circumferential black discoloration of the
esophageal mucosa, primarily in the distal segment (97%)
but occasionally with proximal extension to involve the
upper one-third.1 Notable is the sharp contrast and abrupt
transition with normal appearing gastric epithelium at the
gastroesophageal junction.1,4 Gross features are so remarkable that diagnosis is frequently made by esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) without the requisite need for
biopsy.1,2 Histology, however, is also typical and includes
necrosis of the mucosa and submucosa without any remaining recognizable viable squamous epithelium. Necrosis into
the muscularis layers and full thickness into the adventitia
have also been described. Additional findings include a
heavy leukocytic infiltrate, deranged muscle fibers, and
vascular thrombi.1,2,4,5 Altenberger et al. also describe a black
nonspecific granular pigment that stains positively with
periodic acid Schiff (PAS) and negatively for iron.5
The etiology of AEN is unclear but is thought to be
multi-factorial and result from a combination of ischemia,
backflow reflux of acidic gastric contents, and impaired local
defense barriers.1,2,4 Several studies have supported a role
for ischemia in the pathogenesis of AEN, particularly since
the distal esophageal segment is relatively hypovascular
compared to the more proximal segments.1,2,4,5 The histo-
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logical appearance of AEN also bears similarities to that
which is seen in ischemic colitis, offering added support
for the hypothesis that the two diseases may share common
mechanistic etiologies.2
Other diagnoses that need to be entertained upon
identifying a black esophagus include infectious agents
and toxic ingestions. Infectious esophagitis is more likely
when microscopy reveals inclusion bodies, microorganism
colonies, and multinucleated giant cells. Caustic ingestions
do not display the typical gross pattern of AEN such that
there is distal segment involvement with relative sparing
of the proximal esophagus and sharp delineation from the
gastric mucosa.1,2,4,5
The mortality rate for AEN is reportedly as high as
32% and is thought primarily to be due to patients’ existing
co-morbidities.1,4 Uncomplicated AEN in a patient without
co-morbidities follows a far more indolent clinical course
and is potentially reversible with a far lower mortality rate
at approximately 6%.1 The goal for treatment in AEN mainly
targets treating the patient’s underlying conditions but
also includes parenteral nutrition, proton pump inhibitors,
H2 blockers, and sucralfate. Healing and resolution of the
esophageal mucosa have been observed over a varied time
course, ranging from one week to one month following
diagnosis. Perforation of the esophagus is the most serious
primary complication in AEN, reported to occur in 7% of
cases; but stricture and stenosis are also described in another
10% of cases.1,4
In conclusion, acute esophageal necrosis or AEN is a
rare condition with a high mortality rate that occurs most
often in patients with multiple co-morbidities. The characteristic black stained esophageal mucosa, circumferentially
favoring the distal segment, is easily seen on endoscopic
visualization. The discoloration abruptly terminates at
the gastroesophageal junction but may extend proximally
into the mid and even proximal one-third. Histology of
the involved segment shows no viable squamous mucosa,
prominent necrosis, or overlying black granular pigment
and small caliber thromboemboli. The etiology is unclear
but is hypothesized to be a combination of ischemia, reflux
of gastric acids, and impaired barrier defenses. The high
mortality rate and poor prognosis are due in large part to the
patient’s co-morbidities, and treatment is aimed at treating
the coexistent conditions and maintaining hemodynamic
stability in the patient.
The case illustrated here demonstrates the classic clinical presentation and typical gross and microscopic pathology of AEN. Even though retrospective historical review
offers the possibility that the decedent’s complaints upon
his prior admission may have suggested AEN, a remarkably high index of suspicion, and EGD would have been
required in order to have diagnosed this exceedingly rare
and underappreciated pathologic entity. Still further, this
patient’s multiple significant comorbidities, which included
two primary incidental carcinomas, chronic lung disease and
prior alcohol abuse as well as the more recent evolution of
an ischemic bowel and overlying pseudomembranous colitis
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clearly had a substantial contribution to his fatal outcome.
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Recognition and Management of Rodent-Borne
Infectious Disease Outbreaks After Heavy
Rainfall and Flooding
James H. Diaz, MD, MPH&TM, DrPH, FACPM
Climatic events, especially heavy rains and flooding following periods of relative drought, have precipitated
both arthropod-borne and rodent-borne infectious disease outbreaks. Heavy rainfall encourages excessive
wild grass seed production that supports increased outdoor rodent populations, and flooding forces rodents
from their burrows near water sources into the built environment and closer to humans. The objectives of
this review are to alert clinicians to the climatic conditions common to hurricane-prone regions, such as
Louisiana, that can precipitate outbreaks of the two rodent-borne diseases most often associated with periods
of heavy rainfall and flooding, leptospirosis (LS) and hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS). It will also
describe the epidemiology, presenting clinical manifestations and outcomes of these rodent-borne infectious
diseases, and recommend both prophylactic therapies and effective control and prevention strategies for
rodent-borne infectious disease outbreaks. Healthcare providers should maintain high levels of suspicion
for LS in patients developing febrile illnesses after contaminated freshwater exposures during flooding or
recreational events, and for HPS in patients with febrile illnesses that progress rapidly to respiratory failure
following rodent exposures in enclosed spaces. Public health educational strategies should encourage limiting human contact with all wild and peridomestic rats and mice, avoiding all contact with rodent excreta,
safely disposing of all rodent excreta, and modifying the built environment to deter rodents from colonizing
households and workplaces.

Climatic events, especially heavy rains and flooding
following periods of relative drought, have precipitated
both arthropod-borne and rodent-borne infectious disease
outbreaks. Heavy rainfall encourages excessive wild grass
seed production that supports increased outdoor rodent
populations; and flooding forces rodents from their burrows near water sources, such as bayous, canals, rivers, and
sewers, into the built environment and closer to humans.
Unanticipated regional outbreaks of leptospirosis (LS) and
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS) have occurred following heavy rainfall and flooding in the United States (US).
As a result, the objectives of this review are to alert clinicians to the climatic conditions common to hurricane-prone
regions, such as Louisiana, that can precipitate outbreaks
of LS and HPS; describe the epidemiology and presenting
clinical manifestations and outcomes of these rodent-borne
infectious diseases; and recommend both prophylactic
therapies and effective control and prevention strategies
for rodent-borne infectious disease outbreaks.

METHODS
Internet search engines were queried with the keywords
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to examine the latest scientific articles on rodent-borne infectious disease outbreaks in the US in order to describe the
epidemiology and presenting clinical manifestations and
outcomes of leptospirosis (LS) and hantavirus pulmonary
syndrome (HPS) outbreaks. They were also used to recommend both prophylactic therapies and control and prevention strategies for these disease outbreaks. The keywords
included hantavirus, New World hantaviruses, American
hantaviruses, Sin nombre virus, Bayou virus, Black Creek
Canal virus, hantavirus pulmonary syndrome; Leptospira
interrogans, leptospirosis, Weil’s disease; infectious disease
outbreaks, climatic factors, and rodent-borne.

RESULTS
Leptospirosis Outbreak 1: Leptospirosis Outbreak
Among Athletes Participating in Triathlons Wisconsin and Illinois, 1998.
(Adapted from MMWR, July 24, 1998)1

Once considered an occupational disease of abattoir
and sewer workers, LS outbreaks are now being increasingly reported among flood survivors, white water rafters,
adventure travelers, soldiers, and triathlon participants.1-4

Figure 1: Photomicrograph
of a positive leptospiral
microscopic agglutination
test (MAT) with live antigen
using darkfield microscopy.
Source: US Centers for
Disease Control and
Prevention.

The largest US outbreak occurred during a combination
of two international triathlon events with more than 1,500
registered participants that featured 1.5 mile lake swims
held in consecutive months in Illinois and Wisconsin during the summer of 1998.1 Of 639 single or combined event
participants interviewed by telephone, 74 had illnesses
consistent with the case definition of LS that included fever
with or without chills, headache, myalgia, abdominal pain,
eye pain, red eyes, or diarrhea during the month-long period
encompassing the two events for an attack rate of 12%. The
median age of probable cases was 36 years; 80% were males,
and 54 of 74 case-patients sought medical attention (73%),
of whom 21 (39%) were hospitalized. Among hospitalized
patients, two patients manifested jaundice and acute renal
failure requiring hemodialysis (Weil’s disease), and two
underwent exploratory laparotomies for acute abdomens.
Acute-phase serum samples from several triathletes were
positive for LS by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) IgM dipstick tests. As a result of the outbreak,
public health authorities temporarily closed the lake in
which triathletes participated to swimming, water-skiing,
and personal watercraft use for further testing.

Leptospirosis Outbreak 2: Leptospirosis After Flooding
of a University Campus - Hawaii, 2004
(Adapted from MMWR, February 10, 2006)4

On October 31, 2004, heavy rains in the Honolulu area
caused a stream adjacent to the University of Hawaii to
overflow its banks and flood the campus with six or more
inches of standing water. Although the university was
evacuated and the campus was closed temporarily, clean-up
by faculty, students, staff, contractors, and National Guard
troops began immediately. During the period of October

31-November 2, 2004, a 56-year-old genetics professor
waded throughout his flooded laboratory in sandals and
developed blisters on his feet. On November 10, 2004, he
developed fever, chills, nausea, and vomiting. Although
his fever subsided over the next four days, he developed
tremor, poor balance, and visual scotomata. He presented
to a local emergency department and was hospitalized for
empiric treatment of probable LS with oral doxycycline.
Later, both an ELISA IgM dipstick test and a convalescent
serum microscopic agglutination test (MAT) were positive
for Leptospira IgM antibodies (Figure 1). On suspicion of a
leptospirosis outbreak, the university and state health department established an immediate Internet-based febrile
disease surveillance system among all persons on campus
during the flooding. Persons reporting febrile illnesses after
contact with floodwaters were offered free ELISA testing for
leptospirosis. A total of 271 persons responded to the Internet survey, with 90 (33%) reporting febrile illnesses within
30 days of floodwater contacts. Forty-eight respondents
met the case definitions for suspected LS; and all 48 were
tested for LS by ELISA IgM dipsticks, in addition to another
32 floodwater-contact victims requesting testing. Of the 80
floodwater-exposed persons tested, only one additional
case of leptospirosis was detected in a 27-year-old graduate student (Case 2) who assisted the index-case professor
(Case 1) in his lab over the period October 31-November 4
and lacerated his foot during flood clean-up. The graduate
student reported fever, chills, headache, nausea, vomiting,
and diarrhea within 10 days of his first floodwater contact
but recovered without treatment within a week. Authorities
concluded that both patients were at risk for LS by wading
in contaminated floodwaters in sandals with open wounds
on their feet.
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Table 1: Summary of the laboratory-confirmed cases of hantavirus pulmonary syndrome cases, United States, 1993-2013.10
US hantavirus species

Rodent reservoirs:
Common name (Latin name)

Number of US cases

States of occurrence
(unknown for 28 cases)

Sin nombre (Spanish for
“without a name”)

Deer mouse (Peromyscus
maniculatus)

658

Every US state except
MI, OH, NH, CT, MA,
RI, NJ, DL, ML, MO, AR,
KY, TN, LA, MS, AL, GA,
FL, SC

Bayou

Marsh rice rat (Oryzomys palustris)

5

TX, LA

Monongahela

Deer mouse (Peromyscus
maniculatus)

4

PA, WV

New York

White-footed mouse (Peromyscus
leucopus)

2

NY

Black Creek Canal

Hispid cotton rat (Sigmodon
hispidus)

1

FL

Hantavirus Outbreak: Hantavirus Pulmonary
Syndrome - California, 2012
(Adapted from MMWR, November 23, 2012)5

On August 16, 2012, after a mild winter and a rainy
spring and summer, the California Department of Public Health in conjunction with the CDC announced two
serologically-confirmed cases of hantavirus pulmonary
syndrome (HPS) in two California residents who had stayed
overnight in cabins in Yosemite National Park. Following this outbreak, the National Park Service contacted all
260,000 overnight visitors to Yosemite during the period,
June 1-September 17, 2012; provided information on the
transmission and presenting clinical manifestations of HPS;
and requested immediate health status responses. This
surveillance detected two cases of HPS in non-residents of
California who had returned to their home states of Pennsylvania and West Virginia after their summer vacations to
Yosemite. By October 30, 2012, 10 cases of HPS with three
deaths were confirmed among overnight visitors to the park
during the period, June 1, 2012 to August 28, 2012; nine of
whom spent at least one night in the same park village of 91
cabins. Since HPS was first described in California in 1994,
there had been 58 cases of HPS in the state; only two of those
were visitors to Yosemite. Environmental investigation of
the cabins in the park village detected evidence of deer
mouse infestation between the exterior and interior walls
of all 91 cabins. In addition, several regional area deer mice
(Peromyscus maniculatus) were seropositive for Sin nombre
virus, the causative agent of HPS throughout the western
US. The park’s cabin village was closed indefinitely. The
case fatality rate (CFR) for HPS in the Yosemite outbreak
was 33%, which was consistent with the current national
CFR for HPS of 36%.5

Hantaviruses in the US: 1993-Present

Over the past 20 years, 624 cases of HPS have been
described, with most cases (n=612, 98%) caused by the Sin
nombre virus and its rodent reservoir in deer mice, Pero-
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myscus maniculatus, in states west of the Mississippi River.6
All 624 HPS cases in the US during the period 1993-2004
are depicted by cumulative case counts for each state in
Figure 2.6 Although the deer mouse ranges throughout the
western US, it is not indigenous to the southeastern US or
to the Atlantic seaboard states.6 The few cases of HPS described in these areas (n=12) were caused by other species
of hantaviruses, each having different, preferred rodent
reservoirs (Table 1).6 Bayou virus with a rodent reservoir
in the marsh rice rat, Oryzomys palustris, was responsible
for the second largest number of HPS cases in the US after
Sin nombre virus; four in Texas and one in Louisiana in 1995
(Figure 3).7-11 In 1996, Khan and co-investigators reported
a fatal case of HPS associated with renal insufficiency in
a 33-year-old Florida man caused by a newly identified
hantavirus, the Black Creek Canal (BCC) virus (Figure 4).8
A rodent reservoir in the indigenous cotton rat, Sigmodon
hispidus, was suspected and established initially by a 13%
seroprevalence of antihantaviral IgG antibodies in trapped
cotton rats; it was later confirmed by the detection of BCC
virus RNA in seropositive rats by reverse transcriptasepolymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assay.8,12,13 Ravkov and
co-investigators emphasized that the combination of the
genetically diverse genome of the Black Creek Canal virus,
the high seroprevalence of subclinical chronic infection in
cotton rats, and the vast distribution range of the cotton rat
in the Americas compared to the limited ranges of the deer
mouse and the rice rat could pose a significant public health
threat throughout the Americas (Figure 4).14
Infected mice copiously shed hantavirus in urine, feces,
and saliva into the environment, with virions remaining
viable and infective for up to 15 days.15 All outdoor rodent
populations are extremely sensitive to climatic conditions
and will seek shelter, food, and water whenever forced
into the built environment by heavy precipitation and
floodwaters.16 Engelthaler and co-investigators studied
the environmental patterns associated with the initial HPS
outbreak in the Four Corners region in 1993.16 The investiga-

Figure 2: Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome
cases by state of exposure, United States,
1993-2013. A total of 624 cases occurred
in 34 states. The state of exposure was
unknown for another 28 cases. Source: Knust
B., Rollin PE. Twenty-year surveillance for
human hantavirus infections, United States.
Emerg Infect Dis 2013; 19: 1934-1937.

tors concluded the dramatic increase in high-desert rainfall
associated with the 1992-1993 El Niño weather pattern
contributed to the risks of Sin nombre virus exposure in the
region and that annual precipitation predictions would be
of value in designing disease prevention campaigns.16

and the rat-bite fever bacterium, Streptobacillus moniliformis.
Although plague is often considered a rodent-borne disease, rodents are only the animal reservoirs of the plague
bacterium and not the vectors of Yersinia pestis, which is
transmitted by the bites of plague-infected rat fleas. While
most other rodent-borne infectious diseases are sporadic
and rare in occurrence, regional cluster outbreaks of leptoDISCUSSION
spirosis and hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS) have
Like arthropods, rodents serve as animal reservoir
been associated with periods of heavy rainfall and flooding
hosts and vectors for several pathogens - including bactethroughout the US.
ria, viruses, and protozoa - and are usually immune to any
Leptospirosis (LS) is now the most commonly reported
pathogenic effects. The rodent-borne infectious diseases of
zoonotic disease worldwide. 17 Unanticipated regional
greatest medical importance include leptospirosis, hantaoutbreaks of leptospirosis (LS) following heavy rainfall
virus, monkeypox, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus,
and flooding events have occurred in the US, such as after
extensive Mississippi River flooding in Iowa in 1993.18
Between 100-200 cases of LS are reported every year in
the US, with most cases reported from Hawaii, where
the incidence is increasing during the rainy seasons
and on Kauai, the wettest island.17 Leptospirosis is
endemic in Louisiana with reservoirs in rodents and
insectivores.18 Ichinose and colleagues reported one
of the earliest clusters of six fatal cases of LS-caused
Weil’s disease with hepatorenal failure in Louisiana
in 1963.18
Leptospires are motile spirochetes of the family
Leptospiraceae, with nearly 300 serotypes divided
into human pathogenic strains and saprophytic
strains.2 The larger group of pathogenic leptospires
comprises the Leptospira interrogans sensu lato complex
with more than 200 serotypes.2 Although many wild
and domestic mammals serve as reservoir hosts for
leptospires in their kidneys; rodents, primarily rats
and mice, are the most common reservoirs worldFigure 3: Range of the marsh rice rat (Oryzomys palustris), reservoir of
wide.2 Asymptomatically infected rodents excrete
Bayou virus, United States. Source: US Centers for Disease Control and
leptospires in their urine that proliferate in freshwaPrevention. Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome - United States: Updated
ter, mud, moist soil, and wet vegetation and remain
recommendations for risk reduction. Morb Mort Week Rep 2002; 51:
viable and infectious for months.7 As heavy rains and
1-12.
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Figure 4: Range of the cotton rat (Sigmodon hispidus),
reservoir of Black Creek Canal virus in North America. Source:
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Cotton
Rat Habitat in North America. Available at http://cdc.gov/
hantavirus/rodents/cotton-rat.html.

flooding saturate soil and surface vegetation, leptospires
percolate into ground and surface waters, contaminating
large inland freshwater systems, including lakes and rivers.3
Human LS infections are transmitted most commonly
by direct or indirect contact of mucous membranes, including conjunctivae, or abraded or broken skin with urine from
infected rodents or contaminated surface waters.1-4 Less
common modes of transmission include rodent bites, ingestion of rodent-urine contaminated water or food, inhalation
of infectious aerosols of rodent excreta, congenital transmission, and transmission following breast-feeding, blood
transfusions, and organ transplants.1,2 Person-to-person
transmission is possible but rarely described.
After an incubation period of 1 to 30 days (mean 7-14
days), LS displays a wide spectrum of clinical manifestations
ranging from a mildly symptomatic, almost subclinical,
infection as in most cases; to a constellation of abrupt fever,
headache, myalgias, nausea, vomiting, and an occasional
maculopapular rash that resolves in a week (as in Case 2
of the University of Hawaii outbreak); to a biphasic illness
that starts with fever, myalgias, and conjunctival suffusion
in the first week, and in 5%-10% of cases progresses to icteric
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leptospirosis or Weil’s disease.2 Weil’s disease is characterized by jaundice, thrombocytopenia, acute renal failure,
respiratory distress, and cardiac arrhythmias.2 Weil’s disease
occurred in two patients in the triathlon outbreak and has
a 5%-10% case fatality rate, with males experiencing more
severe illnesses and more fatalities than females.1
The differential diagnosis of LS is broad and includes
most febrile infectious diseases, including HPS, and relies on
a careful exposure history and clinical suspicion supported
by serologic testing. Dipstick screening tests using ELISA
to detect serum IgM antibodies to leptospires are quick and
easy to perform but do not cover all serotypes of pathogenic
L. interrogans. The microscopic agglutination test (MAT) is
the most reliable test for LS but is more time-consuming
and only offered by reference laboratories, such as the CDC
(Figure 1).1,2 Since IgM antibodies cannot be detected until
five to seven days into the illness, acute serologic tests may
be negative initially and positive later in the illness and
during convalescence. Cultures of leptospires from blood
or urine are time-consuming and of limited value in clinical management. Antibiotic therapy with oral doxycycline,
ampicillin, amoxicillin, erythromycin, or azithromycin is
recommended for mild cases; with intravenous therapy
with ceftriaxone or penicillin G recommended for severe
cases.1,2 Chemoprophylaxis with doxycycline, 200 mg/week,
has an efficacy rate of 95% and should be considered for
soldiers on tropical training maneuvers and for triathletes
participating in competitive swimming or paddling events
in LS-endemic, tropical areas.1,3
Although vaccines are under development for LS, none
are universally available today; and the best preventive
strategies for LS include drinking boiled or bottled water
and minimizing exposure to rodent-urine contaminated
environments by wearing waterproof boots and clothing.
All cuts and abrasions should be covered with waterproof
dressings. Triathletes participating in distance swimming
events, kayakers, and whitewater rafters should wear
goggles to prevent transconjunctival transmission and avoid
submersion in and ingestion of river water.1,3 All healthcare
providers should maintain high levels of suspicion for LS
after flooding events and freshwater immersions, and public
health officers should immediately promote heightened
awareness of leptospirosis outbreaks among all floodaffected populations.
Like the leptospires, the hantaviruses (family Bunyaviridae, genus Hantavirus) are rodent- and insectivore-borne
pathogens with a worldwide distribution except in Antarctica. However, unlike leptospirosis, hantavirus infections are
never mild or asymptomatic, and all result in severe illnesses
ranging from hemorrhagic fevers to hemorrhagic fevers with
renal or cardiopulmonary failure with high case fatality
rates (36%-76%).6, 20-22 Among the Old World hantaviruses
(Hantaan, Dobrava, Seoul, and Puumala viruses), Hantaan
virus was first described as the cause of hemorrhagic fever
renal syndrome (HFRS) in US soldiers returning from the
Korean War in the early 1950s.6 All of the Old World hantaviruses target the kidneys and can cause HFRS.6

Among the New World hantaviruses (Sin nombre virus,
Andes, Bayou, Black Creek Canal, New York, and Monongahela), Sin nombre virus (SNV) was first described in 1993
as the cause of a cluster outbreak of severe pneumonia with
respiratory failure or hantavirus pulmonary syndrome
(HPS) in 24 young patients - 18 of whom died (CFR = 76%)
- in the Four Corners region of the southwestern US, where
the borders of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah
meet.20 All of the New World hantaviruses target the heart
and lungs and can cause HPS.6 Only Andes virus, which is
endemic in South America, is capable of human-to-human
transmission.6 Although the US hantaviruses cause HPS
and not HFRS like the Old World hantaviruses, both of the
Southeastern hantaviruses, Bayou virus, and Black Creek
Canal virus may cause HPS associated with clinical findings similar to Eurasian strain-caused HFRS, including
severe myositis, renal insufficiency with elevated creatinine
and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) levels, and intra-alveolar
hemorrhage.8,9
Humans become infected by inhalation of aerosolized
virions from rodent excreta, or, less commonly, by rodent
bites (1 of 10 cases in the Yosemite HPS outbreak), often
during sweeping and clean-up of rodent habitats within
closed spaces.5 Following an incubation period of 9-33 days
(median=14-17 days), patients with HPS develop a prodromal febrile syndrome with chills, headache, myalgias, and
vomiting followed within three to seven days by a cardiopulmonary phase with cough, dyspnea, pulmonary edema,
and respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation.6
Associated hematological findings include hemoconcentration, thrombocytopenia, and left-shifted granulocytosis.15
An early, pathognomonic immunological response in HPS
is the appearance of circulating immunoblasts, which herald
the end of the prodromal phase and the onset of the cardiorespiratory phase.23 Hypoalbuminemia and elevated hepatic
enzymes may occur in severe cases.15
Since all available serologic tests for the diagnosis of
HPS are broadly cross-reactive with all of the New World
hantaviruses, specific hantavirus identification requires
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with sequencing with acute
specimens collected early in the illness and shipped to reference laboratories frozen to preserve RNA for analysis.21 Since
there is no vaccine or specific antiviral therapy - including
ribavirin - for HPS, only early diagnosis and intensive supportive care, potentially including extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO) and nitric oxide (NO) administration,
will reduce the high CFRs from HPS.15 Clinicians should
always consider a diagnosis of HPS in persons with febrile
illnesses that progress rapidly to respiratory insufficiency
following rodent exposures in enclosed spaces.
Eradicating all rodent reservoir hosts for both pathogenic leptospires and hantaviruses is both impractical, because
of the widespread distribution of rodents, and undesirable,
because of the importance of rodents as insectivores and
prey for larger predators in the ecosystem.24 The best and
most effective strategies for the control and prevention of
rodent-borne infectious diseases include storing all unre-

frigerated foods, including pet foods in thick plastic, glass,
or metal containers with tight-fitting lids; limiting contact
with all wild and peridomestic rats and mice; avoiding all
contact with rodent excreta; safely disposing of all rodent
excreta; and modifying the built environment to deter
rodents from frequenting and colonizing households and
workplaces.24 Only spring-loaded traps that kill rodents
should be deployed, as live and sticky traps do not kill
rodents which can bite humans during disposal, transmitting hantaviruses and creating open wounds for potential
leptospirosis transmission.24 While struggling to get free of
non-lethal traps, rodents chronically infected with leptospires or hantavivuses may urinate and/or emit infectious
aerosols contaminating enclosed spaces.24 All areas inhabited by rodents should be cleaned with mops wetted with
dilute bleach solutions rather than swept or vacuumed,
which could create infectious aerosols. Interested readers are
referred to the MMWR Recommendations and Reports Series,
No. 9, 2002, for a listing of all CDC-recommended strategies
to limit household exposures to rodents, to rodent-proof
households and workplaces, to select the best disinfecting
solutions to clean-up rodent excreta and nesting materials,
and to safely dispose of dead rodents and their nests.24

CONCLUSIONS
Healthcare providers should maintain high levels of
suspicion for leptospirosis in patients developing febrile
illnesses after contaminated freshwater exposures during flooding events or freshwater recreational events;
and public health officers should immediately promote
heightened awareness of leptospirosis outbreaks among
all flood-affected populations. Clinicians should consider a
diagnosis of hantavirus pulmonary syndrome in all persons
with febrile illnesses that progress rapidly to respiratory
insufficiency following rodent exposures in enclosed spaces.
Public health educational strategies should encourage limiting human contact with all wild and peridomestic rats
and mice, avoiding all contact with rodent excreta, safely
disposing of all rodent excreta, and modifying the built
environment to deter rodents from colonizing households
and workplaces. The causative agents for leptospirosis and
HPS are widely distributed in the US and will continue to
cause sporadic outbreaks of potentially fatal illnesses, often
precipitated by cyclical climatic conditions associated with
heavy rainfall and flooding.
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Dysplastic Cerebellar Gangliocytoma
Lhermitte-Duclos Disease
Imaging and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Christian Fauria-Robinson, MD; Rebecca Meyers, MD; Sarah Castillo-Jorge, MD;
Jeremy Nguyen, MD; and Enrique Palacios, MD, FACR
Lhermitte-Duclos disease (LDD) is a rare, benign, slow-growing, unilateral mass of the cerebellar cortex.
Our case is that of a 71-year-old male with a superior cerebellar lesion consistent with LDD on imaging
and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS). It has been reported that MRS can be a valuable diagnostic
addition, as it allows for a non-invasive diagnosis and analysis to distinguish a benign lesion, such as an
intraparenchymal lesion, and in our case, from a true neoplastic lesion.

INTRODUCTION
Lhermitte-Duclos disease (LDD), also known as dysplastic cerebellar gangliocytoma, is a rare, benign, slowgrowing, unilateral mass of the cerebellar cortex. Although
this lesion was first described in 1920, debate continues as
to whether LDD represents a hamartoma, malformation, or
a neoplasm.1,2 The LDD tumor is composed of hypertrophic
granular cells, but the degree of differentiation of these
granular cells is variable.2,3 Although most cases of LDD are
sporadic, it is closely associated with the autosomal-dominant Cowden Syndrome (multiple-hamartoma-neoplasm
syndrome), with adult onset of LDD considered as a phenol
variant of Cowden Syndrome11 and with mutations of the
PTEN gene.4 Typically, patients with LDD can present in
the third or fourth decade with clinical signs of cerebellar
dysfunction, increased intracranial pressure, cranial nerve
palsies, and obstructive hydrocephalus caused by the mass
lesion.2 Patients presenting with LDD may have other associated signs, including polydactyly, hemangiomas, and
skull defects.2 In addition, patients may present with signs
of Cowden Syndrome: trichilemmomas, papillomatous
papules, acral keratoses, lipomas, neuromas, hemangiomas, scrotal tongue, macrocephaly, breast adenomas and
fibrocystic breast disease, thyroid adenomas, and uterine
leiomyomas.5

CASE REPORT
A 71-year-old man presented to Tulane Medical Center
with a history of unsteady gait for two weeks and a fall
on the previous day, during which he hit his head. His
medical history was positive only for diabetes mellitus,

hypertension, and cardiac arrhythmia. He did not report
any relevant family history. On neurologic exam, reflexes
were normal at 2+, except for 1+ Achilles tendon reflexes
bilaterally. Finger-to-nose testing was normal using both
upper extremities. Heel-to-shin testing revealed slight ataxia
on the right but was found to be normal on the left. Gait
testing was remarkable with mild right leg circumduction
during ambulation. Otherwise, the patient had no signs of
CNS lesions, such as cranial nerve palsy, aphasia, or any
other focal neurologic deficits.
Upon presentation, the patient underwent computed tomographic (CT) evaluation for possible intracranial trauma
versus cerebrovascular accident. His initial CT scan was
performed without contrast and revealed a hypodensity in
the right cerebellar hemisphere measuring 3.2 x 2.9 cm with
a striated pattern abutting the tentorium with small linear
areas of hyperattenuation that were considered to reflect
traumatic hemorrhages or calcifications.
A subsequent magnetic resonance (MR) evaluation
was performed with and without contrast to clarify the
findings on CT. MR (Figure 1) demonstrated a heterogeneously hyperintense lesion on DWI without restriction
in the superior portion of the right cerebellar hemisphere
measuring 4.6 x 2.7 x 2.2 cm. The lesion demonstrated heterogeneous, somewhat striated pattern of T2 hyperintensity
and T1 hypointensity, with mixed signal intensity on FLAIR
sequences. Gross hyperintensity and punctate hypointensity
were seen on gradient echo, representing calcification. The
lesion caused mass effect, with effacement of the superior
fourth ventricle. Based on the MR findings, the differential
included Lhermitte-Duclos, low-grade glioma, epidermoid
tumor, and hypovascular meningioma.
A correlative proton MR Spectroscopy (1H MRS) exam
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Figure 1: MR images. Axial FLAIR (a), axial T2W (b), and coronal T2 (c) demonstrate a mass in the superior cerebellar hemisphere
on the right with characteristic striations. DWI (d) and ADC (e) reveal no evidence of diffusion restriction. Sagittal T1W postadministration of Gd-DTPA (f) revealed the striating mass with no significant enhancement.

was performed on the abnormal area in the right superior
cerebellar hemisphere using both short and long echo times
(TE) of 144 and 35 ms, respectively (Figure 2).6 The lesion
was compared with normal comparable tissue in the left
hemisphere.7 Within the lesion, there was maintenance of
N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), choline (Cho) and myo-inositol
(MI), as well as maintenance of the creatine/choline ratio
(Cr/Cho). Abnormal elevated lactate was demonstrated
with both TE times and was most likely due to increased
glucose metabolism.8

DISCUSSION
MRS can be a valuable tool in the analysis of intracranial
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lesions, allowing non-invasive assessment of the metabolic characteristics of abnormal tissue. Proton magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (1H MRS) is useful in analyzing the
central nervous system (CNS), due to the high hydrogen
concentration in brain tissue.9 In MR spectroscopy, varying
amounts of metabolite are displayed as peaks on a spectral
graph. The greater the area under the curve, the larger the
amount of metabolite is present in the sample.10 In order
to obtain this spectrum, free induction decay (FID) signal
is acquired following the application of radio frequency
(RF) pulse. The FID signal is analyzed and converted to a
spectrum of unique resonance frequencies corresponding to
different metabolites.10,11 These unique resonance frequencies are determined by the chemical shifts of the protons

Figure 2: Single-voxel spectroscopy utilizing pointresolved spectroscopy (PRESS) on May 21, 2013. The
voxel is placed at the lesion in the right cerebellar
hemisphere (a). The spectra showed: lactate peak as
doublet at approximately 1.3 ppm above the baseline for
TE of 35 msec (b) and the lactate peak become inverted
at TE of 144 msec (c). Note that NAA, Cr, and Choline
peaks retain normal relation.

present in each compound. Using this method, MRS reveals
the relative concentrations of several key products of brain
metabolism, such as N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), choline
(Cho), creatine (Cr), myo-inositol (MI), and lactate, among
others.6 Comparing metabolites to the normal tissue on the
contralateral side provides characterization of the lesion,
in addition to analysis of intermetabolite ratios within the
lesion.
In Lhermitte-Duclos disease, lesions can be diagnosed
by their typical superficial striations on MR imaging; however, there are only a few reports of MRS findings for these
lesions.11 The characteristically enlarged folia is a result of
a thickened internal granular layer secondary to replacement by hypertrophic ganglion cells, increased myelination of the adjacent molecular layer, and diminishment or
complete absence of purkinje cells and astroglial/ganglion
cells at the interface of the granular and molecular layers.4,11
Hence, the superficial striations with T1 hypointensity and
T2 hyperintensity correspond to the thinned white matter
with filling cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), widened granular cell

layer, and inner portions of the dysplastic molecular layer.3
In our patient, the LDD lesion, NAA, Cho, MI, and the
Cr/Cho ratio were all found to be normal. Presence of lactate
was definitively confirmed, which manifested as a doublet
at approximately 1.3 parts per million (ppm). The lactate
doublet had been consistently shown to undergo inversion
from short to long TEs. The maintenance of NAA specific
for brain tissue represented normal neuronal and axonal
viability and essentially ruled out a neoplasm, as well as the
remaining normal markers, including the creatinine/choline
ration, suggested near-normal tissue. Lactate, however, is
not normally present in the brain parenchyma.10,12 The increased lactate most likely represented increased glycolysis
in the lesion. These findings supported the proliferation
of normal brain tissue as one would find in a dysplastic
gangliocytoma of the cerebellum, Lhermitte-Duclos disease.
In our patient, the initial MR of the brain, performed
with and without contrast, identified an incidental cerebellar
lesion. MR spectroscopy was an additional valuable tool to
increase the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of the MR
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to differentiate a benign from a malignant process that made
a biopsy or surgical procedure unnecessary. In our case,
MRS provided a unique assessment and metabolic signature
in this unusual benign dysplastic cerebellar gangliocytoma,
LDD.11,12 In light of the findings of a benign cerebellar lesion,
no intervention was warranted and the patient continued
to be asymptomatic six months later.
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Spontaneous Rectus Sheath Hematoma:
Two Variant Cases
Kamesh Sivagnanam, MD; Vatsal Ladia, MD; Vedang Bhavsar, MD;
Jeffery Summers, MD; Timir Paul, MD, PhD
We present two variant cases of spontaneous rectus sheath hematoma (SRSH). A 71-year-old woman presented
with ST elevation myocardial infarction and was found to have multivessel coronary artery disease. She
was treated with aspirin, clopidogrel, eptifibatide, and heparin. Heparin was continued while preoperative
workup for coronary artery bypass grafting was done. She developed a large 20x10 cm actively bleeding
SRSH while on heparin. It was surgically evacuated. The second case represents an atypical cause of SRSH.
A 64-year-old woman with Wegener’s Granulomatosis presented with anemia and abdominal pain. Abdominal CT showed a large 22 cm SRSH without active bleeding that was treated conservatively. Both patients
did well on follow-up. The incidence of SRSH is likely to increase in the coming years with the increasing
use of antithrombotic agents for many disease processes. Clinicians should be aware of typical and atypical
presentations of SRSH and its variant management options.

INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous rectus sheath hematoma (SRSH) is an
uncommon cause of abdominal pain, with an estimated
incidence of 1 in 10,000 emergency visits.1 Approximately
73%-100% cases of SRSH are associated with anticoagulation2 and are rarely associated with vasculitis.3,4

CASE 1
A 71-year-old female presented with chest pain radiating to her left arm. She had a history of myocardial infarction and drug-eluting stent placement to the right coronary
artery and left anterior descending artery (LAD). Other
medical problems included hypertension and tobacco use.
Her medications included metoprolol, ranolazine, simvastatin, aspirin, and clopidogrel. Her vitals were stable, and
physical examination was unremarkable. An EKG showed
ST segment elevation in anterior leads. Troponins were
mildly elevated at 0.03 ng/ml (normal – <0.02 ng/ml).
She was given full dose of aspirin and a loading dose of
clopidogrel. An emergent left heart catheterization showed
in-stent thrombosis of the LAD stent and multivessel coronary artery disease. She underwent balloon angioplasty
to the LAD with good angiographic results. Intravenous
bivalirudin (bolus and infusion) was used as anticoagulation
during the procedure. It was felt that she would have better outcome from coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG)
compared with multivessel percutaneous intervention. Postcatheterization, she was started on eptifibatide and heparin
drips. Her aPTT ranged between 24-80 seconds (normal – 25

to 35 seconds). Eptifibatide was stopped after 18 hours, and
heparin was continued. Her platelet count at this time was
mildly reduced (lowest count of 120/mm3). On day four of
her hospital stay, she developed severe left upper quadrant
abdominal pain associated with a palpable mass. An ultrasound of the abdomen showed fluid collection in this area
that measured 8.7 cm x 5.6 cm. A CT scan confirmed the
presence of a rectus sheath hematoma with extravasation of
contrast, suggesting active bleeding (Figure 1). There was a
significant increase in the size of the hematoma measuring
20 cm x 10 cm by CT scan, which was performed within two
hours of the ultrasound. Her hemoglobin dropped from 11.1
g/dl to 8.1 g/dl during this time (normal hemoglobin for
women - 12.1-15.1 g/dL). Heparin was stopped, and she was
transfused with two units of packed red blood cells (PRBC).
The rectus sheath hematoma was surgically evacuated and
approximately 500 cc of non-clotted old blood was removed.
After suturing the incision site, a wound vac was placed
inferiorly in the left upper quadrant draining the rectus
sheath. She recovered well and was hemodynamically stable
with no further evidence of subsequent bleeding over the
next seven days. Her wound vac was then removed, and she
underwent CABG. She recovered well postoperatively. Since
the patient had the hematoma removed and had no further
evidence of an active bleed and was hemodynamically
stable, she was discharged on aspirin 81 mg and clopidogrel
75 mg every day.

CASE 2
A 64-year-old woman was referred to the ER by her
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Figure 1: Transverse
and sagittal views
showing the presence
of a large (20 cm x 10
cm) spontaneous rectus
sheath hematoma.

Figure 2: Transverse
and sagittal views
showing the presence
of a large (22 cm x 2
cm) spontaneous rectus
sheath hematoma.

primary care physician with hemoglobin of 5.8 g/dl (normal
12.1-15.1 g/dL) and abdominal discomfort. The abdominal
pain was present over three weeks and localized to the
left lower quadrant. She also complained of worsening
fatigue over two weeks. She denied any history of trauma
or bleeding disorders. Additionally, she had a recent upper
respiratory infection with non-productive cough. She had a
renal biopsy confirming Wegener’s Granulomatosis and was
taking prednisone 25 mg daily and mycophenolate 1 gram
twice daily. Wegener’s was originally diagnosed when she
presented with rapidly progressive renal failure two months
earlier. She was not on dialysis. She also had hypertension,
dyslipidemia, depression, and gastroesophageal reflux
disease. She was taking citalopram, famotidine, labetalol,
and pravastatin. Her vital signs were stable on admission.
On examination, there was visible bruising and associated
tenderness over the left lower quadrant. Her hemoglobin
was 5.3 mg/dl. She was started on intravenous fluid and
was transfused with four units of PRBC. CT of the abdomen
showed a large rectus sheath hematoma measuring 22 cm
in the cranio-caudal dimension (Figure 2). Her hemoglo-
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bin improved with transfusion to 10 g/dl. Her symptoms
improved, and she was hemodynamically stable. She was
discharged with close follow-up in seven days at outpatient
clinic. At follow-up, her hemoglobin remained stable; her
bruising and abdominal pain had improved.

DISCUSSION
The most common risk factor for the development of
SRSH is anticoagulation and over anticoagulation increases
the risk substantially.5 Triggering factors, such as cough, are
usually present in up to 70% of the patients with SRSH.6
The first patient was anticoagulated for five days with
intravenous heparin. Her aPTT was in the therapeutic range.
She was given aspirin and a loading dose of clopidogrel,
the effect of which lasts for five to seven days. Although she
was treated initially with bivalirudin and eptifibatide, those
are less likely to have triggered the hematoma formation as
they have a short half-life. Moreover, she had a mild drop
in platelets (lowest count of 120/mm3) possibly related to
heparin infusion in the absence of heparin-induced throm-

bocytopenia. The SRSH was therefore possibly attributable
to mild thrombocytopenia, inhibited platelets from aspirin,
and clopidogrel and continued anticoagulation with heparin. The use of multiple anti-thrombotic agents substantially
increases the risk of bleeding complications when compared
to a single agent.
Vasculitis as a cause of SRSH is relatively uncommon.
To our knowledge, only one case of SRSH was described
with PR3-ANCA-(Proteinase-3-Antineutrophil Cytoplasmic
Antibody) associated vasculitis.4 PR3 is the most common
antigen target for ANCA in Wegeners Granulomatosis.
Other vasculitides that have been associated with SRSH
include mixed cryoglobulinemia in hepatitis C infection.3
Our second patient was not on anticoagulation. Although her platelet counts were normal, it was postulated
that she probably had mildly dysfunctional platelets because of her renal failure. The presence of vasculitis and
concomitant coughing were risk factors that probably led
to the SRSH.
As in both cases described above, SRSH usually presents
as abdominal pain and swelling. Both ultrasound and abdominal CT can be used for the diagnosis of SRSH, with CT
being the gold standard for the diagnosis with a sensitivity
and specificity of 100%.7
Most SRSH can be managed conservatively with discontinuation of anticoagulation, volume resuscitation, blood
transfusion, and observation.8 With conservative measures,
small and uncomplicated SRSH usually resolves spontaneously.9 Even in the setting of a large hematoma, conservative
management is still an option, as long as there is no evidence
of active bleeding and the resultant anemia is corrected.
Active bleeding and hemodynamic compromise are
indications for aggressive intervention. Open surgery with
evacuation of the hematoma is often not recommended, as
there is a theoretical propensity for more bleeding secondary
to the reduced tamponade effect from the removal of the
hematoma.10 In spite of CT-confirmed contrast extravasation, the first patient did not have recurrent bleeding with
the placement of a wound vac, which provides the exact opposite effect of tamponade, establishing a negative pressure
around the vessels. Our patient had a wound vac without
any detrimental hemodynamic effects, which questioned
the theoretical need for tamponade.
Mortality from SRSH ranges between 4% and 25%. The
more severe the hemodynamic effects, larger the hematoma,
and less aggressive the management of severe SRSH, the
more the mortality.11,12

CONCLUSION

pain in the setting of anticoagulation. On the other hand,
although vasculitis-related SRSH is uncommon, diagnosis
is facilitated by high clinical suspicion and imaging of the
abdomen by CT scan. Clinicians should be aware of typical
and atypical presentations of SRSH and its variant management options.
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Peri-procedural anticoagulation with multiple antiplatelet agents and anticoagulants during cardiac catheterization is a risk factor for SRSH. With more diseases being
treated with antithrombotic agents and presence of multiple
new and old agents in the market, SRSH may occur more
commonly than before. SRSH should be in the differential
diagnosis of elderly patients who present with abdominal
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Bisphosphonate-Related Osteonecrosis
of the Jaw
Camille Robichaux; Menchu Ong, MD; Diana Veillon, MD; Stavan Patel, DDS, MD;
James Cotelingam, MD

Although there has been a growing body of literature about bisphosphonates since 1969, it was not until
2003 that treatment with this medication was associated with osteonecrosis of the jaw. Presented herein is
such a case.

CASE REPORT
A 57-year-old female with history of diabetes mellitus
and breast cancer with osteoporosis was treated with IV
bisphosphonates for five years. She has a history of recurrent
painful infections of the posterior right mandible. Infections
intermittently resolved with antibiotic therapy and antimicrobial mouthwash but continued to recur. Based on the
clinical and radiological findings (Figure 1), a diagnosis of
bisphosphonate related osteonecrosis of the jaw (BRONJ)
was made and sequestrectomy performed.
Histologic examination of the removed tissue showed
osteonecrosis with chronic inflammatory changes in the
periosteum, confirming the diagnosis of BRONJ. (Figure 2)

DISCUSSION
Bisphosphonates are used for treatment of hypercalcemia and excessive bone resorption, including osteoporosis,
postmenopausal status, metastatic carcinoma, multiple
myeloma, Paget’s disease, and inheritable skeletal disorders, such as osteogenesis imperfecta. In 2003, Marx first
identified osteonecrosis of the jaw associated with biphosphonate therapy. Subsequently, the American Association
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons (AAOMS)1 named three
criteria for the diagnosis: current or previous treatment of
the patient with a bisphosphonate (BP), exposed necrotic
bone in the maxillofacial region that has persisted more
than eight weeks, and absence of radiation therapy to the
jaw. BRONJ is subdivided into four main stages. Stage 0 is
diagnosed in patients with no clinical evidence of necrotic
bone who complain of pain and altered neurosensory function. Loosening of teeth in the absence of chronic periodontal
disease may also be present. Stage 1 denotes a patient with
exposed necrotic bone lacking signs of infection. Stage 2
indicates exposed necrotic bone with pain and clinical signs
of infection. Stage 3 is reserved for those patients with signs
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of infection, plus at least one severe complication, such as
pathologic fracture or extra-oral fistula.1
Bisphosphonates were first recognized as therapeutic
agents in 1969, but it was not until 2003, when BRONJ was
described.2,3 BRONJ occurs in 1 in 10,000 patients who
receive BP therapy.4,5 However, a number of factors predispose to this condition. These include the type of BP used
(amino vs. non-aminobisphosphonates), length of therapy,
concomitant therapy with steroids, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, dental procedures, and co-morbidities including
diabetes mellitus, coagulation disorders, hypercalcemia,
and obesity.6-8
Although the exact mechanism is uncertain, a number
of factors seem to play a role in the pathogenesis of BRONJ.
Bisphosphonates act by suppressing bone turnover by inhibition of osteoclastic and osteoblastic activity and chelation
of divalent cations, such as calcium. Cases of BRONJ in the
maxilla are well reported in the literature, but the mandible
is particularly predisposed to BRONJ due to its vascularity, affinity for trauma, local infection, and high turnover
estimated at up to 20 times that of the normal iliac crest.9
Unaffected areas of the jaw in patients with BRONJ have
prominent trabecular structures and smaller and fewer Haversian Canals.10 Aminobisphosphonates (alendronate and
pamidronate) also have an antiangiogenic effect,3,4 which,
while preventing metastatic disease to the bone, may play
a role in the pathogenesis. In short, the combination of decreased bone turnover, decreased angiogenesis, prominent
bacterial flora, and frequent mechanical activity lead to a
predisposition to BRONJ.
A number of therapeutic options are available to treat
BRONJ. Per the 2009 update to the AAOMS guidelines, the
goals of treatment for patients with BRONJ are preservation
of quality of life while supporting the ongoing treatment.
This includes controlling pain and secondary infection,
while preventing extension of the current lesion and/or
development of new lesions.11 Prevention is key since the

Figure 1: Orthopantogram (cone beam computed tomography) of a partially edentulous maxilla and mandible. Right posterior
edentulous body and proximal ramus of the mandible showing 3x2 cm non-viable bony sequestrum surrounded by necrotic tissue.
The lesion is noted to extend from the oral cavity superiorly and to the inferior alveolar canal inferiorly. The inferior alveolar canal
is a linear hypodensity traveling through the ramus and body of the mandible.

Figure 2: A. Acellular necrotic bone (sequestrum) from edentulous part of mandible. Note lack of viable marrow elements, rimming
osteoblasts, osteoclasts, bony remodeling, or metastatic carcinoma (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification x 40). B. Absence of
osteocytes in lacunar spaces (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification x 40). C. Chronic inflammation of periosteal soft tissue. Note
reactive (polyclonal) increase in CD138 positive plasma cells (CD138 immunohistochemical stain, original magnification x 40).

condition is seldom curable. Before commencement of BP
therapy, patients should undergo a clinical and radiographic
dental examination. Any necessary dental procedures
should be completed before onset of BP therapy. On detection of BRONJ, BP therapy should be discontinued and the
jaw stabilized to reduce symptoms.4,12
Treatment for Stage 1 and 2 BRONJ is typically medical.
A recent prospective clinical trial by Moretti et al. used antibiotic therapy (Augmentin/Flagyl or Ciprofloxacin/Flagyl)
for the acute phase of infection, in addition to antiseptic oral
rinses, (Chlorhexidine digluconate 0.12% and essential oils)
and achieved control of pain with statistically significant

reduction in the diameter of the initial lesion.13 It should be
noted, however, that with the minimally invasive protocol
described, many patients remained with exposed bone,
despite reduction in size. Surgical treatment is reserved for
Stage 3 or higher as aggressive surgery may result in larger
areas of exposed bone and worsening BRONJ. Hyperbaric
oxygen (HBO) is effective when used in conjunction with
other therapies and may neutralize the antiangiogenic effects of aminobisphosphonates. While hyperbaric oxygen
therapy is not indicated as the primary method of treatment
for BRONJ, a recent randomized controlled trial by Frieberger et al. showed a decreased mean time to improvement
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in HBO-treated patients, a faster decrease in pain score, and
no decrease in quality of life scores when compared to the
control group.14 Low-level laser therapy may be used to
remove dead tissue and improve the reparative process.4
A thorough microscopic examination of surgically removed tissue is necessary to confirm the diagnosis. Patients
are often placed on BPs for metastatic disease, which, when
affecting the mouth, can present with symptoms similar to
BRONJ. Therefore, metastatic disease should be considered in the differential diagnosis,15 and the latter excluded
on debrided bone and soft tissue. There were no signs of
metastatic disease on microscopic examination of bone tissue from our patient. Hence, the diagnosis was confirmed
as BRONJ. A point of interest in this case is its overlapping
AAOMS criteria, including absence of ulceration and concomitant infection, as observed in the biopsy
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Aberrant Left Main Bile Duct Draining Directly
Into the Cystic Duct or Gallbladder: An
Unreported Anatomical Variation and Cause
of Bile Duct Injury During Laparoscopic
Cholecystectomy
Hosein Shokouh-Amiri, MD, FACS, FICS; Mohammad Kazem Fallahzadeh, MD;
Sophia T. Abdehou, MD; Miles Sugar, MD; Gazi B. Zibari, MD, FACS

Despite recent advances, iatrogenic bile duct injury remains one of the most common complications of laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Aberrant biliary tract anatomy is one of the major risk factors for iatrogenic bile
duct injury. In this case report, for the first time, we report a case of aberrant left main bile duct draining
directly into the cystic duct or gallbladder that presented with bile duct injury after laparoscopic cholecystectomy. We hope that the diagnostic and management approach used in this case will help physicians to
identify and manage their patients should they face such a rare anatomy.

INTRODUCTION
Despite improvements in laparoscopic technology and
enhanced expertise in performing laparoscopic procedures,
iatrogenic bile duct injury (IBDI) remains one of the most
common complications of laparoscopic cholecystectomy
(LC).1-3 Aberrant biliary tract anatomy is one of the major
risk factors for IBDI during LC.2,3 We report a case of an
aberrant anatomy of the biliary ductal system that resulted
in a bile leak during LC at a local hospital. While the surgeon observed the bile leak, he was not able to identify the
source of the bile leak by conventional diagnostic workup
and referred the patient to our center due to continued bile
leak. By implementing a novel approach, we were able to
identify that the bile leak was due to the unavoidable injury
of an aberrant bile duct that, to our knowledge, has not been
reported previously in the literature published in English.

CASE REPORT
A 71-year-old Caucasian woman underwent LC due
to gallstone pancreatitis. The procedure was converted to
open due to bile leak in the surgical field and the inability
to find the source of the leak. A duct of Luschka was identified and ligated. A drain was placed, and the abdomen was
closed. Postoperatively, she continued to have a bile leak

through the Jackson-Pratt (J-P) drain. Therefore, she was
taken back to the operating room the same day, but once
again, no identifiable source of bile leak was found. Hence,
a T-tube was inserted and intraoperative cholangiogram
was obtained, which was initially interpreted as normal
ductal anatomy with no evidence of leak (Figure 1-A). The
abdomen was closed; however, the patient continued to
have a bile leak postoperatively. With the suspicion of a bile
duct anomaly, even though there was a T-tube in place, an
endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP)
was performed that was interpreted at the local hospital as
normal without any radiologic evidence of extravasation
(Figure1-B). Sphincterotomy was performed, and a biliary
stent was placed to address any possible unidentified bile
duct damage. The patient was observed for a few weeks with
a J-P drain in place to control biliary fistula. At this time,
the patient was transferred to our hepatopancreatobiliary
center seven weeks after the initial LC. With the high index
of suspicion for the presence of an aberrant biliary anatomy
and since all other relevant studies such as T-tube cholangiogram and ERCP have already proven to be non-helpful, a
cholangiogram through J-P drain was performed. This cholangiogram finally resolved the diagnostic conundrum and
illustrated a completely transected left main hepatic duct
without any communication to the remaining part of the biliary system (Figure 1-C). A hepatobiliary iminodiacetic acid
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Figure 1: Panel 1a: Intraoperative T-tube cholangiogram showing apparently normal bile duct anatomy without any leak while the
patient continued to have copious bile leak. Right anterior hepatic duct (white arrowhead) was mistaken as right main hepatic duct.
Right posterior hepatic duct (black arrowhead) was mistaken as left main hepatic duct. Black arrow shows common bile duct and
white arrow with black outline shows cystic duct stump. Panel 1b: Postoperative ERCP findings showing again no leak and similar
anatomical findings as during surgery (patient continues to have copious bile leak). Panel 1c: Cholangiogram 50 days after surgery
via J-P drain showing the exact location of leak from a transected left main hepatic duct (white arrow) without any relation to rest of
biliary system.

Figure 2: Panel 2a: Injection directly into left biliary system during final operation showing the opacification of transected left main
hepatic duct (white arrow). Panel 2b: Injection via T-tube during final operation showing the right anterior hepatic duct (white
arrowhead), the right posterior hepatic duct (black arrowhead), and the left main hepatic duct (white arrow) simultaneously in one
image.

(HIDA) scan was not considered for this patient, since it was
already known that the patient had bile leak, and a HIDA
scan is not accurate enough to show the exact anatomical
site of the leak. The patient was taken back to the operating
room. After identifying the retracted left hepatic duct that
was the source of bile leak, a confirmatory sequential cholangiogram via transected left hepatic duct (Figure 2-A) and
through the T-tube was performed. The contrast was kept
in the transected duct while injecting the contrast via the
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T-tube in order to reconstruct the whole bile duct anatomy
in one picture (Figure 2-B). After ascertaining the detailed
anatomy, a Roux-en-Y selective left hepaticojejunostomy
was performed. The patient did well postoperatively, and
the bile leak was resolved. Subsequently, both the T-tube
and J-P drain were removed a few days after the surgery.
The patient is doing well 43 months after the surgery.

DISCUSSION
LC has become the operation of choice for a variety of
gallbladder disorders, most commonly symptomatic cholelithiasis.1-3 Although LC has an acceptable safety profile,
it could result in major complications with high rates of
morbidity and mortality.2,5 One of the most common major
complications of LC is IBDI.2,5 Aberrant biliary tract anatomy
is one of the major risk factors for IBDI during LC.2,3 Misidentification of the aberrant bile ducts as the cystic duct is the
cause of 70%-80% of all IBDIs during LC.2 Therefore, proper
identification of biliary anatomy before clipping, ligating, or
dividing the structures during LC is of utmost importance.2
Although direct drainage of aberrant right bile ducts into the
cystic duct has been previously reported,4 to our knowledge,
our case is the first report of direct drainage of an aberrant
left main bile duct into the cystic duct or gallbladder.
Only 25%-32% of IBDIs are recognized during LC.5 Most
IBDIs are diagnosed after LC.2,5 Radiological investigations
for evaluation of IBDIS include HIDA scan, ERCP, percutaneous transhepatic cholangiography (PTC), and magnetic
resonance cholagniopancreatography (MRCP).2 PTC is helpful in evaluating the biliary tract anatomy proximal to the
site of injury.2 ERCP can demonstrate the injured bile ducts
and be used to stent the injuries of major hepatic ducts if the
common bile duct is not completely transected or ligated.2,5
MRCP can be useful for preoperative evaluation of IBDI in
patients requiring surgical reconstruction by providing an
excellent delineation of biliary anatomy.2,5 However, MRCP
can miss small biliary leaks.5 In this case, T-tube cholangiography and ERCP did not initially diagnose the aberrant
left main hepatic duct that was cut during LC. Looking
retrospectively at this case, it could be observed that the left
biliary system is actually missing in T-tube cholangiography
and ERCP images (Figures 1A and 1B). Also, the branches
of the biliary system, which were mistakenly interpreted
as left biliary system, are, in reality, the branches of the
right posterior biliary system. Furthermore, the fact that
no leak from the biliary system during ERCP and T-tube
cholangiogram was observed made this scenario even more
complicated. These findings should have raised the possibility of an existing aberrant biliary ductal system draining
directly into either the cystic duct or the gallbladder. The
final diagnosis in our case resulted from a high index of
suspicion and a cholangiography via J-P drain. Usually,
a false tract forms around the J-P drain and the site of the
transected bile duct that facilitates cholangiogram through
the J-P drain. We suggest that our approach should be used
for cases of IBDI in whom ERCP, T-tube cholangiography, or
PTC do not show the location of bile duct injury. It should
be mentioned that the transection of this type of bile duct
anomaly is unavoidable during either open or LC. Therefore, time and accuracy of diagnosis plays a major role in
the management of transection of this type of complication.
There is controversy about the role of routine cholangiography during cholecystectomy in the prevention of IBDI.
Although some studies suggest that intraoperative cholangi-

ography during cholecystectomy may reduce the chance of
IBDI,6 in a recent population-based data study by Sheffield
et al.,7 which retrospectively evaluated 92,932 patients with
cholecystectomy, intraoperative cholangiography was not
found to be effective in the prevention of IBDI.
There is a growing body of evidence demonstrating
the importance of early referral of IBDI patients to tertiary
care centers, which provide a multidisciplinary approach to
treat IBDIs.5,8 Besides being helpful in diagnosis, endoscopic
and percutaneous radiological techniques can be used for
primary treatment of IBDIs.2 Surgical management of IBDIs
is usually reserved for the cases that do not respond to or
are not suitable candidates for radiological or endoscopic
techniques.2,5 A transected bile duct draining a segment
or a smaller part of the liver can be safely ligated before it
becomes colonized with bacteria and fungi. Subsequently,
the draining segment of the liver will be atrophied without
any significant sequelae. However, if the transected bile
duct is colonized, ligation of the duct is contraindicated
because it could lead to segmental cholangitis with the need
for prolonged antibiotic therapy, significant morbidity, and
even resection of the affected segment of the liver. In our
case, since the left main hepatic duct was transected for an
extended period of time and was most probably colonized,
we decided to do selective left Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy. Roux-en-Y hepatico/choledoco jejunostomy is the
most widely used surgical operation for reconstruction of
IBDIs.1,2,5 Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy has been reported
to have favorable success rates with good short- and longterm outcomes if done at specialized hepatobiliary surgery
centers. In a study by Schmidt et al.,9 successful long-term
results were achieved in 50 (93%) out of 54 patients with
major bile duct injuries who underwent roux-en-Y hepatiocojejunostomy. However, biliary reconstruction in the
presence of peritonitis, combined vascular and bile duct
injuries, and injury at or above the level of the biliary bifurcation were among the major predictors of poor outcome
after roux-en-Y hepatiocojejunostomy. Liver resection has
been rarely used in the management of patients who have
combined IBDI and major vascular injury.10,11 Liver transplantation has been used for treatment of a small number
of patients who develop acute or chronic liver failure due
to the catastrophic complication of IBDI, such as hepatic
necrosis in the presence of concomitant portal vein and/
or hepatic artery damage or secondary biliary cirrhosis as
a consequence of inappropriate management of transected
bile duct with too lengthy stent placement or inadequate
treatment of stenotic hepaticojejunostomy.8
We are reporting an extremely rare anatomical variation of biliary system for the first time. We hope that the
diagnostic and management approach used in this case will
help other physicians to identify and manage their patients
should they face such a rare anatomy.
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Portal-Endocrine and Gastric-Exocrine Drainage
Technique of Pancreas Transplantation Provides
an Easy Access for Evaluation of Pancreatic
Allograft Dysfunction: Six-Year Experience at a
Single Center
Gazi B. Zibari, MD, FACS; Mohammad Kazem Fallahzadeh, MD;
Alireza Hamidian Jahromi, MD; Joseph Zakhary, MD; David Dies, MD;
Greg Wellman, MD; Neeraj Singh, MD; Hosein Shokouh-Amiri, MD, FACS
Background: The aim of this study is to report our six-year experience with portal-endocrine and gastricexocrine drainage technique of pancreatic transplantation, which was first developed and implemented at
our center in 2007.
Methods: In this study, the outcomes of all patients at our center who had pancreas transplantation with
portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine drainage technique were evaluated.
Results: From October 2007 to November 2013, 38 patients had pancreas transplantation with this technique - 31
simultaneous kidney pancreas and seven pancreas alone. Median duration of follow-up was 3.8 years. One-,
three-, and five-year patient and graft survival rates were 94%, 87%, 70% and 83%, 65%, 49%, respectively.
For pancreas allograft dysfunction evaluation, 51 upper endoscopies were performed in 14 patients; donor
duodenal biopsies were successfully obtained in 45 (88%). We detected nine episodes of acute rejection (eight
patients) and seven episodes of cytomegalovirus (CMV) duodenitis (six patients). No patient developed any
complication due to upper endoscopy.
Conclusions: Portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine drainage technique of pancreas transplantation provides
lifelong easy access to the transplanted duodenum for evaluation of pancreatic allograft dysfunction.

INTRODUCTION
Several techniques of pancreas transplantation have
been tried in the past four decades, each with a different
approach to manage exocrine and endocrine drainages of
the pancreas, including bladder vs. enteric drainage with or
without Roux-en-Y for exocrine drainage and systemic vs.
portal for endocrine drainage.1-4 The advantage of bladder
drainage is detection of pancreatic rejection by measuring
the urinary levels of the pancreatic enzymes.1,5 However, due
to profuse urinary loss of pancreatic exocrine secretions, this
technique could result in metabolic complications such as
volume depletion and metabolic acidosis, as well as urologic
complications such as recurrent urinary tract infection and
hemorrhagic cystitis.1,5-8 To manage these complications,

about 15%-20% of these patients have to undergo bladder to
enteric conversion. These complications are not observed in
the enteric drainage technique of pancreas transplantation;1,5
however, the main disadvantage of enteric drainage technique is lack of a noninvasive access for detection of pancreas
allograft rejection. In order to address this issue, our team,
who had previously developed portal enteric technique of
pancreas transplantation in 19923 and revised it by placing
a temporary venting jejunostomy in 2000,9 for the first time
introduced the portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine technique of pancreas transplantation in 2007.4 The feasibility
and optimal three-year outcomes of the portal-endocrine
and gastric-exocrine technique of pancreas transplantation
have already been reported by our team.4 The aim of this
study was to evaluate the six-year outcomes of this technique
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with donor’s common, internal, and external iliac
artery (y-graft) to either directly-to-right common
iliac artery or to an already placed arterial conduit
from right common iliac artery to facilitate this
anastomosis (Figure 1). At this time, the allograft
is reperfused, hemostasis is achieved, and allograft
splenectomy is performed by endovascular stapler.
The end of duodeno-jejunal segment of allograft is
then anastomosed either end-to-side or side-to-side
in an antecolic fashion to the anterior aspect of the
greater curvature of the stomach (Figure 1). In the
case of simultaneous kidney pancreas (SKP) transplantation, the kidney can be transplanted either
before or after pancreas transplantation. Because
the kidney table benchwork is much faster than the
pancreas; we transplant the kidney first, while the
pancreas allograft is prepared. Transplanting the
kidney first also decreases the pressure on the pancreas allograft during implantation of the kidney.
Per our center’s protocol, all pancreas transplant
recipients received anti-thymocyte globulin (1mg/
kg/day for four to five days) for induction therapy.
Tacrolimus, mycophenolate mofetil, and steroids
were used for maintenance immunosuppression.
All patients also received prophylactic therapy for
Pneumocystis jiroveci, cytomegalovirus (CMV),
and fungi for three months after transplantation.
Upper endoscopy was performed for every patient
Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine with possible pancreatic dysfunction to study the
technique of pancreatic transplantation.
transplanted duodenum (Figure 2). Pancreatic
dysfunction was defined as elevated serum levels of
of pancreas transplantation.
pancreatic enzymes or signs of possible pancreatic rejection,
such as unexplained fever or abdominal pain. Episodes of
METHODS
rejection or CMV duodenitis were confirmed by biopsy from
the transplanted duodenum obtained during upper endosThis study was approved by the institutional review
copy (Figure 3). Pancreas transplant failure was defined as
board of our center and was done in accordance with Decc-peptide levels <0.8 ng/mL, pancreatectomy, or death.
laration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice guidelines.
Pancreas allograft rejection was treated by anti-thymoAll patients who had pancreas transplantation with the
cyte globulin, pulse steroid therapy, and increasing the dose
technique of portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine drainage
of maintenance immunosuppressive medications. CMV
at our center from October 2007 to November 2013 were
duodenitis was treated by valganciclovir and decreasing
included in this retrospective study. Demographics, clinithe dose of maintenance immunosuppression.
cal characteristics, and the post-transplant course of these
patients were analyzed.
RESULTS
All transplant recipient candidates were informed on
this new technique of pancreas transplantation and signed
From October 2007 to November 2013, 40 pancreas
the consent form to undergo transplantation with this
transplants were done at our center. Among them, 38 patechnique. We have already described the portal-endocrine
tients (mean age = 40.8±9.1 years; male = 19 [50%]; Caucaand gastric-exocrine drainage technique of pancreas transsian = 25 [66%]) underwent pancreas transplantation with
plantation in detail.4 In brief, after evaluating the recipithe portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine technique; 31 were
ent’s superior mesenteric vein (SMV) to make sure that it is
SKP and seven were pancreas transplant alone (PTA). Only
patent and adequate in size, the allograft, which has been
two patients (5%) were transplanted with other techniques;
procured in a standard fashion with only a 4-5 inch extra
one recipient had inadequate SMV and was transplanted
duodenojejunal segment, is implanted. First, anastomosis
with systemic enteric technique. In the other case, the small
is fashioned with an end-to-side portal to SMV anastobowel was procured for transplantation; therefore, the domosis to be subsequently followed by anastomosis of the
nor’s duodenum would not reach to stomach. This case was
reconstructed arterial supply of pancreas, which was done
transplanted with portal enteric technique. In 38 enrolled
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Figure 2: Upper endoscopy of transplanted duodenum in one of the patients with pancreatic dysfunction. Panel A: Site of
gastroduodenal anastomosis. Panel B: Transplanted duodenum.

patients, median duration of follow-up was 3.8 years (range:
one month to six years). One-, three-, and five-year patient
survival rates were 94%, 87%, and 70% for all patients; 92%,
88%, and 67% for SKP patients; and 100%, 83%, and 83% for
PTA patients. As demonstrated in Figure 4, one-, three-, and
five-year graft survival rates were 83%, 65%, and 49% for all
patients; 89%, 79%, and 58% for SKP patients; and 57%, 14%,
and 14% for all patients. Seven patients died during followup (five due to cardiovascular causes [all SKP], one due to
donor duodenal perforation [SKP], and one due to unknown
cause [PTA]); all of these patients had functioning graft at
the time of death. Another SKP patient also presented with
donor duodenal perforation but had emergency operative
repair of perforation and recovered well postoperatively.
Of the 31 living patients, four (two SKP and two PTA) had
pancreas failure due to rejection; three of these rejections
(two SKP, one PTA) were due to the non-compliance of the
patients. Three more cases (all PTA) had vascular thrombosis of the transplanted pancreas within eight days posttransplantation. These three patients were later diagnosed
to have antithrombin-3 deficiency, protein S deficiency, and
high levels of lupus anticoagulant antibodies, respectively.
Mean levels of serum c-peptide, Hb-A1C, and eGFR in the
patients with functioning grafts at their last follow-up visit
were 3.64 ng/ml, 5.7 and 61 ml/min/m2, respectively.
For the evaluation of the pancreas allograft dysfunction,
51 upper endoscopies were performed in 14 patients; donor
duodenal biopsies were successfully obtained on 45 occasions (88%). Nine episodes of acute rejection (eight patients),
and seven episodes of CMV duodenitis (six patients) were
detected by upper endoscopy of the transplanted duodenum
and were treated accordingly. Moreover, two patients were
found to have peptic ulcer at the site of the duodenogastric
anastomosis. No patient developed any complication due
to the upper endoscopy.

DISCUSSION
Our results show that portal-endocrine and gastricexocrine technique of pancreatic transplantation provides
easy access to transplanted duodenum through upper
endoscopy. As a result, this technique could lead to timely
evaluation and management of different causes of pancreatic
dysfunction, such as pancreas allograft rejection and CMV
infection, while eliminating the risk of major complications
secondary to a more invasive diagnostic procedure.
The pancreas graft survival in PTA patients is typically
inferior to the graft survival in SKP patients.10-12 Lack of a
proper marker for detection of pancreas allograft rejection
is one of the main contributing factors to the lower graft
survival in PTA patients.10 Due to the high capacity of
the pancreas for maintaining glucose hemostasis, a large
proportion of islet cells should be destroyed before laboratory markers of insulin production, such as blood glucose,
HbA1C, or C-peptide levels, become abnormal.13,14 Rise of
serum enzymes like amylase is neither sensitive nor specific
for detection of rejection and could happen due to several
factors other than pancreas allograft rejection.13,14 In SKP
patients, a rise in serum creatinine levels may indicate simultaneous kidney and pancreas rejection and is generally
considered a more sensitive marker for detection of pancreas
allograft rejection as compared with serum amylase levels.13
However, even in SKP patients, isolated pancreas allograft
rejection could occur in the absence of kidney rejection in
30% to 75% of times.13,15 Although percutaneous pancreatic
biopsy remains the gold standard for diagnosis of pancreatic
rejection, its failure rate is high and also could lead to serious complications, such as bowel perforation, hemorrhage,
or pancreatic leak.16 Therefore, development of a pancreas
transplant technique that could provide an easy access for
detection of rejection is of utmost importance.
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pancreas transplantation that provides an easy access for endoscopy
of the transplanted duodenum.18,19
However, the major concern about
this technique is the troublesome
repair of the native duodenum or
the duodenoduodenal anastomosis
in case of the need for allograft pancreatectomy or duodenoduodenal
anastomosis leak, respectively. 1
Our results show that the portalendocrine and gastric-exocrine
technique of pancreatic transplantation, by providing an easy access
to donor duodenum through upper endoscopy, could potentially
solve the issue of evaluation of
pancreas allograft dysfunction. By
evaluating the donor duodenum as
a surrogate marker for the transplanted pancreas, our technique
could facilitate early detection and
differentiation of acute pancreas
allograft rejection and CMV infecFigure 3: Panel A: Photomicrograph image of a biopsy from normal transplanted
tion. Moreover, through upper enduodenum. Note the normal villous architecture and lack of significant inflammatory
doscopy of the donor duodenum,
changes. Hematoxylin and Eosin stain, 100x original magnification. Panel B:
endoscopic ultrasound-facilitated
Photomicrograph image of a biopsy from a patient with acute rejection. The biopsy
biopsy of transplanted pancreas
demonstrated areas of neutrophilic inflammation (thin arrows), erosive change, and
could be potentially achieved.
numerous apoptotic bodies (thick arrows). Hematoxylin and Eosin stain, 400x original
magnification. Panel C: Photomicrograph image of a biopsy from a patient with
The site of anastomosis of enteric
Cytomegalovirus duodenitis involving the transplanted duodenum. Arrow denoted cells
drainage is also prone to developwith viral cytopathic effect. Hematoxylin and Eosin stain, 400x original magnification. Panel
ment of ulcers and bleeding.1 Our
D: Photomicrograph image of a biopsy from a patient with Cytomegalovirus duodenitis
technique also provides an easy
involving the transplanted duodenum. Arrow denoted cell with positive reaction with CMV
access to the site of enteric drainage
immunohistochemical stain. CMV immunohistochemical stain, 400x original magnification.
anastomosis for early detection and
management of ulcer or bleeding.
In the bladder exocrine drainage technique of pancreas
Furthermore,
in
contrast
to the duodenoduodenostomy
transplantation, measurement of urinary amylase levels
technique,
in
our
method,
if the pancreas allograft needs
1,5
could provide an easy assay for detection of rejection.
to
be
removed,
the
site
of
the
gastric anastomosis can be
However, this technique results in profuse urinary loss
repaired
without
any
difficulty
or long-term consequence.
of pancreatic exocrine secretions, which could result in
The
duodenum
and
pancreas
have the same embryometabolic acidosis, hypovolemia, and urinary complication,
20
logic
origin
and
MHC
background.
Previous animal and
1,5-8
such as hemorrhagic cystitis. These complications require
clinical
studies
have
shown
that
duodenal
and pancreatic
bladder to enteric drainage conversion in 15%-25% of pa20-23
These studies
allograft
biopsies
are
closely
correlated.
tients. The enteric exocrine drainage technique of pancreas
have
also
shown
that
duodenal
biopsies
are
very
useful in
transplantation results in physiologic drainage of pancreatic
guiding
clinical
management
of
the
patients
when
pancreas
exocrine secretions and prevents complications of bladder
allograft biopsy was not available.16,20 However, despite
drainage technique.1,5 However, the main disadvantage of
these preliminary data in favor of correlation of duodenal
this technique is lack of an easy access for evaluation of
and pancreatic allograft results, large clinical studies are still
pancreatic rejection. In order to solve this problem, our team
needed to conclusively confirm this correlation.
introduced a Roux-en-y venting jejunostomy technique that
The portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine drainage
provides an easy percutaneous access to the transplanted
technique
of pancreas transplantation, by facilitating the
duodenum.9 The disadvantages of this technique, however,
proper
diagnosis
and management of pancreas allograft reare the decreased quality of life of patients due to having a
jection
and
CMV
infection,
probably has improved the graft
jejunostomy and its resultant complication and the need to
and
patient
survival
rates
of
our patients. However, our total
9,17
close the jejunostomy 9-12 months after transplantation.
five-year
pancreas
allograft
survival results are not better
Duodenoduodenostomy is another interesting technique of
than the national average (49% vs. 66%, respectively).10 In
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our study, 75% of our patients who lost their
organ due to rejection were non-compliant.
Moreover, 71% of deaths in our study were
due to cardiovascular causes. Therefore, other
factors like noncompliance and death due to
comorbid disorders were among the main
contributing factors to our inferior results as
compared with the national average.
The SKP and PTA patients in our center
were transplanted by the same surgeons
and both had good quality donors. Consequently, one of the major contributing factors
to the lower graft survival in PTA versus
SKP patients was development of pancreatic
vascular thrombosis in three PTA patients.
Post-transplantation studies showed that all
these three patients had hypercoagulable
disorders. Moreover, due to the absence of
uremia-induced platelet dysfunction in PTA
patients, they are more predisposed to develop
Figure 4: Allograft survival in simultaneous kidney pancreas (SKP), pancreas
pancreatic vascular thrombosis as compared
transplant alone (PTA), and all patients.
with SKP patients. Additionally, underlying
hypercoagulable disorders are more likely to
the technique of transplantation. Therefore, portal-endocrine
be diagnosed in SKP patients before transplantation because
and gastric-exocrine technique of pancreatic transplantation
these patients will most probably present with repeated vasappears not to be associated with higher risk of any major
cular access thrombosis before transplantation. Therefore,
complication.
after these three cases of pancreatic vascular thrombosis,
The limitations of this study are its retrospective design,
all PTA candidates at our center undergo evaluation for
lack of control group, and small sample size. Since October
hypercoagulable disorders before transplantation.
2007, all pancreas transplants at our center were performed
Choosing the optimal type of venous drainage remains
using the portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine drainage
one of the controversial issues in pancreas transplantation.1,24
technique of pancreas transplantation, except for two cases.
In the systemic venous drainage technique, the portal vein is
Because of the changes in the guidelines for management of
connected to the recipient’s iliac vein or inferior vena cava.24
pancreas transplantation over time, the patients who had
In the portal venous drainage technique, the technique that
pancreas transplantation at our center with a different techwas used in this study, the end of donor portal vein is anasnique before October 2007 were not considered as optimal
tomosed to the side of recipient’s superior mesenteric vein,
controls for comparison with patients who had pancreas
resulting in direct delivery of the pancreas allograft venous
transplantation with portal-endocrine and gastric-exocrine
outflow to the liver.3,24 The portal technique is more physidrainage technique, thereafter. However, the best study
ologic and results in less hyperinsulinemia because nearly
design to compare the advantages and disadvantages of
half of the insulin produced by the pancreas is metabolized
different techniques of pancreas transplantation would be
by the liver before entering the systemic circulation.24,25 It
a randomized controlled trial with large sample size.
has been suggested that hyperinsulinemia could have a
Our study shows that portal-endocrine and gastricpotential adverse effect on the lipid profile and accelerate
exocrine
technique of pancreatic transplantation provides
atherosclerosis.26,27 Moreover, initial studies suggested that
an easy access to the transplanted duodenum for evaluation
the portal technique could provide immunologic advanof pancreatic dysfunction. This technique should be comtages and result in less acute rejection and graft loss.28-30 In
pared with other techniques of pancreas transplantation in
contrast, a recent long-term study has shown that these two
randomized controlled trials.
techniques of venous drainage have similar graft and patient
survival rates and cardiovascular outcomes.24
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Atypical Mycobacterial Infections of Peritoneal
Dialysis Catheter Exit Sites - A Louisiana Issue
Adam Hauch, MD, MBA; Bridget Ory, MD; Anil Paramesh, MD, FACS

Exit-site infections involving peritoneal dialysis catheters are a cumbersome issue that can be difficult to
manage. Such infections are usually due to gram-positive organisms and are often treated successfully with
oral and/or topical antibiotics. Infections associated with Mycobacterium sp. are much more rare and difficult
to treat. We report our experience with four cases of exit-site infections with Mycobacterium sp. in the New
Orleans area, along with a review of risk factors and current literature.

BACKGROUND
Infectious complications of long-term Peritoneal Dialysis (PD) most often include peritonitis and exit-site infections
(ESI) of the catheter. In fact, up to 31% of individuals will
experience an ESI within the first year of PD.1 ESI are most
commonly due to gram-positive bacteria, occasionally to
gram-negative organisms, and less commonly to fungi and
mycobacteria.2,3
Mycobacterial infections, such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis or nontuberculous (atypical) mycobacterial (NTM)
species, often present as indolent infections refractory to
treatment with antibiotics. These mycobacterial infections
are infrequent, and there have been few documented case
reports in the literature to date. Interestingly, several of these
reports come from remote cases occurring throughout the
Louisiana area, some of these more than two decades ago.3,4
Given the sporadic nature of these infections and the
limited data on their management, as well as the seemingly
relative frequency with which they occur in this area, it
seems prudent that we report the management and outcomes of four cases of NTM PD catheter infections at our
institution in New Orleans.

CASE 1
The first patient, a 70-year-old Caucasian woman with
a history of hypertension and diabetes, had a PD catheter placed in January of 2010. She presented in July 2010
with complaints of intermittent purulent drainage from
the catheter exit site for several weeks. The catheter was
functional, and the patient denied systemic symptoms of
illness. Cultures from the peritoneal fluid and the exit site
were negative.
However, because of its appearance, the decision was
made to remove the PD catheter. Hemodialysis was initiated through the patients existing arteriovenous fistula for

approximately four to six weeks, at which time a new PD
catheter could be placed. At the time of catheter removal,
initial cultures demonstrated no organism growth; however,
final culture results almost three weeks later grew Mycobacterium abscessus. After consultation with our infectious
disease staff, the patient was placed on azithromycin 250
mg PO qday and moxifloxacin 400 mg PO qday.
After five weeks of treatment with the combined regimen, the exit site demonstrated marked improvement and
the patient did very well clinically. Moxifloxacin was discontinued, and the patient was maintained on azithromycin
for a full four-month course for extrapulmonary localized
infection due to M. abscessus. Following completion of her
antibiotic treatment, the patient underwent successful
laparoscopic placement of a new PD catheter, which is still
functioning without issues.

CASE 2
The second case was a 67-year-old Caucasian male with
ESRD secondary to hypertension who had a laparoscopic PD
catheter placed in February 2013. In May 2013, the patient
developed purulent drainage from the catheter exit site
without other signs of systemic infection. Peritoneal fluid
cultures were negative.
Cultures of the exit-site were performed, and in an
attempt to salvage the catheter, the distal portion of the
catheter with the subcutaneous cuff was excised, leaving
the intraperitoneal segment intact. There were no signs of
infection noted in the subcutaneous tissue where the catheter was divided. The residual stump of the catheter was
attached to an extension catheter and routed subcutaneously
to an alternate exit-site, remote from the infected area in a
fashion similar to the one first describe by Cheung et al.5 This
allowed continuation of PD without interruption.
Two weeks later, the final exit-site culture results from
two different samples grew Mycobacterium fortuitum. In ad-
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dition, we noticed evidence of infection developing at the
new exit site. The patient was started on a six-week course of
ceftazidime 2 gm IV q48hr after dialysis, amikacin 7.5 mg/
kg IV following dialysis, and ciprofloxacin 250 mg PO bid.
We decided to remove the catheter at this point.
The patient returned to the operating room for PD
catheter removal and creation of an arteriovenous fistula.
The patient has since completed his course of antibiotics but
has elected to stay on hemodialysis.

CASE 3
We performed a laparoscopic PD catheter placement in
April 2013 on a 62-year-old Caucasian male with end-stage
renal disease secondary to diabetes and hypertension. He
had been on hemodialysis for two years before expressing
a desire to switch to PD. In August 2013, the patient began
experiencing seropurulent drainage at the catheter exit site
without other signs of infection. The dialysis center performed cultures of this fluid, and the patient was empirically
treated with topical gentamicin. Three weeks later, cultures
turned positive for Mycobacterium abscessus chelonae (group
name that encompasses both M. abscessus and M. chelonae),
and the patient was referred to our hospital for treatment.
Following consultation with the infectious disease
team and the review of culture sensitivities, the patient was
started on clarithromycin 250 mg PO bid and amikacin 7.5
mg/kg IV following hemodialysis, and the catheter was
removed. During removal, indication of subcutaneous infection was evidenced as a gelatinous purulent collection
along the catheter (Figure 1).
The patient completed a six-week course of antibiotics, and his wound healed completely. He has undergone
repeat placement of PD catheter and is undergoing dialysis
successfully.

Figure 1
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CASE 4
The final case was a 60-year-old female who had originally undergone laparoscopic peritoneal dialysis catheter
placement at our center in October 2013 and had been
dialyzing through this catheter without issues until February 2014. It was at this time that the dialysis center noticed
seropurulent drainage at the exit site and obtained cultures.
The patient denied any other symptoms of illness and was
prophylactically started on ciprofloxacin and Augmentin
by her dialysis center.
The patient was referred to our center for further management after culture results returned positive for AFB and
subsequently, Mycobacterium fortuitum. Initial management
consisted of cefoxitin 2 gm IV, as well as amikacin 7.5mg/
kg IV following dialysis, with the plan to treat the patient
for three to four weeks and then attempt a catheter salvage
procedure (as described in Case 2, above). Unfortunately,
after two weeks of antibiotic treatment, the patient’s catheter began to malfunction, likely due to omental adhesions.
Instead of trying to revise the catheter, she elected to have
her peritoneal dialysis catheter removed. She will be continued on her antibiotic regimen for a full six-week course.

DISCUSSION
The diagnosis and treatment of peritoneal dialysis ESI
can be challenging. Diagnosis requires distinguishing normal tissue reaction around the catheter from infection. The
presence of a small amount of exudate or crust formation
may occur in non-infected tissue; however, if infection does
develop, the amount of exudate often increases.2
Positive cultures from skin flora colonization also complicate the diagnosis. Most ESI are due to common bacterial
pathogens, including gram-positive bacteria and occasionally, gram-negative organisms; and the majority of these
bacterial ESI can be treated successfully with topical and oral antibiotics
without removal of the catheter or
interruption of peritoneal dialysis.2,6
Conditions that make therapy more
difficult include cuff and/or tunnel
infections or infections due to resistant or virulent organisms, such as
Pseudomonas sp., Candida, or Mycobacterium sp. In these cases, catheter
removal is imperative, as there is
a high failure rate with antibiotics
alone; and untreated infections can
progress from exit-site infections to
tunnel infections and subsequently,
to possible peritonitis.
M. fortuitum, M. abscessus, and
M. chelonei are subcategorized as rapidly growing mycobacteria (RGM).
They may grow on culture media
within seven days versus two to

three weeks for other nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM).7
Of the NTM, these three are the most common causes of
community-acquired and nosocomial skin and soft tissue
infections.3 The overall incidence, however, is difficult to
ascertain secondary to limited reporting and the sporadic
nature of NTM infections. According to a report by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention from the states
Public Health Laboratory System (PHLIS) database, skin and
soft tissue infections comprised only 2% of all NTM isolated.7
In an epidemiologic study, it was found that within
the United States, clusters of RGM infections appear to
occur more frequently in southern coastal regions.7 These
organisms are present in a range of environments, including a mixture of soils in the Northern and Southern United
States, tap water, municipal water supplies, and moist areas in hospitals.3,8,9 Other mycobacterial species associated
with PD and having been reported as causes of peritonitis
include M. gordonae, M. Kansasii, M. avium-intracellulare,
and M. gastri.3,10-12
Treatment of skin and soft tissue infections with RGM
usually require a combination of antibiotics and surgical
debridement, and removal of foreign bodies is essential
to recovery.7 Combination of two or more antibiotics is
recommended to minimize development of resistance, and
antibiotic choice should be guided by in vitro susceptibilities. Macrolides, fluoroquinolones, carbapenems, and aminoglycosides are most commonly used. Treatment should
last 6 to 10 weeks.7 In more serious infections, therapy should
include parenteral amikacin or cefoxitin for approximately
four weeks following removal of the indwelling catheter,
and overall therapy should be continued for three to six
months.4,13,14
Published reports regarding the management of mycobacterial infections in the peritoneal dialysis patient population are scarce. Most reports describe case series focusing
on patients with peritonitis,3,9,15-18 and only a few describe
the management of catheter exit-site infections.3,4,13 Interestingly, two of these series are from the state of Louisiana.3,4
Although the majority of ESI with Mycobacterium sp.
will require catheter removal, successful treatment of a M.
fortuitum ESI without catheter loss has been documented.3
In their report, White et al. treated one of their patients
with oral ofloxacin 400 mg bid for six weeks, followed by
an additional two weeks of oral ofloxacin 200 mg bid. The
patient was maintained on PD during the treatment period,
and the infection resolved without further intervention. In
our series, an attempt at catheter salvage surgery was made
for one patient with an ESI from M. fortuitum. However,
we did not have final cultures showing NTM prior to the
surgery (these returned two weeks after surgery), and the
patient subsequently developed infection at the new exit-site
as well, despite the initiation of appropriate antibiotics. It is
possible that had the patient been on appropriate antibiotics
at the time of the salvage surgery, the catheter might have
been saved.
Interestingly, in the case series by Tse et al.,13 that describes a cluster of five cases of atypical mycobacterium ESI

within a 20-month period at an institution in Hong Kong,
it was noticed that all patients had used topical gentamicin
ointment for ESI treatment or prophylaxis. Furthermore, in
one patient, following removal of the gentamicin ointment,
the infection cleared on its own. They postulated that growth
of these organisms might be enhanced further in areas where
there is an overall warmer climate and increased humidity,
such as theirs. More recent reports have also implicated gentamicin as a potential risk factor for mycobacterial ESI due
to its selective pressure on other microorganisms.19 In our
series, none of the patients were treated with prophylactic
gentamicin, although one was started on it upon concern
of a presumed bacterial ESI.

CONCLUSION
Atypical mycobacterial infections of PD catheter exitsites are rare, yet the few cases described in the literature
occurred in warm and humid climates, such as Louisiana.
We report here our experience with a cluster of cases at an
institution in New Orleans. Further thorough epidemiologic
studies are needed to identify the incidence of ESI and
geographic variation. They are often difficult to recognize
and treatment may require catheter removal and long-term
therapy with dual antibiotic regimens. Successful reinitiation
of PD is possible after treatment, as we have demonstrated.
Catheter salvage has been reported but should be attempted
under the umbrella of appropriate antibiotic coverage.
In 2011, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS)
introduced a new bundling system for payment of dialysis
services.20 This encourages the use of home dialysis therapies, especially PD. In this setting of increased PD utilization,
clinicians should be alert for atypical infections such as these.
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Protecting the Private Practice of Medicine:
Direct Primary Care - Louisiana Poised to Lead
Sabrina L. Noah

This is the fourth and final 2014 installment in our series that
reports on emerging trends and new practice models in medicine.
As we discussed in our April editorial, “Direct Primary
Care: Kicking Insurance Out of the Exam Room,” the new
primary care practice model known as direct primary care
(DPC) is posed to force an evolution of the healthcare system in Louisiana. DPC practices offer a membership-based
approach to routine and preventive care, whereby patients
pay a low monthly fee, typically $49 to $100, to their physician for all of their everyday health needs. DPC practices
do not take insurance; therefore, there is no need for billing
approval, deductibles, or co-payments. With lower overhead
and dramatically less paperwork, providers have the time
to deliver high-quality care instead of managing insurance
claims.
As of our April article, the Louisiana State Medical Society had introduced legislation, Senate Bill 516 authored by
Senator Sherri Buffington and Representative Stuart Bishop,
to make it possible to operate a direct primary care practice
in Louisiana. Prior to this law being enacted on August 1,
2014, direct primary care practices would be subject to laws
that regulate insurance companies because of their prepay
model. After near unanimous support in both the house and
senate, SB 516, now Act 867, cleared the regulatory path,
allowing DPC practices to begin operating in Louisiana.
In order to further educate our members about this
important legislation, we have drafted a detailed summary
of the legislation in hopes of expanding this practice model
statewide.

ACT 867: DEFINITION AND FUNCTION OF A
DIRECT PRIMARY CARE (DPC) PRACTICE
A direct primary care (DPC) practice is defined as one
that charges a fee to a patient to provide routine healthcare
services, including screening, assessment, diagnosis and
treatment for the purpose of promotion of health, and detection and management of disease or injury.
A DPC can be operated by:
1. A sole proprietor MD or OD, licensed to practice
medicine by the Louisiana State Board of Medical

Examiners (LSBME).
A group of MDs or ODs, licensed to practice medicine by the LSBME.
3. An entity that sponsors, employs, or is affiliated
with a group of physicians. That entity must be
wholly owned by physicians or a 501(c)3 nonprofit.
That entity is not prohibited from being affiliated
with other providers who do not provide direct
primary care practice. However, the group must
provide direct medical care services and not any
research, technological, operational, or administrative support.
A DPC is defined by its operating practices, including:
1. Entering into a direct agreement with patients.
2. Collecting a direct fee from patients. The practice
charges a direct fee on a periodic basis, agreed
upon and stated in the direct agreement, which
represents the total amount due for all primary
care services.
3. Does not accept payment for healthcare services
provided to patients from any insurance entity.
4. Does not provide any procedures or supplies for
hospitalization, surgery, dialysis, high-level radiology, MSI, rehabilitation services, procedures requiring anesthesia, or similar advanced procedures.
5. A DPC can accept payment of the direct fees, directly or indirectly, by third parties. An employer
can pay the fees associated with a DPC for their
employees but cannot enter into a direct agreement
with the employer.
6. DPC direct agreements may not be sold to a group
or “entered with a group of subscribers.” It may
only exist between the practice and the individual
patient or family of direct patients.
7. A DPC can accept payments from the Louisiana
Medical Assistance Program if approved by the
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
A DPC is required to:
1. Maintain appropriate accounts and payment history.
2. Allow patients to pay their monthly fees ahead of
time, but they must be held in trust, and any un2.
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earned direct fees must be refunded to the patient
following termination of the relationship.
3. Notify patients 60 days prior to changing the direct
fee and may only increase the fee once a year.
A DPC practice is prohibited from:
1. Submitting a claim for payment to any insurance
entity, directly or through a subcontractor, for
services covered by the direct primary care fee
and agreement.
2. From being identified by any insurance entity for
purpose of network adequacy, or being available
by an enrollee under a health insurer issuers benefit plan.
3. Prohibited from paying for healthcare services
covered by a direct agreement rendered to patients
by providers other than the providers in the direct
practice or their employees.
A DPC practice or provider may enter into a participating provider contract with an insurance entity other than
for payment of claims of services provided. That practice or
physician will be subject to all provisions of the participating
provider contact, including but not limited to:
1. Making referrals to other participating providers.
2. Admit the carriers’ members to participating hospitals and healthcare facilities.
3. Prescribe prescription drugs.
4. Implement other customary provisions of the contract not dealing with reimbursement of services.
A DPC practice may pay for charges associated with:
1. Routine lab and imaging services.
2. Dispensing prescribed prescription drugs at no additional costs in line with all laws and regulations.
3. Charge for any vaccinations or medical supplies
not specifically included in the DPC agreement,
as long as the patient is made aware of additional
charge ahead of time.
A DPC practice must maintain an equal opportunity
patient panel:
1. A DPC cannot discontinue or deny services based
on the patient’s health status.
2. A DPC can decline a patient if they are at maximum
capacity or unable to provide the appropriate level
of care.
A DPC practice can discontinue care to patient but is
required to give notice and opportunity for the patient to
find another provider, if the patient:
1. Fails to pay their fee.
2. Commits an act that constitutes fraud against the
practice.
3. Repeatedly fails to comply with the recommended
treatment plan.
4. Is abusive or puts the practice staff or patients in
emotional or physical danger.
If the practice discontinues to operate as DPC practice.
The law requires the following regarding the direct
agreement between the DPC practice and the patient:
1. A disclaimer must be included which states, “This
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agreement does not provide comprehensive health
insurance coverage. It provides only the healthcare
services specifically described.”
2. The agreement must also include a disclosure
statement distributed to all patients, which informs the patient of his or her financial rights and
responsibilities.
3. Language must encourage patients to maintain
insurance for services not provided by the practice and states that the DPC practice will not bill
insurance for services covered under the direct
agreement.
4. A statement must also include contact information
for the LSBME.
In the 18 states direct primary care has already been
implemented, physicians report increased satisfaction and
a renewed commitment to providing the kind of care that
initially inspired them to dedicate their lives to medicine. In
short, direct primary care facilities enable physicians to do
what they were trained to do, treat patients. We believe in
the near future, DPC practices will transform the physician
and patient medical environment in Louisiana, and we are
proud to have been part of the process.

ECG of the Month
ECG in a 49-Year-Old Man With Chest Pain
D. Luke Glancy, MD; Timothy D. McShurley, MD

Figure 1: ECG recorded on the patient’s arrival at another hospital. See text for explication.
What is your diagnosis?
Explication is on p. 220
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ECG of the Month
Presentation is on p 219.
DIAGNOSIS: Sinus rhythm (rate, 97 beats/min); two
episodes of AV dissociation with an accelerated idioventricular
rhythm (rate, 103 beats/min) dissociated from sinus rhythm; the
two rhythms produce numerous fusion QRS complexes; acute
inferoposterior myocardial infaraction; left atrial enlargement.
The first QRS is sinus-initiated. The second through the
eighth QRS complexes are fusion complexes that progressively look more like accelerated idioventricular complexes
and less like sinus-initiated complexes. The ninth QRS is a
ventricular premature complex, and the next three complexes are sinus-initiated. The last five QRSs are fusions, again
looking progressively more like accelerated idioventricular
complexes and less like sinus-initiated complexes.
Q waves with ST-segment elevation in the inferior leads
and tall R waves with ST-segment depression in the anterior
precordial leads indicate acute inferoposterior myocardial
infarction. Accelerated idioventricular rhythm is common
with acute myocardial infarction, and, in contrast to ventricular tachycardia, does not worsen prognosis.1 P-wave
duration >0.12 s in the inferior leads suggests left atrial
enlargement.
In acute inferior myocardial infarctioin, the culprit lesion is in the right coronary artery four times as often as it is
in the left circumflex coronary artery.2-4 In this patient, however, four findings suggest that the left circumflex coronary
artery is the culprit: ST elevation in lead I, ST elevation lead
II > lead III, ST depression V1 and V2, and ST depression >1
mm (0.1 mV) in lead aVR.4 The patient was initially seen at
another hospital where the ECG was performed, and the
peak CK level was 1,764 U/L (reference < 230) with an MB
fraction of 626 ng/ml (reference < 4.0). His coronary arteriograms at our institution four days later showed 70% narrowing of the left anterior descending coronary artery in its
midportion, 80% narrowing of the mid-left circumflex, and
80-90% narrowing of the mid-right. Both the left circumflex
and the right coronary arterial lesions were stented.
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Radiology Case of the Month
Abnormally Dilated Arteries in an Asymptomatic
Male
Christian Mabry, MD; Gretchen Yandle, MD; Jen Erbil, MD; Kyle Happel, MD, FCCP;
Harold R. Neitzschman, MD
A 61-year-old male with a past medical history of chronic, uncontrolled hypertension received a non-contrasted computed tomogram (CT) of the chest and abdomen to investigate for possible Conn syndrome. This
noncontrast study showed some areas of nodularity around the vertebral bodies bilaterally and extending
into the posterior mediastinal region. A CT of the chest with intravenous contrast, and 3D reconstruction
were then obtained.
Figure 1: (left) Axial CT image
after nonionic intravenous
contrast.
Figure 2: (right) Sagittal
CT image after nonionic
intravenous contrast.

Figure 3: (left) Coronal
CT image after nonionic
intravenous contrast.
Figure 4: (right) 3D
reconstruction of the heart
and its vessels.
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Elucidation is on p. 222
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Radiology Case of the Month
Presentation is on p. 221
RADIOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS: Aortic coarctation. There is
narrowing in the region of the aortic isthmus (arrows, Figures 2
and 4). The extent of collateral arterial dilation (arrows, Figures 1
and 3) suggests this to be a hemodynamically significant finding.

INTERPRETATION OF IMAGES
The noted abnormalities on the CT scan are shown to
represent dilated vessels (arrows in Figure 3). The ascending
aorta measures 4.3 cm x 4.3 cm in size but narrows to 1.5 cm
(arrows in Figures 1, 2, and 4). Just beyond the narrowing
it measures 2.1 cm x 2.1 cm. The previously noted paravertebral soft tissue densities represent dilated intercostal
arteries. There are collaterals seen in the upper posterior
mediastinum in the paraspinal region, and one of the collateral vessels is posterior to the esophagus. Additional
internal mammary artery collaterals are seen.

DISCUSSION
Coarctation of the aorta (coarctation) is most commonly a congenital abnormality that involves stenosis of
the proximal descending thoracic aorta.1 The majority of
these abnormalities are congenitally acquired; however,
there have been case reports of severe atherosclerosis, umbilical artery catheterization, or surgical aortotomy causing
the stenosis.2 This process was first described in 1760 and
accounts for about 7% of all congenital heart diseases.1 It occurs twice as frequently in men and should always be ruled
out if other conditions like bicuspid aortic valve, Turner
syndrome, Shone syndrome, ventricular septal defect, or
aneurysms of the circle of Willis are present because of the
high association of these defects with coarctation.2 Up to
40% of patients with bicuspid aortic valve will also have
coarctation of the aorta.3 Diagnosis of the disease is critical,
as the mortality rate is high in poorly managed patients. For
unoperated cases, the average survival is approximately 35
years with a 75% mortality by age 46.4
The pathologic changes that lead to this disease are
rooted in the wall of the aorta. These changes become so
severe that the lumen of the vessel narrows, resulting in poor
perfusion of systemic organs. The pathophysiologic changes
in the congenital cases involve medial thickening and hyperplasia of the intima.5 The etiology of this thickening is
believed to result from fetal aortic arch underdevelopement
and constricted ductal tissue.6,7 If antegrade intrauterine
blood flow is reduced and ductal tissue extends into the thoracic aorta, then the fetal aortic arch will not develop fully,
and this excess tissue will cause constriction just distal to the
aortic valve.6,7 For clinicians, the end result is a few tell-tale
physical examination findings. The major manifestation is a
difference in systolic blood pressure between the upper and
lower extremities (usually upper extremity hypertension)
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with little difference in the diastolic pressures.8 In addition
to this, renal hypoperfusion will increase renin secretion,
resulting in volume expansion and further hypertension.9
Other more specific clinical findings include a delayed
femoral compared to brachial pulse or greatly diminished
blood pressure in the lower extremities.10
With the advancements in imaging techniques in recent
years, radiologic assessments have become the predominant
tool with which to diagnose an aortic coarctation. A chest
radiograph can aid in the diagnosis, as the engorged collateral vessels will show notching of posterior ribs.8 This vessel
erosion is most commonly seen in the third to eighth ribs.8
Echocardiography is also used as a noninvasive technique
to better visualize suspected coarctation. With the addition
of Doppler, transthoracic echocardiography can allow for
full identification of the severity of the disease, as well as any
associated cardiac defects.11,12 The gold standard, however,
for diagnosing aortic coarctation using imaging is with either
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT). As with our patient, these modalities allow for
clear visualization of the severity of the coarctation, as well
as any collateral vessels that have developed. From our
experience, a CT with intravenous contrast should always
be performed if this abnormality is suspected.
Treatment of this anomaly depends largely on age at
presentation, severity of illness, and degree of collaterals
surrounding the area. Neonates and infants generally get
surgical correction of the anatomy while adult treatment
includes the option of percutaneous stenting.4 Although
less than 1% of patients have surgical complications, these
complications can be devastating and include nerve paralysis, spinal cord ischemia, or bowel infarction.4,13 Currently,
there is not enough evidence to recommend stenting versus
surgical correction as the optimal treatment for coarctation in adults.4 Stenting appears to have better short-term
improvement, while the long-term affects have not been
studied well enough to make a recommendation.4 Monitoring of the patient, regardless of intervention, is similar.4
At least one MRI or CT of the head should be performed at
or near diagnosis to exclude intracranial aneurysm formation.4 In addition to this, all aortic coarctation patients need
close monitoring and follow-up by a cardiologist at yearly
intervals.4 These visits should include evaluation of blood
pressure in all extremities, as well as aggressive treatment
if hypertension is found.4 Imaging (MRI or CT) of the chest
should be performed at five-year intervals with the purpose
of catching progression of the disease before a catastrophic
event occurs.4
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Clinical Case of the Month
A 22-Year-Old Man With AIDS Presenting With
Shortness of Breath and an Oral Lesion
Daniel Englert, MD; Paula Seal, MD; Chris Parsons, MD; Adrienne Arbour, MD;
Evans Roberts III, MD; Fred A. Lopez, MD

Since the development of combination antiretroviral therapy (cART), the incidence and mortality associated
with Kaposi sarcoma (KS) have been reduced, although not eliminated. Clinical presentations of KS range
from simple skin involvement to disseminated disease, including involvement of the oral cavity and viscera,
which portends a more ominous prognosis. Multiple case reports and data from clinical trials indicate that
administration of systemic corticosteroids may aggravate KS. We present a case of disseminated KS following administration of prednisone for presumed immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS)
associated with fungal pneumonia in an HIV-infected individual. The discussion that follows outlines the
pathophysiology and clinical presentations associated with KS and existing data for the role of corticosteroids in promoting KS progression.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 32-year-old man with a past medical history of HIV/
AIDS and remote tobacco abuse presented to our facility
with a chief complaint of shortness of breath and persistent cough, which began three months prior to admission.
He initially tried over-the-counter cough suppressants,
which provided little relief. Over the next four weeks, he
had progressive fatigue, decreased appetite, night sweats,
shortness of breath, dry cough, and oral thrush with chest
pain on swallowing. Approximately two months prior to
admission, he presented with the above symptoms and was
noted to be afebrile with normal values for pulse oximetry
at rest. His CD4+ T-cell count was 8 cells/mm3 (228-2,290
cells/mm3). A chest radiograph revealed mild bilateral,
centrally located interstitial infiltrates, and blood cultures
were negative. Based on the duration of his illness, his lack
of prophylaxis for Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia (PJP),
and the appearance of his chest radiograph, he was treated
presumptively for both PJP and candida esophagitis.
Approximately one-and-a-half months prior to admission, the patient was seen in the HIV outpatient clinic for
hospital follow-up visit. He had not received cART for the
previous two years. cART therapy was initiated, along with
prophylactic trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, azithromycin,
and oral fluconazole treatment for diffuse oral candidiasis.
Following this outpatient clinic visit, his shortness of breath
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and cough persisted, and he presented to another hospital
approximately three weeks prior to admission, where he
was noted to be hypoxic with multilobar infiltrates on chest
radiography that were more extensive than those seen during his prior hospitalization. He received a diagnosis of
multilobar community-acquired pneumonia and was started
on levofloxacin. Bronchoscopy with bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL) revealed no endobronchial lesions, a negative evaluation for PJP, negative Gram stain and bacterial cultures,
negative AFB cultures, and negative KOH stain. He was
discharged on levofloxacin, high-dose fluconazole, and a
prednisone taper for presumed pneumonia in the context of
an immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS).
Fungal cultures from the BAL subsequently grew a few
colonies of Paecilomyces species, and serum cryptococcal
antigen was negative.
One week prior to admission, he was again seen in
the HIV outpatient clinic, where he was noted to have a
violaceous, fungating lesion on the hard palate (Figure
1). On further questioning, the patient stated that a much
smaller form of this lesion had been present for the past three
months, although masked by severe overlying thrush. In
addition, he had worsening shortness of breath and cough
now productive of copious brown sputum. Repeat CD4+
T-cell count was 31 cells/mm3 at this time. Outpatient
computed tomography (CT) of the chest revealed diffuse
lung parenchymal opacities, with areas of nodularity and

Figure 1: Violaceous, fungating, infiltrative lesion on the hard
palate.

Figure 2: Initial CT of the chest showing diffuse nodular
opacities and consolidation.
Figure 3: (H&E 200x) High-power image of the
biopsied hard-palate lesion showing proliferation
of atypical spindle cells within soft tissue. There
are two cleft-like spaces with mildly enlarged
endothelial cells in a background of extravasated
red blood cells and chronic inflammation.

consolidation (Figure 2). Due to these findings and the lack
of improvement, he was sent to the emergency department
(ED).
In the ED, he was visibly short of breath but without
thrush or odynophagia. Review of systems was significant
for decreased appetite, fatigue, night sweats, and cough
productive of a large amount of thick, brown sputum. He
was afebrile, with a normal blood pressure and pulse. Oxygen saturation on room air by pulse oximetry was 83%. The
oropharyngeal examination was significant for the lesion on
the hard palate previously noted, as well as a similar but

smaller lesion on the maxillary gingival mucosa. Lung exam
revealed diffuse crackles and rhonchi in all lung zones, with
decreased breath sounds at the bases. He had no skin lesions
and no significant lymphadenopathy. The remainder of the
physical exam was unremarkable. Initial laboratory assessment revealed a total protein of 5.9 g/dL (6.0-8.0 g/dL),
an albumin of 2.7 g/dL (3.4-5.0 g/dL), a mild normocytic
anemia, and mild hypokalemia. His white blood cell count
was 9,200/µL (4,500-11,000/µL) with a normal differential.
The patient was admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of multilobar fungal pneumonia and suspicion
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Figure 4: (HHV-8 immunostain 100x) Low-power image of atypical spindle
cells in fascicles showing strong nuclear immunostaining for HHV-8.

for oropharyngeal Kaposi sarcoma (KS). The
infectious disease consultants recommended
use of liposomal amphotericin for the treatment
of Paecilomyces infection, as well as a biopsy
of the hard palate lesion. Oral prednisone was
continued due to concerns for ongoing IRIS. The
biopsy revealed proliferation of atypical spindle
cells forming fascicles, bundles, and cleft-like
structures lined by mildly atypical endothelial
cells. Red cells were noted between the spindle
cells and vascular lumina (Figure 3). Immunohistochemical stains for human herpesvirus-8
(HHV-8), CD31, CD34, and Factor VII were
strongly positive, supporting the diagnosis of
KS (Figure 4).
Oncology was consulted and recommended
bronchoscopy and colonoscopy for staging.
Bronchoscopy revealed several new, violaceous,
submucosal endobronchial lesions suggestive of
KS. The lesions were not biopsied due to concern
for bleeding. Gram stain performed on BAL fluid
revealed a few yeast colonies which did not
grow in culture. Routine cultures for bacteria
and acid-fast bacilli were negative. Colonoscopy
revealed a rectal lesion suggestive of KS, further
confirming the disseminated nature of the illness
in this patient.
Because of the concern for his concomitant
fungal pneumonia, chemotherapy was held
until his pneumonia had improved. After an
18-day hospital stay, he was discharged home.
Steroids were tapered off, liposomal amphotericin was discontinued, and voriconazole
was initiated with a minimum of six additional
months of antifungal therapy planned. At the
time of hospital discharge, his productive cough
had ceased, and he was no longer requiring
supplemental oxygen. On outpatient follow-up,
he continued to improve. Repeat CT scan of the
chest eight weeks following discharge showed
improvement in the basilar consolidations and
decreased size of several of the nodular lesions
(Figure 5).

KS EPIDEMIOLOGY

Figure 5: Follow-up CT of the chest showing improvement in the basilar
consolidations and decreased size of several of the nodular lesions.
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Prior to 1981, the estimated annual incidence of KS in the United States was between
0.02 and 0.06 cases per 100,000.1,2 In June 1981,
numerous case reports of KS began to surface
in large metropolitan areas of New York and
California.2-4 In contrast to previous cases, these
patients were typically young men (39 years old
on average) who were homosexual or bisexual.2
In addition, these tumors behaved more aggressively. These cases led to the establishment of
the Task Force on KS and Opportunistic Infec-

tions, which eventually led to the discovery of AIDS in
1982. While the causative agent of AIDS was determined in
1984, it was not until a decade later that the viral etiology
of KS, the Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV;
or HHV-8), was identified.5
Four subtypes of KS have been described, including
classic, endemic, iatrogenic, and AIDS-related KS. Current
estimates of the prevalence of KS among AIDS patients
vary. A study in 1989 showed that the prevalence among
homosexual men with AIDS was 21% and only 1% in AIDS
patients who had contracted the virus by way of blood
transfusion.6 The cumulative incidence in HIV patients has
since fallen from 14.3% in 1980-1989 to 1.8% in 1996-2006,
mostly due to the emergence of cART.7

RISK FACTORS AND TRANSMISSION OF HHV-8
Several epidemiologic studies indicate that sexual contact is the most common mode of transmission for HHV-8.6,8
Higher circulating viral loads have been associated with
homosexual activity, increasing number of sexual partners,
commercial sex work, and attendance at STD clinics.8-11
Viral DNA has been detected in the semen and prostatic
fluid of HIV-positive men, but higher viral loads in saliva
relative to anal and genital tissue/fluid samples support
saliva exposure as the most likely mode of transmission.12,13
Salivary transmission is further supported by observation
of horizontal transmission of HHV-8 among children and
relatives in endemic regions.14,15 Recipients of blood transfusions and solid organ transplants are also at greater risk of
HHV-8 acquisition if the donor is seropositive for HHV-8.16,17
Although all patients with KS are infected with HHV8, only about 0.03% of men and 0.02% of women infected
with the virus will develop KS annually.18 Immunosuppression, either inherited, acquired, or iatrogenic, is a welldocumented risk factor for the development of KS. Male
gender, lower total lymphocyte count, lower CD4+ T cells,
and a history of systemic and topical corticosteroid use have
all been associated with development of KS.19-21

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF KS AND
CORTICOSTEROIDS
HHV-8 is grouped in the human gamma-herpesvirus
family, which also includes Epstein-Barr virus. Members
of this family cause tumors in both humans and animals
by induction of uncontrolled cellular proliferation.22 Target
cells for infection include endothelial cells, epithelial cells,
macrophages, and B lymphocytes. A host of factors have
been shown to activate latent virus, including inflammatory cytokines, immunosuppression, and tissue hypoxia.23-25
Inflammatory cytokines, including IL-6, induce proliferation
of KS cells in vitro through the gp130 protein pathway,26
and increased inflammation associated with immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) may explain
the induction or KS tumors in patients recently started

on cART.27 However, the exact mechanism is unknown.
Some HIV-positive patients with undetectable viremia and
normal CD4+ T-cell counts also develop KS,28 implicating
mechanisms other than immunodeficiency in KS progression, including chronic inflammation associated with HIV
or other co-existant opportunistic infections.23,24
Clinical observations strongly suggest that corticosteroids not only increase the risk of KS, but can also exacerbate existing KS.21,27,29-31 Dexamethasone has been shown
to stimulate proliferation of cultured KS cells in vitro.32 KS
cells possess an unusually high concentration of corticosteroid receptors, which can be further upregulated with
corticosteroid treatment in a positive feedback mechanism.32
Inflammatory cytokines also synergize with corticosteroids
to induce proliferation of KS cells.26,32
Recognition of these associations is important due to
the frequent use of systemic corticosteroids in HIV-infected
patients for illnesses such as PJP and cryptococcal meningitis. Before initiating steroids in these patients, it is important
to perform a thorough examination of the skin and oral
cavity to identify suspicious lesions. We would advocate
that if suspicious lesions are present, corticosteroids should
generally be held until the diagnosis has been ruled out by
biopsy. Sexual history is also important, as men who have
sex with men have a much higher risk of acquiring HHV-8
and subsequently, KS relative to other risk groups.6,33 The
association of steroid treatment with KS appears to have
been demonstrated in our patient, who developed clinically
evident disease of the oral cavity and progressive pulmonary distress after receiving prednisone for IRIS. Further,
our patient improved after the discontinuation of steroids,
although it is unclear to what degree this was due to antifungal therapy and cART.

CLINICAL FEATURES AND DIAGNOSIS
In contrast to other subtypes of KS, AIDS-related KS is
generally more fulminant, with a higher incidence of widespread disease. Typical lesions are purple, red, or brown,
highly-vascular papules, although many morphological
variants exist. The most common sites of clinically apparent disease include the extremities, face, oral mucosa, and
genitalia, although virtually any tissue in the body can be affected.34 The presentation is variable, including mild disease
limited to the skin and more severe disease involving the
lymph nodes and viscera. Although cutaneous disease precedes dissemination in most cases, disseminated or visceral
disease may be present in the absence of skin involvement.34
Prior to the emergence of cART, most patients who developed KS would eventually develop disseminated disease,
most often of the oral cavity, GI tract, and respiratory tract,
which is associated with a high mortality rate. The most
important clinical mimic is bacillary angiomatosis (BA),
which can present as multiple, red, vascular skin lesions
and also involve visceral organs.34,35 Although uncommon,
BA has a higher prevalence among HIV-infected individuals
than the normal population.36
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Histopathologic assessment is needed for diagnostic
confirmation of KS. The typical stages include the macular,
patch, and nodular stages, each with different degrees of
angiogenesis, inflammation, and proliferation.37 Immunohistochemical staining using monoclonal antibodies targeting
the HHV-8 latent nuclear antigen-1 (LNA-1) is considered
the gold standard for diagnosis of KS, as it has a very high
sensitivity and specificity.38 Staining with D2-40, CD31, and
CD34 are used as adjunct stains, although the specificity for
these markers is lower.

STAGING AND TREATMENT
AIDS-related KS patients are stratified into risk categories based on three parameters: Extent of tumor (T), Immune
status (I), and Severity of systemic illness (S). Patients are
given a zero or one in each category. This staging system
was developed by the AIDS Clinical Trial Group (ACTG)
of the National Institute of Health in 1989 and revised in
1997.39,40 This staging should only be used for AIDS-related
KS, and there is currently no universally accepted staging
system for the other subtypes.
cART is recommended for all patients with AIDS-related KS. In the mid-1990s, the incidence and overall survival
with KS dramatically changed with the introduction of
cART. A French cohort study of HIV patients showed that
the incidence fell from 32 per 1,000 person-years in 1993 to
3 per 1,000 person-years in 1999.41 A similar study in 2011
showed that the cumulative incidence of Kaposi sarcoma
was 14.3% from 1980 to 1989, 6.7% from 1990 to 1995, and
1.8% from 1996 to 2006.7 Similarly, patients with KS showed
significantly higher survival rates in the cART era as compared to the pre-cART era.42
The improvement in prognosis may in part be explained
by overall immune reconstitution, rather than regression of
tumor. A small number of patients (6%-14%) may develop
worsening of their disease after the initiation of cART,
which is thought to be due to the IRIS.43,44 Most patients
who develop IRIS-induced KS flares are able to tolerate
continuation of cART.43
Systemic chemotherapy is usually reserved for patients
with more extensive or rapidly progressive disease. The
2008 British HIV Association guidelines for HIV-associated
malignancies recommend that the decision to use systemic
chemotherapy should be based on a number of parameters,
including prognostic index, initial response to cART, patient
performance status, and end organ function.45 Furthermore,
disseminated tumors (widespread skin involvement, extensive oral involvement, tumor-associated edema or ulceration, visceral involvement) and those with IRIS-induced KS
flares should be considered for chemotherapy.45 Liposomal
anthracyclines (doxorubicin, daunorubicin) and taxanes (paclitaxel) are the mainstays of treatment.45 Despite the use of
cART and standard chemotherapy, Stage III disease (T1I1S1)
portends a particularly poor prognosis, with a median survival of only 15 months.40 Ganciclovir has demonstrated
activity against HHV-8 and may be useful in the prevention
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of KS in high-risk patients.46 Local therapy with intralesional
vinblastine, radiation, and other topical agents is typically
used for cosmesis or reduction in symptoms associated with
bulky lesions but does not prevent progression of disease
in other tissues.

PAECILOMYCES
Paecilomyces is a filamentous fungus common in the
environment, inhabiting the soil, decaying plants, and food
products. Although often viewed as a contaminant, it has
been known to cause a variety of diseases in humans and
animals, including pneumonia in immunocompromised
hosts. While there are only a handful of case reports, the
most commonly reported species linked to respiratory
infections are P. variotii and P. lilacinus. Respiratory tract
infection with P. lilacinus is usually characterized by pleural
effusions and pulmonary abscess, while P. variotii can present with hilar lymphadenopathy, cavitary lesions, confluent
patchy opacities, and pulmonary nodules. It is important
to differentiate species as they display different resistance
patterns to antifungal therapy, with reports of poor susceptibility to amphotericin B, itraconazole, and echinocandins
for P. variotii.47 It is unclear if Paecilomyces played a role in
our patient’s disease process. However, his clinical and
radiographic improvement with antifungal therapy leads
us to believe his respiratory symptoms were at least partly
due to fungal pneumonia.

CONCLUSION
KS was one of the most feared complications in the early
AIDS epidemic. A once rare disease exploded onto the scene
in the early 1980s and was quite morbid and potentially
fatal to those afflicted. Advances in cART in the mid-1990s
have been essential to reducing the prevalence, morbidity,
and mortality associated with this disease. The discovery of
HHV-8 as the cause for KS in 1994 was critical to understanding its pathophysiology. Although the exact mechanism of
transmission has yet to be proven, studies suggest sexual
transmission, possibly by exposure to saliva, as the most
likely vector. Inflammation and immunosuppression in the
setting of HHV-8 infection have been shown to cause KS
proliferation leading to tumor formation. Corticosteroids
can induce KS tumorigenesis and exacerbate pre-existing lesions, often leading to disseminated disease. Consequently,
steroids should be avoided if there is reasonable suspicion
for the presence of KS. Clinical presentations range from
focal skin involvement to extensive involvement of visceral
organs. More fulminant presentations are more common
in HIV-infected patients, particularly those who are not on
cART. While a clinical diagnosis can be made by observing
classic lesions, definitive diagnosis is made by histology
and immunohistochemical staining to identify HHV-8 latent
nuclear antigen-1. Staging is based on the extent of tumor
burden, immune status, performance status, and coexisting

systemic illness. Antiretroviral therapy continues to be a
mainstay of treatment, along with systemic chemotherapy
for patients with more severe disease. However, patients
with advanced stage disease have a poor prognosis, even
with cART and chemotherapy.
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Pathology Image of the Month
Death in a Young Adult With Sickle Cell Disease
Joel France, DO; Robin R. McGoey, MD
A 27-year-old African-American female with known sickle cell disease was admitted for sickle cell crisis
and presumed sepsis. The patient’s past medical history was complicated by multiple sickle cell-related
complications, including seizures and multiple prior blood transfusions. Her hospital course included
Staphylococcus epidermidis bacteremia, for which broad spectrum antibiotics were prescribed. On hospital
day nine, the patient was found unresponsive and declared dead after unsuccessful efforts at resuscitation.
An unlimited autopsy examination was conducted under authorization of the coroner. Findings included
numerous pathologic features ascribed to sickle cell disease, including systemic siderosis and splenic atrophy [weight 10gm (140±78)], fibrosis, and Gamna Gandy nodules. Additional autopsy findings included
cardiomegaly with a heart weight of 450gm (312±78), right atrial and right ventricular chamber dilatation,
and hepatomegaly with a liver weight of 2650gm (1475±362). The image below demonstrates microscopic
examination of the lung parenchyma.

Figure 1: Histologic section from lung parenchyma demonstrating a small caliber pulmonary artery with an intraluminal plexus of
capillary-like channels separated by proliferating intimal cells and resulting in luminal stenosis and superimposed thrombotic material
(40x, Hematoxylin and Eosin stain).
What is the name of this hallmark arterial lesion? What clinical disorder does it represent?
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ANSWER: plexiform arterial lesion (Grade IV) indicative of
pulmonary hypertension

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a complex clinical
diagnosis that has a variety of causes and encompasses
multiple subtypes that, over the course of time, have been
sub-classified, defined, and then reclassified again. Previously subdivided into two main categories, the revised
consensus schema now details five clinical groupings of
disorders that cause PH.1 An overview of these five clinical
groupings can be seen in Table 1. The microscopic features
ascribed to PH can broadly be called plexogenic arteriopathy
(PA).2 However, details regarding the spectrum of distinct
histopathologic features have also been subject to a variety
of grading systems that have undergone subsequent revisions and subdivisions. The more widely accepted schema
for describing the histopathologic lesions of PA was detailed
by Katzenstein et al.3 and yields six graded lesions (Grade
I –VI), with each successive grade meant to reflect increasing
severity of the clinical disease. A modified grading system
for histologic lesions can be seen in Table 2. The Grade V
lesion, otherwise known as the plexiform lesion, remains
the pathologic hallmark of clinical PH, and a variety of
hypotheses have been offered to explain its pathogenesis.4

Sickle cell disease (SCD) is an autosomal recessive inherited genetic disorder caused by a single point mutation
in the gene for the B-globin chain of hemoglobin that results
in chronic, severe hemolytic anemia.5 It is one of the most
common heritable hematologic diseases, with more than
200 million worldwide mutation carriers and nearly 1 in
600 African-Americans homozygous for the SCD mutation.5
While the median age of survival in SCD has risen to roughly
45 years of age, lung manifestations remain the leading cause
of both morbidity and mortality, despite the fact they remain
underdiagnosed by physicians.6 Pulmonary complications
in SCD vary widely and include acute chest syndrome,
restrictive lung disease, thromboembolism, and PH. SCD
as a cause of PH has gained only recent acceptance despite
being initially described in 1936 by Yater and Hansman.7
As a cause of PH, SCD is now recognized within the new
clinical classification scheme, falling clearly into Group 5: PH
with unclear multifactorial mechanisms, subgroup 5.1: those
due to hematologic disorders such as chronic hemolytic
anemia.1 It is associated with impaired exertional tolerance,
progressive heart failure, and a higher relative mortality
largely due to right heart failure, thromboembolism, or
cardiac arrhythmia.6,8,9 Right heart catheterization remains
the gold standard test for the diagnosis of PH, defined as a

Table 1: Current Clinical Classification Scheme for Pulmonary Hypertension (PH) [adapted from Simmoneau et al.]1
Clinical Group Number

Major Category

Subcategories

Group 1

Pulmonary Arterial
Hypertension (PAH)

1.1 Idiopathic, 1.2 Heritable [1.2.1 BMPR2, 1.2.2 ALK-1,
ENG, SMAD9, CAV1, KCNK3, 1.2.3 Unknown Gene]
1.3 Drug- and Toxin-Induced, 1.4 Associated with
[1.4.1 Connective tissue disease, 1.4.2 HIV, 1.4.3 Portal
hypertension, 1.4.4 Congenital heart disease, 1.4.5
Schistosomiasis]
1’ Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease and/or pulmonary
capillary hemangiomatosis
1” Persistent PH of newborn (PPHN)

Group 2

PH Due to Left Heart Disease

2.1 LV Systolic dysfunction, 2.2 LV Diastolic dysfunction,
2.3 Valvular disease, 2.4 Congenital/Acquired left
heart inflow/outflow tract obstruction and congenital
cardiomyopathies

Group 3

PH Due to Lung Disease

3.1 COPD, 3.2 ILD, 3.3 Mixed restrictive/obstructive
pattern disease, 3.4 Sleep disordered breathing, 3.5
Alveolar hypoventilation disorders, 3.6 Chronic exposure
to high altitude, 3.7 Developmental lung disease

Group 4

Chronic Thromboembolic PH
(CTEPH)

Group 5

PH Due to Unclear
Multifactorial Mechanisms

5.1 Hematologic disorders: chronic hemolytic anemia,
MPO disorders, splenectomy; 5.2 Systemic disorders:
sarcoidosis, histiocytosis, lymphangioleiomyomatosis;
5.3 GSD, gaucher, thyroid disorders; 5.4 Other: tumoral
obstruction, fibrosing mediastinitis, CRF, segmental PH

BMPR2 = bone morphogenic protein receptor type II, ALK-1; ENG = endoglin, SMAD9; CAV1 = caveolin-1; HIV = human
immunodeficiency virus; LV = left ventricle; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ILD = interstitial lung disease; MPO
= myeloproliferative; GSD = glycogen storage disease; CRF = chronic renal failure.
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Table 2: Current Histopathologic Classification Scheme for Plexogenic Arteriopathy (PA) in Pulmonary Hypertension (PH)
[adapted from Katzenstein et al.]3
Grade

Predominat Pathogenic
Process

Histologic Features

Grade I (early)

Thickening of vascular medial
(increased muscularity)

Thickening and proliferation (hypertrophy and
hyperplasia) of smooth muscle in the arterial media to
>5%-7% of the diameter of the vessel

Grade II-III

Thickening of vascular intima

Proliferation (hyperplasia) of arterial intima causing an
attenuated lumen (Grade II) followed by deposition of
collagen and/or elastin fibers (fibrosis) around the arterial
lumen in a concentric (onion-ring) fashion (Grade III)

Group IV

Dilatation and degeneration

Localized dilatation of the arterial branches arising from a
thick-walled parent artery due to marked degeneration of
the vascular media. When arterial branch dilatation affects
a cluster of vessels, it is termed an angiomatoid lesion

Grade V (hallmark
lesion)

Plexiform proliferation

Plexus of capillary-like channels within a dilated arterial
branch of the thick-walled parent artery that yields a
glomoid appearance to the vessel + overlying thrombotic
material

Grade VI (rare)

Vascular necrosis +
inflammation

Fibrinoid necrosis of smooth muscle in the vascular
media + a necrotizing arteritis with either lymphocytes or
neutrophils

mean pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) >25 mmHg. Using
PAP pressures, the estimated prevalence of PH in SCD has
been reported to be approximately 10%.10 Autopsy studies
in patients with SCD, however, have yielded rather different information. In one study, changes of PH were found
in 100% (20 of 20) of the autopsied individuals with SCD;11
while in another, more recent study conducted by Graham
et al.,12 PH changes were found in only one-third of its 21
SCD decedents who underwent autopsy. The histopathologic severity of vascular lesions associated with PH in SCD
has also been debated in the autopsy literature, with the
hallmark Grade V plexiform lesion being recognized by one
series in 12 of 20 patients (60%)11 but in only 1 of 21 patients
(0.05%) in the more recent study.12
Aside from SCD as a cause of PH, extensive research
and ample literature over the last 50 years have greatly
expanded the number of clinical disorders known to cause
PH, including pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis,
veno-occlusive disease, interstitial lung disease, sarcoidosis,
chronic obstructive lung disease, left heart dysfunction, and
individuals harboring a bone morphogenic protein receptor
type 2 (BMPR2) mutation. The vast majority and diversity
of these causes was considered in the development of the
newest consensus clinical subcategories of PH.1
The autopsy case depicted here of a young adult with
SCD demonstrates the hallmark plexiform lesion (Grade IV)
seen in plexogenic arteriopathy (PA) of PH. Greater awareness is needed of the fact that lung manifestations of SCD
remain the main contributors to morbidity and mortality.
With the nonspecific clinical presentation of PH in SCD, a
higher index of clinical suspicion for PA and right heart

failure is needed. Further signs of right heart failure in the
current case include the right-sided cardiac dilatation, cardiomegaly, and hepatomegaly. As previously mentioned,
autopsy studies depicting the morphologic changes seen
in SCD lungs have provided valuable insights into SCD as
a cause of PH. Further studies are warranted, as our understanding of the processes underlying PA continues to
evolve and our efforts turn to therapies targeted at each of
the clinical subgroups or perhaps each of the histopathologic
grades of lesions.13,14
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Toxic Erythema of Chemotherapy Following
Leukemia Cutis
Nadine Kaskas, BS; Catherine DiGiorgio, MD; Bethaney Vincent, MD;
Suneeta Walia, MD; Julie Mermilliod, MD

A 56-year-old Caucasian male newly diagnosed with acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) M3 presented with a
six-week history of multiple painful erythematous nodules scattered on his trunk and extremities, previously
treated as abscesses with incision and drainage plus oral trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole without improvement. A punch biopsy was performed, and the histopathology and immunostaining profile were compatible
with leukemia cutis secondary to AML. Induction chemotherapy for AML with cytarabine, etoposide, and
mitoxantrone was initiated. Dermatology was reconsulted two weeks later for evaluation and treatment of a
new eruption on both dorsal hands and wrists that began three days after starting induction chemotherapy.
On physical exam, there were well-demarcated erythematous patches and plaques with mild induration on
the hands, extending onto the distal forearms and sparing the dorsal metacarpalphalangeal joints and ventral
wrists. Biopsy findings were consistent with toxic erythema of chemotherapy, likely secondary to cytarabine.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 56-year-old Caucasian male newly diagnosed with
acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) M3 presented with
a six-week history of multiple painful erythematous nodules scattered on his trunk and extremities, previously
treated as abscesses with incision and drainage plus oral
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole without improvement.
In addition to AML M3, the patient’s past medical history
included schizophrenia and anxiety. He had no past surgery
history and denied the use of alcohol, tobacco, and illicit
drugs. Inpatient medications at the time of consultation
included acetaminophen, allopurinol, ciprofloxacin, diphenhydramine, fluconazole, fluoxetine, haloperidol, olanzapine,
piperacillin-tazobactam, senna-docusate, and ondansetron.
At the time of the initial consult to dermatology,
physical exam revealed several scattered, non-tender, firm
erythematous superficial and subcutaneous nodules. A
4 mm punch biopsy was performed on a nodule on the
abdomen. Histopathology showed sheets of large, atypical
mononuclear cells with slightly eccentric basophilic nuclei,
single nucleoli, and scant cytoplasm. Numerous mitotic
figures were identified. The tumor also focally assumed
a leukemic infiltrative pattern (Figure 1). Immunohistochemistry revealed the dermal atypical lymphoproliferative
infiltrate stained strongly and diffusely positive for CD43,
CD45, myeloperoxidase, and C117. The tumor stained
largely positive for CD68. Rare positive CD15 cells were
noted in the infiltrate. CD56 and CD34 were negative. The
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histopathology and staining profile were compatible with
leukemia cutis secondary to AML. Induction chemotherapy
for AML with cytarabine, etoposide, and mitoxantrone was
initiated. Dermatology was reconsulted two weeks later
for evaluation and treatment of a new eruption on both
dorsal hands and wrists that began three days after starting
induction chemotherapy. Discontinued medications at the
time included senna-docusate; recently added medications
included acyclovir, potassium phosphate, promethazine,
vancomycin, and piperacillin-tazobactam. The patient reported the eruption began on his left hand as a red, scaly
spot that progressed to include his wrists circumferentially
and then his dorsal hands and fingers (Figure 2a). Though
he reported occasional pruritus, he stated the eruption was
not bothersome.
On physical exam, there were well-demarcated erythematous patches and plaques with mild induration and
scattered subcutaneous nodules on both dorsal wrists and
hands, extending onto the distal forearms. The palms and
soles were spared. The skin on the dorsal metacarpalphalangeal, proximal interphalangeal, and distal interphalangeal
joints was also spared (Figure 2b). A 4 mm punch biopsy
was performed of a nodule on the left dorsal hand. Histopathology showed epidermal pseudo-epitheliomatous
hyperplasia and dysmaturation with scattered dyskeratotic
keratinocytes (Figure 3a). Prominent dilated, telangiectatic
blood vessels were noted within the superficial dermis with
an associated lymphohistiocytic inflammatory infiltrate.
Extensive syringo-metaplasia was noted within the mid to

deep dermis (Figure 3b). Despite the
atypical sparing of palms and soles, the
biopsy findings supported a diagnosis
of toxic erythema of chemotherapy,
likely secondary to cytarabine. The
patient was instructed to apply triamcinolone ointment 0.1% twice daily to
affected areas.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1: Focal leukemic infiltrative pattern with large, atypical mononuclear cells with
slightly eccentric basophilic nuclei, single nucleoli, scant cytoplasm. (Hematoxylin-eosin
stain, 20x)

Figure 2: (a) Circumferential erythematous plaques on wrists with sparing of palms.
(b) Erythematous, scaly plaque on left dorsal hand and forearm with sparing of
metacarpalphalangeal, proximal interphalangeal, and distal interphalangeal joints.

Figure 3: (a) Pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia of epidermis. (b) Extensive syringometaplasia in mid to deep dermis.

Leukemia cutis is the extramedullary infiltration of malignant hematopoietic cells in the epidermis,
dermis, or subcutis.1 This neoplastic
leukocytic infiltrate is associated with
acute monocytic leukemia, acute myelomonocytic leukemia, and chronic
lymphocytic leukemia.1 The clinical
presentation can include macules,
papules, plaques, nodules, and ulcers,
which can be localized or disseminated.2 Following the establishment
of a diagnosis with the gold standard
of a tissue biopsy, curative treatment
is aimed at elimination of the systemic
leukemia through a combination of
chemotherapy and radiotherapy.1
Chemotherapeutic agents can
cause a broad range of overlapping
cutaneous reactions characterized by
areas of painful erythema, collectively
referred to as toxic erythema of chemotherapy (TEC).3 TEC includes Burgdorf’s Reaction, erythrodysesthesia,
acral erythema, toxic acral erythema,
eccrine squamous syringometaplasia,
epidermal dysmaturation, epidermal
dystrophy, hand-foot syndrome,
palmar-plantar erythema, palmarplantar dysesthesia, and neutrophilic
eccrine hidradenitis.3 TEC occurs from
24 hours to 10 months following the
use of chemotherapeutic agents such
as cytarabine, anthracyclines, 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine, and taxanes.4,5
Clinically, patients present with
erythematous and occasionally edematous plaques, typically affecting
the palms and the soles, that may be
associated with pain, burning, and
tenderness.2-4,8 While several cases in
the literature describe involvement in
intertriginous areas such as the axillae
and groin, as well as other sites such
as the elbows and knees, the majority
of these documented manifestations
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are in conjunction with palmar and plantar involvement.3,8,9
The sparing of the palms and soles in our patient was a
relatively unique presentation.3,9 Histopathologic correlation with clinical findings is indicated for a diagnosis of
TEC, particularly in cases with an uncharacteristic clinical
presentation.1
There is no current consensus regarding the pathogenesis of TEC, but the most popular etiologic theory, which
claims excretion of chemotherapeutic agents via eccrine
sweat, causes direct toxic damage to the cells of the straight
portion of the eccrine duct, acrosyringuim, and epidermis.5-7
This proposal is supported by the propensity of the syndrome to occur in acral areas with a high concentration of
eccrine glands, such as the palms, soles, and intertriginious
areas.5 Furthermore, studies have found localized eccrine
squamous syringometaplasia at the site of doxorubicin
extravasation.8,10
TEC follows a self-limited course, which resolves upon
discontinuation of the inciting agent.4 Dose reduction or
increasing the time between cycles of chemotherapy is
recommended to decrease the risk of recurrence.6 Other
treatment options include topical corticosteroids and analgesics, local hypothermia, systemic corticosteroids, and
pyridoxine supplementation.3,6 Desquamation and postinflammatory hyperpigmentation frequently accompany
resolution of TEC.4
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Delayed Detection of a Ventricular Septal
Defect Following Penetrating Trauma
Terrell Caffery, MD; Danny Robinson, MD; Hollis O’Neal Jr., MD, MSc;
Azheem Kahn, MD; Scott Thurston, MD; Mandi Musso, PhD
This is a case report of a 27-year-old male who sustained a stab wound to the chest with a resulting penetrating
cardiac injury and subsequent emergency thoracotomy. The patient survived his injury and on post-op day
two, a holosystolic murmur was noted during physical exam, but he remained hemodynamically stable and
intubated. A transthoracic echocardiogram revealed the presence of a ventricular septal defect (VSD), with
Doppler flow revealing shunting from the left ventricular cavity into the right ventricular cavity. Ultimately,
the clinicians decided upon a trial of extubation with a plan for delayed closure of the VSD. Upon extubation,
the patient became hypoxemic with evidence of pulmonary edema; thus, he was re-intubated. The defect was
surgically repaired, and the patient had an uneventful recovery thereafter. The purpose of this case report is
to present an example of delayed detection of a ventricular septal defect after a penetrating cardiac injury.

INTRODUCTION
Penetrating thoracic trauma is one of the most common causes of major cardiac injury and is becoming more
prevalent in the emergency setting, especially in areas where
violent crimes occur frequently.1 A large majority of these
patients (up to 94%) die before they reach the hospital.2 For
patients who survive long enough to make it to the hospital
and receive an emergency thoracotomy, mortality rates are
estimated to range between 81%-92%.3-5 Delayed sequelae of
cardiac injury include ventricular dilation, ventricular dysfunction, septal hypokinesia, pericardial effusion,6 valve insufficiency, abnormal ST-T, conduction defects, myocardial
infarction, cardiomegaly, paradoxical septum, arrhythmia,
and ventricular septal defects (VSD).7 The purpose of the
current case is to present a patient with delayed detection
of a traumatic VSD who was stable while under positive
pressure ventilation but quickly became unstable with the
physiological change to negative pressure ventilation.

CASE REPORT
A 27-year-old male presented to the emergency department after sustaining a single stab wound to the chest.
Upon arrival, the patient had an unobtainable blood pressure, heart rate of 110 beats/minute, and respirations of 20
breaths/minute. His initial Glascow Coma Score was 11,
with eye opening to speech, verbal confusion, and withdrawal from pain. A 2 cm vertical stab wound was noted
to the left, upper chest wall at the fourth intercostal space.
Lung sounds revealed decreased breath sounds on the left.
Heart sounds were undetectable. The patient had no other
noted injuries.

After Advanced Trauma Life Support protocol was
initiated, tube thoracostomy was performed on the left
chest with some air return. At this time, the patient lost
consciousness and became apneic. The emergency physician
then performed an emergent thoracotomy, which revealed
cardiac tamponade due to a hemopericardium. This was
emergently treated with opening of the pericardial sac and
evacuation of the effusion. A two centimeter laceration to
the myocardium was noted and was rapidly repaired with
a skin stapler and five purse-string sutures. The patient
was intubated immediately following the initial emergency
repair of the heart and went into ventricular fibrillation. Cardiac massage was initiated, and the patient was defibrillated
with 200 Joules/biphasic. After defibrillation, normal sinus
rhythm was noted on the monitor, with visual confirmation
of organized cardiac activity. Pulses were palpable, and
transfusion of blood was initiated.
Cardiothoracic surgery was consulted and arrived
to take the patient to the operating room for exploration
and definitive repair of the heart. Initial evaluation by the
surgical consultants revealed that the emergent closure
was adequate with no further bleeding. Therefore, it was
determined that no further exploration was necessary at that
time. The surgical site was irrigated and closed. Afterwards,
the patient was admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU)
for management of hypothermia, hypovolemic shock, and
postoperative care. While in the ICU, it was found that the
patient had visual deficits but was recovering well from
the operation. Computed tomography of the head without
contrast revealed two areas within the left parietal and right
occipital lobes with low attenuation, likely representing
areas of encephalomalacia.
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Figure 2: Transesophageal echocardiogram with color Doppler
revealing the ventricular septal defect and left-to-right shunt.
Note: LV=left ventricle; S = left-to-right shunt.
Figure 1: Transesophageal echocardiogram revealing a
ventricular septal defect. Note: LV = left ventricle; RV = right
ventricle; VSD = ventricular septal defect.

Physical exam of the patient in the ICU revealed a holosystolic murmur. A bedside transthoracic echocardiogram
revealed the presence of a VSD with left-to-right shunting
of blood, but the patient remained hemodynamically stable.
Because of the VSD, there was concern that liberation from
positive pressure ventilation may result in cardiopulmonary
compromise; however, noting that the patient remained
hemodynamically stable and that most VSDs will close
spontaneously, the decision was made to proceed with usual
care and further evaluate the septal defect once the patient
was breathing spontaneously. The patient was weaned from
sedation and liberated from the mechanical ventilator per
the institutional Spontaneous Awakening and Breathing
Trial Protocols that were derived from previously reported
data.8 Immediately following extubation, the patient became
hypoxic while receiving oxygen at 5 liters/minute by nasal cannula. Oxygen saturation reached 89% with labored
respirations, tachypnea, and tachycardia. The patient was
reintubated with resumption of invasive positive-pressure
ventilation, and the treating clinicians chose to proceed with
urgent repair of the VSD. A preoperative transesophageal
echocardiogram (TEE) revealed an unmeasured ventricular
septal defect (Figure 1) with left-to-right shunt (Figure 2).
Repair of the defect was performed on hospital day four.
A posteroperative TEE revealed no evidence of residual
shunt following the repair. The remainder of the course
was uncomplicated, and the patient was admitted to an
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inpatient rehabilitation facility. The patient was discharged
three weeks later with residual blindness from anoxic brain
injury sustained during his initial period of cardiac arrest.

DISCUSSION
There are no established criteria for detecting ventricular septal defects upon physical examination. In general,
physicians are trained to look for signs of cardiac injury
or dysfunction. Because all initial effort is directed toward
keeping the patient with cardiac trauma alive in a hectic
and noisy emergency department, hearing a VSD murmur
often first occurs days later. Diagnostic information can be
gathered expeditiously through computed tomography and
echocardiography. ECG-gated CT offers improved spatial
and temporal resolution and can be helpful in detecting
complications after cardiac injury.9 Transthoracic echocardiography can be performed in the emergency department
and has demonstrated excellent reliability in patients who
received penetrating cardiac injury treated with emergency
thoracotomy.10 However, echocardiography may fail to detect a VSD.11 Strong suspicion of VSDs is warranted in the
presence of penetrating cardiac injuries and a holosystolic
murmur. In such cases, VSDs should not be ruled out based
solely on a negative echocardiogram.12 Cardiac catheterization may offer more accurate information about the presence
and size of VSDs to facilitate decision-making regarding

the need for intervention. It is also important to note that
there have been case reports in which the initial examination and transthoracic echocardiogram were normal, but
delayed examinations revealed septal defects.9,13 Therefore,
it is imperative that the patient receive an echocardiogram
prior to discharge,14 as well as a follow-up echocardiogram
at the first post-op clinic visit to determine whether a VSD
has developed or whether there were changes in the presentation of an existing VSD.
Treatment of VSDs varies depending on hemodynamic
stability of patients and size of the shunt ratio. Ventricular
septal defects secondary to cardiac injury may not result
in any physical symptoms or require corrective action. In
many instances, posttraumatic VSDs resolve spontaneously.15,16 It is recommended, if the patient does not exhibit
symptoms, that invasive intervention be postponed in order
to determine whether the VSD will close spontaneously.12,15
However, closure of VSDs is indicated in the presence of
hemodynamic instability, pulmonary hypertension, or enlarged left chambers. Traditionally, surgical interventions
for VSD closure required sternotomy or thoracotomy. In
1988, the first transcatheter closure of a VSD was reported in
the literature.17 Today, physicians may employ an Amplatzer
VSD occluder, a device designed specifically for closure of
VSDs.18 In the present case, further investigation of the VSD
may have resulted in less invasive correction, using one of
these methods.

SUMMARY
In the current case, a holosystolic murmur was noted
during the physical examination on the second day, and a
transthoracic echocardiogram revealed a VSD. Because the
patient was hemodynamically stable while intubated and
many VSDs close spontaneously, it was decided that an attempt at extubation would be made. Once the patient was
extubated, the left to right shunt increased with the manifestations of heart failure, pulmonary overload, hypoxemia,
and tachycardia. In retrospect, follow-up assessment of the
holosystolic murmur using cardiac catheterization may have
resulted in corrective surgery prior to extubation. Emergent
repair of the VSD was required. As the current case illustrates, follow-up assessments are of paramount importance
for patients who have sustained penetrating cardiac injuries.
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Psychopharmacological Treatment of Delirium:
Does Earlier Treatment and Scheduled Dosing
Improve Outcomes?
Ashley Weiss, DO, MPH; Michael S. Scheeringa, MD, MPH

Purpose: The goals of this study were to examine how dosing strategies and timeliness of antipsychotic
medication initiation would affect delirium duration.
Methods: This is a retrospective paper and electronic record review of patients in an academic hospital who
had been diagnosed with delirium. Forty-two patients met inclusion criteria. Quantitative and qualitative
data on the course of delirium was gathered, as well as important demographic and medical variables.
Results: There were no significant differences in duration of delirium between the scheduled and PRN groups
using survival analysis, although the test was marginally significant (log rank test, p<0.06). Those who received treatment within 24 hours of recognition had significantly shorter durations of delirium compared
to those who began treatment after 24 hours (log rank test, p<0.006).
Conclusion: These data suggest that early psychopharmacological treatment of delirium can reduce duration.
Future research needs to investigate prompt and scheduled medication dosing strategies for treatment of
delirium symptoms.

INTRODUCTION
Delirium is a central nervous system manifestation of
a systemic disease process that has crossed the blood brain
barrier. Delirium occurs at rates ranging from 10%-30% of
all general hospital admissions, leads to longer hospital
stays and higher mortality, and is associated with increased
functional decline and morbidity, especially if unrecognized
and undertreated.1 Delirium risks are cumulative, and with
each day delirious, there is an increased risk of prolonged
hospitalization and 10% increased risk of death.2 Delirium is
independently associated with higher ICU costs ($22,346 vs
$13,332, respectively) and hospital costs ($41,836 vs $27,106,
respectively) compared to those without delirium.3
There has been increased attention to early recognition and treatment of this disorder. Evidence indicates that
prompt and scheduled medication treatment is most effective;4 however, evidence is scarce. Prompt treatment may be
important because delirium seems to result from a cascade of
interacting processes, beginning with a physical stress and/
or trauma and leading to systemic inflammation, compromised oxidative metabolism; and resulting in cellular damage and neurotransmitter disruptions. The cellular damage
has been thought to be the result of dopamine-induced cell
death,5 and in a recent study, protein markers of brain damage were elevated in the blood and CSF of delirious patients
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following orthopedic surgery for hip fracture.6
Treatment strategies for delirium are still controversial.
There is no approved treatment from the Federal Drug
Administration, and the optimal doses and regimen have
not been defined in clinical trials. There is evidence that
treatment of delirium with antipsychotic medications is effective and may shorten time delirious and decrease hospital
stays. Both typical antipsychotics (e.g., haloperidol) and
newer atypical antipsychotics (aripiprazole, olanzapine,
and risperidone) have shown preliminary effectiveness in
controlled7 and uncontrolled studies.8,9 In the only known
placebo-controlled study, a randomized trial of 101 end
stage cancer patients, there were no differences in duration
of delirium until death between haloperidol, ziprasidone,
and placebo.10 However, the severe, terminal status of this
population makes generalization of the results problematic.
In a review of the literature by Campbell et al.,11 the existing
controlled studies compared pharmacologic intervention to
no pharmacologic intervention (as opposed to placebo) in
the treatment of delirium in hospitalized adults. Antipsychotic medications showed the greatest effectiveness and
appeared to decrease the severity and duration.11
One study has examined scheduled antipsychotic
dosing in the treatment of delirium. Maldonado and colleagues (2003) followed patients prospectively and found
that a protocol used by the psychosomatic medicine service

(scheduled dosing of haloperidol at 4:00 AM, 11:00 AM, 4:00
PM, and 10:00 PM) when compared with the standard approach (which mainly included sporadic and PRN dosing)
led to shorter durations of delirium.4
The first goal of this naturalistic chart review is to examine the duration of delirium after initiation of scheduled
doses of antipsychotic medication compared to PRN (as
needed) dosing. The existing literature has devoted little
attention to the issue of scheduled versus PRN dosing. A
second goal is to examine whether duration of delirium resolves more rapidly when medications (whether scheduled
or PRN) are initiated sooner after diagnosis as opposed to
later. If delirium resolves more rapidly with prompt initiation of treatment (i.e., before the delirium can worsen or
have secondary impacts on other physiological systems),
this would have direct and immediate implications for
clinical practice.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients

The setting was an academic-affiliated hospital in a
medium-size city in the southeastern United States. The
hospital is situated in the downtown area and provides
both general inpatient medical services as well as multiple specialized and tertiary referral services typical of an
academically-based institution. Investigators reviewed the
paper and electronic charts of all 86 patients admitted to the
hospital from January 2007 to January 2013 who received
diagnosis of delirium from the consult-liaison psychiatrist.
Inclusion criteria were a clinical diagnosis of delirium by
the psychiatric consultant, 18 years of age and older, and a
recommendation from the consultant to use an antipsychotic
for treatment. Subjects were excluded if they had a history
of a primary psychotic disorder, diagnosis of delirium tremens or substance-induced psychosis (if an illicit substance).
Eighty-six patient charts were reviewed, and 42 patients met
criteria for inclusion in analyses.

Procedure

The study protocol was submitted and accepted
through the Tulane University Institutional Review Board.
Data abstractors were not blinded to hypotheses. The data
abstractors were the first author and a research assistant. In
this hospital setting, there was not an established protocol
for treatment of delirium on any of the hospital services.
Data were systematically collected and entered onto a standardized Case Report Form (CRF) developed for this study.

Measures
Date and time for onset of initial recognition of
delirium symptoms

Progress notes indicated a specific time that the onset
of delirium was noted. If the progress notes did not contain a specific time, then a standard convention was used
for estimation. If the progress note noted “morning,” then

time of onset was coded as 4:00 AM; for “afternoon,” time
was coded as 12:00 PM; and for “evening,” time was coded
as 8:00 PM. If no time of the day was described, then time
of onset was coded as 12:00 PM. Only five cases had to be
coded with these conventions.

Date and time that doses of antipsychotic medications
were given

The electronic medical record contained the exact times
that doses of antipsychotic medications were given as entered by nursing staff. We were also able to see if medications
were scheduled to be given but were held.

Date and time that delirium resolved

Delirium was considered resolved when the consulting psychiatrist’s assessment reflected this in the progress
notes. Specific times of resolution were present in the
progress notes for 38 patients. For the other eight patients,
the progress notes did not contain a specific time when
delirium symptoms resolved, so the standard convention
for estimation of time that was described earlier was used.
If patients were discharged with delirium symptoms, their
discharge date and time were used to determine their duration of delirium.

Duration of delirium symptoms after medication was
started

The time it took for delirium symptoms to resolve after
medication treatment was initiated was estimated as the
number of hours from the first dose of antipsychotic medication until documentation that delirium symptoms resolved.

Timeliness of starting medication

If patients received a dose of antipsychotic medication
within the first 24 hours after delirium was first noted, then
they were coded as the Timely group. If they did not receive
a dose within the first 24 hours, then they were coded as
the Delayed group.

Type of delirium

Mental status exam findings from progress notes were
used to classify the types of delirium at the time of diagnosis
as hypoactive, hyperactive, and mixed, following methods
used in previous studies.12 Besides the presence of fluctuating level of consciousness, criteria for being coded as
“hypoactive” delirium included lethargy, sedation, and/
or psychomotor retardation. To be coded as “hyperactive,”
symptoms included agitation, aggression, and/or psychotic
symptoms. If the patient had symptoms from both, they
were coded as “mixed.”

Data Analysis

All of the statistical analysis was performed using SAS
version 9.3 (Cary, NC). Assignment to Scheduled versus
PRN groups was determined empirically (see Results).
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antipsychotic medication to the resolution of
delirium. The distribution of the durations of
delirium symptoms after medications were
started was right-skewed and non-normally
distributed. Patients who were discharged
with delirium were censored. Kaplan-Meier
survival curves and log-rank tests were used
to test differences in time to resolution between groups, with shorter times indicating
better clinical outcome. Potential covariates
were entered into the main models and tested
with Cox proportional hazards regression
models.

RESULTS

Probability of Persistence of Delerium

Patients were divided empirically into
two groups based on how they actually received antipsychotic medication (as opposed
Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for duration of delirium symptoms in
to how it was ordered). The Scheduled group
Scheduled (N=31) vs. PRN (N=11) groups.
received two or more doses of antipsychotic
medication per 24 hours once treatment began; the PRN group received on average one
or fewer doses during each 24-hour period
(which included some 24-hour periods in
which the patient did not receive any doses).
This method was based on the duration of
action and conventional recommendations
of using antipsychotic medications. There
were 42 patients with complete data to
analyze; 31 received scheduled doses, and
11 received PRN doses. Sixteen patients were
discharged with delirium symptoms that had
not resolved and their durations of delirium
ranged from 13 to 1,400.5 hours.
The demographics of the Scheduled and
PRN groups are shown in Table 1. The Scheduled group included significantly more white
patients (68% vs. 9%) and had more patients
with delirium that resolved (74% vs. 27%)
compared to the PRN group. The groups did
not differ on age, sex, reason for psychiatry
consultation, type of delirium, disposition
Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for duration of delirium symptoms in
status, or location of consultation.
Timely (N=20) vs. Delayed (N=22) groups.
Table 2 shows means and medians for
durations of delirium after initiation of antiDifferences in demographic variables between the
psychotic. The median duration of delirium
Scheduled and PRN groups were compared with chi-square
for the total sample was 129 hours (5 days and 9 hours). The
tests for categorical variables and t-test for the continuous
range was 13 to 1,400 hours, with 37% of the sample (n=15)
age variable. Because some patients were discharged before
showing delirium symptoms for more than one week. The
resolution of their delirium, survival analysis was used,
types of medication that patients received included halowhich can handle data when the endpoint of interest has
peridol (n=22), olanzapine (n=10), risperidone (n=4), and
not been reached. This method was used to test durations
quetiapine (n=9). Fourteen percent of the sample showed
of delirium between the Scheduled vs. PRN groups and
hypoactive delirium, 67% showed hyperactive delirium,
between the Timely vs. Delayed groups. The time to event
and 19% presented with mixed delirium.
variable was the number of hours from the first dose of
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Table 1: Characteristics of Patients With Delirium
PRN Number

PRN Percentage

Scheduled
Number

Scheduled
Percentage

Total N

Male

8

73

25

81%

33

Female

3

27

6

9%

9

White

1

9

21

68

22

Black

10

91

6

19

16

Hispanic

0

0.0

1

4

1

Other

0

0.0

3

10

3

Altered Mental
Status

6

55

16

52

22

Depression

1

9

1

3

2

Anxiety

0

0.0

4

13

4

Agitation

1

9

2

6

3

Confusion

0

0.0

4

13

4

Disorientation

3

27

4

13

7

Home

4

20.0

16

80.0

20

Skilled Nursing
Facility

1

25.0

3

75.0

4

Inpatient Rehab

1

14.3

6

85.7

7

Home Health

3

75.0

1

25.0

4

Hospice

0

0.0

1

100.0

1

Other

2

40.0

3

60.0

5

Sex

Race

Reason for
Consultation

Disposition

Table 2: Means and medians of duration of delirium symptoms after first dose of antipsychotic medication (hours).
Group

n

Median

Mean

SD

Scheduled

31

130.1

194.0

253.8

PRN

11

88.6

244.3

308.6

Timely

20

86.4

101.7

86.9

Delayed

22

173.8

303.0

333.6
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Hypothesis 1: Scheduled dosing of antipsychotic
medication vs. PRN dosing reduces delirium duration

The plot of the Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for
Scheduled vs. PRN groups is shown in Figure 1. The expected separation of curves occurred as the Scheduled group
showed a greater proportion of cases moving to resolution of
delirium. Formal testing between groups with the log-rank
test, however, showed that duration of delirium between
groups was only marginally significant (chi-square 3.4, df=1,
p = .06). Table 2 shows the median duration of symptoms
is shorter in the PRN group, but the greater proportion of
patients with unresolved delirium in the PRN group resulted
in a longer mean duration.

Hypothesis 2: Timely initiation of antipsychotic
medication reduces duration of delirium compared to
delayed initiation

In Figure 2, clear separation of the Kaplan-Meier
survival estimates for duration of delirium in the Timely
vs. Delayed groups is evident. The Timely group showed
shorter durations of delirium compared to the Delayed
group (log-rank test = 7.4, df=1, p < .05). As shown in Table
2, patients who received their first dose of antipsychotic
medication within 24 hours of the onset of delirium had
significantly shorter durations of delirium symptoms (median 86.4 hours) compared to patients who received their
first dose of antipsychotic medication more than 24 hours
after the onset of delirium (median 173.8 hours).
With age, sex, race (Black/African-American vs. White),
or type of delirium (mixed and hypo-delirium vs. hyperdelirium) entered as covariates in separate Cox proportional
hazards regression models, the effect of timely initiation of
antipsychotic medication was still significant (p <.05).

DISCUSSION
The most important finding was that initiation of
antipsychotic medication within 24 hours of the recognition of delirium was associated with shorter durations of
delirium compared to delayed initiation of medication.
While delayed treatment of delirium has previously been
addressed in the literature,13 empirical data on this issue has
been limited. This finding has at least two important clinical
implications. First, this suggests that prompt recognition of
delirium, which would allow more prompt treatment, has
the potential to lead to improved clinical outcomes. Inpatients may be served well by implementation of standardized screening for delirium at early and regular intervals.
Second, these data suggest that clinicians consider delirium
as being in need of more pressing and aggressive intervention, as earlier intervention may interrupt a cascade of toxic
metabolic processes in the central nervous system that have
been shown to predict cellular death.5
Of additional importance, was our finding that there
was a trend of marginal statistical significance for the group
that received scheduled doses to have shorter durations of
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delirium compared to the group that received PRN doses.
This is difficult to interpret in an uncontrolled, naturalistic
chart review. Nevertheless, we interpret this as highly
suggestive evidence that scheduled doses not only make
rational sense clinically but have growing preliminary
empirical support.
There were qualitative findings from this chart review
that are of clinical interest. There was rarely a standardized
method used for screening, diagnosing, or treating delirium.
In addition, it was often the nurses who made initial documentation of mental status changes. Van der Boogard and
colleagues [2010] showed that when the confusion assessment method-ICY (CAM-ICU) tool was implemented in
the ICU, compliance and delirium knowledge improved
in physicians and nurses, and results also indicated that
more patients were treated with antipsychotic medication
but with lower doses and for a shorter period of time.14
Given this evidence, as well as our findings, implementing
standardized tools to improve detection and management
of delirium in this hospital setting would be a future direction of our research.
In addition to the limitations already mentioned, the
allocations of patients to Scheduled vs. PRN groups and
to Timely vs. Delayed groups were not controlled. Given
the known effectiveness of antipsychotic medications for
delirium and the data on the prolonged course of untreated
delirium, it would be unethical to allocate subjects randomly to these types of groups. As imperfect as it was, this
uncontrolled, naturalistic investigation appeared to be the
only way to examine the relative impacts of these dosing
strategies. Also, delirium diagnosis was made from clinical
evaluation, without the use of standardized tools. However,
descriptions of the cases in consultation and progress notes
appeared consistent with delirium.
There were many confounding factors that we were
unable to control for without a randomized design. An inherent difficulty in studying delirium is an inability to take
into account etiologies of delirium, as the cause of delirium
in many, if not most, cases of delirium is never known.
However, there are few data to suggest that the course or
treatment response of delirium differs by etiology. Assessing
how specific delirium etiologies relate to treatment outcomes
would be an area of further research.
Despite these limitations, it is important to note that
data on effects of delayed treatment and on dosing regimens are scarce. This study provides preliminary empirical
information that early recognition, and perhaps scheduled
dosing that is more biologically informed by the half-lives
of antipsychotic medications, is important for outcomes.
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A 36-Year-Old Male With a Painless Lower
Extremity Skin Lesion
Alireza Hamidian Jahromi, MD, MRCS; Howard W. Wright, MD

CASE REPORT
A 36-year-old previously healthy African-American
male truck driver presented with a 12-month history of a
large (10 x 6 cm) painless, circular, expanding plaque on
the posterolateral aspect of his left-lower thigh associated
with serous discharge and discomfort (Figure 1). Different courses of topical and oral antibiotics did not resolve
the lesion. The patient did not have chills, fever, cough,
sputum, night sweat, or weight loss. Punch biopsy results
from four different areas of the plaque were non-diagnostic
but showed chronic, nonspecific inflammation and fibrosis.
CT scan of the thigh revealed localized superficial irregular
nodular soft tissue thickening associated with mild underlying subcutaneous fat stranding. There was no involvement of thigh musculature/bones and no evidence of fluid
collections/abscess. HIV serology and TB skin test were
negative. The patient had a history of incidental finding
of right lung middle lobe infiltrate on a chest X-ray (CXR)
without having clinical signs of pneumonia (chills, fever,

cough, sputum) 15 months before. The CXR findings did
not change following a two-week course of antibiotics. The
patient subsequently underwent a broncoscopy and bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) during which the right-upper,
middle, and lower lobe segmental orifices were visualized
to be non-inflamed. A right middle lobe transbronchial lung
biopsy (fluoroscopic guidance) did not show any abnormality, and the BAL was negative for malignancy and fungal
cultures. The follow-up CXR did not show any change. The
patient underwent resection of the skin lesion which showed
pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia (Figure 2), presence of
the budding yeast with a double-contoured wall (Figures
3,4) and confirmed a diagnosis of a cutaneous blastomycosis.
Acid fast staining of the pathology specimen was negative.
Patient was started on Itraconazole orally. Repeat CXR
showed no active pulmonary disease.

DISCUSSION
Blastomycosis is a fungal infection which is caused
by Blastomyces dermatitidis and is especially endemic in
areas of the United States with a moist climate, i.e. Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Illinois, and Wisconsin.1 In
Louisiana, the highest number of cases has been reported
from Washington, Tangipahoa, Jefferson, and St Tammany
Parishes.2 Although pulmonary disease ranging from subclinical asymptomatic infection to acute respiratory distress
syndrome (less than 10% of cases) is the most common
manifestation, involvement of bone, skin, genitourinary,
and central nervous system can be seen.1,3 Inhalation of
aerosolized conidial forms of the organism, hematogenous
spread following organism transformation to a yeast after
pulmonary infection (thick cell wall in yeast form confers
resistance to phagocytosis), and direct skin infection following a traumatic inoculation event (exposure in moist wooded
areas during outdoor activities, animal bites and scratches)
are possible means of infection.
Diagnosis of skin lesions in the cutaneous blastomycosis
is challenging and requires a high index of suspicion. Skin
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involvement generally begins as papules, postules, and
or subcutaneous nodules and will develop into verrucous
plaques or ulcers that may suppurate and spontaneously
drain, forming deep cutaneous ulcers.1 The differential
diagnoses for such lesions includes but are not limited to
pyoderma gangrenosum, squamous cell carcinoma, basal
cell carcinoma, keratoacanthoma, and other chronic cutaneous infections, such as sporotrichosis, nocardiosis, atypical
mycobacteriosis, tularemia, anthrax, or leishmaniasis.1,4
Visualization of the yeasts on 10% KOH preparation,
Gomori’s stain, PAS stain, or Papanicolaou’s smear of tissue
biopsy, tracheal aspirates, BAL fluid, and sputum specimens
or tissue cytological analysis or fungal culture on Sabouraud
dextrose agar at room temperature are some basic methods
for diagnosis of the Blastomyces dermatitidis infections.1 The
organism appears as single or budding spherical cells (815µm in diameter) with thick cell walls. Although microscopic visualization of broad-based budding yeast can be
diagnostic, fungal cultures of skin biopsies should always
be done, especially when microscopy is inconclusive.1 Anti-

Figure 2: Histologic appearance of the skin lesion, HIE stain x 200

Figure 1: Gross appearance of skin lesion

Figure 3: Periodic-acid-Schiff Stain of the resected skin lesion,
magnification x 400, shows budding yeast (see arrow)

Figure 4: Pas stain at 1000 shows the double-contoured wall
of the yeast

body detection by complement fixation, immuno-diffusion,
and enzyme immunoassay (EIA) has also been described,
but the diagnostic yield of these methods are not high.5 In
cases with cutaneous involvement, skin biopsy with histological hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and silver staining
may reveal the organism, although the skin biopsy may not
be diagnostic (i.e. current case). The histological changes
without the visualization of the organism may prompt an

erroneous diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma or keratoacanthoma.6 Oral antifungal agents, i.e. Itraconazole, have
become the standard of care for cutaneous or pulmonary
non-life threatening blastomycosis infections; the same is
true with using Amphotericin-B for disseminated or life
threatening diseases (ARDS) or in patients with immunosuppression.
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Limited Circumferential Dissection of the
Ascending Aorta Mimicking an Acute Coronary
Syndrome
Brijesh Patel, MD; Liam Morris, MD; Nuri I. Akkus, MD;
Alireza Hamidian Jahromi, MD; Vyas Rao, MD, FACS
CASE HISTORY
A 52-year-old hypertensive female transferred from
an outside hospital to our unit for management of an acute
coronary syndrome. She presented initially with sudden
onset severe chest pain radiating to the neck, right jaw,
and right arm, associated with nausea and shortness of
breath. On examination, the blood pressure (BP) was 177/59
mmHg, and the pulse was 77 beats per minute. There was
a diastolic decrescendo murmur located over the lower left
sternal border. Peripheral pulses were equally palpable
bilaterally. The remainder of the examination was unremarkable. An electrocardiogram showed sinus rhythm, left
ventricular hypertrophy, and ST-T wave abnormalities in
the anterolateral leads (Figure 1). A chest radiograph (chest
X-ray, CXR) showed a mildly prominent cardiac silhouette
with perihilar congestion (Figure 2). Troponin level on
admission was 0.03 μg/l, which subsequently increased to
0.14 μg/l (normal range <0.03 μg/l).

A transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) showed a normal left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction, LV hypertrophy,
moderate aortic regurgitation (AR) (Figure 3A), and normal
LV wall motion. A transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE)
showed a type-A aortic dissection limited only to the ascending aorta, just distal to the structurally normal aortic valve,
with the intimal flap prolapsing into the left ventricle (Figure
3B), causing moderate aortic regurgitation (Figure 3C). CT
angiogram of the chest showed a linear filling defect limited
to the ascending aorta above the aortic valve annulus (Figure
4). Surgery revealed a circular dissection of the ascending
aorta disrupting the normal anatomical suspension of the
aortic leaflets (Figure 5A). The dissection was surgically
repaired with pledgeted horizontal mattress stitches, and
the native aortic valve was re-suspended (Figure 5B). The
patient made a full recovery after surgery.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1: Twelve lead electrocardiogram (ECG) showing sinus rhythm, left ventricular
hypertrophy, and ST-T wave abnormalities in the anterolateral leads.

Acute aortic dissection is a medical emergency in which having a high
degree of clinical suspicion is of critical
importance for prompt diagnosis and
treatment. Herein, we described a
novel case of a limited circumferential
aortic type-A dissection mimicking
an acute coronary syndrome. The
patient did not have pain radiating
to back, widened mediastinum on
CXR, or significant BP difference in
the upper extremities. Uncontrolled
hypertension and history of smoking,
coupled with TTE findings of normal
LV wall motion and AR led to clinical
suspicion of aortic dissection. Only a
few cases of limited circumferential
type-A dissection are reported in the
literature.1-4 TEE is a highly sensitive
and specific imaging modality used to
diagnose aortic dissection. This type of
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Figure 2: Chest radiograph (posterioranterior (PA) view) showing a mildly
prominent cardiac silhouette with
perhilar congestion.

Figure 3: (A) TTE (Parasternal Long Axis View) showing moderate aortic regurgitation. (B) TEE (Mid-esophogeal long axis view)
showing a type-A aortic dissection with the intimal flap only limited to the ascending aorta just distal to the structurally normal aortic
valve. (C) TEE (Mid-esophogeal long axis view) showing moderate aortic regurgitation.
Figure 4: CT angiogram of the chest
showing a linear filling defect (arrow)
limited to the ascending aorta just
above the aortic valve.
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Figure 5: (A) Intraoperative photograph showing a circumferential ascending aortic dissection (indicated by the white arrow). (B)
Intraoperative photograph showing repair of the aortic dissection with pledgeted horizontal mattress sutures (indicated by the white
arrow) and resuspension of the native aortic valve.

dissection may cause intimal intussusception. An antegrade
prolapse into the aortic arch causes obstruction of the great
supra aortic vessels,2 whereas a retrograde prolapse into
the LV causes aortic regurgitation3 and obstruction of the
coronary artery.4 Our case describes a retrograde prolapse
into the LV with an accompanying AR. Thus, a type-A aortic
dissection should be part of the differential diagnosis in a
patient presenting with an acute coronary syndrome and
newly diagnosed AR, even in the absence of typical signs
and symptoms for the same.
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Inclusion Body Myositis Masquerading as
Cardiac Dyspnea
Siu-Hin Wan, MD; Jackson J. Liang, DO; Andrew C. Greenlund, MD, PhD

Dyspnea in the elderly can be due to a wide array of pathologies. We discuss a case of an elderly gentleman
with an extensive cardiovascular history presenting with acute worsening of chronic dyspnea. Because of
persistent respiratory distress unresponsive to standard therapy for congestive heart failure, chronotropic
insufficiency, and pulmonary hypertension, further evaluation was undertaken which revealed that diaphragmatic weakness was the etiology of his respiratory failure. EMG and muscle biopsy confirmed the
diagnosis of inclusion body myositis (IBM).

INTRODUCTION
While respiratory failure is a frequent complication
from advanced and longstanding IBM, it is unusual for
dyspnea to be a presenting symptom of the disease. The
literature on IBM has commonly focused on neurological
symptoms, such as proximal weakness, as the cardinal
presenting features of IBM. We present a case of dyspnea
due to IBM initially thought to be cardiogenic in nature. Our
case demonstrates the importance of performing a complete
history and physical examination in evaluation of dyspnea,
and, to maintain a broad differential diagnosis, considering
other less common causes when more frequent cardiovascular and pulmonary etiologies have been excluded.

CASE PRESENTATION
An 81-year-old gentleman was seen by his primary care
provider over four months in early 2012 at Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minnesota for persistent dyspnea on exertion.
His past medical history was notable for coronary artery
disease, status post-coronary artery bypass grafting with
multiple percutaneous interventions, a permanent pacemaker, congestive heart failure, restrictive lung disease,
and obstructive sleep apnea. The dyspnea he complained
of was distinct from his previous episodes of angina, with
his last percutaneous coronary intervention with a drug
eluting stent having occurred approximately one year prior
to presentation.
Echocardiography demonstrated an ejection fraction of
55% with a right ventricular systolic pressure of 55 mmHg.
Decreased inspiratory collapse of his inferior vena cava was
noted. Trials of aggressive diuretic therapy failed to improve
his dyspnea. Pulmonary embolism was ruled out with chest
computed tomograpy angiography. Right-sided heart cath-
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eterization was performed, which confirmed the presence
of pulmonary hypertension. A trial of phosphodiesterase
inhibitor therapy failed to improve his symptoms. Pulmonary function tests demonstrated little change from previous studies, with a vital capacity of 1.32 L (37% predicted),
FEV1 0.88 L (32% predicted), FEV1/FVC 73.7%, and DLCO
8.0 mL CO/min/mmHg (36% predicted). His permanent
pacemaker, which had been placed 15 years prior for carotid
hypersensitivity and intermittent pacemaker dependency,
was interrogated and found to be functioning appropriately.
Subsequent to the development of his dyspnea, a left
foot drop was noted. He was evaluated by a physiatrist who
believed the etiology to be either a peroneal neuropathy or
S-1 radiculopathy. The patient believed the foot drop was
improving and an electromyogram was deferred. Generalized gait impairment was attributed to deconditioning from
decreased mobility due to exercise intolerance and exertional
dyspnea, and a walker was prescribed.
This patient then presented to the emergency department with acute progression of dyspnea that was significantly impacting completion of his daily activities. While
the patient had a good cough reflex, he had a paradoxical
breathing pattern and substantial accessory muscle use,
concerning for diaphragmatic dysfunction. Strength testing demonstrated neck flexor weakness, as well as bilateral
deltoid and iliopsoas weakness. Distal muscle strength was
preserved. Toes were downgoing on Babinski’s examination.
Laboratory investigation was significant for anemia
(hemoglobin 10.7 g/dL, normal 13.5-17.5) and a creatinine of
1.5 mg/dL (normal 0.8-1.3). Initial troponin T was 0.24 ng/
mL (normal <0.01) and remained unchanged after three and
six hours. NT-pro-BNP was 1,900 pg/mL (normal <131), and
arterial blood gas showed a pH of 7.35, PCO2 of 54 mmHg,
and PO2 of 85 mmHg. Creatine kinase was normal, and
aldolase was found to be 9.5 U/L (normal <7.7).

Figure 1: Autoaggressive inflammatory exudate surrounding and invading muscle
fibre (**) and vacuolated muscle fiber (*). Image courtesy of Dr. Andrew Engel.

Despite empiric treatment in the
hospital with diuretics, antibiotics, and
noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation,
the patient’s dyspnea progressed. Based
on his physical exam and the chest radiograph demonstrating bilateral elevation
of the hemidiaphragms, Neurology was
consulted to evaluate for a neuromuscular
etiology of dyspnea. Electromyogram of
the finger flexors, quadriceps, and right
hemidiaphragm showed reduced recruitment of muscle fibers and small motor
unit potentials. The electromyogram was
an abnormal study and demonstrated
electrophysiological evidence of a proximal
and distal myopathy, as well as fibrillation
potentials suggestive of myonecrosis, fiber
splitting, and vacuolization consistent with
inclusion body myositis. Muscle biopsy of
the left vastus medialis muscle revealed
rimmed vacuoles in muscle fibers with
necrosis, regeneration, and congophilic
staining inclusions, consistent with a diagnosis of inclusion body myositis (IBM)
(Figures 1 and 2).
Unfortunately, the patient developed
worsening respiratory failure necessitating
intubation and mechanical ventilation. In
concordance with the patient’s wishes and
advanced directives, ventilatory support
was withdrawn.

DISCUSSION
Dyspnea is an extremely common
complaint, particularly in the elderly.
While the most common causes of dyspnea
involve the respiratory and cardiovascular
systems, it is essential to maintain a broad
differential diagnosis, as there are a myriad
of etiologies for dyspnea, spanning every
organ system. Dyspnea reflects inadequate
oxygen delivery to systemic organs, resulting in a sensation of breathing discomfort.
Inadequate respiratory drive and oxygen
intake, impaired gas exchange, shunt physiFigure 2: Congophilic deposit in muscle fiber visualized with rhodamine
ology, reduced oxygen carrying capacity,
fluorescence. Image courtesy of Dr. Andrew Engel.
inadequate pumping of the oxygen-rich
blood, and poor oxygen exchange at periphRadiographs of the chest demonstrated no evidence of
eral tissues may all contribute to the sensation of dyspnea.
pulmonary edema or infectious pneumonia. Transthoracic
There are many neuromuscular conditions that may
echocardiogram showed no wall motion abnormalities, and
result in dyspnea. Guillain Barre Syndrome is a progressive
left ventricular ejection fraction, as well as right ventricular
inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy that often
systolic pressure, was unchanged from six months prior.
results in symmetric distal weakness and can progress to
Ventilation perfusion scan of the lungs was performed,
severe respiratory muscle weakness. Amyotrophic lateral
which demonstrated low probability for chronic pulmonary
sclerosis is a progressive, incurable neurodegenerative conembolism.
dition that causes combined upper- and lower-motor neuron
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patterns of weakness that inevitably lead to respiratory
failure and death. Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune
disorder of neuromuscular signal transmission, resulting
in fatigable weakness that commonly involves the ocular
muscles and can also involve the respiratory muscles.
Inflammatory myopathies arise from immune-mediated
muscle injury and can progress from proximal muscle
weakness to respiratory involvement. Differentiating these
neuromuscular conditions requires a high clinical suspicion,
recognition of the pattern of weakness, and laboratory studies including electromyography and/or muscle biopsies.
Sporadic IBM is a devastating rheumatologic disease
in the class of inflammatory myopathies. Prevalence varies
from 1 to 15 per million people and appears to be linked to
the HLA-DR3 autoimmune allele cluster.1 IBM is more common among the elderly population, rarely occurring in those
below age 50, and tends to afflict men more than women.2
Unlike polymyositis and dermatomyositis, IBM tends to be
associated with insidious onset of muscle weakness, most
notably involving the quadriceps, finger flexors, and ankle
dorsiflexors.3 While most cases of IBM include weakness that
is usually symmetric and in the proximal muscles, there is
an important subgroup of patients that have predominantly
asymmetric or distal involvement at various locations, and
this proportion is greater than in polymyositis. Dysphagia is
also common. While respiratory muscle weakness leading to
respiratory failure is a common cause of death among those
with IBM, it is considered extremely rare and unusual as a
presenting symptom of the disease.4
While a good clinical history is essential in detecting
IBM, electrodiagnostic and pathologic confirmation is necessary. Unlike polymyositis, laboratory studies are generally
unremarkable in IBM, with muscle enzymes generally normal or only mildly elevated.5 Electromyography is revealing
of a neurogenic and myopathic pattern, but it is generally
nonspecific among the inflammatory myopathies.6 The most
definitive diagnostic test is a biopsy of an affected muscle.
Pathologically unique to IBM are the presence of intramuscular vacuoles and amyloid deposits.7 The pathophysiology of IBM is believed to be related to the accumulation of
injurious molecules and proteins in the muscle fibers.8 Cells
thought to be associated with muscle fiber injury include
T-cells, dendritic-cells, and plasma-cells that infiltrate the
fascicular myofibers.9 One possible antigen involved in the
immune response leading to muscle fiber damage is alphaB
crystallin.10 Furthermore, deposition of proteins such as
beta-amyloid and phosphorylated microtubule-associated
protein tau (MAPT) may contribute to muscle injury.11,12
IBM is unique among the inflammatory myopathies
because of its relative resistance to standard immunotherapy (prednisone, methotrexate, and azathioprine),
with continued gradual deterioration of muscle strength.
Physical and occupational therapy may play a role in patient rehabilitation and palliation. The most common cause
of death among patients with IBM is respiratory infection,
while direct respiratory failure from muscle weakness is
also possible but rarer.
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We present a case of IBM presenting primarily with
symptoms of dyspnea in an individual with impaired
cardiopulmonary reserve due to his underlying cardiopulmonary comorbidities. In retrospect, even though the
patient’s major complaint was dyspnea, his foot drop and
gait impairment were subtle clues to an underlying neuromuscular disorder. The restrictive respiratory pattern
demonstrated on his pulmonary function tests also hinted at
a neuromuscular abnormality. While intrinsic lung diseases
such as interstitial lung disease may cause these findings on
pulmonary function testing, extrinsic factors such as obesity
and neuromuscular disorders can also contribute to a restrictive pulmonary pattern. The patient expired approximately
two weeks after his diagnosis of inclusion body myositis.
This case highlights the importance of early diagnosis of
IBM, which would allow for the patient and family to discuss
treatment options and plan for end-of-life care.

CONCLUSIONS
Our patient’s presenting symptom was progressive
dyspnea that failed to respond to aggressive management
of multiple cardiac comorbidities. The diagnosis of IBM
was eventually made as respiratory failure progressed. IBM
uncommonly presents as respiratory failure from diaphragmatic weakness. A high suspicion from a detailed history
and physical exam was required to make the correct diagnosis in our patient after the more common cardiovascular
and pulmonary causes of dyspnea were ruled out.
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Broken Lung
Ikrita K. Klair, MD; Jaime Palomino, MD; Fayez Kheir, MD; Daniel A. Salerno, MD
We report a case of severe acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) complicated by a very large bronchopleural fistula (BPF) measuring 30 mm in length and evident on computed tomography (CT) chest scan.
Such a large BPF is a very rare occurrence. Generally, a BPF of more than 6 mm in size is considered as large.1
Small BPFs can be easily missed on CT scan chest, but a persistent air-leak through an adequately placed
chest tube should raise suspicion for a BPF.

INTRODUCTION
Bronchopleural fistula (BPF) is a communication between the pleural space and the bronchial tree.2 BPF is a
life-threatening complication usually seen after pulmonary
resection. The incidence varies from 4.5% to 20% after pneumonectomy and is only 0.5% after lobectomy.3
A large BPF occurring as a complication in patients with
adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is rare. BPF occurring as a complication in patients with ARDS typically
appears after one to two weeks of illness, and is associated
with a poor prognosis.4

CASE PRESENTATION
A 37-year-old male presented with near-drowning.
Past medical history was notable for congenital brain abnormalities and seizures. Upon emergency department
(ED) arrival, his Glasgow coma scale (GCS) was found to
be three, and he was intubated. Arterial blood gas (ABG),
clinical findings, and chest X-ray (CXR) were consistent
with ARDS. He was started on lung protective ventilation
with low tidal volume (TV) strategy at 6 ml/kg predicted
body weight. A few hours later, his oxygen saturations (O2
sats) dropped to 71% on FiO2 (fraction of inspired oxygen)
of 100%. Mode of ventilation was changed to assisted pressure control ventilation with inspiratory pressure of 18 cm
of H2O and positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 15
cm of H2O. But due to inadequate ventilation, he was then
switched back to assisted volume control ventilation with
low TV and high PEEP of 20 cm of H2O, leading to improved
oxygenation. His plateau pressures were measured to be 31
cm of H2O on these settings.
Patient became hypotensive and a right internal jugular
(RIJ) central line was placed for vasopressor support. RIJ
placement was complicated by a large right-sided pneumothorax (Figure A) requiring an emergent chest tube (12
French) placement. He was subsequently admitted to the
intensive care unit (ICU).
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Figure A: Chest radiograph (antero-posterior view) showing
large right-sided pneumothorax.

On hospital day two, due to worsening oxygenation
(PaO2/FiO2 68 on FiO2 100% and PEEP 20 cm of H2O)
and agitation (despite adequate sedation and analgesia),
he was started on cisatracurium (for 48 hours) in view of
evidence demonstrating mortality benefit with neuromuscular blocker when used early in patients with severe ARDS.
On hospital day three, a computed tomography (CT)
scan of the chest showed residual right-sided pneumothorax, subcutaneous emphysema, and extensive bilateral
air-space disease consistent with ARDS. No lung laceration/BPF was noted. A large bore (28 French) chest tube

varied between 31 and 38 cm of H2O. He
maintained a normal arterial blood PH
during most of his admission.
On hospital day 11, the patient suddenly became hypotensive and bradycardic
requiring fluid boluses and vasopressor
support with nor-epinephrine. Chest tube
was noted to be functioning adequately.
CXR did not reveal any acute changes. Soon
thereafter, he went into asystole and CPR/
ACLS (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation/
advanced cardiac life support) was initiated immediately. Unfortunately, he died
in cardiac arrest.

DISCUSSION
A BPF is a communication between the
pleural space and the bronchial tree. Although rare, BPFs are associated with high
morbidity and mortality. Postoperative
complication of pulmonary resection is the
most common cause, followed by necrotic
lung complicating infection, chemotherapy
Figure B: Computed tomography scan chest (axial reconstruction) showing 30 mm
or radiotherapy (for lung cancer), and perlarge bronchopleural fistula (arrow).
sistent spontaneous pneumothorax. Less
common risk factors include ARDS, chest
was placed, and a 12 French chest tube (placed earlier) was
trauma, invasive chest procedures (including central line
removed. Repeat CXR showed improved reexpansion of
placements), tuberculosis, and serious co-morbid illness(s).2
right lung.
BPF in the setting of ARDS is most likely either a result
On hospital day four, he came off of vasopressor supof chest trauma or ventilator-induced lung injury from
port and was started on furosemide drip to keep negative
rupture of overdistended alveolus. The ventilator strategy
fluid balance in view of severe ARDS. Later that day, the
of ARDS, directed to alveolar recruitment, conflicts the best
patient developed respiratory distress with O2 sats of 71%
management of BPF, which requires minimization of airway
and respiratory rate of high 40s. He was once again started
pressure to decrease the air leak.2,4,5
on cisatracurium, and his oxygenation improved marginally.
The incidence of barotrauma in mechanically ventilated
A large air-leak (more than previously noted during past
patients with ARDS varies between 0% and 49%, and corthree days) was noted from the chest tube. A cardiothoracic
relates strongly with end-inspiratory pressure (Pplat), with
surgery team was consulted for concern of development of
a high incidence above 35 cm of H2O. With compliance,
bronchopleural fistula.
there is a high incidence below 30 ml/cm H2O. Clinical
On hospital day five, a CT chest scan was repeated,
studies maintaining Pplat lower than 35 cm of H2O found
which revealed a large right-sided BPF (Figure B), explainno apparent relationship between ventilatory parameters
ing the persistent large air-leak. The BPF measured 30 mm
and pneumothorax. Analysis of the literature suggests a
in length, a very rare occurrence. The CT chest scan was
correlation between patients receiving mechanical ventilaalso significant for right-sided subcutaneous emphysema
tion and Pplat levels exceeding 35 cm of H2O.6
and residual pneumothorax (Figure B). The location of BPF
The clinical presentation is variable. It can rarely preswas not suggestive of an iatrogenic etiology from RIJ central
ent acutely as life-threatening tension pneumothorax. Other
line placement. Also, absence of BPF on previous CT scan
presentations include persistent air-leak in the setting of an
from day three makes ARDS the most likely cause of the
appropriately placed chest tube, fever, productive cough,
development of BPF in this case. A cardiothoracic surgery
and new or increasing air fluid levels seen on the chest
team recommended conservative management in view of
radiograph in the pleural space.2
patient’s critical illness.
Suspicion of BPF is usually raised after persistent large
On hospital day six, cisatracurium was discontinued
air-leak noted from chest tube. Standard and thin-section
after 48 hours.
CTs are useful in the diagnosis and management of periphThroughout his ICU stay, he required high FiO2 ranging
eral BPFs.7
between 70%-100% most of the time. His ABG consistently
A peripheral BPF can be localized with MDCT (multishowed PaO2/FiO2 of <100. His end-inspiratory pressures
detector row computed tomography) if there is a distinct
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channel between the lung or a peripheral bronchus and the
pleura.20 The underlying causes for BPFs can also be evaluated with MDCT. Thin-section MDCT with axial and MPR
(multiplanar reconstruction) images is important in the
detection of small, central BPFs. Standard CT images are at
a disadvantage due to the plugging of the fistula with debris
or secretions and the small size of the defect. Multidetector
CT scanners can solve these problems with their thin sections, faster scanning times, fewer respiration artifacts, and
higher image quality.8
Chest MDCT is an accurate, easy, and non-invasive
technique for diagnosing and monitoring BPFs and should
be the first diagnostic method of choice for patients who
are clinically suspected of having a BPF. Multidetector CT
allows for the evaluation of the presence, size, and localization of the fistula tract and also demonstrates the possible
underlying causes of this rare occurrence.8
Other techniques used for the diagnosis of BPF include
bronchography, the instillation of methylene blue dye
through the stump and its detection in the chest tube, small
metallic probes introduced through the working channel of
the bronchoscope, and changes in gas concentration in the
pneumonectomy cavity after inhaling different concentrations of oxygen and N2O.2,17
Treatment options include conservative approach,
endobronchial intervention, or surgical repair. Small fistulas (<5 mm) can be medically managed with conservative
strategies. Larger fistulas require surgical repair. In high
surgical risk patients, endoscopic/endobronchial options
can be pursued.
Conservative management with chest tube(s) drainage
and lung protective ventilation is sometimes chosen for
critically ill patients. The air flow through the BPF theoretically delays the healing of the fistula site, and reducing flow
through the fistula has been a major goal in management of
these patients. The BPF provides an area of low resistance
to flow and acts as a conduit for the escape of a variable
percentage of the delivered tidal volume during conventional positive pressure mechanical ventilation. Strategies
to decrease fistula flow (reduce airway pressure) include
application of lowest effective tidal volume, least number of
mechanical breaths, lowest PEEP, and short inspiratory time.
In our patient, this was complicated by poor oxygenation
secondary to ARDS requiring high PEEP.14
Other ventilatory strategies include differential lung
ventilation,18 selective intubation of the unaffected lung,
and patient position. Positioning the patient such that BPF is
dependent has been shown in one report to decrease fistula
flow.16 Few case reports of successful use of high frequency
oscillatory ventilation (HFOV) have been published.9,10
In a retrospective review of 39 patients with BPF supported by conventional ventilation, it was shown that even
in the face of significant fistula leaks, only two of the 39
patients developed severe respiratory acidosis (pH <7.30).15
Literature suggests that the gas excreted via a chest tube
participates in gas exchange prior to reaching the BPF and
the chest tube.
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In a study of nine patients with ARDS complicated by
barotrauma-induced BEF, it was concluded that gas excreted
via a chest tube in a patient with ARDS participated in gas
exchange and must be considered when calculating total
CO2 excreted via the leak. In this study, the mean total
minute ventilation was 23.9 ± 7.5 L/min with 25% ± 17% of
that gas escaping via the leak. Carbon dioxide was routinely
present in the leaked gas, often in higher concentrations
than in the expired gas, although the difference between
the leaked and expired gas was not significant. The fraction
of minute production of carbon dioxide excreted via the
leak correlated with the fraction of inspired gas excreted
via the leak.11
Endobronchial intervention includes either a sealant
application or an endobronchial placement of a blocker, a
stent, or an occluding device. Successful closure of a BPF using an occlusion device originally designed for transcatheter
closure of an atrial septal defect has been recently done.12
Surgical repair is considered to be the definitive treatment of BPF. In a study of 42 patients with postoperative
BPF, surgical repair of BPF resulted in a success rate of 86%
and associated mortality of 9.5%.18 In another study of 13
patients with postoperative BPF, surgical repair was associated with one fatal recurrence at three months post-repair.19
Prognosis of BPF is poor in the setting of mechanical
ventilation. BPF is an ominous complication of ventilator
management in acute respiratory failure. In a single center
study, 39 of the 1,700 patients receiving mechanical ventilation had BPFs lasting at least 24 hours. Overall mortality in
these 39 patients was 67%. Mortality was higher when BPF
developed late rather than early in the illness (94% vs 45%,
respectively). Large air leaks also had significant mortality
compared to smaller leaks.13

CONCLUSION
This case illustrates a rare but important presentation
of bronchopleural fistula in the setting of acute respiratory
distress syndrome. Physicians should be aware of this entity
and consider it in the differential diagnosis of a persistent
air-leak in a technically adequate chest tube.
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ECG of the Month
ECG in a 44-Year-Old Man With Chest Pain
D. Luke Glancy, MD; Neeraj Jain, MD

Figure
What is your diagnosis?
Explication is on p. 263
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ECG of the Month
Presentation is on p 262.
DIAGNOSIS: Arm-lead reversal; normal sinus rhythm;
right atrial enlargement and right ventricular enlargement suggesting an ostium secundum atrial septal defect; acute inferior
myocardial infarction.
Negative P waves, QRS complexes, and T waves in
lead I suggest arm lead reversal or situs inversus. Progressively larger QRS complexes in standard chest leads V1 to
V5 exclude situs inversus. When the arm leads are reversed,
true lead I is inverted, producing the negative P, QRS, and
T; lead II is actually true lead III; lead III is true lead II; lead
aVR is true lead aVL; lead aVL is true lead aVR; and lead
aVF and the precordial leads are unchanged.
The presence of an incomplete right bundle branch
block pattern in true lead aVR and in lead V1, S waves in
leads V5 and V6, SV5 > 7 mm (where 10 mm = 1.0 mv), and
RV1 + SV5 > 10 mm suggest right ventricular enlargement.1,2
The 2 mm P waves in lead V2 indicate right atrial enlargement,3 helping to confirm right ventricular enlargement
and to suggest a fossa-ovalis type (ostium secundum) atrial
septal defect. The atrial septal defect was confirmed by
echocardiography.
Correcting for arm-lead reversal, one can also recognize
the changes of acute inferior myocardial infarction: large
Q waves, ST-segment elevation, and T-wave inversion in
the inferior leads with reciprocal tall R waves, ST-segment
depression, and upright T waves in true leads I and aVL.
Misplaced electrocardiographic leads are common.
Some misplacements, such as arm lead reversal or both
electrodes of a bipolar lead on the legs resulting in miniscule
P, QRS, and T voltage in that lead, are easy to recognize,
as are gross chest lead misplacements, such as placing the
V1 lead in the V6 position and vice versa or placing all of
the chest leads on the right side of the chest. Many lead
misplacements, however, go unrecognized. When the positions involved in lead misplacement can be recognized, an
electrocardiographic diagnosis usually can be made.
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Radiology Case of the Month
Uncommon Masses in Renal Disease
Juan S. Gomez, MD; Enrique Palacios, MD; FACR; Jeremy B. Nguyen, MD;
Harold R. Neitzschman, MD (Section Editor)
CASE ONE
A 26 year-old female with fever, tachycardia and pain in her left lower extremity, presented to the Emergency Department. Past medical history is remarkable for hypertension, end stage renal disease requiring hemodyalisis and arteriovenous
fistula (AVF). The AVF was performed in the left thigh undergoing superimposed infection. Physical examination revealed
a fixed, non-erythematous tender mass at the left hip and an area of erythema, edema and induration at the surgical incision
site of the arteriovenous access previously obtained at the left thigh. Blood chemistry values revealed hyperposphatemia
and normocalcemia. Computer Tomography (CT) of the left hip with contrast was ordered.

Figure 1B

Figure 1A

Figure 1: Computed Tomography of the left hip
without contrast. (A) Coronal, (B) axial and (C) sagittal
projections. Fluid levels present in both (B) and (C).

Figure 1C
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CASE 2
A 38 year-old African American male with a past medical history of end stage renal disease due to hypertension since
1991, presented to our institution for a pre-transplant evaluation. The patient underwent a kidney transplant in 2001, however, due to non-compliance he developed progressive kidney rejection failure and has been on hemodyalisis since 2008.
His blood chemistry laboratories values showed normal serum calcium levels. Chest radiographs at the time of examination
were performed and compared with prior radiographs for further evaluation.

Figure 2A

Figure 2B

Figure 2: Chest radiographs. (A) Posteroanterior
and (B) lateral views.

What is your diagnosis?
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Radiology Case of the Month
Presentations are on pages 264 and 265
RADIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS:

Tumoral Calcinois with Fluid-Fluid Levels

IMAGING FINDINGS
In the first case, CT of the left hip with contrast revealed
an amorphus calcified soft tissue mass with multicystic fluid
levels located in the left proximal thigh Figure 1A, B and C
(arrows) consistent with the clinical setting as above with
tumoral calcinosis secundary to end stage renal disease .
In the second case, prior chest radiographs demonstrated a small nonspecific ill-defined dense mass projected
over the right upper chest wall. Follow-up radiographs
seven years later revealed marked enlargement of the mass
which appears to be lobulated and nodular with small fluid
levels Figure 2 A and B (arrows). This was considered to be
consistent with Tumoral Calcinosis in the setting of longstanding renal disease.

DISCUSSION
Tumoral Calcinosis is an uncommon familial disease
secondary to a mutation in FGF23 (Fibroblast Growth
Factor 23), KL (Klotho) gene and the UDP-Nacetyl-Dgalactosamine:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 3 (GALNT3) gene.1 Tumoral Calcinosis was first
described by Giard and Duret in 1898 and in 1943, Inclan et
al named this entity as Tumoral Calcinosis Characterized
by densely, lobular calcified benign masses in soft tissue of
the extensor surface of a bursa with characteristic imaging
of amorphous, multilobulated cystic calcifications in the
musculoskeletal system commonly periarticularly.2
Currently, there are more than 300 cases of tumoral
calcinosis have been described.3 It is most frequently seen
in African Americans without sex predominance and usually appearing in childhood or young adulthood at the first
and second decade of life. Symptomatic manifestation is
uncommon unless there is compressive neuropathy. Large
periarticular lesions can result in reduced range of motion.1
The most common locations of Tumoral Calcinosis are the
shoulder, hip, elbow, foot and wrist, but the temporomandiular joint, spine, hand and knee can also be involved.
The physical morbidity is based on repetitive trauma
generating reparative impairment and initiation of osteoclastic activity.4 Smack et al, classified this entity into three
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types: (1) Primary normophosphatemic Tumoral Calcinosis; in this type, patients have normal serum calcium and
phosphate levels. (2) Primary hyperphosphatemic Tumoral
Calcinosis characterized by a defect in phosphate resorption
and (3) Secondary Tumoral Calcinosis: these patients have a
concurrent disease that causes soft tissue calcification such
as chronic renal failure with a secondary hypervitaminosis
D, hyperparathyroidism and bone destruction.5 Imaging
and biopsy may confirm the diagnosis revealing yellow
material containing calcium hydroxyapatite.
Imaging studies include Radiographic examinations,
Computer Tomography (CT), and Magnetic Resonance (MR)
which can demonstrate dense nodular masses commonly
with multiple fluid levels represented cystic structures with
sedimentation of calcium which may communicate with the
bursa of the adjacent joint. MR T1- weighted imaging shows
inhomogenous lesions with low signal intensity; whereas on
T2 weighted MR imaging, the lesion appears with a diffuse
nodular pattern with areas of high intensity associated with
signal low intensity or signal voids.
Other entities that can have similar imaging findings
and that should be considered in the differential diagnosis
of Tumoral Calcinosis include: Calcinosis Universalis,
Calcinosis Cirumscripta, Calcific Tendonitis, Synovial
Osteochondromatosis, Synovial Sarcoma, Osteosarcoma,
Myossitis Ossificans, Tophaceous Gout and Calcific Myonecrosis. In 1989, Kaplan showed a correlation between
Tumoaral Calcinosis and pseudoxanthoma elasticum6 and
in 1990, Martinez et al described an association between
Tumoral Calcinosis and Calcific Myelitis.7
Tumoral Calcinosis treatment is based on its underlying
cause, and is a combination between surgical excision and
phosphate decrease secondary to acetazolamide administration.1 Acetazolamide increases calcium-phosphate solubility
by lowering the systemic pH, resulting in an increase of
phosphate excretion.1 Surgical excision is dependent on the
patient’s symptoms due to compromise of the adjacent structures and further surgery for recurrence is recommended.1
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Clinical Case of the Month
A 63-Year-Old Woman With Rash and Proximal
Muscle Weakness
Vaughan Washco, DO; Ross McCarron, MD; Lee S. Engel, MD, PhD;
Sanjay Kamboj, MD; Fred A. Lopez, MD

A 63-year-old woman with a history of infiltrating ductal breast cancer, status post-mastectomy and chemotherapy, was in remission for 18 months prior to being admitted to the hospital with complaints of a pruritic
erythematous macular rash involving her head, chest, and bilateral upper and lower extremities. Along
with the dermatologic manifestations, physical exam revealed proximal symmetrical muscle weakness and
bilateral axillary lymphadenopathy. Initial workup for muscle weakness revealed a creatine kinase of 2,200
IU/L (normal 20-180 IU/L). After administration of intravenous fluids for renal protection, serum sodium
dropped to 121 mEQ/L (normal 135-145 mEQ/L). Computed tomography of the chest showed axillary and
supraclavicular lymphadenopathy. Biopsy of a supraclavicular node revealed infiltrating ductal cancer with
histologic and morphologic characteristics similar to her previous breast cancer. Following an extensive
laboratory workup, we concluded that our patient’s myositis and hyponatremia were paraneoplastic syndromes secondary to her recurrent breast cancer.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 63-year-old woman with a history of hypertension,
hypothyroidism, and stage IIB poorly differentiated infiltrating ductal breast cancer (hormone receptor and Her2/
neu negative) that had been in remission for 18 months
following left mastectomy and chemotherapy presented
to the emergency department with an acute pruritic erythematous macular rash (Figure 1). The rash had progressively worsened over the past three weeks and involved
her head, chest, and bilateral upper and lower extremities.
Associated symptoms included worsening fatigue, body
cramps, and muscle weakness. Along with this rash, symmetrical proximal muscle weakness and bilateral painless
axillary lymph node enlargement were noted on physical
exam. A rheumatologic panel revealed a positive ANA.
She was negative for Anti-SSA/SSB, Anti-DNA, Anti-sm,
Anti-nRNP, Anti-Jo-1, Anti-histone, and Anti-Scl-70. Hepatitis panel was also negative, and complement C3 and C4
levels were normal. Creatine kinase (CK) was elevated at
2200 IU/L (normal 20-180 IU/L). She had no recent history of new medications known to cause an elevated CK,
nor recent trauma, ethanol, or illicit drug use. Based on the
new onset of rash, proximal muscle weakness, and elevated
CK, a clinical diagnosis of dermatomyositis was suspected.
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Shortly after initiation of intravenous fluids for renal protection, serial metabolic panels revealed hyponatremia at a
level as low as 121 mEQ/L (normal 135-145 mEQ/L). The
patient was in a euvolemic state, with normal kidney and
liver function studies, and had no signs or symptoms to
suggest heart failure. Serum osmolality was 260 mOsm/
kg (normal 275-295 mOsm/kg), urine osmolality was 674
mOsm/kg (normal 50-1200 mOsm/kg), urine sodium was
155 mEQ/L, and TSH was 1.78 IU/ml (normal 0.40-4.00
IU/ml). She was not on any medications known to cause
antidiuretic hormone release, and there were no clinical
features to suggest adrenal insufficiency. With the above
findings, the cause of hyponatremia was determined to be
SIADH. The hyponatremia improved with fluid restriction.
Concern for an underlying malignant process prompted
a computed tomography scan (CT) of the chest, which
revealed bilateral axillary and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy (Figure 2). A biopsy of her supraclavicular lymph
node confirmed the diagnosis of a high-grade carcinoma,
which was hormone receptor and Her2/neu-negative like
her previous cancer and shared the same histologic morphology. MRI of the brain did not demonstrate metastatic
disease. Skin biopsy was negative for malignant cells but
revealed inflammatory changes characteristic of dermatomyositis (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Erythematous
macular rash of the face
(A), arms (B), and legs (C).

Prior to discharge, she was started on high-dose prednisone, which mildly improved her skin lesions and muscle
weakness. Shortly after discharge, she followed up with
oncology and chemotherapy consisting of carboplatin and
gematabine was initiated. After several cycles of chemotherapy, positron emission tomography showed progression
of metastatic lymphadenopathy with new hypermetabolic
retroperitoneal lymph nodes. Several months later, her
symptoms of muscle weakness progressively worsened
along with her performance status, and she passed away
while under the care of home hospice.

DISCUSSION
Paraneoplastic syndromes associated with breast cancer
are uncommon. There have been several reports that discuss
myositis associated with breast cancer1-3 and a few cases of
SIADH associated with breast cancer.4-7 To our knowledge,
this is the first report describing SIADH and dermatomyositis simultaneously as paraneoplastic syndromes with
recurrent breast cancer. Occurrence of these concurrent
paraneoplastic syndromes in recurrent breast cancer is rare,
and therefore, we can only speculate about their prognostic
impact on staging or treatment of recurrent malignancy.
Myositis associated with malignancy includes dermatomyositis and polymyositis. Dermatomyositis presents
with proximal muscle weakness and skin changes with
classic findings of a heliotrope rash and gottron papules.8
The pathophysiology of dermatomyositis associated with
cancer is not clearly understood; however, it is likely multifactorial. The main contributing factor is thought to be an
immune system imbalance with a failure in immunological
surveillance.8-10 Polymyositis and dermatomyositis associated with malignancy typically occur in adults, with an
incidence peak from age 40 to 60 years. In 60% of cases, they
precede the clinical onset of neoplasm. Lung, prostatic, and
gastrointestinal cancers are the most frequently associated
neoplasms in men, while breast and gynecological cancers

are most often associated in women.11 The Bohan and Peter criteria are most widely used to make the diagnosis of
dermatomyositis.12 These criteria take into consideration the
physical findings of symmetrical proximal muscle weakness, elevated skeletal muscle enzyme levels, myopathic
changes on electromyography, and skin lesions characteristic of dermatomyositis. Meeting all four of the above criteria
indicates a definite diagnosis, three out of four a probable
diagnosis, and two out of four a possible diagnosis of disease.12 Skin and muscle biopsy is also helpful in making the
diagnosis, with hallmark features of peri-fascicular atrophic
regeneration, degenerating myofibers, and the presence of
perivascular inflammation in the muscle.13 Treatment of this
paraneoplastic syndrome is directed towards the underlying cancer. However, as seen in our patient, steroids have
been shown to provide some symptomatic relief. If there
is a poor response to steroids, immunomodulating therapy
may be warranted.8
Paraneoplastic SIADH arises from tumor cell production of antidiuretic hormone and atrial natriuretic peptide.
Antidiuretic hormone leads to increased free-water reabsorption, whereas atrial natriuretic peptide has natriuretic
and antidiuretic properties. These combined actions lead to
a hypoosmotic, euvolemic hyponatremia. Common symptoms are nonspecific and include muscle cramps, lethargy,
nausea, vomiting, gait disturbances, seizures, and altered
mental status.8,14,15 SIADH affects 1% to 2% of all patients
with cancer, with small cell lung cancer accounting for most
of these cases.8 SIADH rarely occurs in breast cancer.4-7 The
diagnosis is one of exclusion and includes a euvolemic state,
low serum osmolarity, and a urine osmolarity greater than
appropriate considering the plasma tonicity. Before making the diagnosis, it is essential to rule out other causes of
euvolemic hyponatremia such as hypothyroidism, adrenal insufficiency, primary polydipsia, or drug-associated
anti-diuretic release.14-15 The mainstay treatment of mild to
moderate hyponatremia in SIADH is water restriction.8,15
Five hundred to 1,000 ml of free water restriction per day
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Figure 2: CT of the chest
with contrast showing
abnormal appearing
adenopathy seen within
the bilateral axillary
regions in coronal cuts
(A&B) and a sagittal view
(C). Arrows measure the
short axis of the lymph
nodes.

is sufficient to correct hyponatremia. When life threatening conditions such as seizures, cerebral edema, or coma
are present, treatment with hypertonic saline is indicated.
When administering 3% saline, serum sodium levels must
be monitored closely, and the correction should be gradual
(<10 mEq/day) due to the risk of osmotic demyelination.8,14
If sodium levels are resistant to the above measures, demeclocycline is a therapeutic option. This medication interferes with the anti-diuretic hormone effects on the kidney;
however, its effects are sometimes unpredictable and it has
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numerous side effects. Newer pharmacologic agents of interest that have been studied in euvolemic and hypervolemic
hyponatremia are vasopressin-2 receptor blockers, referred
to as aquaretics.14 These drugs are competitive inhibitors of
vasopressin, with the effective dose dependent on vasopressin serum levels. Vasopressin levels are often unknown
and not constant. With the potential for overdiuresis or
inadequate diuresis, serum sodium must be monitored
closely in this setting.

Figure 3: Punch biopsy of the skin extending
to the level of the deep reticular dermis
with findings consisting of dermatomyositis.
The epidermis is ulcerated with associated
fibrinoid necrosis, cellular debris, and a chronic
inflammatory infiltrate (A). The deep dermis
contains increased dermal mucin and a mild
perivascular lymphohistiocytic inflammatory
infiltrate (B).

CONCLUSION
A combination of paraneoplastic syndromes as the
presenting signs of recurrent breast cancer has not been well
documented. Further studies concerning the relationship of
recurrent breast cancer with the development of paraneoplastic syndrome are warranted.
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Pathology Image of the Month
Autopsy Findings in an Adult with Down
Syndrome
Ellen E. Connor, MD, PhD; Ally Darga; Robin R. McGoey, MD
Emergency medical responders were activated to the home of a 59-year-old African-American male in distress
and with known Down syndrome complicated by Alzheimer’s disease. He was found to be unresponsive and
subsequently became pulseless. Advanced cardiac life support protocols were initiated and continued for two
hours in the emergency department. Due to family request, efforts were eventually ceased and the patient
was declared dead. Full, unrestricted autopsy examination was conducted under the coroner’s authorization.
The cause of death was determined to be a pulmonary thromboembolus in the main pulmonary artery with
extension into the bilateral pulmonary arteries. Additional external findings included alopecia universalis,
penoscrotal hypospadias, ostium secundum type of atrial septal defect, right ventricular cardiac dilatation,
diffuse cerebral atrophy, facial features compatible with Down syndrome, and generalized patches of skin
depigmentation over the hands as seen in Figure 1 but also over the feet, lips, areola, and trunk. Microscopic
findings included features of pulmonary hypertension. A microscopic image from a section of the thyroid
is seen in Figure 2.
What two additional co-morbid conditions can be diagnosed from these images?
Figure 1: (left) External image of the right hand at autopsy
showing broad areas of depigmentation. Additional areas of
similar depigmentation were seen over the lips, areola, trunk,
and both feet. Furthermore, there was no scalp hair, facial,
axillary, chest, genital region, or extremity hair. Eyebrows and
eyelashes were absent.

Figure 2: (right) Histologic section taken from thyroid at
autopsy demonstrating marked glandular infiltration by
lymphocytes forming lymphoid follicles containing germinal
centers. Thyroid follicles are reduced in number and size,
and colloid is depleted. Thyroid follicular epithelium has
undergone oxophilic (Hurthaloid) change characterized by an
increased size and abundant granular, eosinophilic cytoplasm
(40x, Hematoxylin and Eosin stain).
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Answers: Vitiligo and Hashimoto thyroiditis
Table 1: Reported prevalence of medical complications in adults with DS
Medical Complication

Prevalence in Adult DS Population

Hearing loss

<70%4

Obstructive sleep apnea

50%4

Congenital Heart Defects

40 - 50%

Seizures

46% over 50 years5

Thyroid disfunction

10%-40%6,7

Alzheimer’s disease

10% by 40 years8
75% by 70 years

Mitral valve prolapse

57%9

Celiac disease

10%10

Cataract

8%-13%11

Alopecia

3%12

Down syndrome (DS) is the most common chromosome
abnormality among liveborn neonates, occurring in 1 out
of nearly every 700 live births.1 Individuals with DS have a
specific combination of phenotypic features that universally
includes mental retardation. In 95% of cases, the cause of DS
is chromosomal aneuploidy, Trisomy 21, but rare cases of
DS can arise from either chromosomal translocation or from
mosaicism.2 DS is characterized by a wide variety of wellrecognized dysmorphic features and many, well-known,
congenital malformations including congenital heart defects
in 40%-50% of cases. Though life expectancy in DS is shorter
than that in the general population, survival has improved
substantially, with a median age at death nearly doubling
over the past 20 years to 56.8 years.3 As such, awareness of
adult-onset conditions and provision of medical services
for adults with DS are becoming increasingly important.
The patient reported here and the documented findings at
autopsy further substantiate the need for a review of the
more common pathologic features potentially seen in the
adult DS population. A listing of medical problems, and
their estimated prevalence, found more frequently in the
adult DS population is shown in Table 1.
A wide array of immunologic abnormalities have been
associated with DS, including thymic atrophy, susceptibility
to infections, and a higher incidence of autoimmune diseases
that affect both endocrine (thyroid, pancreas, adrenal) and
nonendocrine (stomach, small bowel) organs, including
thyroiditis, diabetes, Addison disease, autoimmune hepatitis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, and alopecia areata
(occasionally in combination with vitiligo).12-14
The link between DS and thyroid dysfunction is well
established as the most common endocrine disorder in the
DS population.6 Studies suggest a lifetime prevalence of
thyroid disorders on the order of 25%-30%, compared to a
prevalence in the general population of less than 2%.7 The
variety of disorders ranges from congenital hypothyroid-

ism to autoimmune thyroiditis, including both Graves and
Hashimoto disease.7,15 Hashimoto thyroiditis, or chronic
lymphocytic thyroiditis, as seen in the current case, however,
is by the far the most common acquired thyroid disorder
in DS and typically causes hypothyroidism with or without
detectable serum anti-thyroid antibodies at a median age of
onset of 12.3 years and with an equal distribution in both
male and female DS individuals.16
The link between DS and vitiligo is less well-defined and
appears to be tied not only to the concomitant presence of
cutaneous alopecia areata (AA) but also to thyroiditis. The
milder AA is reported in nearly 9% of DS individuals, while
the more severe form of alopecia universalis, as was seen in
the current case, is relatively rare at only 2% of DS patients.12
The mechanism behind the autoimmune predisposition
in the DS population has yet to be determined; however,
there are two proposed mechanisms that implicate the
additional copy of chromosome 21.15 There is a strong association between autoimmune hypothyroidism and the
coding genes for the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) antigens expressed on B cells. While the MHC gene
family region occurs on chromosome 6, it is postulated that
genes on chromosome 21 participate in the upregulation of
the MHC gene complex.15 The second proposed mechanism
involves the autoimmune regulatory gene (AIRE) located
on chromosome 21. This gene is selectively expressed in the
thymic medulla and is hypothesized to be a protector against
organ specific autoimmune disease. Inactivating mutations
in the AIRE gene cause the rare autosomal recessive disease
autoimmune polyendocrine syndrome type 1, a condition
with a similar autoimmune profile to Down syndrome.
Despite the additional AIRE gene copy in the DS, AIRE
expression has recently been found to be paradoxically
reduced in DS.13,17
The current case illustrates many of the comorbid conditions known to challenge the adult DS community, which is
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expanding due to an improved life expectancy and a community more vigilant health surveillance. The cause of death
in the current case is a large pulmonary thromboembolus
(PTE). A single case report of a fatal PTE in a postoperative
DS adolescent is described in the literature, making the
premise of inherent hypercoagulability unlikely.18 As such,
the role that the ostium secundum atrial septal defect played,
along with the finding of right ventricular cardiac dilatation
and pulmonary hypertension, is unclear but leaves open
the possibility for the development of a right-to-left cardiac
shunt and subsequent pulmonary arterial thrombus formation.19 Continued awareness of comorbid conditions in the
adult down syndrome poplulation is critical to continuing
efforts at establishing practice guidelines and improving
care.
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